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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in asingle box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madrigal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction"'
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differential 20- bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value can co-exist in one remarkable component.
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Set to be
the biggest
ever, this year's
Hi Fi Show,
at the Ramada
and Excelsior
hotels, will be
boosted by
the UK launch
of DVD

NXT'S NEW PANELS...
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he success of last year's event
made it inevitable that the 15th
annual Hi-Fi Show would
expand beyond the traditional
Heathrow Ramada Hotel venue. So
for 1997, the Show will also make use
of the excellent facilities at the
Excelsior Hotel, literally across the
road from the Ramada. And this
year's Show is already breaking all
records. Exhibitor bookings are at an
all-time high for this stage of the
build-up, and by the end of April,
more than four months still to go
before the Show's 11 September
opening, well over 100 rooms and
stands had already been confirmed.
Also set to boost the Show is the
expected launch of ` real' UK-spec
DVD players and software, making
this arguably the most important UK
hi-fi and home cinema event, not just
for this season but for several.
All this makes the free admission
ticket you'll find on the September
issue of HFNIRR (
on sale Friday,
August 1) all the more valuable. More
Show news next month.

E-MAIL

l'ou can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223e
compuservacom
Please specify
`HiFi News' in
the subject field
of your message

Too late for `News' story [page 11],
we learned of a revision to NXT's
agreement with NCT Inc. Further to
this agreement, Verity [NXT's parent
company, which also owns Mission]
`has now acquired an exclusive licence
from NCTI to manufacture and sublicense NCTI technology in certain
technical fields of use. Consideration
for this exclusive licence, which has
been transferred to NXT, will be the
issue of 3,350,000 new ordinary
shares of Verity allotted to NCTI as
fully paid, at a price of 55.5p per
share... this consideration replaces the
previous agreement that NCTI would
receive from NXT a pre-paid
royalty/licence fee of $ 3million.'
The important point is that NXT
is now free to exploit its own flatpanel technology, exclusively, in all
the main applications discussed,
including hi-fi and home cinema;
NCT will not enter these markets.
The first fruits of NXT's work should
be seen soon in NEC's laptop PC

speakers.
And NCT's flat-panel works of art?

Well, with the wires removed, they'll
still work as pictures.

...AND QUAD'S OLD ONE
Not long after the sale of Quad
Electroacoustics to Verity Group plc
in September 1995, it became
apparent that the company was no
longer able to repair or replace the
electrostatic panels used in the original
ESL speaker. Although Quad's
workforce had been virtually halved,
Verity said that service policy would
not change. But, according to Quad's
Ross Walker, it was no longer possible
to obtain the coating material needed
to give a specific, relatively low
electrical resistance to the Mylar film.
Without this material, he said, panels
for the old ESL could not be fixed.
The Mylar had to be stretched over
the panel's fixed plates on the original
1950s jig, abattered wooden frame
on legs, like something you might see
at an auction of ` agricultural bygones'.
Crude-looking weights on strings
around the edge gave the correct
tension. It took the skill and knowhow handed down through the years
to produce the correct result.
One American enthusiast, Sheldon
D Stokes (of 103 Windy Cove, Apt
1, Hampton, Virginia VA 23666) now
offers replacements. His web site
(Stokes@exis.net) explains the whole
process of replacing the Mylar, using
graphite to give it conductivity, to the
extent that some will be tempted to
do it themselves.
But now Dr Frank Hirsch, Quad's
German distributor, has actually
acquired the original wooden jig and
is producing replacement drive panels
with Quad's blessing. Contact Dr
Hirsch at Quad Musikwiedergabe
GmbH, Rheinstrasse 24, 56068
Koblenz, Germany, telephone + 49
(0)261 38824, fax (0)261 38172.
When Quad's founder Peter Walker
launched the the ESL in 1957, he
could not have known how many of
these wonderful speakers would still
be in use 40 years later. Thanks to
some overseas enthusiasts, many more
may be brought back to life with new
treble panels. But what ashame that
these couldn't have gone on being
made in Huntingdon.

* * COMING NEXT MONTH * *
Lead story for the August issue will take acloser look at akey product from one of Britain's most
famous hi-fi names, the Rego Planet CD player. We'll also be offering an exclusive review of the
near-legendary American Avalon Eclipse speaker, now available in this country, plus the latest
from Tannoy and Heybrook. Alvin Gold's system building series returns, looking at the options
for the best £ 000 system. For DlYers, there is Ben Duncan's 'Pure Henry' inductor (we regret that
this had to be held over from last month) and there will be full coverage of the American HighEnd '97 Show, held in San Francisco. The music pages will cover the newest audiophile rock and
jazz as well as the regular classical and non-classical issues, and there will be two competitions
next month. Don't miss your chance to win some of the world's finest cables from van den Hul,
or, if you prefer, EMI's centenary-special CDs. The August issue goes on sale Friday, 4 July.
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ado research

WOE ALWAYS WANTED the natural, •
musical sound of an all-valve system but
afraid of component matching problems an
Audio Research — leader for 25 years in all-v
solved your problem. The LS7 stereo line prumplier fentures ane
single-ended Class A circuit based on high-reliabili
triodes. The compact VT60 stereo power amplifier brine
dynamic 50 watts to the partnership. Individually they
resolution; together the IS7/VT60 partnership — affordably under £4500 — puts
competitors in the shade with lifelike tonality, aclear portrayal of hanmant
z
and true dynamic ease.
The VTM120, a120-watt monobloc version of the VT60, is also now
The full dual mono format will appeal to those looking for increased dynamic
robustness or added power for abi- or tri-amped system. Both the VT60 and
VTM120 can be purchased in the cosmetically enhanced SE format while existing
models can be upgraded by Absolute Sounds with retrofit front panels.
Shed alittle light on your music — contact Absolute Sounds for full information
on the large family of Audio Research products and alist of dealers.

Absolute Sounds
,Loruktn 5W20 ODETelephone 0181-947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962
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'Evenharmonic
distortion is
the sort of
distortion
that makes
apiano
sound
different
banjo or a
from
trumpet...
Aiy musical
instru ment
maker can
tell you that'
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PRAISE THE TRIODE!
Dear Sir, In your May issue Iread a
letter written by SBargery of
Portsmouth, in which he (or she)
theorises on the subject of loudness
and distortion in relation to singleended-triode amplification. Iwould
like to react to that, since it has been
puzzling me as well.
First thing we must do is to make
clear what sort of distortion we are
talking about. Iwant to make a
distinction between linear distortion
and harmonic distortion. The most
linear amplification device is amode
valve (or apentode used as atriode);
that's why it is the only device that
can be used in asingle-ended
configuration. In aproper set-up
with good transformers you .can have
amost linear result from 15Hz up to
35kHz (or higher) using triodes.
Then there is harmonic distortion,
which consists of even- and oddharmonic distortion. Even-harmonic
distortion is the sort of distortion
that makes apiano sound different
from abanjo or atrumpet, or even
another piano. Any musicalinstrument maker can tell you that,
and indeed any musician can. It has
to do with the choice of materials,
since every material has its own
resonance, and therefore its own
characteristic sound. Idare say that a
small percentage of even-lraioionic
distortion is anecessary component
of any musical signal. Triode valves
produce asmall amount of evenharmonic distortion.
It is the odd-harmonic distortion
that is polluting the music. Pentodes
(beam tetrodes) create oddharmonic distortion, transistors do it
even more. The worst kind of oddharmonic distortion is introduced by
negative feedback, because it
introduces anewly created mixture
of distortion, though it reduces the
amount of distortion and is therefore
indispensable for transistor
amplifiers. The only devices that do
not introduce odd-harmonic
distortion into the music signal are
triodes. We can't praise them
enough for it!
JULY 1997

So how does this explain the
subjective loudness of single-ended
triodes? It represents, to my ears, the
purest and most musical way of
sound-amplification; and 10 watts of
pure, clean musical power,
unhindered by unmusical distortion
or negative feedback, is more than
enough to create arealistic and
thoroughly musical soundstage in an
average living/listening room. The
fact that valves recover
instantaneously from clipping adds
to that. Iknow no way of measuring
this phenomenon of loudness, but
there is asimilarity with the
impression of the music playing
slower when using agood and stable
front-end.
Iwould like to say to SBargery,
and to all readers, that the only way
to really appreciate the single-ended
triode, zero feedback, ` low power'
amplifier is to go out and listen to a
good one. Sit back and be amazed at
what you have been missing.
Willem Arends, The Netherlands
Although it is well known that relatively
small amounts of high-odd-order harmonic
distortion are more unpleasant than quite
large amounts of even-order distortion, it is
wrong to imply that odd harmonics don't
exist in acoustic music. It's just that when
they do, they are not distortion' - Ed
DCC DEATH 'GREATLY EXAGGERATED'
Dear Sir, It seems that I'm always
the last one to know... On arecent
visit to Paris Ibought aDCC170
portable machine recorder. So it was
interesting to read your two-part
article about the failure of this
format [' DCC RIP', March and
April, by Barry Fox]. There are a
few points Iwould like to make:
(1) It is often stated that tape is
dead for digital storage. But every
day Ido my backup at work with a
tape smaller than aDCC cassette. I
stock 82Mb in it and still have space
for another 50Mb.
(2) Ibought this DCC recorder for
all the wrong reasons: my Aiwa
recorder was broken, my Walkman
too; and my son would not let me
take his Discman either. And, most
of all, the price after the deduction
of VAT was less than £90. The
cassettes were quite cheap, so I
bought 20 of them.
(3) Now Iam quite surprised at
what Iam hearing. It sounds a
hundred times better than any tape I
had, and better than any Discman I
have heard. And though the
ergonomics and logic of operations
have alot to improve, Ihave made
15 compilation cassettes and never
have enjoyed so much music on the
go like this. Ialso listen to it through
my Mission Cyrus 3amp and am
quite impressed.

Which gets us to the point: does it
sound as good as my Audio
Alchemy CD player? The answer is
`no'. But still the sound is one of a
cheaper CD player, something like
the old Marantz CD 40.
But that was the problem of the
marketing of DCC. DCC is much
better than atape (no hiss and no
Dolby), so why the hell try to sell it
as an ` as good as aCD' player? Who
needs anew CD player when you
already have one? Ido think that if
Phillips can market this format as
the best Discman/ Walkman that
can record from CDs, and sell it for
around £ 100, then sell blank
cassettes for less than £2, even now,
after all their mistakes, they would
probably have awinner.
Moshe Benarroch, Israel
ABOUT KAND C, B, BAND G...
Dear Sir, Iam writing to concur
with your correspondent Barry
Wakelin [`Views' May] about the socalled product reviews from people
like Kessler and Colloms who only
write for the prestige of ' reviewing'
high-end, high-priced gear here in
the US.
Iget the impression that in the
UK the perception of an American
audiophile is of someone with no
listening discernment, whose only
criterion for judging apiece of gear
is its price tag. You'd be surprised to
know most of us enjoy real music!
Knowing how ` slow' the UK
high-end market is at the moment, I
can't understand why Colloms and
Kessler are still writing for you.
Even here, the market is less likely
to spend large amounts of dollars on
high-end gear, and alot of it leaves
us cold anyway, preferring realworld systems which play real
music.
Besides which, most of us over
here want to know not what the
equipment sounds like but how it
fares playing real music. Idoubt C
and K referred to above know what
real music is, or what it sounds like.
There are some — Braithwaite,
Beeching and Gold — whose tastes
in music shine through their (far
more interesting and enlightening)
reviews than K and C.
K can be entertaining — but not
often, and is mostly either illinformed, or just plain wrong; C is
totally boring to read; but the other
three (
B, B and G) offer areal
insight into listening to music
through other modestly-priced
equipment.
One thing's for sure: give B, B or
G one of the hi-end systems that K
and C normally get, and Iguess
you'd get avery different response
— perhaps K and C's ' great personal
relationship with the manufacturers
7

The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for
the faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make
the new A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful boxe 111
we put it in.

Celestion Consumer Division. Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone. Kent, ME15 60P U.K. Tel: 01622 687442. Fax: 01622 687981.
Celestion Industries Inc_ 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston, MA 01476. USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fax: 508 429 2426.
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

and/or importers' (referred to in
Barry Wakelin's letter) is more than
just skin-deep?
Iwait to see whether you will ever
publish areally impartial high-end
review from K and C, instead of
their biased loves. In the meantime,
Iread with avid interest all the wellinformed, interesting and balanced
B, B and G articles you print.
Ken Piezwiski, Hollywood USA
Needless to say, we can't agree. In my
opinion MC and KK are as well qualified
to write about high-end as anyone in the
world, and Ido not believe their writing is
distorted by 'personal relationships'. P (
as
he'd presumably like to be called) appears
to be transferring his own 'biased loves' in
making his harsh judgement here. And P'à
claimed knowledge of the UK market hints
at apersonal relationship or two - Ed.
PUTS THE DAMPER ON IT
Dear Sir, Please tell me how KK got
away with it. Iam aKK fan, but this
one was alittle too much for me: I
found that his January '
Headroom'
column, concerning the Top Hat
tube dampers, was his usual
interesting and entertaining read,
but my great disappointment came
with the penultimate paragraph. A
whole page-worth of background,
physical description and lead-up,
but then what? The only
descriptions we get of the dampers'
effect are ' audibly superior' and
'they reduce... microphony'. Maybe
he has taken to heart the terseness
that acertain manufacturer used in
their adverts afew years ago, when
they just said ` So sorry, simply
better'? Given the other theme that
ran through Ken's article, I'm also
tempted to say that it was abit of an
anticlimax.
T Maton, Greenfield
QUAD QUANDARY
Dear Sir, Chris Beeching's article on
the Academy Sound refurbishment
of the Quad 33/303 pre-/power
combination [April, page 50] was
most timely. Iliterally inherited this
set-up, together with aQuad FM3
tuner and Leak Sandwich speakers,
some years ago. Ilater added a
Quad 67 CD player. Ihave been
more than happy with the
electronics but never really
impressed with the speakers:
although they have agood tonal
balance they sound oh so-o-oo lazy.
We recently moved into ahouse
with asmall (4x4m) living room.
This has forced my long-held wish
to replace the speakers. However, I
have been concerned at having 25
year old amps ' sandwiched' between
amodem source and modern
speakers. Now I'm even more
confused, as the article didn't really

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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indicate which `modem' amps the
refurbished 33/303 should be
compared with. So what should a
confused 33/303 owner do now?
Spend £225 — the cost of the
refurbishment — on amps worth
about £ 150? Sell the 33/303 and get
amodem amp to partner the Quad
67? (Which amps would be the next
'step up' from this combo?) Or stick
with the 33/303 — but then, which
speakers would make good partners:
Ruark floorstanders or the Pro-Ac
Tablette 50?
As it's not really possible to
audition the refurbished amps
before handing over the money,
maybe Chris Beeching could write a
follow-up article for the (potentially)
thousands of 33/303 owners out
there who, like me, still don't know
which route to follow.
Dr Ian Harvey, Cheshire

•
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less

CLOCK BATTERIES
Dear Sir, My two pennies worth on
the Trichord ' Clock 2' — here's
how to max out its performance.
Run it off battery power. Simply desolder the red lead of the red/black
pair from the CD player/transport
and re-solder both leads to aset of
9V battery clips. You may want to
start at 9volts and work your way
up to 24. Iwon't spoil the surprise
for you: I'll leave it up to you to find
out the astonishing improvements
for yourselves. It turns out that 18V
is the optimum voltage. At 24V, you
gain liquidity and grainlessness in
the sound, alower noise floor (a
'blacker black', if you will), and
improved rhythm, pace and timing.
Warning One: it devours batteries.
Use NiCads: they make areal
difference over alkalines. Warning
Two: when the batteries run flat, the
CD player/transport loses the clock
signal and ' farts' briefly. Meanwhile,
the transport will still be spinning
the CD — and erratically. Do not
attempt to open the drawer to
remove the CD. Turn off the power
switch, re-attach afresh set of
batteries, turn the player back on. It
is now safe to remove the CD or
play another CD, with the Trichord
'Clock 2' working again. You have
been warned!
Without sounding like an
unabashed promoter of the ' Clock
2' Imust endorse it as the greatest
improvement to digital playback for
the bucks. I'm not araving lunatic
to say that it eats the multi-kilobucks transports for breakfast. But
only if you run the ' Clock 2' off 24
volts battery power. Perhaps
HFNIRR reviewers would do well to
examine this phenomenon. It may
make us re-think the way CD
transports are built these days.
R Z Quan, Singapore

distortion when
played loud

What the experts have to)

"...a marked imprOvement was obvious from
the first fgw bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
HI-FI News & Record Review - March1994
_Defies panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1984

" Rut one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
HI-FI Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Duality
Value for money

Ó
limmD
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Standard Panel £7.95 (28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel £6.95 (28cm x 18cm)
Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub- Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £ 5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast
Products include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNA'
Tel

(
01745) 360070

Fax (
01745) 360086
Unit Al PInfold frw _, Flarcid
Rhyl, Denbigh.. tire LL18
ACCESS

• VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)

womorno•
U.. Tel 01455 284403 • F. 01469
284805. AUSTRALU1 Tel 03 9429 2195 - Fax 03 . 29 9309. AUSTRIA
Tel/F. 7472 51521. @MOM Tel/F44 9 357 4937. 114144111133 Tel 809 2U
3125 • F. 809 295 4379. CANADA Tel 905 829 . 58 • F. 1105 429 5348
CROWS Tel 2 442140 . Fax 2 444001. MINA« Tel 7542 9550 • F. 74123
9107; FRANCE Tel n 95 04 92 . F. 78 $0 78 35: 114141.1.115 Tel 30411
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The
Sorcerer's

The Crituilier'n• at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

Apprentice

The () nest at £ 2,750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilis ng one 300B
per channel, gKing an
output of 2 x 9 watts.

The legendary ' Ongahli' amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best ' rom recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle, wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"
With his heritage in mind, Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Range'.
The Conqueror, Quest Fe Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic, and all feature the
'renowned' 300B direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A configuration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand-wired.

e

The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel, giving
an output of 2 r18 watts.

"True, they're rated at only
18W each, but they act like
50 wafters. Iwas astonished
by the levels they allowed
the Nat ?/Puppies to deliver,
with no sign of clipping, no
trace of susceptability to the
System V's weird impedence
characteristics. And with the
old ESL's, whew... it was a
match made in, well,
Canterbury"
"...the mid- band is something
truly special..."
"..yes, Ireally am sorry to
see them go."
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News 8( Record

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC„ PURE AUDIO NOTE

*ion

Audio Not
Music s Finest Conductor
Audo Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate. 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tell: +44 (0)1273 220511
Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

Review

news
FLAT SPEAKER
RIVALS STRIKE DEAL
ON PATENTS

A

reported,
two
s previously
companies have been claiming
patent rights on a similar, new
approach to flat panel loudspeaker
technology. Both NXT (New Transducers
Ltd, which is part of the Verity Group
alongside Mission) and Noise Cancellation
Technologies Inc of the USA, let the panel
vibrate freely, rather than clamping the
sides and making it work as apiston. Very
sensibly, the two companies have now
agreed to cross-licence their patents, rather
than fight each other in court.
NXT built on achance discovery by the
Ministry of Defence; while working in
noise-cancellation in aircraft, the MOD
found its panels worked as loudspeakers.
NXT bought the rights, made the idea
work in hi-fi, and has already licensed both
Sir Norman Foster and Partners (to make

architectural speaker panels)
and NEC (to make thin
speakers for laptop computers).
When launching the NXT
concept, in September 1996,
NCT came up with this 'picture' speaker prototype shortly after
Verity's chief executive and
NX7"s September 1996 launch
chairman,
Farad
Azima,
admitted that there might be patent This cross licence creates apowerful patent
disputes. Soon after, NCT started to seek pool which the two companies can exploit.
If they had locked horns in court they
publicity about its patents on noisecould well have invalidated each other's
cancellation panels for automobiles. [As
already reported, NCT had been patents, and thus left the field open for
competitors to copy the technology without
developing a line- fit car sound system,
called Top Down Surround Sound, in paying royalties to either company.
NXT is also paying NCT an upfront fee
which multiple piezo actuators built into
of $3million, in recognition of the fact that
the headliner would provide sound for the
the latter has more scope for exploitation.
car's occupants — Ed.]
On 1April NCT and NXT signed an Each company has offered the other the
chance to buy its shares at favourable rates.
agreement whereby they can use each
Bony Fox
other's patents and pay each other royalties.

CELESTION KEEPS
AN iON VALUE

GARRARD BRAND
REVIVED WITH NEW 501

L

aser interferometry research has
helped Celestion create anew
range of high sensitivity, rigid
cabinet loudspeakers. Each of the
nine iSeries speakers is designed to
be 'alot of speaker for the money'.
Using paper-coned main drivers and
soft domed tweeters, the speakers
are said to be easy to drive to high
levels. The smallest two-way 12i
model has a 19mm cabinet, while
the larger three-way models are
heavily braced, and cabinet panels
even thicker. A centre channel
model, the Cli (£ 149 each) and a

powered subwoofer, the Sli (£349
each), help make the fully
magnetically shielded iSeries
suitable for home cinema use. Prices
per pair, for the main stereo models,
range from £ 119 for the 12i to
£499 for the three-way 45i. Further
details from Celestion International
Ltd, 01473 322222.

LINN BREATHES
LIFE INTO LP
in celebration of the
silver anniversary of its
most famous product, the
LP12 turntable, Linn has
launched the new Unto phono
pre- amplifier. Intended to help owners
of the LP12 and other high- quality
turntables maximise their enjoyment of
vinyl records, the Linto has been
designed with surface mount
components working in ultra- short
signal paths. Linn's new Brilliant Switch
Mode power supply and extensive
internal shielding are intended to keep
noise firmly at bay. Linto is suitable for
use with low-to- high output moving- coil
cartridges, and connects directly to linelevel amplifier inputs. Retail price is
£350. For further call the Linn Products
customer helpline, 0500 888909.
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?his autumn, for the first time in 15 years, the
Garrard name will reappear officially on a new
British-made turntable. Terry O'Sullivan of Loricraft
Audio, with many years' experience in refurbishing
vintage Garrard 301 and 401 decks, has now been
granted 'exclusive rights' to the name by Garrard's
owners, Gradiente of Brazil. The move will allow
the launch this autumn of the Garrard 501, a
successor to the 401 which has been developed by
Loricraft, and was first seen in prototype form at the
The Hi Fi Show,
1996. Terry O'Sullivan
commented: ' The new Garrard products will be
hand-made for the vinyl enthusiast. We are asmall
specialist business, unlike the Garrard of yesterday,
which employed some 4000 staff at the Swindon
factory.' As well as the upmarket 301 (in production
from 1953-1964) and 401 ( 1964-1976), the original
Garrard company produced countless thousands of
lower-grade turntables, but by the time the 401 was
launched it had already became part of the giant
Plessey electronics company. UK turntable
production ceased when Plessey in turn sold Garrard
to telecommunications company Gradiente in 1982.
Further information from Loricraft, 01488 72267.

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS I EVENTS
18-22 JUNE MIA Show/Mad About
Music, London Arena ( first three days,
trade only). Contact the organisers on
0171 538 1212.
28-31 AUGUST Singapore
International Audio Video Exhibition
incorporating the High End Exhibition 97
(SAVE/HEX), 4th Floor, Le Meridien Hotel,
Orchard Road, Singapore. Tel: +00 ( 65)
344 3866
30 AUGUST-7 SEPTEMBER
Internationale Funkausstellung, Berlin.
Contact 01714 861951.

11-14 SEPTEMBER
The Hi Fi Show ' 97,
Ramada and Excelsior
Hotels, Heathrow,

TUE

HUI
SHOW

London (
11th and 12th,
trade only). Sponsored
by HFN/RR. Booking
information From Janet
Belton, 0181 686 2599.
13-15 NOVEMBER Top Audio,
Praha 97 will take place at the Panorama
Hotel, Prague, The Czech Republic.
Contact +42 (0) 602 374 222.

II

SLATE BRINGS BACK V15/III
œ late Audio has resurrected the neara, legendary Shure V15/III phono
cartridge of the 1970s in arevised, modern
guise, and loyal Vlsaii owners can now
have their existing cartridges modified by
Slate. First, the plastic outer body is
removed and the can bonded to an alloy
block whose lugs are threaded to accept
fixing bolts supplied. The block is milled

flat for firm fixing to the headshell. Finally,
once the flip-down stylus protector has
been removed, Shure's new Micro Ridge
stylus is fitted and the resonant finger grip
carefully pared away. Slate Audio promises
improved detail, depth, bass weight/slam,
and greater clarity. Total price of the
modification is £ 185. Further details from
Slate Audio, 01525 384174.

EMI MUSIC FOR INTERNET

BRACING HELPS
KEF CODA 7SE

S

everal revisions to the
popular Coda 7 compact
loudspeaker have resulted in a
new model, the Coda 7SE. Apart
from a more robust, braced,
thicker cabinet construction, the
Coda 7SE has a modified
crossover containing uprated
components and anew long-throw doped paper coned bass/midrange
driver and 1inch soft dome tweeter. Bi-wirable/bi-ampable and finished
in Black Ash or Mahogany vinyl, Coda 7SE retails for £ 149 per pair.
Further details from KEF Audio (
UK) Ltd, 01622 672261.

METAL CONES IN
COLUMNS

B

lackshore Acoustics has developed a
new range of loudspeakers particularly
suitable for use with low power valve
amplifiers. Each of the Concept range
loudspeakers is centred around metal cone
main drive units and aminimal crossover
network. Designed to have asmall
footprint, the columnar cabinet is finished
in hand matched wood veneers, piano
black lacquer or special colours as required.
Prices range from £ 1200 for the Concept
200, to £ 1800 for the Concept 800.
Further details from Blackshore Acoustics
Ltd, 01502 724301.

MI, the world's largest music publisher, is the first
to sign an Internet License deal with Cerberus
Central Ltd ( CCL). Covering a million songs, the
agreement facilitates distribution via Cerberus's new
Internet Audio Server, the Virtual Pressing Plant. CCL
hopes that the VPP will enable all record labels,
publishers, distributors, high street shops, bands and
unsigned artists to sell their songs via the Internet.
Already, The Cerberus Digital Jukebox (CDJ), which
uses the same Coded Bitstream Reliant technology as
VPP, has more than 100,000 songs with servers in more
than 6 continents. It is the largest audio archive of
independent record labels and musicians in the world.
Further details from CCL, 0171 636 1536.

MARANTZ KI-SIGNATURE AMP LAUNCHED

K

en Ishiwata has developed his first
audiophile amplifier for the Marantz
Signature series. Like the Maranta CD63
KI-Signature CD player which launched
the series, the new PM66 KI-Signature
integrated amplifier contains many
individually
selected
high
grade
components. Particular care has been
taken to maintain performance across CD
and phono stages. A new
copper chassis and copper
polished rear panel have been
developed to control the
interference effects of eddy
currents, while anew toroidal

transformer containing high purity copper
and ahigh grade core helps the PM66
KI-Signature develop ahigh V/A rating.
Each amplifier is supplied with its own
certificate bearing Ken Ishiwata's personal
dedication to the owner. Price of the
PM66 KI-Signature is £ 400. Further
details from Maranta Hi Fi UK, 01753
680-868.

• BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING •
ASC, the pro audio supplier, has updated its MDReport! kit. It now includes aSony MZ-R30
MiniDisc recorder, professional balanced in/out and
rechargeable battery, dry cell and mains adaptor at
apackage price of £758. Call 01734 811000.
BIB'S Roladisc CD store is said to house CDs in
aquarter of the space of most racks. It takes up to
150, with clear, dual-pocket sleeves for disc and
booklet. Prices from £ 13-£60. Call 01442 233233.
CERWIN VEGA'S CT330 is a £ 300 floorstanding, high
sensitivity, reflex speaker with 6.5in paper-cone woofers plus
0.75 in polycarbonate soft dome tweeter. Call 01423 359 054.
DENSIN Audio Technologies has an Internet site at
http://www.densen.dk and can be contacted at the following
E-mail address: www@densen.dk
NEAR offers the Elliot AS&E Magnum Opus amplifier at
£23,850, not £26,200 as stated in last month's ' News' item.
We regret that the product name was also given incorrectly as
`Magnus'. Enquiries to HEAR, 01232 319148.
JBL's Simply Cinema speaker system mixes five tiny, voice-
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matched, satellites with an active subwoofer, credit cardsized remote control, Dolby Pro Logic processing and 5
channel amplification, for abasic price of £600.
MONSTER CABLE has responded to demand for a
high quality signal splitter, by introducing the Ultra High
Performance Y Adaptor in female-to-two-male or maleto-two-female configuration. Call + 1415 871 6000.
MUSICAL DESIGN COMPANY has moved to new
premises at the following address: Unit I, Woodside Trading
Estate, Woodside, Thornwood, Epping, Essex CM16 6LJ.
Call 01992 573030.
OPTIMUM International 2000's Prestige range of hi-fi
supports (one pictured), all use 6mm toughened safety glass
shelves with modular construction and are supplied in
alternative stainless steel/champagne gold finishes. Prices start
at £150. For more details call 01274 583249.
SEN PINEISER has anew flagship dynamic headphone, the
HD- 600 (£250), featuring Duofoil twin Mylar film drivers,
damped fibre frames, and stainless steel grilles. For further
information call 01494 551 551.
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REL SWITCHES
A SUBWOOFER

AIR/JORDAN
MIXES METAL
AND CERAMICS

R

A

EL has developed what it claims to be the most
flexible and future- proof subwoofer to date.

Superseding the Q100, the new Q100-E is designed
to span audiophile and multimedia demands. A
switch allows users to choose between ' Slam' for
maximum in-your-face impact, and ' Depth' for aflat
response down to 20Hz. A dedicated LFE input
meets the stringent requirements set for digital . 1
channel status. It has independent LFE level
adjustment and left/right loudspeaker level control.
The Q 100-E retails for £ 500. Further information
from REL Acoustics, 01656 768777.

KEF RDM
SPEAKER
WINNERS

YAMAHA HONES
HI-FI AND HOME
CINEMA LINES
IWamaha has substantially tuned
up its hi-fi amplifier and home
cinema electronics line-ups. For hifi enthusiasts whose budgets are
limited, Yamaha has developed the
AX-492 (£220) and AX-592 (£280)
integrated amplifiers. Designed to
give ` especially stable stereo' sound
with ' superb dynamics', both
amplifiers have symmmetrical channel
layouts and uprated output stages
compared with previous models.
Meanwhile, there have been major
revisions to Yamaha's home cinema
receiver and audio visual amplifier
ranges. For 'entry level' home cinema
fans, Yamaha has the Dolby Pro
Logic RX-V392RDS
receiver
(£250) and Dolby Digital ready RX-

Lucky winners of

V592RDS (£400), while the AN
amplifier line-up ranges from the
DSP A492 (£ 250) to the more
advanced Dolby Digital/Tri-Field
Processor equipped DSP-A1092 A/V
amplifier (£850).
Replacing
Yamaha's popular DSP-A590 is the
new DSP-A592 (£ 330). Laserdisc
and DVD aficionados are expected
to appreciate the arrival of Yamaha's
DDP-2 Dolby Digital Decoder
(£350) and AP-D1 Dolby Digital RF
Demodulator (£ 100). Completing
Yamaha's A/V additions is the DSPE492
add-on
processor
and
YST-SW300 Active servo sub-woofer
(£350). Further details on all ranges
from Yamaha Electronics (UK)
Ltd, 01923 233166.

ascam's new
DA302 dual
DAT recorder,
mounted on a
single chassis,
allows
normal
and high-speed
digital cloning for
professional
audio applications, and supports 32, 44.1 and 481(Hz
sampling frequencies. Deck 1may be used either in sync
with Deck 2or separately, and there are separate outputs
for digital and analogue from both. Deck 1can digitally
record while Deck 2 transfers material to an external

TASCAM TWINS DAT

recorder. With hard-wired remote control, synchro cable
and optional balanced analogue I/O converter kit, the
DA302 costs £ 1499. Call TEAC UK, 01923 819630.

AMP TO BEAT
'MEMORY
DISTORTION'

F

Wrench amplifier
a- manufacturer, Laverdin
Technologies, makes much of its IT
amplifier's Reduced ' Memory distortion',
describing the phenomenon as ' the greatest
discovery in analogue audio design since the
past twenty years'. UK buyers hoping to
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our April issue
FIEF competition
were Mr M
Rodway of

range of stylish Germanengineered speakers, centred
around the famous Jordan metalconed drive units, is to be test
marketed in the UK. The new
ALR/Jordan loudspeakers made
their Shanghai show debut in April,
while a key model, the Factor 2
(illustrated) was ready for launch at
the Frankfurt High End show in
May. This two-way speaker features
an integral sand-filled ceramic stand
and atweeter housing made of the
same material, said to optimise high
frequency radiation. UK retail price
will be £4800. Meanwhile, ALR
Jordan's floorstanding Take Series
models combine metal-cone main
drivers with a29mm fabric dome
Scan-speak tweeter;
•
the 50mm front

baf. e,sicha
iprboad
ear
n

Broadstairs, Kent,
and Mr P A
Burford of Devon.
Mr Rodwav
receives a pair of
FIEF RDM Two
loudspeakers while
Mr Burford
becomes the
owner of a pair of
FIEF RDM Ones.
Correct answers
were: 1, c; 2, b;
3, c ( the

missing

word here was
'port'); 4, b.

e,

'sandwich'. Take
series prices range
from £ 1200 to
£2480,
while
ALR/Jordan's
lowest-cost Entry
series speakers are
set to retail from
£220/pair. For
further information
call ALIVJordan
GmbH,
Essen,
Germany, + 49
201 55 50 88.

Here's aglimpse of Prime
Design's new A-100
integrated and P-150 power
amplifiers,, featured in last
monzh's news story. Prime
Design's may be contacted on
0181 906 0181; we regret
that the number given last
month was incorrect.

DOLBY DIGITAL MEETS DIGITAL DOLBY

D

enon's new home cinema
al/amplifier,
the
AVC-3800
unusually puts both its Dolby Digital
AC-3 and Dolby Pro Logic inputs
through digital processing. Onboard
18-bit AID converters place the

judge this bold claim will
have to wait until
Laverdin has tied up
arrangements for UK
sales representation of its
products. Memory
distortion, the company says, is responsible
for ' shrillness' and ' mechanical' sounding
artefacts identified in solid state amplifiers.
Further details from Laverdin Technologies,
France, + 33 (0) 254 853186.

matrixed Pro Logic signal in the
digital domain, while the AC-3input
is dealt with by Denon's Discrete
Surround Circuit (DDSC Digital).
Multi-bit D/A converters and
dedicated power supplies for digital,
analogue and video sections make
this 5.1 channel amplifier suitable
for a host of signal sources from
Laserdisc and DVD to S-Video and
the usual array of pure audio inputs.
The amplifier's on-screen TV display
function helps make AN system
setting up easy, for best use of the
available 90W x 5ch output power.
Retail price is £ 1700. For further
details, call UK distributor Hayden
Laboratories on 0171 431 2305.
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Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TW1 2EB

Fax: (0181) 892 7749

DREAMS CAN COME TRUE

New Alpha Range.
Affordable and upgradeable

New one box Audiolab CD Player.
Bargain price with Audiolab
build quality

In aclass of its own for build
and price

Remote control upgradeable, what
more could you ask for.

Audio Research Integrated
unbelievable, hear it for yourself.

Tried and tested.
Unbeatable at the price.

Limited editions from Sonus Faber,
our demos are for sale, please call.

Castle Harlechs exemplary
finish + sound

Awesome Power,
must be heard.

AND THEY HAVE.
WELCOME TO THE ULTIMATE IN
HOME CINEMA

Dwin HD500 probably
the finest CRT available
on the market.

Vidikron the ultimate in
LCD projectors

Theta Data Ill Laserdisc players do not come much better than this.

Krell Multichannel Amplifier
designed for the home
cinema market.

Martin Logan Logos never
thought acentre channel could
sound this good.

New Aerius I. You need to
have an electrostatic in
Home Cinema system.

0% FINANCE AVAILABLE ON SELECTED INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Visit us on the World Wide Web

Experience the best in home

STOP PRESS! NEW PRODUCTS

http://www.riversidehifi.co.uki

theatre starring Angstrom,

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100

or e-mail us on:

DWIN, Harman, Krell,

soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.u k

Martin Logan, NHT, Onkyo,
Pioneer, RCF, REL, Theta, Yamaha.

AUDIO RESEARCH CASO
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
COPLAND CDA 277
COPLAND CSA 8
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS I
SONUS FABER CONCERT GP
PERSONAL OVERSEAS ORDERS

KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR
The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KEA' Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innovative design, bristling with advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such
critical acclaim.
"...KEF's best yet, showing that musicality and neutral

dynamic range associated with the best at

researched designs that KEF is famous lnr..."

two or three times the price..."

"...It'll play loud throughout the range, holding onto its
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"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

balance can result from the high-tech and deeply

Martin Warns, IliFi News

fundamental inner balance, one which is recognisably

The experience
of sound

truthful to the programme input..."
KEF Reference Series Authorised Dealers
Holburn H F ABERDEEN
Barnsley I•

or.

BARNSLEY

CONGLETON

01226 205549

Frani. Harvey Huf

Paul Gree, BATH

01225 316197

Muse Matters, EDGBASTON

Audio FIN , BISHOP STORTFORD

01279 506576

K1usical Images (
head office, EDGWARE

Sound Ac ,

01922 473499

Surrey Fir- F GODSTONE

01202 555512

FJhr-Fr. GUILDFORD

Radford 11,4 I(
head Mc, BRISTOL

01179 428247
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01212 228565

Hudoer ,r
,- • •

01703 252827

Martz - • •

01242 241171

HIP Exper,-

Salions 11

BLOXWICH
BOURNEMOUTH

CARDIFF

Hampshre Aude CHANDLER'S FORD
Sevenoaks HI- I-, CHELTENHAM'
Aude Excellence, CHESTER

I COVENTRY

HUDDERSFIELD

KINGS LYNN
LONDON W1

01N40

JLersuresoure LONDON W1

0171 486 8'62

Suck T(
head

Ol'e3 5:1200

Aude Concept LONDON WS

0181 567 8'03

The Fer Coned ,, PETERBGROUGH

01733 341755

0121 42,42811

Speakers Corner. MAIDSTONE

01622 67773

Jellr.slir-Fi. PORTSMOUTH

01705 663604

01E1 9588 ,77

The H,-F, II)on, MANCHESTER

0161 835 1'66

SaIrst.ory

01483 7,4755

Robert Rtc,e MONTROSE

0167 467 3 65

Soun•I Wry Style SHEFFIELD

01.83 54.e301

Undel Aude NEW MALDEN

0181 942 9167

01.132 355881

JG Windows, NEWCASTLE

0191 2321556

Muse Matters. SOLIHULL

0121 742 0254

Mertes Flr-E1 NORWICH

01603 627110

:Rrve,de 91F, TWICKENHAM

0181 Se 7613

Nottegnarn H, E NOTTINGHAM

01159 786 i19

Severeaks H.F, WORCESTER

01901. 612929

Aston Aude OTLEY

01625 582204

Phase 3H-41 WORTHING

01903 245577

01484 54, 668
01.53 741683
017- 580 335

01744 345576

KEF AND UNI O ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATEN T2 236929 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED. DEPT HEN9
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COMPETITION

a complete Quad System worth over

£3500

'For the closest approach to the original sound..?

W

ith a.61.-year history and a
worldwide reputation, the Qaad
name sll symbolises the greatness
of British hi-fi. Qtmes original e'ertroststic
speaker, launched at 1957. was so tar ahead
of its time that countess pairs are- sill in use
today. And at the time, they cask lived up
to Quad founder Peter Walker's IsoId Slogan:
`For the closest approacn to the onginal
sound'. Over the Nears Quad's cow nittment
to quality and service earned it alevel of brand
loyalty that drove other makers .
o
despair. So we art very

happy indeed to be able to offer a romplete
Quad 7 CD system as OM prize this. month.
The prize system tees CD anJ radio
sources, pre-/power an combination, and highquality compact speakers All the electronics
are under full remote control via the unique
Quad Sus, and are des.gr.ed for ease and
convenience in use as well as "nigh sound quality.
Starting with tie a:uplEcation, the 77 preamplifier is welll-eqtipprd with front-panel
controls, hut tillec are expected to get less use
than the comprehensiee cantrol array provided
by Quad's smart' lemon handset, which
offers comp:ete contral over the whole system
and emen has a real. rice- totee rotary
volume cornea. ?letaiiil .. alue is £849.95.
The nsatchimg power amplifier,
latest in the long and
illustioes ine of Q-aad power
an-ps and successor to the
well-known 606, is the
rsewls-launched.
707,
ofenu
iiiample

120W'cli and .asing Quad's fammai ' r_urrent
dumeng' zrirciple, first seen n the 405. The
707 tor:rm. 3T retails at t799..95. Speakers are the
Quad 77-101-s, acomçact (325rim :yes design_
which normally sells at £599.95.
Providing die CD source . 3 Quad s wellreceived 77 CD player, in the `be' version, which
receives its power from the preamp sir die Quad
bus (seiner:ion, and nermaly remits at £699.95.
(Note that the alternative stancl-abne' mainspowered 77 CI) playe-, winch mn be used with
other :makers' equipment, costs £899.95.) The
other * frort-end' component is the exciting new
77FD4 tuner, which, apart from any other
techmcal :nneniations, is the first Britishmade
tuner to offer RDS facilities. The Radio Data
System provides listeners with visually-displayed
information and lets the tuner 7
7
"nd the strongest
signal far any station. retail price is £e99.95.
This syszem configuration is. the same as that
reviewed in the June issue by Eric Braahwaite,
lacking only the ` overkill' addition of asecond
707,.kin hi-.amiping. It's asysten to last alifetime.

THE auESTIONS
1. What is the rated power output of the Quad 7(27 power
amplifier?
a) 70W/ch

b) 77W/ch

c) 100W/ch

d) 120W/ch

2.

Which was the first Quad amplifier to use `current dumping'?
a) 303
b) 405
c) 606
d) 306

3.

Which special eyrture of the 77-FM marks afirst far
British tuner design?
d) VHF
a) AFC
b) AGC
c) RDS

4.

When was the original Quad Electrostatic speaker

introduced?
a) 1936
b) 1957

c) 1963

d) 1961

Quad 77 System Competition
THE ANSWERS
HOW TO INTER: Doit miss pur clance to win ?hi! mouti—watering
prize. Simply answer the four questions, add your name ard cdcress a-d.
post to: Quad Cornaetitian, Hi Fi News J1 Record Res iesd Eaitorid, lnk
House, Dingwall A..enue, Croydbr, Sursey CR9 2TA. to arrive by ihe cl.Dâng
date of Friday 11 luly W97.
RULES' '
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Name
Address

Postcode

Lin:
.
on
correspondeib.
will be

Sort Kvicg.. tit Entry forms received Ivecome die ptteertv of lank House

id.

2.

-,
1
I • ii.•

Ii Colployeta.

,I... and
enkr(itivatv and their agents will not he chtahle I. enter, ti 1juin. Mom lie rev
I“ do . II lids 1947, when tudgmg will be rrnrna1 toi .. l he
dectidon roll toc final and hi
ateredM:0 regarding the competition il hin prizem •
rs mall be 'bathed by poy, and the
pubicIi . 1in IMF September 1007 HiPi
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With our large selection of valve pre and power amplifiers we can tune a
system to provide you with exactly the sound you wish, within your
budget. We install all purchases to ensure you achieve the best sound it is
capable of in your home. Our aftersales policy is second to none.

Golden Tube SEP- Ipre-amplifier.
Single ended, transformer coupled
output. Amazing value at £900 in
line only or £995 with battery
powered phono stage.

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Paragon linear tracking arm.
This model in custom antique gold
crackle finish. Mostly available
in black!

Monrio Privilege CD player.
Detailed sound without harshness,
lucid and musical. Superb value
at £995.

Far right: Golden Tube SE-40.
Power amplifier with 40 watts of
single-ended power Very transparent
sound at an affordable price of £995.
Right: Graaf GM 200 OTL amplifier
with dual mono construction.
A bench mark in sound quality at its
price. If you have not heard what an
output transformerless design can
do in terms of transparency, imaging
and speed, we would be pleased to
offer you that pleasure.
Extraordinary at £ 3,000.
From left to right: Diapason
Adamantes, Diapason Prelude, Opera
Terza, Resolution Epic, Resolution Quark.
The Diapason, Opera and Resolution
speakers not only sound exce/lent
but look good, fitting comfortably
into any domestic environment.
All are sensitive, agenuine 91 93.5 dB.
coupling well with most valve
amplifiers and will reveal low-level
detail with ease. Imaging is exceptional
with all these speakers.
We are pleased to add the following

Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue
Digital Replay Cary • DPA • Holfi • Monrio
Tuntables • Paragon Linear Tracking Arns •
•Marantz KI Signature • Trichord
i
he exemplary conrad-johnson PV I
OA
Analogue Tracer Cartridges • Benz Micro
pm-amplifier and the MV-55 power ampllier.
Cartridges • Blue Oasis Cartridge •
Speakers Analysis Ribbons • Bravura Horns
A remarkable combination.
Clearaudio Cartridges
•Diapason Acoustics • Gamma
A new range of 300B based amplifiers from
•Opera • Resolution • Tannoy
Amplification Art Audio • Audio Note
Holland called Heart. Stereo and mono
•Cary Audio Design
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables
amplifiers with exceptionally good bass
•conrad-johnson PV I
OA & MV55
•Black Diamond Racing Shelves & Cones
performance at value for money prices.
•Gamma • Golden Tube Audio
•Petros granite isolating platforms
The Bravura Virtuoso horn loudspeakers;
•Graaf • Heart • Monrio • Trilogy
•V- Damp Isolating System
true homs at an attractive price with
•Tube Technology • Unison Research
beautiful cabinet work.
new products to our range:

Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866

CAMDEN TOWN, NWI

FAx:0171 383 5028

E.MAIL:101650,2424@compuserve.corn

technology

Rewritable
CDs are now
a certainty,
and the DVD
consortium
has already
drafted the
standard
tor erasable
DVDs

ir

he standard for erasable CDs
has now been set and the
DVD Consortium has agreed
adraft standard for erasable DVD.
Both systems are aimed primarily at
the computer market, but this is part
political and part commercial.
The record companies and film
studios are scared stiff of a digital
disc that clones music or movies, but
the computer industry wants higher
capacity storage for multimedia and
data backup. Also the computer
market is better able to afford the
high cost of first-generation recorders
and blank discs.
The cost will come dawn, though,
and both formats will eventually
migrate to the consumer market, if
ony because computers themselves
are already becoming mass-market
consumer products.
The standard for erasable CD,
known as CD-ReWritable, was agreed
by Hewlett Packard, Mitsubishi,

Toshiba claims the
DVD market will be
worth $244bn by the
year 2000

Philips, Ricoh, Sony and Yamaha.
CD-RW discs record, play back and
erase on CD-RW recorders. They
also play back on anew generation
of CD-ROM drives. Some recently
purchased CD-ROM drives already
contain 'Multiread' circuitry which
self-adjusts for CD-RW playback.
Some existing CD audio players may
be able to play CD-RWs, but it's a
suck-it-and-see situation.
The new CD-RW discs work on
the phase-change principle. A CD is
coated with an alloy. In its natural
state this alloy is crystalline and
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records one turn on the land, then
one turn in the groove, then the laser
moves on and records on the land,
then in the groove and so on.
The benefit is that there is very
little crosstalk between the adjacent
spirals because they are separated by
the depth of the groove, which is
one-sixth the wavelength of the laser,
and thus out of focus.
The debit is that the laser must
continually switch
focus
and
position,
which
is
complex,
expensive, and less reliable.
The timing information, normally
embossed into the groove, must be
put between the land and groove.
This is complicated. Unlike the
timing data for recordable CD,
which is spread out along the groove
in a continuous stream, the DVD
RAM timing data is in bursts which
interupts the user data every 2
kilobytes. This follows the technique
used by Matsushita for its current
phase-change computer recorders. It
makes the system sensitive to
dropout; if ablemish hits the timing
data, the system may crash. So
caddies may be necessary.
Proposal 2, from Philips and
Sony, builds on CD-RW. The pregroove uses a continuous wobble,
with FM address data. This makes
readout easier and more reliable.
The user data is written as asingle
spiral, on phase-change material in
the groove. The single spiral uses
higher tangential density to achieve
the same 2.6G capacity.
The Ver 0.9 standard adopts a
compromise, put forward by Hitachi.
The pre-groove wobbles to give
timing information, and address
headers are pressed into the disc as
short bursts of data pits. All this
informatioin is permanent. The
erasable data is recorded in both the
land and groove, in longer bursts
ERASABLE DVD: THREE
between the address bursts. Caddies
ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS
will be optional for single-sided discs
The DVD Consortium of ten
but obligatory for double-sided discs.
companies has now agreed Version
The Consortium has not explained
0.9 of astandard for erasable DVD,
why this should be necessary.
known as DVD-RAM. Electronics
The system is upgradable, as
and computer companies round the
recording and playback become
world now have an opportunity to
more reliable, so that future DVDcomment, and attend conferences
RAMs will have the same capacity,
planned for Japan, the US and
4.7Gb, as apressed DVD.
Europe, ahead of finalisation of the
The Consortium says the recordings
Ver 1.0 standard which will freeze
will play back on ordinary DVD
the technical specification.
players, but has not explained how a
Three proposals were on the table,
tray-loading DVD player will cope
all phase-change, all using a prewith aDVD-RAM disc in caddy.
grooved disc and all offering 2.6
Philips does not see DVD RAM
Gigabyte capacity (compared to 600
as aconsumer product until at least
Megabytes for CD).
2000. But reports on French wire
Proposal 1, from Matsushita
(Panasonic) and Toshiba, uses a service AFP quote Toshiba's
optimistic claims for consumer
technique called `land and groove'.
takeup — with the market worth
The phase-change material covers
$244bn by the year 2000. This paves
both the groove and the land
between the grooves. The recording
the way for a DVD audio disc that
we can use like tape.
Barry Fox
is made as adouble spiral. The laser

reflects light efficiently. The disc has
a ' pre-groove' which is formed
during pressing, and serves as an
optical guide for a laser during
recording. During recording, the
laser heats spots on the surface to
around 600 9 C, so that the alloy
melts. The spot then cools so quickly
that the alloy does not have time to
re- crystallise. It ' freezes' into an
amorphous state which is much less
efficient at reflecting light. So the
readout laser sees the spots as pits.
To erase the recording, the laser
again heats the alloy, but more
slowly and to a lower temperature,
which lets the alloy re-crystallise.
CD-RWs do not need aprotective
caddy and can thus fit any conventional
CD chive. Existing CD-audio players
and CD-ROM drives have a light
sensor designed to read pressed or
write-once discs which reflect 70% of
the laser light from the lands between
the data pits, and around 30% from
the pits. Although it is possible to make
aphase-change alloy which matches
these optical characteristics, the
recording laser must be very powerful
to melt the alloy. The system is then
too expensive for consumer use.
CD-RW alloys give 20% reflection
in the crystalline state and 5% in
amorphous state. Accordingly, the
recorder can use an inexpensive
laser. But the player must have a
more sensitive sensor.
A Mu!dread player uses automatic
gain control in the circuit, which
amplifies the signal from the light
sensor. If the disc is apressed CD
or CD- R, the amplifier gain is
turned down; if the disc is a CDRW with lower reflection, the gain
automatically increases. Once makers
have sold off their old stock, all new
ROM drives will conform.
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Still a substantial
and costly box by any
normal standard, the
CUB is the long-awaited
'junior' Wilson Audio
speaker model
by MARTIN COLLOMS

A

new speaker from Wilson
Audio, Utah, USA, is a
major event. Wilson has not
rushed this model to market; having
previewed the new CUB at US
shows, the company has undertaken
a programme of fine-tuning and
production engineering, to make it
easier to build and service than
previous designs.
CUB is a substantial ( 34kg)
stand-mounted box speaker, slim
but deep. It is supported on a
massive six-pillar stand, which is
lead- and mineral- filled, fully

The CUB is built
and finished to
the customarily
high Wilson
standard.
Comparably
priced designs
(allowing for the
stands) include
Sonus Faber's
Extrema and
Guarneri models

spiked. The complete entity has
both physical presence and style.
Presented as smaller scale Wilson
rather than as a cost-cutting
exercise, the CUB is built and
finished to the customarily high
Wilson standard. Comparably
priced designs ( allowing for the
stands) include Sonus Faber's
Extrema and Guarneri models.
Wilson has its own shelf-mount
speaker in the shape of the longestablished WATT. Used on stands,
the WATT's performance errs on
the lightweight side, not surprising
since it was designed as a nearfield
recording monitor, for placement on
the top shelf of amixing desk. But
in recent years, the WATT has
enjoyed a long and successful
second run when unified with the
Puppy woofer as a high quality
three-way speaker. The current
'System Five' sells at just under
£17,000 apair.
By contrast, the CUB's frequency
balance is optimised for its
intended, largely free-field use, on
stands, in real rooms, and accepting
some boundary reinforcement from
the nearest surfaces, floor and back
wall. CUB will not reach as deeply
into the low frequencies as the
bigger Wilsons, but should still
deliver realistic power down to
40Hz. Of course, subwoofers may
be added if desired.
Wilson's designs tend to show
strengths in dynamics and dynamic
range, have a high undistorted
power capacity and sound level,
plus a fast, articulate character,
nearer to aUK idiom than many of
their US brethren. On paper, the
CUB is no exception to the Wilson
rule, claiming a high 94dB/W
sensitivity, a nominal 4 ohm
impedance, and a high power
handling. Minimum power input is
7W. In room conditions, the bass
extension is said to go as low as
45Hz. Quoted frequency response is
55Hz-22kHz for ± 1.5dB, with the
-3dB limits given at 50Hz and
25kHz. The crossover point is a
relatively low 1.8kHz, while the
speaker's minimum impedance is
stated as 2.8 ohms.
In softer-built rooms, it may be
placed nearer the back walls,
but with stronger concrete and
brick constructions it may be
placed up to 0.6 to 0.8m
out, to adjust the lower bass
level heard at the listening
position.
Generous maximum
sound levels of 110 dBA
should be achievable
with amplifiers rated at
the speaker's peak power
capacity ( 200W). Input
connection is via gold-plated
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binding posts, single wired, a detail
David Wilson advocates. He
explains that it allows him to wholly
control the sound at this point and
not suffer unfortunate bi-wire cable
matches or, worse still, the
consequences of incorrectly-wired
phases between driver sections and
channels.

TECHNOLOGY
Two key aspects are already
familiar. Firstly, the the driver
complement; this includes the highsensitivity Focal tweeter with a
28mm inverted dome of anodised
titanium foil, driven at the first
nodal point by a 20mm Ferrofluidcooled voice-coil, which is energised
by avery large magnet. The Focal is
accompanied by a pair of 170mm
bass-mid units made by SEAS, built
on die-cast magnesium chassis and
employing apolymer damped pulp
cone of wide bandwidth. ( Both
these driver types are used in the
WITT where in addition the bass is
provided by afurther 310nun Focal
unit.)
Secondly, the driver line-up is
vertically in-line, the tweeter placed
centrally between the other two, this
following the form of the mid/treble
array of the Wilson X-1 Grand
SLAMM. Compared with the usual
tweeter- on- top arrangement this
gives symmetry in all planes,
though the crossover design may be
more difficult in view of the more
complex power sharing and soundradiation properties of such an
array. Here extensive listening must
partner the engineering work and
measurement if the design is to
succeed. In particular the listener
will need to be more precisely
located than usual, for example
with respect to the median axis of
the speaker. Fine tuning of speaker
height and stand levelling or tilt will
also be important.
Operating the 17Orrun drivers as a
pair gives an equivalent bass driver
of 250mm size, sufficient when
efficiently bass reflex loaded, as in
the CUB, for good bass power. The
array also places the bass driver
centres at significantly different
heights above the floor, so softening
the effect of the inevitable response
dip stemming from the cancellation
caused by the reflected wave from
the floor.
The crossover uses the best
quality components, including air
core inductors and polypropylene
capacitors, the whole encased in a
rigid vibration absorbing catalysed
resin. Internal cable is carefully
selected and hard wired.
As regards the enclosure, the
effective volume is about 40 litres,
thanks to the ample depth, and it is
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For tilis evaluation, speaker references included the Quad I
ESL63, Wilson Will, Wilson System V and Audio Physic •
Caldera 2. Cables comprised Si'tech and van den Hut,
including The Revelation. Power amplification included
from the XTC POW 1, Krell FPB 600, Conrad- Johnson
Premier 8a, and at alower power, the Golden Tube
integrated. ( No doubt the Krell KAV 300i would also p
to be an economical starter amplifier.) Sources and pre amplification comprised the Krell KPS 20i/I partnering a
Conra-Johnson Premier 14 and 15, the latter equalising
analogue signals from aLinn LP12 Lingo, Naim Aro/van
den Hul Grasshopper GLAIV combination.
highly non resonant thanks to the
extensive reinforcing and bracing of
the thick walls, combined with
density laminates
and
high
composites. These mirror the fine
build of the larger Wilsons.

SOUND QUALITY
The importer had given the speakers
a few tens of hours of running in
and I found that the perceived
clarity, refinement and bass speed
continued to improve over the next
week or so of intensive use. At this
stage further fine tuning for
placement and height or angle could
be completed.
All in all, some 40 hours of
running in burnt off the initial
greyness and ' uptight' quality,
freeing the bass and adding
significantly to the clarity and
transparency.
First impressions were of a
powerful, well-balanced speaker
with a tonal balance closer to the
WITT and the Quad than the
WATT, and on past record, closer
to neutrality. In presentation, the
soundstage was nearer than with the
WITT but not unduly so. This is a
good sign, since the WITT is known
to be atad reticent and laid back in
the midrange.
While the WATT when used
alone is clearly deficient in the bass,
the CUB has a full- range sound
going substantially deeper and with
more power than the WATT, but
understandably it couldn't match
the full-blooded power and reach of
the
much
larger
WITT.
Nevertheless, Icame to regard the
CUB bass as extended, but a little
on the dry side. Power handling was
excellent, the speaker accepting up
to 250W peak programme per
channel without distress; though at
powers above 100W, there was a
mild but discernible softening of the
low bass as the port and drivers
were heard to be working towards
their limits.
An important Wilson quality
concerns perspective and image
height, an area where good
integration is vital through the treble
range. Here the CUB showed stable

The CUB has a
fill- range
saund going
substantially
deeper and
with more
power than the
WATT, but
understandably
il coaldn't
match the fullblooied power
and reach of
the much
larger WITT

SWPPLIER
nhuduie
Soruds I
, hl ,
58 Durham Rd,
Loudon
SW20 ODE.
TeI. 0181
9.1r 5047

blending of mid and treble,
consistent height and good image
perspectives, treble sounds not
appearing disembodied or too close.
Not as obviously transparent as
the WITT ( or the still more
transparent WATT), the CUB
needed time to settle in, while
attention to mounting (six Blu-Tack
'peas' per speaker), placement and
floor spiking brought significant
rewards in terms of clarity, focus
and bass dynamics.
Fine stereo images were created
while focus was particularly good.
Stage width was almost as wide as
for the excellent WITT. It
succeeded in generating a sense of
scale and ambient space quite close
to the wrrr. At times the feeling of
being present in the midst of an
audience at the live concert was
uncanny. Fast and articulate, the
CUB was smooth and well
integrated generally faithful to both
the energy and inner balance of the
music replayed.
In absolute terms, it was shy at
the frequency extremes. That
smooth but centrally dominant mid
region can leave the upper treble
lacking some air and sparkle, almost
tending to a ' shut in' effect on the
darker sounding recordings. While
the bass was quick and percussive it
was a touch on the dry side at the
lower sound levels. Idiscovered that
I was
playing
the
CUBs
unexpectedly loud. Certainly they
could take it but this result
correlates with the aural sensitivity
curves which show reducing bass
perception at lower sound levels.
On naturally balanced recordings
of classical music, the CUB could
sound
emphasised
in
the
fundamentals of the string range,
more 'wire' than ' sheen' if you like.
Yet on highly-produced rock and
electronic material it could be very
analytical and convincing.
Tried in two listening rooms, Ifelt
the CUB was happier in abrighter
sounding space, this the smaller of
the two rooms by a factor of 2.5
times and measuring 10 x 16.5 x9.3
feet. Here a continuous back wall
helped to underpin the bass
convincingly and the result felt
better- weighted yet livelier and
more open. In fact, the good result
seen
in
the
room- averaged
measurement [Fig 3] was achieved
in the smaller room.

CONCLUSION
Superbly built and finished, the
Wilson Audio CUB is unique.
Placed on its stand it's a compact
enclosure seemingly lacking the
visual bulk of the big floor mounted
speakers. Yet this new design can
play louder and with greater
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Prophet & Genesis Signature
Pre-Power Combination

&Mull
•

The finest of British valve amplification is now on permanent demonstration - just astone's
throw from Covent Garden Tube.
Acclaimed by audiophiles the world over, British Tube Technology amplifiers and
preamplifiers simply have to be seen and heard to be believed.

The Synergy PPS - Single
Chassis Pre Power System
...pure Vistavision, wide
and deep and stretching out
as if the room had
no boundaries."

0%
APR

"This amp makes
music with body,
with mass, with
foundation,
and yet it's never
overbearing..
aperfect example
of Why We Love Valves."

Cash Price £6940
Deposil £2400
Balance , £4500
36 months

@125

prm

HiFi News , June 1995

Experience Tube Technology in the relaxed surroundings of Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store, where our professional team can guide you through every aspect of this
remarkable tube equipment. If you want to discover Britain's hottest tubes, you owe it to
yourself to visit the nation's coolest A / V retailer.
18 Monmouth Street Covent Garden London WC2H 9HB

Tel: 0171 497 1346

OPEN SIJNIDAYS
Other Stores at — Edgware 0181 952 5535

Hounslow 0181 569 5802

Interest free credit subject to statis. Written Quotation on request. E&OE.

CEDIA
Beckenham 0181 663 3777

email: sales@musical images.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS
authority than many fioorstanders in
production, excluding horn systems.
Ideally driven by a current rich,
solid state amplifier this speaker can
produce awesome in-room sound
levels up to 100dBA without
running out of steam.
While its dynamic range and
expression were not as good as the
WITT or the System Five, the CUB
set a high standard, and this also
goes for pace and timing. Undeniably, it has a traditional Wilson
character — a fine sense of
presence, fast transients, good
articulation and detail — in this case
allied to a touch of nasal hardness
in the upper mid and a lightened
bass, but the latter was graced by
quite good low-frequency extension.
There was a smooth integration
with both the room boundaries and
the midrange, although some
inconsistency was seen between the
axial responses and the spatially
averaged room response. That
lower-than-average load impedance
also needs consideration when
choosing an appropriate power amp,
for example aKrell FPB-200.
Well- driven and well sited the
CUB can produce a sound on a
scale and with an image quality that
belies its small footprint. It certainly
manages to provide a big-speaker
sound from a small and attractive
package,

and

as

such has

no

immediate competition.
This is perhaps the closest
approach we could expect from a
Wilson design that compares with
the WATT 5, but which has amore
correctly proportioned bass, greater
sensitivity,

improved

power

handling and is also equally well
finished. In addition all this comes
at a cost saving of some 40%. The
most dynamically capable of the
high performance compacts, the
CUB demands serious audition by
those for whom this balance of
performance and price comes first
on their list of requirements.
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WILSON AUDIO CUB
LAB REPORT
That promise of
high sensitivity
was realised this
speaker; ahigh
93dBIW with up
to 200W of power
handling allowed
astereo pair to
produce a
genuinely loud
110dBA in a
typical room.
There is aprice to
pay in terms of
amplifier loading,
which was quite
severe, unsuited to
valve (tube)
designs and the
weaker solid-state
examples, except
where maximum
loudness was not
required (a
possible scenario
in view of the
high sensitivity).
If a 100W rated
tube amplifier is
in practice only
40W capable into
the CUB loading,
it will still provide
asubstantial
104dB at peak
programme. But
ifyou can ny out
your proposed
combination, it
may be just fine.
That
compromised
amplifier loading
is seen in the
impedance
measurement [Fig
3], which told of
asignificant
region of the
midrange, 200Hz
to 1kHz, holding
at alow 2.6
ohms, the average
value
determined at
4ohms. This
aside, the
impedance

variation was not
extreme, with a
7.5 ohm maxima
at the low
frequency
resonances and a
gentle rise to 6.5
ohms in the high
treble. Port
resonance was at
52Hz.
Examining the
axial reference
responses at 1
metre [Fig 11, the
low frequencies
were smooth, well
tuned to -6dB,
39Hz, fine for a
stand mount
speaker of this size
and placement.
There was some
2dB of plateau left
in the upper mid
lower treble,
900Hz to 4.5kHz,
above which point
the treble levelled
out. In the high
treble the usual
Focal 'wiggles'
were present,
+4dB at 16kHz,
with another,
inaudible, at
22kHz. The 6dB
dip at 5.3kHz is
present in the treble
passband and
wasn't due to
crossover
interaction.
Ihave no good
explanation for
this notch and
while it remained
present in the
otherwise
favourable set of
off-axis frequency
responses [Fig 2],
it mysteriously
vanished when the
speaker was
assessed by spatial
averaging at the
listening position.
Note that the mild
tweeter peak
blended rather
better at moderate
off-axis positions,
the Wilson
recommendation
being for something
like 10 0,that is,
the listener
glancing down the
inner faces of the
enclosures.
The individual
driver responses
indicated awell
tailored crossover
at 2.6kHz. If the

5kHz notch is
ignored as an odd
but not necessarily
audible anomaly,
the axial response
met 45Hz to
16kHz limited
within the usual
+3dB.
The grille has
been carefully
engineered and
this restricted its
effects to + 1dB in
the 2kHz to
20kHz range a
noiselike rather
than aperiodic
attenuation.
Nonetheless, its
effect may be
heard as amild
loss of dynamics
and absolute
clarity. Secondary
resonances in the
bass port were
mild, 12dB down
at 600 and
800Hz and of low
Q value, partially
driven by the
proximity of the
bass drivers.
While not a
linear-phase
speaker, the treble
unit is brought
into partial
alignment with
the mid and an
energy/time curve
showed good
correspondence for
the unweighted
and B-H
weighted responses
down to -40dB on
the first
millisecond.
Looking at the
waterfall
presentation for
energy decay with
frequency [Fig 4],
the initial rate
was commendable
from the low
midrange right
up to the 20kHz.
That 16kHz
<mode' actually
mattered little. A
moderate mode
was evident at
2kHz associated
with amatching
ripple on the
frequency
response.
Interestingly,
the 5.3kHz notch
did not feature on
the decay response
at all, suggesting
that it may not be

Fig I. Wilson Audio CUB: axial frequency
response, Im, showing individual driver
responses (dashed line is newfield correction)
TmoteNt fleet.% - .11 »awe. 11.33 ect

toe fneteeraer -

Fig 2. Wilson Audio CUB: response family at
2m, axial (solid trace), 15° vertical (dotted),
30° lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (chain
dashed)
reamit F0I..- t fltth.I3,III,

If tremr-...•

Fig 3. Wilson Audio CUB: room averaged
response (top), impedance versus frequency
(bottom), 2 ohmsldiv, baseline zero

Fig 4. Wilson Audio CUB: MLSSA

avaterjad

of energy decay, 0.2ms risetime

all that audible in
Finally, the
Room Averaged
Response [Fig 3]
showed asmooth,
well integrated
audio output
+3dB from 36Hz
to 8kHz, and with
the expected `house
Test results

curve' rolloff to the
high treble. The
upper mid was
slightly prominent
but this was in
practice balanced
by the spacing to
the floor and rear
wall, this acritical
factor noticed in
the auditioning.
Wilson Audio CUB

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
560x245x530
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-200W
Recommended placement
on 48cm rigid stands, near wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
42Hz ( see text)
Bass frequency rolloff (-6d13) at lm
39Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
36Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
93r18/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
110d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2.6/4 ohms/poor
Forward response uniformity
se tex!
Typical price/pair inc VAT) £6000 inc stands
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N

ow
that
most
hi-fi
loudspeakers are fitted with
two pairs of terminals to
allow bi-wiring there is considerable
interest in the attributes of biamping, that is, driving the treble
and bass sections of the speaker
separately from individual power
amplifiers. While the benefits of biwiring are considered specious by
many, the attractions of bi-amping
are more obvious.
Several manufacturers now offer
bi-amp facilities as an upgrade path
for an integrated amplifier owner
simply by adding amatching power
amplifier to handle the high-current
bass signals. Effectively, you gain
the advantages of separate preamplifier and power amplifier with
the improved transparency that biamping introduces. While biamping does not dramatically
increase the amount of power
actually used ( normally the bass
unit is the major consumer of
output current), there is also the

possibility of using a higher
specification power amplifier than
that of the integrated.

ARCM ALPHA 9/9P

Adding asecond matching
power amp to an existing integrated
looks like agood way to upgrade.
This test looks at bi-amping set-ups
from Arcam, Audiolab and
Shearne Audio
by PETER 1 COMEAU

DOUBLE

There is aclear upward path in the
Arcam Alpha amplifier series, with
higher numbered
integrated
amplifiers gaining more output
power and facilities. Alpha 8 and 9
are each accompanied by a
matching add-on power amplifier
for bi-amping use, allowing an easy
upgrade whichever model you own.
We tested the Alpha 9 and its
stablemate 9P power amp offering
70W output power for each drive
unit in bi-amped configuration.
Complete with its system remotecontrol handset, the Alpha 9 is
highly
flexible
in
system
arrangement — the add-on Xeta 2
AV Dolby Pro- Logic processor
integrates with the functions
without disturbing the signal path
of stereo sources like CD or tuner.
Six line inputs are provided as

ER
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standard, with an optional phono
input as a plug-in addition
(internally switched between m- c
and m- m sensitivity). Two tape
loops marry with the listen and
record inputs on the front panel,
and one tape loop is used for the
external AV processor, if added. A
rear panel switch hands control to
the AV processor when required.
The integrated Alpha 9 has
separate pre-/ power inputs and

ARCAM ALPHA 9/9P

LAB REPORT
Power output is
maintained well
into awide variety
of loads, and this
plus the good 18A
peak current result
augurs well for
nn '
mums. speaker-driving
capability. At rated Fig la. Arcam Alpha 9I9P: 'kHz distortion
spectrum, full power
power the distortion
artefacts are
centred on the odd
harmonics, though
intermodulation
results are fine
with only atrace
of difference tone.
Signal to noise
ratios for all
Fig lb. Arcam Alpha 9I9P: intennodulation
distortion, 191201sHe tones, full power
inputs are very
good for this
Arcam Alpha 9/9P
Test results
class of
Power output
Rated power. 8ohms (maker's spec) 70W (18.5d11A.*)
amplifier, and
Skit
are shown with
One channel 8ohms (dBW)
19.4
Both channels 4ohms
18.1
the tone control
One chamal, 2.2 ohms (bust 10mS) 17.8
defeat switch on. Instantaneous peak current (A) ± 18
Distortion (dB)
Figures are
THD, rated power, aux
-78
worsened by
Noise (d8)
Disc
(men)
(IHF,
CCIR
weighted)
-77
some 6to 8dB
Disc (m-c) (111F, CCIR weighted) -71
when the tone
Aux/CD ( IHF. CCIR weighted) -94
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0/0
controls are
Frequency response (-0.5dB)
11Hz-23kHz
activated, still
(-3dB)
5.5Hz-36kHz
Stereo separation (dB)
within a 'good'
Disc
56
Aux
65
performance
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity / loading
rating, but this
Disc (mni)
phono
2.6mV 47k ohms
Disc (m-c)
phono
250e 300 ohms
result does give
Aux
phono
160mV
5k ohms
an indication of Dimensions (
wild)
430x330x110mm
Typical mice (
inc VAT)
Alpha 9 £499
the effect of the
Alpha 9P £399
extra gain
'where OdBW = 2.83V. or 1W into 8 ohms
circuit.
SUPPLIER
.-1& 1? Cambridge,
Denny Industrial Centre,
Pembri;ke Ave, Waterbeach,
Cambridge CBS 9PB.
l'eh 01223 203 203
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outputs too, though here you need
to ask your retailer to adjust an
internal switch to separate the preand power sections. Full remote
control is achieved without invasive
electronics via motorised input
switching and volume control. The
tone control circuit is usefully
bypassed by the Direct switch.
Output is bolstered by a large
toroidal transformer ( 400VA
claimed) and 20,000µF of reservoir
capacitance — fitted with intriguing
little rubber dampers on top of each
capacitor case. A sophisticated
driver section, which includes
Arcam's proprietary autobiasing
circuit to maintain the performance
of the output stage at all listening
levels and transient conditions,
leads to two pairs of VMOSFET
output devices mounted on a large
internal heatsink. Two pairs of
speaker outputs are switched by
relays, which also act as speaker
protection in the case of afault.

SOUND QUALITY
Output power and speaker driving
capability are good, thanks to the
substantial power supply and 18A
peak current potential. A ' big'
sound typifies the Alpha 9, its
forceful bass integrated with
Arcam's typically warm tonality.
On its own the Alpha 9 has a
fairly strong character reflecting a
powerful bass transition leading to
a lower midrange tinged with
warmth. This is contrasted with a
bright, sometimes edgy, upper- mid
emphasis, more or less apparent
according to choice of recording
and partnering CD player.
This character robs the Alpha 9
of true transparency, though it does
imbue the musical performance
with alively, throbbing beat that is
attractive on rock music. Classical
listeners, however, may be
occasionally disturbed by the bright
edge to strings, especially where
there is alack of natural warmth in
the recording. Instrumental detail
appears more forced than naturally
focused: while the Arcam has a
good depth and spread of stereo
soundstage, there is an up- front
projection
of
close-miked
instruments which renders them in
acolourful manner.
Again this is dependant on
recording quality: John Rutter's
'There Is Sweet Music' [Collegium
COLCD104] sounded superb, with
choral voices in a natural
perspective while the CBSO's
performance of Stravinsky's
Petrushka under Sir Simon Rattle
[EMI CDC 749 0532] elevated the
reed section too closely for comfort.
Much of this is changed, but not
smoothed out, by the addition of

the Alpha 9P in bi-amped mode.
While the basic bass strength and
midrange brightness is retained,
thankfully the sound is much less
forced and therefore easier on the
ear with ' difficult' discs. Instrument
detail is enhanced without
sharpening the edges, allied to a
stereo imagery which shows
superior focus and separation.
Bass is solidity and transient
attack is improved and, overall , the
move to bi-amping seems to allow
the amplifiers to ' breathe' more
easily, though an electronic
'character' to the sound still limits
transparency to classical recordings.

AUDIOLAB 8000S/800OP
Audiolab's 8000S is an integrated
amplifier that seems expressly
designed
for
upgradability.
Alongside its front panel switches
for listen and record is a third
control which switches an initially
bewildering selection of modes.
Check out the instructions,
however, which identify the modes
as: Integrated with no pre- amp
output; Pre-/power with pre- amp
output to asecond power amplifier
or subwoofer; Pre- for use as apreamplifier only; and AV for use with
an external Dolby decoder.
Such flexibility is to be
commended in just one package,
and the addition of full remote
control is the icing on the cake. All
this would come to naught, of
course, if the design fell down
sonically; but the Audiolab scores
highly here too. Internal layout is
superior to the venerable 8000A,
and the circuitry ( with six line
inputs)
is
direct
coupled
throughout, promising a high
degree of transparency.
The output stage uses multiple
emitter complementary devices
which give a continuous 60W per
channel into 8 ohms matched by
good peak current delivery for
musical transients and speaker
drive unit control. The power
supply includes a generous 250VA
toroidal transformer with 20,000µF
of reservoir capacitance.

SOUND QUALITY
Previously tested by MC [
HFNIRR
August ' 96], the 8000S is a far
more impressive beast than its
cheaper cousin, the 8000A. Gone
are the mildly coloured and wooden
midrange characteristics of the A
version, replaced by amuch crisper,
leaner and more transparent
resolution of the input signal. Some
characteristic electronic nuances
undermine true neutrality: Ifound
[as MC did] that the upper
midrange was alittle lean, throwing
the lower midrange into relief. The
JULY LW
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AUDIOLAB 8000S/8000P
In a bi-amped system, either a pre- amplifier or integrated
amplifier pre- amp section is used as the controller for two
power amplifiers which must be identical in gain and phase
(though not necessarily power output). One power amp is
linked to the treble section of the speaker while the other it.
linked to the bass section, using separate runs of speaker cable.
Although each power amplifier is fed with the full audio
signal - unlike an active system where an electronic crossoier
divides the signal into treble and bass sections before feeding
the power amplifiers - it only delivers current over the
frequency band of the drive unit to which it is connected.
This is a natural course of the rising impedance of the passive
crossover and drive unit outside the band of operation. For a
treble unit and associated crossover the impedance rises
sharply below the crossover frequency, lowering the current
drive and concentrating the available power through the treble
frequencies. This has positive advantages where the powe
ie
amplifier is part of an integrated unit as there is less demand
on the power supply, and thus lower intermodulation of the
supply feed to the preamplifier circuitry.
Also by separating bass and treble sections the high current
drive necessary to control the bass unit is handled by one
amplifier, leaving the other to deliver upper midrange and
treble signals unsullied by the power supply fluctuations
normally caused by heavy bass current swings. The benefit is a
cleaner and clearer sonic performance which shows as
improved transparency and detail resolution.
effect with the ATC SMC2OT
speakers used on test was to
produce a slight hollow coloration
to male vocals and cello, splitting
choral pieces down the middle so to
speak, with a wider separation
between soprano and tenor voices
than would be expected from a
coherent source.
Bass output was well controlled
yet managed a good degree of
impact and extension: an ideal
balance for this class of amplifier.
Rhythmic qualities were good, the
amplifier bouncing along with
plenty of drive on rock music.
System matching is all important
for the 8000S, which cannot put up
with apoor input signal and is often
fussy about recording quality. If the
combination is wrong then
hardness and harshness intrude —
get it right, and the clarity and
detailing of the treble spectrum
stand out instead.
Unusually in integrated/power
combinations, the 8000P is not just
an 8000S without pre- amp stage,
but a fundamentally different
amplifier, designed as astand-alone
power amp to match to the 8000C
or 8000Q pre-amplifiers. Delivering
100W into 8 ohms plus apotential
40A peak current on tap, the 8000P
looks as though it should outclass
the power amplifier section of the
8000S in performance.
Accordingly, the first test was a
listen to the 8000P just using the
pre-amplifier section of the 8000S.
The sound was surprisingly similar
to the 8000S but with extra
emphasis on both frequency
HI- Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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extremes. If anything, the lean and
crisp mid/treble characteristics were
stressed, making the 8000P sharper
and more finely etched than the ' S.
At the bottom end, the bass was
obviously more controlled, leaving
the mid/treble to stand out with its
highlighting of sibilance and
cymbals. Overall this was judged
not as well balanced aresult as with
the 8000S alone.
In bi-amped combination mode,
with the 8000S driving the treble
and the 8000P the bass, the balance
was restored, however. Here you
have the best of both worlds, with
the finesse of the 8000S able to
bring out the detail without
overbearing crispness, and the
8000P bass performance tight,
powerful and fully extended.
The combination also excelled in
enhancing the stereo depth and
three- dimensionality of natural
studio and concert-hall recordings.
With the 8000P giving the high
power grunt necessary for gocrd
drive- unit control, the 8000S/P
combination is an attractive buy,
both as an upgrade and first-time
purchase, if your speakers really
benefit from bi-amping.

SHEARNE PHASE 2.5/3.5
Based on similar circuit topology to
the highly musical Phase 2, the less
expensivePhase 2.5 has a more
conventional fascia instead of the
distinctive ` marbled' background
and highly chromed knobs. A
return- to- factory upgrade option
raises performance to match
Shearne's higher spec amplifiers.

LAB REPORT

Tins time round we
tested only the
8000P, as the
8000S was
thoroughly covered
by MC in
HFN1RR, August
'96. The 'P' is a
beast of apower
amplifier,
delivering more
than 30 amps of
instantaneous peak
current into aI
Ohm12.2µF load,
and maintaining
better than 18dBW
into all our test
loads. This power
amplifier is thus
very load tolerant
and achieves good
speaker drive unit
control.
Distortion
artefacts are low,
with adominant
second harmonic
at output levels
below the rated
power, and signal
to noise ratio and
intermodulation
results are
excellent.
As dipping
approaches there is
arise in odd
harmonic distortion
artefacts and
recover), from
clipping is not as
clean as might be
hoped On the other
hand, this amplifier
Unusually for
an integrated/
power- amp
combination,
the 8000P is
not just an
8000S without
pre- amp stage,
but a
fundamentally
different amp

•
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Fig 2a. Audidab 8000P: IkHz distortion
spectrum, full power

Fig 2b. Audiolab 8000P: intermodulation
distortion, 19120kHz tones, lid! power
Test results

Audlolab 8000P

Power output
Rated p3wer. 8ohms (maker's spec)

100W (20dBW•

One channel 8ohms (dEIW)
20.89
Both channels 4ohms
18.4
One channel, 2.2 ohms (bust 10erS) 18.9
Instantaneous peak current (A)
±30
Distortion (dB)
THD, rated power, aux
-87
Noise (dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -94
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
2/0
Frequency response (-0.5dB)
3Hz-28kHz
(-3dB)
1.5Hz-85kHz
Stereo separation dB)
Aux
82
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity / loading
Aux
phono
1.0V
50k ohms
Dimensions ( whd)
445x74x335mm
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
£749
(8000S £699)
'where OdBW = 2.83V, or 1W into 8 ohms

is unlikely to be
driven into dipping
unless abused, and
there was certainly
no indication of
subjective problems
on teSt.

SUPPLIER
.I
udiolab,
Spitfire Close,
h711iPIC Bus. Park,
Huntingdon
PE18 6XY.
Tel 01480

Five line inputs may be selected
using separate Listen and Record
selector switches — an additional
internal phono board for either mm or m- c cartridges can be
substituted for the Aux input if
required. The ' pre- amplifier'
section is purely passive, the input
signal being switched straight to the
volume control and on to the power
amplifier
section
via
a
straightforward signal path.
Two pairs of speaker output
sockets are available; but, fitting in
with the simple signal path concept,
27
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MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most

AMPLIFIERS
neither is switched — unless you
specify the factory-fitted headphone
socket at time of ordering. A
buffered pre-amp output chains the
input signal following the volume
control to the additional 3.5 power
amplifier for bi-amp mode working.
The main gain circuit is built
around an IC op- amp input and
discrete transistor driver stage with
low overall negative feedback.
Output comes from two pairs of
complementary bi-polar transistors,
which use the case as the major
heatsink to stabilise overall
operating temperatures. Power
supply is a 160VA toroidal
transformer and 18,800e reservoir
capacitance, enough for the 35W
per channel specification and
around 10A peak current delivery.

SOUND QUALITY
As with its circuit design, the 2.5
shares the Shearne family style of
sound, which typically emphasises
full-blooded, lively, musical
performances, and the associated
strong sense of gusto and bravura.
Differences between the 2.5 and
its more illustrious kindred lie in
restricted power output and its
consequent effect on speaker
control and definition. Though the
available steady-state power figures
do not look impressive, the
available peak power takes care of
most musical demands. Thus rock
music can be played at high levels,
given reasonably efficient speakers
and not too large a room, whereas
on choral works one needs to
exercise more restraint with the
volume setting, due to the sustained
output of the human voice.
Speaker drive unit control is
largely dependent on current
delivery; while the Shearne does
well, it is here that the contrasts
with its siblings are more marked.
Some blurring of definition is
apparent with powerful bass notes.
With many speakers, the 2.5 will
prove a blessing, adding a
subjective warmth and extension
that is at odds with the lean and
tight fashion for modern hi-fi
equipment. Partner this amplifier
with poorly designed bass- reflex
models and the sound may well
seem woolly and overbearing.
On its own, the Phase 2.5 loses
out on midrange projection and the
precise definition of 'detail that its
bigger siblings manage to carry off
with great aplomb. The blame for
much of this can be laid fairly and
squarely at the door of bass
emphasis. The partial cure is to add
the 3.5 power amplifier: neither
more nor less than a 2.5 without
volume
control
and
input
switching. Separating the treble and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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bass amplifiers has an almost
magical effect on the performance
of the Shearne, raising it to a level
which loses much of the ' character'
of the stand-alone integrated.
In combination, the 2.5 and 3.5
still maintain the intriguing ' nice'
bass warmth of the series, but are
now able to project midrange and
treble with more finesse. It does not
seem as though there is any better
bass control — the low bass still
compromises on loss of definition
to gain extension — but the bass no
longer has the power to blur
midrange and treble detail. The
musical result is more lively too.
This is probably the best
exhibition of the attributes of biamping yet. As an upgrade addition
the 3.5 is well worthwhile.
However, I doubt whether the
combination is better value than the
Phase 2 integrated as a first-time
buy, unless a demonstration
convinces you that bi-amping is
best for your speakers.

GROUP CONCLUSION
These three very worthy amplifiers,
each with strengths that far
outweigh any weaknesses, and
probably prime contenders in their
class, all display a surprising
improvement in bi-amped mode.
Bi-amping does appear to take you
astep closer to the ideal of separate
pre-amplifier and power amplifier
modules, with the additional
advantage of individual drive for
treble and bass speaker units.
Indeed, in the case of the
Shearne 2.5/3.5 this is the only
advantage, as the ' pre-amp' section
is fully passive. Yet the benefits of
bi-amping are so obvious here that
it is with momentary shock that one
realises that this is not an upgrade
to a fully active system with
electronic crossover, but simply the
separation of duties between power
amplifiers. Potential purchasers
would be wise to compare the
combination with the more
powerful Phase 2 integrated which
has stronger speaker driving ability.
Arcam's Alpha 9/9P is less of a
revelation when instituting the biamp add-on, but still a marked
improvement on the integrated
amplifier on its own. Despite a
plethora of power amplifiers from
the Arcam stable, there is still no
separate pre-amplifer, so bi-amping
is the only path to a pre-/ power
combination for stereo use. But
those who wish to combine CD and
A/V sources would be well advised
to look at the Xeta 2 AV processor
and 9P system, which work
brilliantly together.
Audiolab
has
the
star
combination in this test, with the

CI:1=11111,
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LAB REPORT
Using the same
circuit topology as
the Phase 2, the
2.5 and 3.5 gave
similar results on
test, with the
exception of the
lower output
power. Meeting
the rated
15.4dBW into 8
Ohms, the output
level achieved a
satisfactory
13. 5dBW with
both channels
driven into 4
ohms. Pulsed
output into 2.2
ohms indicated
fair load tolerance
in keeping with
the 8amps of peak
current.
Though
distortion artefacts
are not minuscule
there is anice
gradation from the
dominant second
harmonic, with
gradually falling
levels to ajust
noticeable seventh
harmonic at levels
below rated power.
As the output
approaches the
clipping point, the
number of higher
order harmonic
artefacts increases
in significance, so

It does
appear as
though
bi-amping
takes you one
step closer
to the ideal
of separate
pre- amplifier
and power
amplifier
modules

Fig 3a. Shearne Phase 2.513.5: IkHz
distortion spectrum, full power

Fig 3b. Shearne Phase 2.513.5: intermodulation
distortion, I9120kHz tones full power
Test results

Sheame Phase 2.5/3.5

Power output
Rated power, 8ohms (makers spec)

35W ( 15.4dBW.)
litHz
15.8
13.5
13.9
±8

One channel 8ohms (dBM
Both channels 4ohms
One charnel, 2.2 ohms (burst 10mS)
Instantaneous peak current (A)
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
-84
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted)
-86
DC output offset L7R(mV)
2.3/1.8
Frequency response (-0.5dB)
8Hz-15kHz
(-3dB)
2.5Hz-24kHz
Stereo separation (dB)
Aux
69
Inputs
socket type
sensitivity / loading
Aux
phono
130mV 50k ohms
Dimensions ( whd)
432x65x365mm
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
2.5 £489
3.5 £469
'where Od8W = 2.83V, or 1W into 8 ohms

best results are
obtained from
higher efficiency
speakers in small
to medium sizc
rooms.

SUPPLIER
.%11,,11lle 411(110,

PO Box 22,
Stevenage,
Hens SG2 8H1'
Tel 01438
740953

8000S/8000P delivering a better
overall subjective balance with a
variety of speakers than either unit
could attain on its own. While it is
difficult to judge the performance
of the 8000P without its attendant
and matching 8000C pre-amplifier,
the benefits of bi-amping are well
served by the high current control
of the power amplifier in the bass,
while the integrated handles treble
detail with good transparency.
Certainly recommended as an
upgrade, this combination may also
prove abetter buy than some pre-/
power systems if your loudspeakers
need firmer control and a little bit
more oomph.
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fyou get hooked on the singleended triode sound, new speakers
are likely to become anecessity,
and they will probably have to be
horns. The two horn speakers reviewed
here are rooted in different traditions,
but both offer a ' high sensitivity'
solution.
Bravura's approach updates the old
Lowther full-range concept, originally
derived from cinema practice but now
indelibly associated with the more
genteel world of early British hi-fi. A
large bass horn is ` folded' discreetly
into a respectable- looking and
conventional cabinet. Avantgarde's
horns-on-display might seem to have
escaped from some high-tech
oompah-band, or at least to represent
the un exportable extreme of the
German high-end scene. But in fact
Avantgarde's designs spring
logically from the world
of professional audio,
where various kinds
of midrange and

Instead of
complex
internal
woodwork,
the Virtuoso's
horn path from
drive unit to
mouth has
been
redesigned
and is formed
in blocks of
low-density
plastic

treble horns are commonplace. And
they could look great in a spacious,
sparsely-furnished loft apartment.

Virtuoso. Instead of complex internal
woodwork, the horn's path from drive
unit to mouth has been formed in
blocks of low- density plastic,
accurately profiled on anumericallyBRAVURA VIRTUOSO
Bravura's first speaker was the Brio,
controlled cutter. This also means
launched in 1994 and using the there are no air cavities to cause
Lowther PM6A drive unit. Its bluff, resonances.
square-ish cabinet was intricately
Noticeably smaller than the 1.25mpartitioned inside to produce a high Brio/Accelerando, the 1045 x
folded- horn loading for the rear 336 x672mm (hwd) Virtuoso cabinet
output of the drive unit. The horn actually looks more like aLowther of
mouth was at the bottom rear, angled old, because the rear (internal) horn
of 45°, and thus betrayed from the is complemented, Lowther-style, by a
front only by the diagonal cut-off on short frontal horn flare which boosts
the cabinet sides. Partitions dividing the midrange. The driver is a
the final section of the horn into four Lowther PM6C, with the usual
give an increase in the effective 'parasitic' treble cone and distinctive
mouth size; with the speaker in the phase-correcting 'bulb' (in this case,
corner of the room, the walls and made exactly to Lowther's design but
floor act as afurther extension of the turned from solid wood by Bravura).
horn to give the maximum coupling Frequency response is less extended
with air in the room.
than with the larger speakers, and is
Bravura then stepped up the pace,
quoted as 60Hz-13kHz, ± 3dB, and
choosing the higher-grade Lowther
(looking at Bravura's own 3rd-octave
PM2A Hi- Ferric unit for the plot) falls off pretty sharply outside
Accelerando [which Ireviewed in this range.
Nov « 95], outwardly similar but
But sensitivity has actually
for the ' bulge' in the cabinet increased, to aclaimed 104dB for 1W
needed to accommodate the at lkHz. This means the speaker is
PM2A's bigger magnet. The genuinely compatible with low
Accelerando was a very good powered triode amplifiers. Bravura
speaker in many ways, but all suggests the Border Patrol 300B and
that internal partitioning made also likes the Ikon EL34 based
the cabinets very expensive to monoblock, giving 5W in triode
produce. If the £4500 asked for mode. Itried these and the Audio
apair of Brios seemed high, the Note Conqueror 300B amp. Ialso
£5500
price
tag
of the used the Golden Tube Audio power
Accelerando limited sales more
amp ( using EL34s in single- ended
than somewhat.
pentode operation) as well as a
It was, in short, too expensive for reference solid-state amp, the Musical
most people, and hence the £2995
Fidelity A1000.

à

Bravura's Virtuoso and AvantGarde's Uno
horn speakers show that there's
more than one way...
by
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SOUND QUALITY
The sound of the Virtuoso more or
less lives up to Bravura's billing, in
that it does offer the same kind of
dynamic, immediate performance as
the bigger models, transparent
enough to allow the life in the
recording to shine through —if with
slightly less bandwidth. The Virtuoso
also reduced to insignificance that last
remaining vestige of ` quacky' mid
coloration associated with Lowtherbased systems. Isubscribe to the view
that there is a correct level (though
this has to relate to the ambient noise
at the time, and may or may not
relate to ' realistic' levels for, say an
orchestra) for any recording, and this
was easy to find with most records.
It does appear that the new internal
design has indeed given afirmer bass
quality. However, in absolute terms,
the Virtuoso's bass was never really
marvellous, usually sounding rather
soft and understated (as you'd expect
from the limited frequency range);
but it never sounded ' inaccurate', the
way reflex boxes often do. The sound
of acoustic bass instruments may have
become indistinct in the lower
registers, but at least they were
coherently connected to the rest.
Listening to an old Decca of
Haydn string quartets (Janacek
Quartet), Ienjoyed the string sound,
though it was resinous rather than
gutty. Yet sometimes the 'bass lines'
of the cello lacked authority and
weight.
Ialso felt that the Virtuoso was a
little more fussy about positioning.
To get the maximum bass extension,
you need to use the corners of the
room, preferably with the speaker at
45°, that is, dividing the 90° angle of
the walls equally. With the
Accelerando, you could get away with
turning the speakers outwards from
this position, axes pointing at the
listening position rather than crossing
in front, and the bass didn't seem to
suffer too much. But with the
Virtuosos, Ifound that the speakers
did seem to need the 45° position to
give the best bass. In my room, this
meant that their axes crossed well in
front of me, and Ifound the stereo
image poor. Turning the speakers
outwards to the ' normal', listener-onaxis position improved the image
somewhat but left the bass sounded
characterless and undistinguished. I
got the best imaging, in fact, with the
speakers actually pulled more than a
foot clear of the back wall (which is
actually mainly window), though still
close to the side walls. With the
stereo image now freed from the
speakers and laid out behind them,
and agood sense of space around an
orchestra, for example, the bass
quality now seemed good enough.
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Piano sound could be very good
indeed, tactile and convincing, and
vocals could be just exquisite.

AVANTGARDE UNO
Avantgarde's breathtaking three-way
horn system, the Trio, first appeared
in 1986, with tractrix frontal horn
loading for all three main drive units,
plus abank of box subwoofers. This
design claims astaggering sensitivity
of 108.5dBW, right across the main
frequency range from 140Hz up and
on to 40kHz, and is practically
indestructible. In German disco
installations, a 20W amp easily
provides the necessary near- painthreshold levels. The more compact
Duo model existed even earlier as a
professional speaker, but the most
recent addition to the range is the
Uno. A simpler hybrid model with a
smaller (but wider range) midrange
horn and acunning bass speaker box,
the Uno brings Avantgarde's horn
sound within reach of a few more
people, but still costs a not-to-besneezed-at £ 3195 per pair.
For the first few years, all
Avantgarde's horns were made from
glassfibre. But with market success
came the investment which allowed
Avantgarde to fund the huge cost of
tooling to mould the horns in ABS
plastic. This meant that Avantgarde
could easily make horns in larger
quantities, with consistently better
quality, and (forgetting the tooling
cost) much more cheaply. They had
an inherently better finish, and could
be made in any colour.
Like most speaker designers,
Avantgarde's technical director
Matthias Ruff had started by
considering stiff materials. With
glassfibre horns, the thicker the
material, the stiffer it became, and the
higher its resonant frequency. Ruff
found that athin horn (just one layer
of fibre) was the best-sounding. The
important thing, then, was to to get
the resonant frequency of the horn
structure outside its own operating
range; the plastic material used now is
not very stiff and so the resonance is
well below the operating range at
around 50-60Hz.
Designers of folded horns may say
that the cross-sectional shape of the
horn throat does not matter so long
as
there
aren't
any
sharp
discontinuities. But Ruff says that
departures from the circular section
can and must introduce coloration. In
the midrange unit, the diaphragm is a
dome, its diameter matching the
throat of the horn and its curve
calculated so that the wavefront it
creates is correct, so that the wave
can move along the horn without
reflections from the sides. The paper
dome itself is built on the front of a
fibreglass cone drive-unit, the space

INSIDE THE UNO
Note: for more information on horn theory, see Rex
Ba/dock's article in this issue, or refer to John
Crabbe, 'Sounding the Horn', July '93

Derivation of the tractrix curve

Incorrect wavefront causes
reflections in the hormn, just
like the reflected ripples in a
water basin (above) with a
disturbance spreading out from
the centre left

Impulse

hildrorst. Dome

I p Is

Showing correct wavefront (Uno midrange dome), where the wave is
always at 90° to the horn wall. To achieve this, with dimensions
shown, the impulse needs to travel about three times faster through the
diaphragm than through the air

UNO midrange driver
Paper Dome

Construction of the Uno
midrange dome: in fact, the
space between cone and dome

is

filled with foam

Uno treble unit, showing
suspension at centre as
well as outer edges of
diaphragm
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DIGITAL
DESIGNS

Audiolab 8000DAC
Audiolab 8000CDM
Audiolab 8000C
Audiolab 8000P
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 80001

Advanced technology brings you anew family of
Audiolab digital designs.
Ask your Audiolab dealer to demonstrate the
8000CD Integrated CD Player. For ultimate

Ole

performance and flexibility choose the 8000CDM
CD Transport with the 8000DAC Digital-Analogue
Converter.
Both CD players are perfect examples of the
outstanding sound quality delivered by all
Cambridge Systems
Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close
Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs
PE13 6XY
Telephone 01480 415600
Fax 01480 52159

Audiolab products.

BRITISH
AWARDS
1996

Audiolab 8000Q
Auciolab 8000M
Audiolab 8000T

For more information and details of your
Audiolab dealer call or write.

=AUDIOLAB

Audiolab 8000S

LOUDSPEAKERS
between cone and dome being filled
with foam to give avery light but stiff
moving element. The back of the
midrange unit is open, its output
merely damped by the absorbent
material which fills the rearmost
100mm of the tubular midrange
housing. In the treble unit, the annular
aluminium diaphragm is suspended
both at its outside edge and around its
centre hole, through which projects a
fixed domed centre plug.
Avantgarde does not claim that the
Uno, designed purely for high-end hifi use, can match the power handling
and ultimate dynamic range do not
match those of the Trio and Duo. In
fact, Ruff says that because he is used
to the Trios, the Uno always sounds
as if it has some compression by
comparison! The Trio's crossover
points are 800Hz and 5kHz; the
acoustic points of equal level are
more like 500Hz and 5.5kHz. The
Uno's midrange unit goes down to
below 200Hz, but the price for this is
a much lower overall sensitivity,
quoted simply as ' greater than 99dB'.
In the bass section, a built-in
mains-powered solid-state amplifier
drives a pair of vertically- arrayed
200mm plastic- coned drive- units,
thus raising their output level to
match that of the inherently more
efficient midrange horn. The bass
units are angled towards each other
on a baffle shaped like a shallow,
vertical ' V', presumably so that the
dispersion pattern will resemble that
of the mid and treble horns. The
input is transformer-coupled to give
the best matching without hum. The
crossover point is user- adjustable
from about 80 to about 180Hz, the
rolloff rate of 12dB being created not
by a single filter but by two 6dB
slopes one after the other, which Ruff
prefers. Another rotary control
adjusts the output level while athreeposition toggle switch gives 6dB
boost, 6dB cut or ' normal' output at
20Hz; another toggle offers phase
reverse. You simply connect the bass
unit to the amplifier in parallel with
the mid/treble terminals, bi-wiring if
desired, then twiddle the various
controls until you are happy.
Because the plastic- coned bass
units can never be as ' fast' as the
horns ( although the designer has
disguised this pretty well), this is a
compromise. But the Uno is tolerant
of room positioning, because you can
adjust the speaker to suit the room
(rather than being forced to do the
reverse). However, you still need
quite a big room for the Unos,
because the listening distance needs
to be at least 5m, in other words
about eight times the spacing between
the mid and treble unit centres, to
make sure that the output from the
two units integrates properly. The
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speaker measures 1500 x 570 x
660mm (hwd).

SOUND QUALITY
Ilistened to the Unos with the Audio
Note, Golden Tube and Musical
Fidelity amplifiers, as Ihad done with
the Bravuras, but started with the
speaker single- wired to an Audio
Note M1 pre- and Conqueror power
amplifier, good for 9W or so from its
single 300B valve per channel. Ihave
to state that the amplifier noise was
clearly audible and would rule out
this combination for many people.
Despite this, the first impressions
of the Uno were, well, pretty
stunning. On an old mono Decca of
Kodaly's Cello Sonata (Nelsova), the
unaccompanied instrument was
incredibly gutty and realistic. The
instrument seemed to fill the room as
it might in life, with no sense of
strain, and without distorting the
apparent size of the cello itself. The
sound seemed to come ' out' from
between the speakers, but in the sense
of having more tactile realism, not in
the sense of being projected forward;
because in fact, the soundstage still
lay between and behind the speakers.
But the intensity of the performance
seemed to have been laid bare.
On a CD where the recording
contained analogue tape hiss, the hiss
just sounded, well, incredibly tapelike. Tiny key-clacking and breathing
noises were suddenly crystal clear,
and it was possible to feel that you
were hearing details that the original
producer had not intended you to be
able to detect, and in fact was
probably unaware of himself. As with
the the Bravuras, it was usually easy
to find the ' correct' level for most
records, but the dynamic range
seemed
subjectively
greater. Turning to
the hackneyed but
still-revealing Rickie
Lee
Jones
Easy
Money,
Red
Callendar's acoustic
bass intro could have
had more attack and
could have sounded
more ' acoustic' than
it did. But it had no
tendency to a false
`one- note'
emphasis, and there
seemed to be no
shortage
of
extension. On this
subtly- produced
track, the whole
balance seemed to
have
changed
compared to the
expected rendition.
RU's vocal sounded
fine, though not
perhaps as ravishing

HORNS, SENSITIVITY, AND
DYNAMIC RANGE
A little arithmetic shows that you can't get anything like a
realistic dynamic range out of a 10 or 12 watt amplifier
unless your loudspeakers have asensitivity ( or ' efficiency')
of well over 90dB, and preferably over 100dB, for 1watt
input. Take aspeaker which gives the usual 88dB for 1W.
Each doubling of power gives an increase of 3dB in
maximum sound pressure level, so 2W gives you 91dB, 4W
gives 94dBA, 8W gives you 97dBA and so on. In anutshell,
8watts of amplifier power cannot give you amaximum
sound pressure level of more than 9dB higher than the
speaker's 1W sensitivity rating; you need 16W to get the
next 3dB, 32W to get 3dB more than that. ( Hence the
relevance of dBW' ratings for amplifier power, as these
give amore immediate indication of the sound pressure
levels the amolitier can raise.) For normal domestic listening,
you might not want the average sound pressure level to be
much over 80dBA, but the music won't sound realistic unless
the transient peaks are reproduced at somewhere near their
true levels, which could be 30dB or more above the mean,
in other words up to 110dBA. Looking at it the other way,
increasing the speaker's sensitivity by 3dB is equivalent to
doubling the amplifier power. But don't forget that choosing
aspeaker of, say 10dB higher sensitivity will also raise the
amplifier's background noise by 10dB. And with asmall
valve amp, this will be audible.
as might have been hoped. Percussion
sounds were somehow freer than
usual and seemed to pervade the
whole soundstage; the snare drum
figured clearly right in the midst of
the instrumental mix.

CONCLUSION

Bravura's Virtuoso is
shown here without
its neatly-fitting grille

Bravura's latest design shows what
can be done when careful design with
computer assistance, and some
modern materials, are applied to the
old Lowther full-range drive unit. It
still is astonishing how good an
overall sound can be pulled out of a
['Five unit which in design and
materials dates back to the 1940s,
and this speaker really is efficient with
a claimed 104dB/W. The Lowther
unit needs no electrical crossover, but
of course its output does gradually
cross over acoustically from rear to
front cone output, ending with the
finely- judged twitching of the
parasitic treble cone. Actually less
efficient ( not quite making it to
100dB/W, Avantgarde's Unos, on the
other hand use some innovative
engineering, and some clever and
very pragmatic compromises to get
the system to deliver. The midrange
horn unit covers such amajor part of
the audible range ( from less than
200Hz to more than 5kHz) that it
really offers the benefit of afull-range
driver, namely, that there is no
crossover to get in the way of the
music, and also offers the speed,
immediacy and true dynamic range of
horn loading, unblemished by
coloration.. And whatever the failings
may be at the frequency extremes, it
offers those two things that are
noticeably lacking in most hi-fi today:
excitement and enjoyment.
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very manufacturer under the
sun now seems obliged to claim
some form of ' re- clocking' or
litter-reduction' in its CD players.
But, refreshingly, Theta's ' entrylevel' Data Basic II CD transport
(£2300) and DS Pro Progeny
outboard converter (£ 1100) show
that the company's slogan ' Digital
Done Right' does have some
practical significance.
Entry-level or not, the Pro
Progeny DAC still employs a
variation of Theta's proprietary
digital filtering, while the latest Aversion uses an enhanced analogue
filter centred around two LM6321
op- amps. Various electrical and
optical digital input options are
available to complement the output
options on the Data Basic. A more
substantial upgrade is available to
bring the Progeny into line with the
costlier Theta Prime lia.
Theta's now almost legendary
transport still offers the full gamut of
track skip, search, programme and
repeat, and still employs the Proversion of the Philips CDM9
mechanism. The Philips SAA7310
decoder and PCF2705 digital output
chips are also retained, though the
MkII transport now lacks the ASM
'spacial filter' (a kind of collimator
once fitted to the laser lens
assembly).

SOUND QUALITY
I'll not be tempted to wheel out any
tired old clichés along the lines of
'rediscovering my CD collection'; yet
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GREATER...
...how well does Theta's entry-level
two- box player system live up to the
slogan 'Digital Done Right'?
by PAUL MILLER

the exceptionally smooth-sounding,
fluid and easy-going quality of this
Theta combination did prove
immensely enjoyable. Certainly, the
Data Basic II/DSPro Progeny is not
beyond reproach but, rather like
the Audio Research CD1
[IIFNIRR, Jan ' 97], it makes
music sound so wellrounded, so artfully
balanced and free of
aggressive artifice
that it's almost
impossible
to stop
listening.
Players this
disarming are few

and far between and, believe me, as I
tackle typically up to 80 models a
year, those that combine the silky
treble, the open and transparent
midrange and substantive bass of the
Theta are ablessed relief, remaining
indelibly etched on the memory.
Key to the success of this
combination is its ability to depict
with great precision the contrast, for
example, between guitarists Tony
Cox or Michael Hedges, while
maintaining a convincing illusion of
the performance as awhole. It is at
once quick, lucid and exceptionally
articulate without ever sounding
hard or bitter — qualities
characteristic of digital
systems with slightly
elevated noise floors —
while remaining free of what
might otherwise be construed as
grainy or intrusive digital
distortions.
Alongside its very deliberate
portrayal of percussive musical
elements, it also managed to capture
voices with astonishing realism. The
player's easy-going, unconstrained
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Fig I. Theta Data
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Basic ¡1/Pro Progeny:
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midband is critical in this respect.
Quite
simply,
the
rich
characterisation of vocalists such as
Maire Brennan are virtually
uncompromised by any hint of strain
or tension introduced by the player.
The Data Basic/Pro Progeny
immediately puts the listener at ease,
allowing both the message and
intonation to be reproduced with
delightfully integrity. This is true
even listening to archaic recordings
such as the classic ' Chasin' the Bird'
[The Immortal Charlie Parker,
Denon 20-bit reissue] where
the atmosphere created by the
sax, trumpet and piano solos is
all but palpable. Noisy, to be
sure, but as is Theta's habit, so
very effortless, smooth and
musical, in the true sense.

threshold) is some 4-5dB short of a
typical implementation of the
PCM67P DAC. Incidentally, this
hybrid converter was first used in
budget players from Akai, Yamaha,
Denon and Arcam as far back as six
years ago, before being superseded
by the PCM69P.
Furthermore, by externally varying
the dither level of alow-level (-70dB,
lkHz) test signal, we see [Fig 2] very
little advantage above and beyond
the permanent action of Theta's own

Fig 2. Theta Data
Basic II/Pro
Progeny: effect of
externally added
dither on low-level
signals

CONCLUSION

TECHNOLOGY/LAB REPORT
The undoubted success of this
combination is due to several key
facets of technology, or at least their
implementation. Foremost, the jitter
spectrum [Fig 1] is remarkably wellcontrolled for a two- box player
where data inevitably has to
negotiate the ravages of an S/PDIF
interface. Theta's choice of Crystal's
CS8412 data-receiver is fundamental
to this performance
Its weighted total of just 217
picoseconds — one of the lowest I
have recorded for a two-boxer — is
accounted for by simple PSU induced ( 1) and data-induced ( 2)
phenomena. This image also reveals
a slightly elevated level of
uncorrelated, background noise ( 3)
derived, arguably, from Theta's
proprietary digital dithering. (Theta
confirmed that dither is added at the
18th bit, but would not be drawn on
its spectral distribution.)
Either way, this is part-and-parcel
of Theta's in-house 4- times
oversampling filter, executed via a
Motorola DSP56001F processor and
partnering EPROM, which houses
the filter coefficients. Theta's
departure from the mainstream is
illustrated by other measurements.
The 94dB A-wtd signal-to-noise
ratio ( just under the 16- bit
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+0.0/-0.6dB linearity over a full
100dB dynamic range where errors
of + 3/-4dB would be more common.
On the other hand, Theta's filter is
apparently responsible for aseries of
high-order sampling patterns (
7) that
are close to, but ultimately remain
beneath, the audio band noise floor.
All else is very well indeed, though
Imust warn that the outrageously
high 4.2V output may inadvertently
prejudice A/B demonstrations if
carried out under casual, rather than
strictly level-matched conditions!

DSP. Specifically, though there is
evidence of higher-order harmonics
being ' traded' for quantisation noise
(5), the lower- order tracks ( 4)
witness very little reduction as we
move from 0-100% of applied,
external dither. Nevertheless,
Theta's avoidance of the sharply
contoured noise floor suffered by
earlier implementations of the
PCM67P is, in my view, significant.
In practice, distortion is seen to be
dominated by an extended pattern of
odd- order harmonics ( 6) that
amount to some 0.003-0.016% for
peak output and 0.03-0.05% at
-30dB. This is characteristic of the
PCM67P, though Theta's use of
superior AD841 op-amps for I-to-V
conversion, its independent power
supplies and extensive regulation
have all helped to lower treble
distortion by 10dB or more. This
and the proprietary oversampling
filter also ensures a remarkable

Fig 3. Theta Data
Basic 11/Pro Progeny:
spurious output from
0-22kHz sweep at
-30dB

Players this
disarming are
few and far
between... the
silky treble,
the open and
transparent
midrange and
substantive
bass of the
Theta are a
blessed relief,
remaining
indelibly etched
on the memory

Experience has shown that two-box
CD players do not always overcome
the limitations of integrated models;
more
often
than
not,
the
implementation of the S/PDIF
digital interface itself introduces a
raft of other compromises. In this
respect the Data Basic II/DSPre
Progeny is one of the few two-box
players that fully justifies its duality,
a fabulous- sounding combination
future-proofed by Theta's policy of
continual, and retro-fittable, product
development.
Test resutts

Theta Data Basic II/
DS Pro Progeny

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB) 0.1
0
0
Stereo separation (dB) 91
105
100
Frequency response )dB 0.1
0 -0.4
Distortion (THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-91 -91
-76
At -30dB
-66
-66
-70
At -60dB
53
-48
-53
At -80dB
-27
-25
-35
At -90dB (dithered)
-23 -16 -25
At -100dB (dithered)
-9
At -110d8 (dithered)
-5
Resolution (
linearity. dB):
Error at 60dB
0
0
Error at -60dB
0 -0.1
Error at - 90dB
0.1 -OA
Error at 100dB
0.2 -0.4
Peak output level L/R
4.2/4.2V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+6.5
Output impedance L/R
12 ohme;
intermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
-95
Stopband image suppression (dB)
95.5
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+0.6
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
95.7
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
93.1/93.8
Total correlated jitter
217picoseconde;
Digital output(s)
coax, options ( see text{
Crystal clock accuracy
+3ppri
Track access to track 99)
3'1
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
12300/11.10H
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EF's budget Coda range has
swept all before it, but can
you really expect a ' seriously
good' speaker for less than £200?
By contrast, the RDM Two
(£699) and RDM One (£ 499,
reviewed here) allow more scope for
the kind of advanced technology
KEF really has to offer. KEF's
smallest current monitors, these are
designed for stand mounting (place
them on shelves if you must), for
nearfield monitoring or use in the
smaller listening room. Small
cabinets help solidity, and the RDM
One has a really knuckle- hurting
box, built of 19mm and 25mm
MDF. Its sides are finished in highgloss lacquer over red, grey, or a
pretty cherry wood veneer, with a
smart charcoal grey top and bottom.
KEF's coincident UniQ driver is
really a two-way combination which
handles the entire input signal.
Mounted in the centre of a 138mm
polypropylene-coned bass/mid unit is
aseparate 25mm fabric dome treble
unit. This technique should give
accurate stereo imagery and tonal
accuracy over a wide listening
window, as the relative path lengths
from treble and bass/mid driver do
not change with listening position.
Inside each cabinet are two rolls of
absorbent BAF wadding. The
essentially second- order crossover
introduces response-shaping for the
bass unit, giving a third- order

acoustic characteristic and thirdorder low-pass filtering through
ferrite- core coils and bi-polar
electrolytic capacitors in rather closer
than ideal proximity on the PCB.
Unusually, the bass unit has aseries
0.5 ohm resistance to control bass
roll-off in the 8litre cabinet, which is
bound to have an effect on amplifier
damping. Why not just use an aircored coil instead?
Remove the grille and the drive
unit surround looks like a cast
chassis, held in place by gold-plated
machine screws — but these turn out
to be wood screws holding a plastic
trim ring. The pressed steel chassis,
underneath is nonetheless highly
serviceable, with a large cabinet
contact area, and substantial enough
to hold the medium-sized magnet
assembly, not magnetically shielded.
For a diecast chassis with
magnetic shielding, you need to be
looking at the RDM Two, which also
has aported 12 litre cabinet and an
audiophile grade ( polypropylene
capacitor flavour) crossover.

SOUND QUALITY

Mounted in the
centre of the
138mm
polypropylenecone bass/mid
unit is a
separate
25mm fabric
dome treble
unit. This
technique
should give
accurate
stereo imagery
and tonal
accuracy over
awide
listening
window
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by the spacious stereo image with no
wandering of focus. This shows best
with the speakers on tall stands
positioned away from the walls,
though here male vocals do lose
some depth and richness compared
with soprano voices.
This is not an entirely forced
clarity. Though bright in nature,
only the extreme treble shows some
evidence of highlighting. Its
rendition of classical strings clearly
revealed the sound of bow on string,
and an ability to soar to the highest
notes in spectacular fashion. Good
string recordings, such as Jeffrey
Tate and the ECO playing
Butterworth's The Banks of Green
Willow (
EMI CDM 764200 2), are a
delight. Older analogue transfers to
CD, on the other hand, clearly show
tape hiss and can become edgy.
Also obvious is the restricted bass
response, the only indication of the
limited size of the speaker cabinets.
What bass there is has few
redeeming properties, appearing
slovenly, slow and dynamically
limited. Moving the speakers back

What strikes you immediately is the
outstanding midrange and treble
clarity of the RDM One. The
detailing here is tremendous,
especially for vocals, which display
diction of extreme precision and
clarity. The separation between
voices in a choir is stunning, aided

Just at the right moment, KEF's RDM One
arrives to fill the gap between the budget Codas
and the big KEF Reference models

by PETER 1 COMEAU

Egum
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against the wall to bolster the falling
response is only a partial solution.
Here percussion becomes boxy, and
bass guitar notes gain or lose
strength
according
to
their
frequency. True acertain amount of
warmth is added to cello and piano
left hand, but this is a poor
compromise overall.
KEF's brochure mentions the
LS3/5A as aspiritual predecessor of
the Monitor Series. Could it be that
the RDM One is considered an
offspring of this little monitor? KEF
couldn't be more wrong. Where the
LS3/5A imbued an almost magical
force to vocals, underpinned with a
bass that fooled the ear into thinking
there was extension below the 100Hz
cut-off point, the RDM One
achieves its vocal success through
detailing and transparency and low
frequencies are left out of the
equation. Bass is as advertised, -2dB
at100Hz, the -6dB point at 75Hz —
which is exactly how it sounds.
So the RDM One cries out for a
subwoofer, and is well-behaved
enough in the bass to match a subbass crossover with an eagerness that
is refreshing to the ear. A REL
Stentor provided just the right
amount of adjustment of crossover
frequency and level to match the
FtDMs, although like any subwoofer,
it needed to be sited fairly close to
the KEFs to avoid audible
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discontinuity in the bass. This partly
results from the fairly high crossover
frequency setting ( 71Hz proved
about right with the speakers away
from the wall), which leaves the sub
still generating output above 180Hz.
With the Stentor providing the
authority and dynamic power in the
lower region, the RDMs were left to
weave their magic in the mid/treble.
You still need apowerful amplifier to
drive the 86dB sensitivity (in modern
terms, insensitivity!) of the Ones if
amplifier distortion is to be avoided,
even in asmallish listening area. For
listening tests I used the AVI
S2000MI integrated and Shearne
Phase6/Phase
5
pre-/ power
amplifiers to good effect. And make
no mistake, the KEFs will show
distortion in the source without any
attempt at a cover-up. This is
another indication that transparency
is to ahigh order, though occasional
traces of cardboardy coloration were
still evident in the upper bass, as
even asubwoofer cannot disguise the
deficiencies of the under- damped
RDM bass unit.
For the most part, though, the
slightly bright nature of the
mid/treble performance overcomes
this. Take the Schubert Standchen
D290 [ Monica GroopiRudolf
Jansen, Ondine ODE 886-2]. Here
the piano is superbly portrayed
layered behind the mezzo-soprano in
the foreground, the chorus arranged
in life-like presence around her. The
performance here is lively,
attractive and natural
— the sort of smallscale work the RDM
One thrives on.
So which role is
the KEF supposed to
fill? Is the RDM One
a nearfield monitor
meant for professional
use, offering the clarity
and accuracy needed to
check vocal quality in
outside broadcasts? Or is
it supposed to match
KEF's active subs, either
in a hi-fi system, or as
satellites in asurround AV
system?
If the latter, surely KEF
has got the two speakers the
wrong way round. It is the
Ones that need shielded
magnets so they can be
placed either side of the TV
and marry to the subwoofer;
while the Two is the standalone hi-fi speaker that doesn't
need the magnetic shielding, its
reflex loaded bass probably causing
greater difficulties in matching to a
sub. With great strengths, but with
some ambiguities, RDM One is a
perplexing speaker.

KEF RDM 1
LAB REPORT
KEF claims 87dB
sensitivity, which
couldn't quite be
matched on test; a
figure of 86dB is
more indicative of
the RDM One's
overall output.
These speakers
demand an
amplifier of
100W per
channel output or
greater if you are
to do justice to
their monitoring
capabilities.
Anything less and
dynamic range
will be restricted.
Part of the
reason for this is a
depression
throughout the
midband
compared with
upper bass and
treble. This is
evident on all
traces in the
family of responses
taken at Imetre.
Indeed the treble is
raised by some
2dB compared
with the midrange
level — hardly the
result one might
expect from a
<monitor class'
speaker. A notch
in the treble
response at
7.5kHz, evident
on direct axis, is
probably aphase
cancellation effect
caused by burying
the treble unit
within the bass
cone. It disappears
on the 30° offaxis
(horizontal) trace,
as does much of
the peak in output
above 10kHz.
The RDM Ones
will probably
sound best placed
either straight or
over-angled
inwards with
reference to the
listener. The
bottom trace in
Fig Ishows the
crossover, at a
fairly low
2.3kHz, giving
an idea of how the
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Fig I. KEF RDMI: response family at I
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15° above vertical
axis (middle trace); 30° horizontal (lower
trace); individual units, measured on axis
(bottom trace).

Fig 2. KEF RDMI: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

Fig 3. KEF RDM1: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4 Ohms

per

division (bottom trace)

in enero
through the
midband occurs.
As we can see, the
output from the
bass unit falls from
apeak at 200 to
300Hz. The
resulting energy
level in the room is
clearly seen in the
Room Averaged
Response.
The MLSSA
'Waterfall' of
delayed resonance
shows avery clean
result with little
evidence of
loss

Test results

coloration, though
the treble notch
problems disturb
the area around
8kHz. On the
impedance
response, the 90Hz
bass unit resonance
is partially hidden
by the crossover,
while the sharp
impedance peak at
the crossover
frequency is
obvious. Though a
true 6ohm load,
this speaker is
likely to be
amplifier-sensitive.
KEF RDM One

Dimensions ( hwd. rnm)
300x234x200
Power suitability per channel
50-175W
Recommended placement
wall or stand-mount
Drive unit type
UniQ 'coincident 2-way
Enclosure type
8 litre sealed box
Frequency response
fair
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3dBpoint in room)
95Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
50Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V or 1W, 8 ohms) at 1m
86dB/W
Impedance
minimum/typical/
ease of drive
6 ohms/6.2 ohms/difficult
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £499
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magination in fine fettle? Good.
Before we get on to Marantz's
latest ' Special Edition' CD
player, we'll just indulge in a little
fancy. In your mind's eye, that is, if
you are over 20 and still have a
mind after all the clubbing and the
E, or if you are over 40 and still
have one after all the cough-mixture
abuse, picture this. A reader of the
classical reviews relaxing with atab
of acid; or an addict of the rock
pages, gouty leg up on the sofa
because of too much port. Mind
well-boggled, we trust?
Well, that is the chemistry of
selling a CD player at anything
much under £ 500, these days. If it
doesn't play The Chemical
Brothers as well as, or better than,
Wilhelm Kempff, it is not going to
sell. It'll be playing the first more
often, that's for sure. Like it or not,
we're all part of the chemical
generation now, and Idon't mean
DDT.
Not, one hastens to add, that is
to suggest that Marantz, in
designing the CD67SE,
has
corporately ingested
anything
more
trance- inducing
than
late- night
Nescafé,
or
inhaled anything
smelling sweeter
than Glade. But
there are signs
that here is a CD
player that does bridge
the musical generation-gap.
If you feel dazed, scoot off now
to the back pages to check out the
guy in the bow tie and suit.
Remember he might be aclone. He
might even have had shoulderlength hair, a Kaftan and beads
once. ( But he never, ever
swallowed...)
Totally without benefit of achillout room and on nothing stronger
than water, the Marantz made a
real clubbing job out of The
Chemical Brothers' Loops of
Fury', neatly turning a pair of
Harbeth HL Compact 7s at full
blast into a pair of Boses and the
living room into a dark stroberidden cell packed with heaving
torsos. The essentials are a tight
beat and agood thump to the bass.
That, and apiercing edge to those
obligatory Star- Wars weapon-type
noises. Pass the amytal, er, aspirin,
someone. Very satisfactory on all
counts, with avery sharply focused
fast-moving mix, right between the
speakers. If you're clubbing, even at
home, smack between the eyes (if
you'll pardon the expression) is
where you want it. And over on the
edges of consciousness, those
38

dizzying oscillator- sound swoops
flung out-of-phase left and right on
Leftfield's ' A Final Hit' produced
just the sort of world- spinning
feeling that once upon atime used
to come with the last of eight pints
of lager.
So that was right ' ard. Cool,
even. In some ways, reminiscent of
the guts and oomph of the CD63
KI Signature. And now, the ' nonscene' scene. Mozart's Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik — just what you need
to chill out — wasn't hard at all. It
was, in fact relatively refined. Cool,
maybe. A smooth replay, the
Academy of St Martin's ( on
Philips) delicately spread across the
loudspeakers, strings tip- toeing
along with a touch of the sweet
delicacy of the CD- 17. Woodwind
[It? K525? Ithink not! - Mus Ed]
and violins all relatively unstressed,
even atouch soft, but with pizzicato
strings lightly stressed and up-beat.
There was even a
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reasonable amount of enveloping
hall ambience and orchestral depth.
In other words, Marantz appears
to have been sneaking alittle of the
best of both worlds into this copperclad ' SE' player. Though after the
shenanigans on the London Metal
Exchange and Sumitomo's attempt
at cornering the copper market, the
company must have wondered
whether gold-plating everything
(even the screws holding the thing
together are copper!) would have
been acheaper option.
How much this copper accounts
for what is going on is a tricky
question. Inside the case is what

Marantz's copper- clad 67SE
proves a 'Special Edition' CD player to
bridge the generation gap
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really amounts to a CD- 631I, but
tweaked a little. The mechanism is
a Philips CD- 12, but with an
improved servo, along with a later
`CD7' chipset. Internally, there's an
extra brace, too. The transformer
has an ' improved' core material and
is wound with upgraded oxygenfree copper wire.
It is almost impossible to
disentangle precisely what element
is responsible for what. Take that
focused-on-the-centre feeling. The
spread of the orchestra in Elgar's
Cello Concerto [
EMI — could there
be any other? Mus Ed] was more
obviously compressed towards the
centre than in the ASM/Philips
recording. While Jacqueline du
Pré's cello sounded warm and
deep, the minute the strings (alittle
brittle) swelled into action it lost a
'wholeness' of impact, taking a
small dynamic downturn.
Yet it worked with Pete Seeger's
`Hobo's Lullaby', recorded live on
Columbia in a quite different club,
The Village Gate in New York. His
banjo was definitively hung across
his midriff, instead of taking on a
separate existence, with the
audience in aclose-knit cosy clubby
group around him. And his vocals
had just the right impression of
closeness and realism that you
want from a ballad like
this.
Plugging
in
a
couple of external
DACs ( Sugden,
Audiolab and
Rotel), while
they
smoothed
out
these
small
inegalities, and
expanded the
dynamics
beneficially,
however,
still
didn't widen the
soundstage from the centre
quite as expansively as might have
been expected. Is that ' closed- up
centre' feeling down more to the
CD12.3 mechanism, one wonders?
Be that as it may, at least the
exercise demonstrated it could
make a useful interim low-price
transport via its co- axial ( or
Toslink, if you must) output. Not
all integrated CD players are
amenable to add-ons.
As nearly always happens, it was
piano and harpsichord that tripped
up the CD-67SE. On Martin
Souter's splendid JC Bach Sonata
in D [ Isis], the lower notes were
punchy, the middle fast and lucid,
but the top end — it's a cruel
recording for exposing this — was
somewhat jangly. If it has occurred
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to you that what is agood thing for
MARANTZ CD-67SE
Crispian and Kula Shaker is not
LAB REPORT
necessarily quite so good for Johann
As Eric infers, the
Christian and a sonata, you might
just be right. Constantin Lifschitz's
CD-67SE retains
piano ( Couperin's Huitième Ordre
much of the `house
— Denon) recorded in the
sound' of recent
Wigmore Hall, was less unsettling,
Marantz CD
despite the top being a little too
players, and for
toppy, the low end alittle too fruity
good reason. In
and not as firm as it should be. The
practice, the CDessential music-making still came
67SE does benefit
Fig 1. Marantz CD67SE: total jitter spectrun ,
through unmarred, it has to be said.
from Philips' latest
In the notes, this nineteen-yearCDM12.3
old is compared with Wanda
transport
Landowska's ` passionate emotionmechanism with
(
2)
TDA 1302 ITDA7
alism', though in his clever and
committed playing he makes acase,
073 servo and
even to this died-in-the-parchment
driver IC's,
authenticist, that Couperin could
reducing its end-ofbe played on piano, as much as
side track access
•
Gould does for Bach. Its has to be a from 3.5secs to
fundamentally decent CD player
2.2secs.
that has a listener musing about
Furthermore, the
Fig 2. ALInlill.:"(.'D67SE: spurion,
issues like that as well as pondering
SAA7372 decoder
front 0-22k11„- ,;:•eep at -30dB
over the elements of technique and
now replaces the
interpretation. There was a SAA7345 though
beguiling sense of hall acoustic, too,
most designers
which often disappears in budget or
would still argue in
slightly-higher CD players, a mark favour of Philips'
of merit for Marantz.
SAA7310, which
What, looking back on it, made
is older still.
the Mozart particularly pleasant was
Nevertheless,
the fluidity the Marantz gave to the
the heart of the
piece. No strain, no pain. And the
CD-67SE utilises
CD67SE has a ' liquid' sound to it
the same `core
Fig 3. Maranta CD67SE: spuriae from 1h11 in part that does it aservice in this
circuitry' as the
tone at - 70dB, dithered and (red) undithered
kind of music. It makes acoustic
earlier CD-631I
guitars, despite those samey chords
and CD-67, with
cent at peak
determined by the
the Britpop bands all use, splendidly
NPC's 8-times
output), low-level
SM58721HDAM
vibrant. It also makes it possible, for
oversampling filter
linearity (01-1.4dB
combination. A
once, to discern that Catherine
and bitstream
over a100dB
generally
Dubosc singing ` Domine Deus' in
DAC (the
range), 54dB
compatible brew,
The Sixteen's Bach B-minor Mass
SM5872) and
stopband rejection
nonetheless, aided
[Collins Classics] does so in the
Marantz 'sown
(2), 103dB signalby atypically high
slight French accent that was
screened HDAM
to-noise ratio and
2.3V analogue
evident during the recording
output buffer
rising tide of
output from a
sessions.
ensuring the
requantisation
moderate 215ohm
It made this recording flow in a players' technical
noise (3) which
source.
way it often fails to do on all but
ngerprint' lives
are all largely
Paul Miller
high-end players. Who cared that
to see another day.
the solo flute was a little too
The jitter spectrum
Test results
Marantz CD67SE
'silvery', more ethereal and less
of the CD-63 and
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB) 0.1
0.1
o
present than from, say a Denon
CD-67 series is
Stereo separation (dB)155
142
134
Frequency response (dB) -0
DCD-1015? Once started, as Mr
instantly
o
-0.3
Distortion ( TFID vs level, dB):
Magnusson used to say, it had to be
recognisable for its
At OdB
-75
-103
-101
-94
-70
-83
finished, all 105 minutes of it. That
pattern of medium- At -30dB
At -60dB
-49
-48
-34
at least suggests this is a machine
rate sidebands (1)
-17
At -80dB
-24
-29
At -90dB ( dithered)
-13
-6
-17
that won't have its owners deserting
which, whether
At - 100dB (dithered)
-13
music CDs for CD-ROMs inside
Marantz is aware
At - 110dB (dithered)
-6
Resolution (
linearity, d61:
the first week.
of their origin or
Error at -60dB
0
Well, a bit of a mixture, then?
not, is likely to
Error at -80d8
0.2
Error
at
-90d6
-0.9
Any CD player at this sort of price
contribute to its
Error at - 100dB
-1.2
is bound to be a series of
overall sound. This Peak output level L/R
2.347V/2.32V
Relative
output
level
ref
2V
;dB)
+ 1.3
compromises. This one might
pattern almost
Output impedance L/R
217 ohm-.
sound a bit like mixing Rolling
always lies between Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB) -10f'
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
54
Rock with Rioja. Still, as far as it
500-600picosec
1Hz noise modulation (
dB)
+ 7.5dE;
A-wtd, dB)
goes it works. Who knows, when
onds and is unique Signal-to-noise (
With emphasis. OLSB
12f.
you try it you might like it more
to Marantz's
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
124.3/102.9
Total correlated jitter
565 picosecond;
than you think. Just be sure you're
players.
Digital output(s)
coax, optical
more receptive to that suggestion
Less unique is its Crystal clock accuracy
+29ppri
Track access to track 99)
2s
from a hi-fi dealer than the kind
trend of distortion
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£350
who stands outside aRave.
(0.0007-0.018 per
LEVU_
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t was never Richard Dunn's
intention to set me on achase to
find the cheapest tolerable mockaudiophile system one could muster.
But he did submit for review the
NVA AP 10 single- input amplifier
selling for apaltry £ 160 and decided
(after our photos were taken) to
name it the NVA Personal. And
personal listening is what this baby is
all about; it just happens to cost next
to nothing.
What NVA is offering with the
Personal almost single-handedly
creates anew genre of amp. Indeed,
the only thing which preceded it with
anything like a similar philosophy
was the NAD 3020, also billed in its
day as an ideal starter amp. But Ican
assure you that what cost £89.95 in
1979 would sell for way more than
the NVA's £ 160 in 1997.
And another thing: the NVA can
be purchased as an easy-to-build kit
for £30 less.
Where the NVA departs from the
NAD 3020 i4 that the latter offered a
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If ever a small UK manufacturer
has ploughed a lone furrow, it is NVA.
Now the indomitable Richard Dunn
comes up with a direct-selling
amplifier for those on a tight budget

10

full range of inputs, pre/power
separation for upgrades or the
insertion of processors, a balance
control and so on. The price paid by
the user for these extras was some of
the nastiest assembly quality this
reviewer has ever seen.
By
worshipping instead at the altar of
minimalism, NVA hits its price point
without compromising build quality.
What you get with the Personal
boils down to this and nothing more:
A volume control. An on/off switch at
the back. A headphone socket. A pair
of speaker terminals. One set of line
level phonotype inputs. That's it. If
ever an integrated amp appealed to
the fundamentally British notion that
the presence of any creature comforts
means cost-cutting somewhere else,
then this is it.
There is but one concession to
luxury. Unlike the NAD, the NVA is
built to impossibly high levels for the
price, right down to a handsome
perspex front panel, a recessed red
LED to indicate ` on' (which truly
disappears when the unit is switched
off), reasonable socketry and apukka
114in headphone output instead of
the increasingly popular stereo minijack. There's achunky, captive mains
lead, real speaker sockets, and a case
design, like those of other NVA
amps, was determined by sonic
concern. Glued together, it is
insulated to stop induced circulating
currents, and high frequency and
high voltage static charge problems.
Nothing on this 250 x 60 x 210mm

(whd) case looks like it's gonna
break, fall off or do anything to rival
the 3020's tackiness.
Performance also separates these
amplifiers: the NVA actually drives
hungry speakers, even though it's
only rated at 15W/ch. As it proved in
a killer system costing way under
£400, this is no glorified headphone
amp fitted with a pair of speaker
terminals..
But first, some salient philosophy
from The Edited and Condensed
Richard Dunn Polemic, provided free
with every unit:
'This amplifier is designed as a
low-cost, high-quality, low-powered
amplifier for use in a second or
"bedroom" system, or with high
efficiency ( 89dB
or
over)
loudspeakers. It is equipped with a
standard stereo 6.5mm headphone
socket on the front panel. If
dedicated headphone listening is
required, then the loudspeaker cables
should be unplugged ( just the
positive can be disconnected). We
tried all forms of headphone
switching, both mechanical and
electronic relay-based, and they all
compromised the sound quality.'
Dunn makes no outrageous claims
for this amp, but he insists it's a
'proper' NVA product, just like its
dearer siblings. Inside, the single
input is routed directly to the volume
control with silver-plated cable, the
signal then fed to the amplifier PCB,
also hard-wired with silver-plated
cable. So paramount
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Personal uses the minimum number
of capacitors, no inductors and low
negative feedback in a Class AB
circuit design, which NVA describes
as ' unique'. The power supply is
designed around a50VA transformer
with a 6A bridge rectifier and ' good
quality' capacitors. ( Again, the
disarming honesty; others would
have described them as ' designer
from direct competitors. Cool.
Probably the greatest contribution caps.') As stated before, output is
15Wch, and NVA errs on the side of
to the Personal's sonic signature is
made by its entirely passive pre-amp caution by recommending speakers
stage. The input to the power amp with 89dB or better sensitivity.
Which didn't stop me from using
section has minimum capacitive and
inductive coupling, as Dunn states, the Personal with my beloved Quad
'designed correctly to operate with 77-10Ls, LS3/5As, ad summum,
the variable impedance output of a eventually returning to the project
passive pre-amp stage.' Passive pre- which this amp inspired. Sure, the
amp fans, take note and glow smugly; Personal will drive speakers hungrier
this stage helps to make this a than its spec would suggest, but that
transparent and quiet runner. A is simply not the point. Or maybe it
'current mirror' operates at the pre- is, as this amp is also subject to the
driver stage to ensure that the voltage NVA practice which states that an
rails track each other correctly. The NVA ' customer never loses money
driver stage has both current and when he upgrades. Move up to any
voltage amplification using devices more expensive -NVA amplifier for
'...that could be used as output just the difference in purchase price.'
So if you wanted to do everything in
transistors,' afave NVA party trick.
The output transistors are two 12A reverse, buying big speakers for the
Personal, you could trade up to a
Darlingtons per channel.
Because NVA
fits
neither bigger NVA later on, and not lose a
protection circuitry nor filtering on penny. But let's back-track.
Sure, Iused the Marantz CD63
the outputs, it's best to follow the
SE Mk II CD player and nifty tweaks
company's directives. OK, so this is

is the selection of cable in NVA
philosophy that the company takes
the brave/contentious step of listing
the cables it deems acceptable for use
with its products. And while its own
wires top the list, others include a
selection ranging from Ixos to Chord
to Rega to QED to XLO. So NVA
isn't above recommending products

the antithesis of entry-level practice,
which dictates that budget gear
should be moron-proof, but NVA
wants to do no more than provide
maximum sonic realism for minimal
outlay. And if it means treating the
amp like a high-end thoroughbred,
well, that's part of the appeal: for
only £ 160, you'll have the sort of
set-up concerns single- ended
triode users are used to.
Iquote NVA: ` Do not short
circuit the output. Do not
use bi- or tri wiring or
high capacitance or Litztype loudspeaker
cables. These could
damage the amp as
they create avirtual
short circuit at very
high frequencies.
As arule of thumb,
avoid cables with a
capacitance per
metre of more
than 200pF.' In
another instant of
disarming
honesty,
the
literature states,
'The basic circuit
of the amplifier is
very stable but it is
not unconditionally stable.
Anybody
can
make
an
unconditionally stable amplifier. You
just put capacitors everywhere, but it
will sound terrible.' Hence the
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Because NVA
fits neither
protection
circuitry nor
filtering on the
outputs, it's
best to follow
the company's
directives. OK,
so this is the
antithesis of
entry-level
practice, which
dictates that
budget gear
should be
moron- proof

like the Musical Fidelity X- 10D and
the Theta TLC, both of which are
designed to lift budget systems out of
the mire. But that wasn't the point.
Pretending that Iwas yet again —
God forbid — a student, with
financial problems, flatmates and the
need to have asystem which could be
packed up in amoment and fit in the
boot of aMini, Ithought in terms of
bargain hunting. Allowing for some
price fluctatuation, the awe-inspiring
Lineaum-equipped Genexxa Pro
LX5 speakers is now available for for
£99 a pair. A ' 13 Stock' Panasonic

RQ-S25 personal tape player at
Canterbury HiFi Centre cost £ 30,
while branded personal CD players
are now £79, with ` B Stock' selling
for less than £50.
Add it up: £ 160 for the Personal,
or £ 130 in kit form. £ 100 for apair
of Pro LX5s. £ 30 for a ' 13 Stock'
cassette player or £ 60-£80 for a
portable CD player, both fitted with

NOT JUST FOR THE
NOUVEAU POOR...
Some readers — especially those who want to run more
than one source — might be thinking, 'Do Ihave to join the
ranks of the nouveau poor, minimalists and other
masochists to enjoy this godsend?' Uh, not quite. NVA also
does aVersion of the AP10 Personal minus the headphone
output but with four line- level inputs and arotary selector,
in kit form for £ 150 or built up for £200. And if you want
the headphone capability as well, you need to factor in no
more than afurther £20 to the budget.

a 3.5mm stereo-plug-to-twophono
cable. Throw in some good 24in
speaker stands and 3m lengths of
speaker cable (£ 50 apiece) and, by
my reckoning, that's just £360 for a
system which, with the Personal at its
core, can do the following: Boogie.
Notice Isaid ' boogie', not ` bang
head'. If you want to antagonise
those living above, below or on either
side of your crib, talk to some poor
schmuck who's swallowed all the
SET guff about ' 3W is all you need';
maybe they'll know of aspeaker with
96dB sensitivity for £ 99 per pair.
Even so, in a listening area which
could qualify as either a normal
person's bedroom or the kind of sty
most students inhabit — 12 x 16ft —
the NVA had no problems driving
the Tandys to satisfactory levels.
But the sound? Sweet, smooth and
surprisingly transparent, and that
applies to both speaker and
headphone listening. The sound is
robust, with well-rounded, wellextended bass, and it wasn't
embarrassed driving through B&W's
PB100 sub-woofer. Stage width and
depth were truly thoroughbred, and
it kept reminding me of the dear,
departed Rogers Cadet III, which
started me on the valve route when
money was tight.
The NVA bounces along, sort of a
Citroen 2CV of amplifiers, merrily
making music but never pretending
to be able to do the impossible. What
it lacks in absolute retrieval of fine
details, exacerbated by slightly dulled
transients, the Personal compensates
for with an absence of ` active' nasties.
The downside amounts entirely to
sins of omission, exactly like the
NAD 3020, which never sounded
nasty. The NVA, though, never
sounds anorexic, either, as did the
gutless NAD.
This is not acase of Amplifier Lite.
The NVA Personal is areal amp for
high- end wannabees lacking deep
pockets.
Here's my advice: If you just
cannot stretch to £ 300- plus for a
complete system and you're dying for
some sounds, run — don't walk — to
NVA and beg ' em to sell you a
Personal. Then, before the imbecile
at Tandy learns the error of his ways,
buy apair of Pro LX5s. Next, go to
any hi-fi dealer other than amultiple
where the prices are as fixed as at
M&S, and ask for aB Stock personal
CD player. Don't let them lie to you:
all hi-fi dealers in the UK circa 1997
are dying for business, even your
paltry £ 50. Seriously broke and
prepared to live with headphones for
awhile? Then don't buy the speakers
until you can afford them. Go instead
for some £49 Grado SR40s.
There you have it: an amplifier for
use during aLabour regime.
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Wilmslow Audio
The name in loudspeakers for over 30 years
Quality sound to rival the best
To coincide with various acquisitions made by ourselves including Kord Audio (
Nottingham), we
have asurplus of fully finished empty loudspeaker cabinets, ideal for the DIY enthusiast wishing to
obtain ahigh quality aesthetically appealing unit to compliment the sound of their loudspeaker kit.
We are offering these cabinets whilst stocks last at these incredibly low prices!
Kord Audio "Tornado" cabinet
Fully finished in Walnut
Size: 600x270x290mm

Kord Audio "Vulcan" cabinet
Fully finished in Walnut
Size: 510x270x260mm

Only £40 pair
Only £40 pair
The above cabinets will each take aVolt BM220.8 and Scan- speak D2010 drive units
Special offer price for the 4drivers £265
2way cabinet
Fully finished in Black Ash

2way cabinet
Fully finished in Black Ash

Size: 420x270x270mm

Size: 440x240x210mm

3way cabinet
Fully finished in Black Ash or
Walnut
Size: 600x270x300mm

Only £20 pair
Only £20 pair
Only £30 pair
The above cabinets will each take acombination of the following drive units
RCL 80758, Peerless 832556, Volt LS201 and Seas H202
Special offer prices for 4drivers for 2way cábinets:RCL 80758
Peerless 832556
Volt LS201
Seas H202
Seas H202
Seas H202
£65 per set
£ 110 per set
£120 per set
The 3way uses 2of the 8inch bass drivers and 1tweeter
We also have aquantity of Vifa Cl7WG-69 8ohm Bass/Mid drivers at ONLY £8each!!!
Wilmslow Audio have arange of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £ 140 - £3800 on demonstration and
are able to offer acrossover design service as well as the supply of 1000s of high quality products.
These include Binding Posts, Capacitors, Cables, Connectors, Grill Cloths and Foams, Inductors,
Ports, Resistors, Spikes and much, much more.
We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units and accessories for the trade and DIY
speaker builder. Our stock range includes ATC, Coles, Dynaudio, KEF, Morel, Peerless,
Scanspeak, Seas, Volt.
All prices exclude carriage but include VAT
Phone for your Free catalogue

Wilmslow Audio Ltd
50 Main Street
Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD

Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605

England

Email: wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

Quality sound to rival the best

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity's burgeoning
cylindrical X-Series now includes a
four- input, full function pre-ampleer
at £200. The question has to be
asked, why pay more?
by JAMES M HUG

S

I

t's an odd quirk of human
nature: we all like abargain and
try to buy at the lowest price
possible. Yet products that cost too
little rarely get the acclaim they
deserve. It may be bad to be overpriced, but it's fatal to be too
cheap! Stella Artois's ' Reassuringly
Expensive' slogan says it all.
Luckily Ihad no such problem
with Musical Fidelity's X- Pre;
initially Ilistened to it under the
mistaken impression it sold for
£300 and thus accorded it ample
respect. Actually it costs a shade
under £ 200, but who cares?
Everyone knows you can't buy a
serious pre-amp for that...
Musical Fidelity has offered
enough exotic kit in its time to
counter charges of inverted
snobbery. Yet it's difficult not to
conclude
that
MD
Antony
Michaelson's main passion in life is
launching
products
with

breathtaking looks and performance
at how-does-he-do-it? prices.
The X- Pre is aimed at the
enthusiast wanting superb sound
with minimal features. You get a
volume control, input selector, and
— er, that's it. Four line inputs are
offered, but no tape output, the aim
being to keep things really basic for
best sound quality at the lowest
selling price.
But how good can a £ 200 preamp be? Very good! Isimply wired
the X- Pre into the power amp
inputs of a NAD 317 integrated
amplifier and put Gil Shaham's CD
of Paganini's First Violin Concerto
[DG] on the player. Nice. The solo
fiddle
sounded impressively
present, yet rich and sweet, with an
attractive tonal sheen.
The orchestra seemed more vivid
too, with brighter tone colours and
wider dynamic contrasts. It wasn't
simply ahi-fi improvement — more
the kind of change that makes you
sit up and take extra notice of the
music and its performance, because
both are being brought into sharper
focus.
The X-Pre's immediacy made
the NAD pre- amp seem slightly
muted. Its extra crispness gave both
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If you are serious
about sound, there is
¡ust one absolutely
essential event: The
Hi Fi Show.

It's the only hi-fi show in
Great Britain that's
all hi-fi — the best in music
and home cinema. Dealers,
distributors and enthusiasts
from around the world gather
at The Hi Fi Show to see
and hear what's really new in
the exciting world of hi-fi.
Sponsoring the Show, HiFi
News & Record Review

magazine will have astronger
presence than ever this year, with a
much fuller range of demonstration
events and seminars to attract the
enthusiast visitor. You have to be there.
It really is the hi-fi event of the year.
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS
music and performance a more
tactile quality, while its purity
maintained a sense of rich-flowing
warmth: the best of both worlds
really.
There was an attractive integrity
from high treble to deep bass, plus
a beautifully full, smooth-sounding
midband.
The
X- Pre
was
impressive in hi-fi terms —
excellent transient attack, clean
leading edges, vivid ' 3D' stereo
imagery [ not yet ' 4D' in this
instance! — Mus Ed] — but not 'hifi' in the pejorative sense of being
over- brilliant and tiring. It just
sounded natural and right.
Going back to Shaham's DG
Paganini, the X- Pre seemed to
centralise the solo violin more
positively while enhancing left/right
separation of the orchestra. I'd put
this down to better dynamics and
transient attack rather than lower
crosstalk, but for whatever reason,
stereo soundstaging was noticeably
more dimensional.
Moving on to vinyl ( via an
external phono stage), I was
impressed by the X-Pre's cleanness
and definition on LPs that can so
easily sound edgy. For example,
Daniel Barenboim's 1974 CBS disc
of Elgar's Falstaff sounded bright
yet sweet; the X-Pre did not hide
the treble- boosted violins, but
neither did it exaggerate the tonal
thinness which mars this recording.
Ialso had the impression the XPre was kinder to LP surface noise
than the NAD pre-, despite its
vividness and detail. Once warmed
up the X- Pre sounded sweet and
mellifluous: so much so, it became
difficult to detect it in action. It
simply made the music enjoyably
effortless and transparent.
Ihate to revive ancient prejudices
about valves verses transistors, but
the X-Pre (without being obviously
'warm' or coloured) seemed to offer
a rich liquidity not equalled by the
solid-state design. Paradoxically, it
did so despite being more lucid and
better separated...
So far so good, but some readers
will probably think NAD's 317 line
stage (fine though it doubtless is) is
not exactly ' serious competition'.
Next stop was to compare the X-Pre
with a Michell Argo HR pre- amp
driving Musical Fidelity MA50s into
apair of Impulse H-2 loudspeakers.
The Argo HR costs about seven
times more than an X- Pre, and
stands among the better solid-state
designs currently available.
Forgetting price differentials, the
X-Pre proved very comparable with
the Argo HR; the latter sounded
slightly sharper and more forward,
giving the music greater attack and
immediacy. The X-Pre was ashade
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sweeter and cleaner, with greater
integration both tonally and
dynamically. The HR was perhaps
better at conveying the urgency and
drama of a piece, but the X- Pre
sounded more civilised.
Which was better? Which was
correct? Much depended on
personal taste and the music being
played. But what was not in doubt
was the X-Pre's ability to match the
Argo HR, point for point, in terms
of performance. Iwouldn't argue
with anyone whose preference went
to the Michell. But given the vast
price difference, it was hardly the
open and shut case it ought to have
been.
At home Iuse a pair of Rel Q
Bass sub- woofers with large
Impulse H-1 horn speakers, so the
bass aspects of the X-Pre were of
particular interest. Subjectively, I'd
not say the X-Pre's low frequency
bandwidth was wider than usual,
yet somehow it seemed to enhance
the extra ambience created by the
subs.
Because the X-Pre's bass is so
rich and full, there was a reflex
benefit at the top end of the
spectrum, with treble frequencies
showing extra bloom and sheen
plus increased tonal depth. Those
who
have
experienced
the
improvement agood sub can make
will know the effect exactly —
though it almost seems odd that
bass affects treble in this way.
So is there nothing to criticise?
Well... The X-Pre doesn't offer the
extravagant looks and lavish build
of bigger, more costly pre- amps,
though external finish and styling
are both exemplary. The controls
are rather small and dinky, and
the unit hasn't the feel of real
exotica.
Only four line inputs and no
tape output are perhaps more
serious drawbacks, but the
limits
on
space r
dictated by the X- //
Pre's small size
make
it
unavoidable

Ihate to revive
ancient
prejudices
about valves
verses
transistors,
but the X- Pre
(without being
obviously
'warm' or
coloured)
seemed to
offer a rich
liquidity not
equalled by
the solid-state
designs

SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity
Ltd, 15116
Olympic Trading
Estate, Fulton
Road, Wembley,
Middlesex,
HA9 OTF.
Tel 0181900 2866
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Looking inside the

Musical Fidelity XPre, with its two EC88

valves showing above the
upper stacked PCB

Yet these sins are small given such a
low price and sonic excellence. And
the diminutive size ensures ultrashort signal paths.
Internal build quality is good, the
circuit being laid out on two
stacked boards. Input 4 seemed to
have the shortest, most direct path,
being on the lower PCB, and Ifelt
it might sound better as a result.
The other three inputs are on the
upper board which connects via a
cable to the mother board.
However, when Itried all four, I
felt input 1 sounded best, though
differences were small.
Despite using valves (acouple of
ECC88s), the X- Pre barely gets
warm during use, the casework
rising just a little above ambient
temperature, even when the unit is
left on constantly as recommended.
The little plug- top transformer
power supply runs hotter!
Because the tubes are not
stressed, Antony Michaelson
reckons valve life should extend to
five years or more before audible
deterioration takes place ( even if
switched on all the time). The XPre takes about half an hour to
warm up fully, though Ifeel there's
an extra ease and sweetness to be
heard after it's been on aday or two
continuously.
Residual noise is low, and only a
faint hiss could be heard with ears
close to efficient Impulse H-1 hornloaded speakers. Those afflicted
with more efficient speakers and/or
extremely sensitive power amps
may find this noise more noticeable
than Idid; but in truth all pre-amps
(tube or transistor), suffer from a
degree of residual noise, and the XPre is pretty quiet.
Good as the X-Pre is on its own,
it benefits further from use with
MF's X10-D valve line stage.
Because the X-Pre is passive
on its line stage, an XIO-D
buffers the chosen input,
improving clarity, tonal
sweetness, and depth. The
result is awarm, rich, yet
flexible sound of great
presence and weight.
It would be rash to claim the XPre approaches all expensive preamps in sonic terms, but it's good
enough to make many comparisons
a close-run thing. On the evidence
of what I've heard thus far, I'd need
to be very convinced to want to
spend more. So don't listen with
your eyes, allowing its low selling
price to convince you it can't be
any good!
The X-Pre offers those among us
with champagne tastes a chance to
imbibe at beer-budget prices. Well
— if that isn't good news, Idon't
know what is.
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ub-woofer/satellite systems can
be a pain in the butt for
reviewers because all the
myriad permutations must be
addressed. And, hey, does the B&W
Solid Solutions system permutate.
That's not B&W's fault. They're
dealing with a format established
years ago by pioneers like M&K, who
realised that the then-forthcoming
home cinema revolution required
more speakers than good ol' stereo,
and that most audiophiles have ahard
enough time sneaking two enclosures
into the lounge.
This is especially true in the UK,
where the wife- as- selfish- witch
syndrome reaches its zenith. So the
sub/sat system evolved into tiny
primary speakers and a sub-woofer
that you are told works anywhere — if
you believe the bull about bass being
'non-directional'.
Although the reductio ad absurdum
of sub/sats is the Bose AM5 and the
clones it inspired — main speakers
around the size of ahalf-pint milk
carton and a sub not much larger
than a toaster — B&W's Solid
Solutions follow more realistic
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The PB100
isn't some
mere toy of a
sub-woofer
carrying a
brace of nasty
6in woofers or
alone 8in.
This urrt
houses a
serious
forward-firing
10in/250mm
long-throw
bass drwer
with a
pressed fibre
cone,
powered by a
dedicated
70W MOSFET
amplifier

practice: the S100 satellite speakers
measure instead amore generous but
still compact 207x 258mm (w xh),
with a depth of a mere 90mm. To
give you amore illuminating example
of their size: think of them as no
larger than aMaplin catalogue.
Available in white or black, with
grilles in white, black, burgundy or
blue, the S100 is easy to hide. Its
sides slope, making it ideal for flush
corner mounting while eliminating
parallel sufaces within the enclosure.
Designer Morten V Warren gave
them the kind of mock-organic feel
which 1990s high-tech likes to wear:
curvy edges to soften the look, the
baffle and grille having aslight bulge
at the bottom, giving it a bit of a
tummy. (God bless Sophie Dahl.) At
the back of the S100 is aremovable
wall-fixing bracket. Additionally, the
S100 can sit on ashelf, while B&W
has adedicated stand, to satisfy any
demand for floor-standing set-ups.
The S100 is a shielded, two-way
fourth- order vented box system
comprising a25nun Ultra 12 tweeter
and 100mm doped paper woofer.
Specified for amps up to 100W, the
S100 enjoys an 89dB/1W sensitivity;
this should work with just
about any A/V receiver
on the market. A
couple of foam plugs
are supplied to fit

into the port if you use these with a
sub-woofer, as in this review. And you
will want the sub-woofer, because the
95-20kHz frequency response means
that the S100 doesn't cut it as a
standalone system.
Single wiring is provided through
the one unforgivable compromise,
and Iuse the word 'unforgivable' even
though the S100s sell for a mere
£129.95 per pair: the bare-wire- orskinny-pins- only press-fit terminals
are some of the nastiest I've ever had
to use, CE regulations be damned. If
B&W then retorts, ' But, Ken, these
speakers are aimed at real folks, not
the kind who know bell wire from
Monster Cable', Iwould then reply:
`there's never an excuse for crap
terminals when good ones exist for
the same price'. End of rant.
Only one thing makes a satellite
system with dinky monitors work, and
that's the sub-woofer which adds
enough bottom to turn the sound into
afull-range experience. So from this
point on, Iam not going to apologise
for the Solid Solutions being athreebox affair [ see panel]. All of my
listening refers to the Si 00s used with
the PB100. And while Itried all of the
combinations, the primary listening
involved the set-up which has the subwoofer connected to the amplifier's
speaker terminals, the S100s taken
from the PB100s speaker outputs.
Amps included the Roksan Caspian
and the NVA Personal, with the
Marantz CD 63SE Mk II for source.
Why? Because this combination sells
for so little that Iwould expect it to
be used with small integrated amps,
in the simplest set-ups imaginable.
(This does not, however, excuse
cheap speaker terminals...) Yes, you
will get better sound driving the SIOOs
off your main amplifier's speaker

Ifyou're set on asatellite
course, take agood look at
the Solid subwoofer...
by KEN KESSLER
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terminals, with the PB100 fed by its
own line level signal.
The PB100 is aself-powered subwoofer measuring atidy 415 x 353 x
401mm (hwd). And it's shielded, so
you can set a small-ish TV right on
top of it. This is one dinky sub-woofer
— but, you're thinking, there are
smaller ones out there. True, but
B&W's PB100 isn't some mere toy of
asub-woofer carrying abrace of nasty
6in woofers or alone 8in. This unit
houses a serious forward- firing
10in/250mm long-throw bass driver
with apressed fibre cone, powered by
adedicated internal 70W MOSFET
amplifier. The enclosure features the
trademarked Flow Port System,
consisting of adownward firing port
with a special flare and sculpted
surface to allow the air to move freely
through the orifice. Indeed, to get the
PB100 to make those horrible chuffy
noises associated with poorly designed
ports, Ihad to crank the PB100's
volume control to the point which
should be marked ' Cretin Level', and
the break-up probably had more to do
with the amp or the driver itself.
It looks as good as any cube can,
all-black, with a slight curve to the
grille, and fat, integral pointy feet
making it far more stylish than some
of the plain-Jane lumps out there. All
sockets and controls can be found on
the back, including power on/off,
volume, and the same vile terminals
as on the S100 for signal-out to the
satellites and for signal-in if you're
driving the sub from your amp's
speaker outputs. There's also aphase
switch in case something somewhere
in your system is inverting.
As for the permutations, abank of
six phono inputs allows you to feed
the sub via aspare set of outputs from
a separate pre-amp, you can feed it
directly off the analogue sub-woofer
output from amulti-channel decoder
(Dolby Surround, Dolby Digital,
DTS, what-have-you), or from the
main speaker outputs of a decoder
with the PB100's line outputs sent to
a separate
power
amplifier.
Additionally, you can drive the PB100
from the speaker outputs of amultichannel amplifier, with the S100s
driven from the PB100 or the multichannel amp itself, in case the unit
has no dedicated sub-woofer output.
Before you shout ` REL! M&K!
Entec!', note that the S100/PB100 is
asystem, the latter dedicated to the
former. No crossover point worries,
no ' character' mis match between
bass and mid/treble. But Isuppose
you could use this £349.95 gem with
other makes of speaker. Yet there's
never been such athing as auniversal
sub-woofer, if you believe that the
bass should be handled by the same
manufacturer who supplied the mid
and treble. While REL is one of the
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Can we just accept something
right here, before this review is
rendered redundant? Full- range
enclosures housing all the
drivers in one cabinet and
optimised for phase response,
dispersion, etc, will always be
preferable to sub/sat systems
where the drivers are placed
hither and yon. But.., sub/sat
combinations are for people
who cannot/will not house a
larger, more conventional
single-enclosure- perchannel speaker, so they
are not mutually exclusive. I
can assure you that B&W
has anumber of full- range
models to sell you instead of
the Solid Solutions combination. Itell you this so
that you don't ask, 'Why isn't this combination being
compared to conventional single- box speakers in the
same price bracket?' Simple: there's no point. You eithewant conventional speakers, or asub/sat set-up.

I

deserved success stories of British hi-fi
in the 1990s, it is definitely something
for audiophiles, rather than for casual
listeners who'd rather avoid set-up
aggro. So, did IA/B the PB100 with a
range of sub-woofers? No. Itreated
the Solid Solutions system as asystem.
But Idid get akick when Ihooked it
up to my all-Apogee LCR surround
sound set-up. Yes, Ifelt the bass...
Here's where philosophy overtakes
purist concerns. B&W will be the first
to tell you that the Solid Solutions
products are ' lifestyle' rather than
'audiophile' offerings. If you want
silver wiring and honeycomb
enclosures and metal dome tweeters
they'll sell you something right on up
to Nautilus level, at the price of anew
Volvo C70. No, the active word is
'Solutions', the S100/PB100 being a
better- than-you'd expect answer to
demand for aesthetically and
dimensionally acceptable speakers in
increasingly diminishing living spaces.
This is truly urban/urbane gear aimed
at someone who wants reasonable
performance from small enclosures
without sacrificing bass.
And you do get pleasant, musical,
never- aggravating delivery, with
exceptional sound spread and
ridiculously accurate pin- point
imaging. Whatever the compromises
— for example, the S100s have speed
without crisp attack, Midband clarity
but so-so transparency — those odd
touches of greatness make you take
notice. What it tells you is that B&W
worked hard at finding a system
which works for both music and home
cinema, not strictly for one or the
other. And that's the right kind of

'The active
word is
'Solutions', the
S100/PB100
being a betterthan- you'd
expect answer
to demand 'or
aesthetically
and
dimensionally
acceptable
speakers in
increasing17
diminishing
living spaces'
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01903 750750

compromise at the price point.
But the PB100 sub- woofer is
mandatory. If you've exorcised all
Beavis-ness from your make-up and
can use the level control
judiciously, you'll hear a
filling out, the adding of a
sense of weight and richness
which the S100s simply
cannot muster on their own.
The bass matches the lower
midband almost seamlessly,
and you know you're listening
to a one- make brand. Even
though Itried the PB100 with
LS3/5As, Quad 77-10Ls and
Genexxas, and with some
success, I could never
eliminate aslight discontinuity
between the sub-woofer and
non-B&W satellites. Back to
the Si 00s, and the sound was
again of awhole.
I'm not going to lie and tell
you that this is the best way to spend
just under £ 500 on speakers. But I
am going to tell you that it marks a
raajor advance in a genre —
affordable speaker systems for multichannel use — where the previous
compromises were unacceptable. Yes,
the Solid Solutions package is like its
rivals, in that a couple of satellites
weighing afew pounds and designed
for anonymity are connected to asubwoofer which levels the playing field.
Yes > it's designed to be used with the
C100 centre channel and apair of
S100s at the back for a more
enveloping sound. Yes, the price is
exactly right for the sort of consumer
who owns an entry-level stereo VCR,
a 29in-plus TV and a cable
subscription. But, unlike most ' just
add water' surround-sound speaker
packages, this system Does Not Suck.
B&W understands the target Solid
Solutions customer, and could have
gotten away with less fine-tuning.
Maybe they're right, and only addled
audioprats like myself would even
notice the terminals or the lack of
absolute transparency. But B&W did
something sneaky. They made the
Solids sound better than they had to,
unlike certain British rivals with
venerable names, firms which should
he utterly ashamed of themselves.
Overdrive the bass unit and it goes
all one-note and raspy. Use the S100s
on their own and you'll wonder,
where's the beef? But use everything
in context, and you'll ask yourself why
all affordable hi-fi can't look this
good, sound this good and leave you
feeling that you've got your money's
worth. This is a sub/sat system for
everyman that doesn't reek of
cynicism. The only problem Isee is
that B&W has to convince those
without a realistic grasp of hi-fi
pricing that £480 for the S100/PB100
system is abargain.
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Nobody Does It Better
If musical enjoyment is your number one priority when choosing an amplifier (as it should be), then
look no further. Like all Unison Research amplifiers, from the delightful Simply Two to the
awesome 845 Absolute, Simply Four has asound that is truly enchanting; full of grace.
space and clarity.
style and build quality are what you're looking for, suffice it to say that Unison
Research are acknowledged worldwide as being in aleague of their own, master
craftsmen in the art of designing and building fine valve amplifiers. Nobody does
it better. Nobody else even comes close. The Simply Four is no exception to the
rule, beautifully styled and impeccably built.
is what you need, don't worry. Simply Four's 24 watts of single-ended
class Apentode power gives ample driving ability for almost all loudspeakers.
How about the price? In aworld of hocus-pocus, where price often bears
no relationship either to real value or material cost, we're pleased to
tell you that here at least is aproduct that offers honest value for
money. For an amplifier that is already "something of aclassic"
(Hi Fi World's words, not ours), it's asnip. But for aproduct made
to give you alifetime of musical pleasure, it's an absolute bargain.

e

e
power

*Unison Research Simply Four P, £1545. For full information on the Simply Four and all the
Unison Research products, plus the name of your nearest stockist, please contact:

Simply Four
by Unison Research

UKD
23 Richings Way,
Iver, SLO 9DA, Bucks, England
Tel: 01753 652669 FAX: 01753 654531

AUDIO
ILLUSION
23 Langley Broom
Langley
Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753) 542761: FAX: (01753 772532)
10am-8pm Mon-Sat ( By Arrangement)
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80W Pure Triode.
Single Ended & Balanced Inputs

Mae. Qilayie
now available
with 0% Finance
(subject to status)

FOR YOUR NEAREST
STOCKIST CONTACT
AUDIO ILLUSION

TRIODE 100 SB
MONO BLOCK / BLOC DE PUISSANCE

PHONO PRE-AMPLIFIERS

E

ven more radical than Densen's
no- feedback DMIO and Beat
integrated amps, Densen's DP
Drive resorts to optical linkage in the
power supply. Instead of using
stabilised DC from the mains to feed
the amplifying circuits, it powers two
light bulbs, each of which shines on a
trio of tiny photo-voltaic cells to turn
electricity into light and back again.
Optoisolation has one function:
to provide total mains isolation of
the disc pre-amp. There's no direct
path for RF interference, surges,
pulses, clicks or bangs. At switch-on,
aslow-start circuit prevents amplifier
operation until the DP Drive
electronics have stabilised.
Reflecting its Danish antecedence,

Sonically the DP Drive/DP-02 was
an absolute delight, with sweet, clean
treble; warm yet firm, rhythmic, rich,
clear and highly articulate bass,
almost indistinguishable from the
LFD, and excellent solidity, depth
and control. Midrange/treble sounds
were lucid, and high treble slightly
crisper and harmonically richer.
Playing ` Rhiannon'
from
Fleetwood Mac's Fleetwood Mac
through the Densen reminded me
just how brilliant Mick Fleetwood's
drumming is on this album. The
Densen also captured the suitably
manic pace of the powerful drum
rhythms that drive Stravinsky's
Petrushka (
Concertgebouw Colin
Davis Philips 9500 447). The LFD
did virtually the same, while the
Henley HMC 100 could not quite
match the bass performance of

the DP Drive has a superbly neat,
simple black- anodised aluminium
case, comprising precise- fitting
machined extrusions. Inside lies a either. The Densen's resolution of
mother board holding two stabilised this hall acoustic and the sound of
Brubeck's piano on an old direct-cut
power supplies with a smaller,
densely populated plug-in surface- Dave Brubeck Quartet album A Cut
Direct Disc Labs DD- 106)
mount PCB riding piggy back. It's Above (
this PCB which holds the light bulbs were very nearly, but not quite as
and photocells and provides both good as the Henley's.
Yet the Densen made vocals on
amplification and inverse RIAA
`Rhiannon' marginally the most
correction. A moving-magnet version
tangible of all three amps. More than
(DP-01) is also available.
the other amps, it made the
Each channel utilises six, tiny,
discrete, surface- mount transistors counterpoint between two piccolos
and single horn in Petrushka sound
and numerous passive components.
Unusually, the input stage senses sublime. And when Ilistened to an
old Emperor Concerto recording
cartridge output current. Densen
(Symphonica SYM 10) by
claims thereby to obviate the need
Charles Rosen, it
for input load fine-tuning.
For the listening tests, Iused a made each piano note
Pink Triangle Anniversary with SME carry more weight.
The DP Drive/DPSeries V arm and Audio Technica
02 really rocks when it
AT- 0C9 cartridge, loaned from
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi in Bury St has to. It gets to thc
Edmunds, and (now sounding really heart of the music,
rather fine) my AR Legend/ Rega RB whatever the style. It has
much in common with
300/Dynavector Karat DV17D.
The Densen was noticeably
immune to impulsive mains- born
noise, yet slightly more sensitive to
positioning away from hum sources
than LFD MC1 or Henley HMC100
disc pre-amps used for comparison.
An extremely quiet background hiss
was lost beneath background noise.

DENSEN DP DRIVE/DP-02
LAB REPORT
On test, the
Densen's distortion
harmonics at
¡kHz were
impossible to pick
out from the low
noise background
and must be below
0.005% (better
than -85dB).
Gain at »Hz.
was 66dB,
bringing 12511V at
the cartridge up to
250m V. (All
signal-to-noise
ratios measured
were with reference
to 250mV output
and input
overloads ref. to
125uV). Overall,
noise was very
low, more than
80dB down at
¡kHz, improving
to better than 100dB at 20kHz
(that's why the
DP-02 is so quiet
in use). At low
frequencies it
worsened, with
hum -57dB at

50Hz. (Remember
the gain at 20Hz is
approaching 86dB
due to RI/IA
correction). Input
overloads were
excellent: at 20Hz
+30.8dB, ¡ kHz
+26dB and at
20kHz +42dB,
due to the onset of
slew-rate limiting.
Crosstalk (stereo
separation)
worsened to around
-15dB at 20Hz,
but does not seem to
be audible in use.
Elsewhere it was
much better, but
depended on the
test source
impedance. At 10
ohms, 1
kHz and
20kHz, it was
40dB down. At
I
kohms, crosstalk
improved to -60dB
at both frequencies.
Inverse RLIA
correction for the
right channel
stayed within
+0.2dB, 500Hz-

20kHz, while there
was aminor lift
around 100200Hz, peaking at
0.87dB. Correction
was within 0.15dB
at 50Hz and rolled
off below to -4dB
at 20Hz due to
subsonic filtering.
Channel balance,
above 70Hz, was
within -0.25dB,
the left diverging
only by -0.4dB
(max) at around
40Hz. There was
virtually no DC
offset and output
impedance was a
low 125 ohms.
Excellent results,
overall, with only
the low-frequency
crosstalk an oddity.
R
Densen UK,
38 Sworder Close,
Barton Hill,
Luton,
Beds
LU3 4Bj.
Tel: 01582
561 227

the LFD, yet it costs only
£350. A beautifully crafted
and superb- sounding unit,
the DP-02 gave a satisfying
sound — if you love vinyl
replay at its finest and most
intimate then the DP-02 simply
must be on your listening list. +

Densen's DP DrivelDP-02 moving- coil
phono -to- line level pre- amp uses optical means to
minimise noise intrusion. Does this radical design
result in aperformance breakthrough?
by DAVE BERRIMAN
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How do you describe the taste
of strawberries?
You can't - nor can you imagine the emotional power of music from afirst class hi-fi system until
you have once heard it. This is our problem at The Right Note: how do we excite you with
descriptions of a "walk-in sound stage" if all you've heard is two-dimensional crash, bang wallop?
Since the telephone does not have a20Hz bandwidth you will have to come along and hear for yourself why we enthuse about:
Wadia You just marvel as the music flows naturally with the new one- box players from the CD specialists. True to Wadia's tradition,
these players are fully upgradeable to cope with future developments.
Sirius Colour has drained from the faces of customers who have compared their costly, over
hyped US mega-amps with theses Danish bargains- transparency like aclean window,

Products we are proud to sell:
CD: Acurus, Audio Synthesis DAX2 & Transcend,

thanks to anew technology.

Classé, Enlightened Audio design, Meracus,
Orelle, Wadia, XTC.

Classé High end build, reliability and sound at afraction of the cost of some heavy-weight

Vinyl: Crown Jewel, Graham, Michell,

amps and CD players on the market. Real class.
Audio Physic These incredible loudspeakers, ranging from the affordable to L5OK are some
of hi-fi's undiscovered treasures. Stunningly natural, they are the final link in our walk in
sound stage.

.
Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point Special,
Transfiguration.
Amplifiers: Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT,
Classé, DNM, Lumley, Meracus, Michell, Orelle,

The Right Note Customers say we make some of the best sound they have ever heard. With Sirius, Sonneteer, Tube Technology, XTC.
our equipment, or upgrading yours, we try to give along term view, not aquick sale. This
avoids perpetual upgrades, gives you musical satisfaction along the way and saves you

Loundspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic,
Dunlavy, Ethos, Harbeth, Lumley, Magneplanar,
Mirage, NEAT, Spendor, Totem.

money in the long run. We are so confident in the products we have chosen that we will

Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab

gladly do A/B home demonstrations against the competition - anywhere.

Cables: Chord Co., DNM, Soniclink, Lumley

As we like to say: just listen and you'll know.

Silver, Tice.

The Right Note - Bath Tel: ( 01225) 874728

Signal Guard, Soundstyle.

DARE

TO

Stands: Atacama, Custom design, Partington,

BE

DIFFERENT

Prism Acoustics Ltd has pioneered the use of Reflective Wave
Technology ( RWT) in the design of all our loudspeakers which is the
result of many years research and development into the interaction
between loudspeakers and cabinet walls to help eliminate standing
waves. Prism loudspeakers are all designed with front baffles sloping
which facilitate correct listening angle and time alignment.

Prices start at £ 222.00
For further information on our range of RWT Loudspeakers call for an Information Pack:
PRISM ACOUSTICS LIMITED, Prism House, Duncan Street, Banff, Aberdeenshire. AB45 1EQ.
Telephone: 01261 818444
http://www.prism-acoustics.com

Facsimile: 01261 818555

E-mail: enquiries(a prism-acoustics.com

ACOUSTICS LTD
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In-car audio
seems to be
Mission's
best kept
secret. But
when put to
the test, it
can offer
motoring
bliss...

SUPPLIER
Mission
Electronics,
Stottehill,
Huntingdon
PE18 6ED.
Tel 01480
451777.

U

nbelievably, it's that time again
(like, uh, every six years...)
when KK breaks down and
admits that his car is about to die.
And, in order to shift an Areg Audi
with asix-figure odometer reading,
well, you just gotta kiss goodbye to
the hi-fi system within, right? So how
do Ireplace what has been adamned
faithful in-car set-up?
Front-end selection was simple
enough. Ifound the current equivalent
of my old Panasonic, only
this time it's a °Indio
rather than a cassette
/radio — but afront panel
input allows me to connect
apersonal tape player. I'd
tell you the model number
of this wondrous 4x30W
head unit, but it's about to
be discontinued.
Given that the Audi's replacement,
aused but pristine non-turbo Volvo
480ES, has (i) no boot and ( ii)
speaker pre-cuts in awkward places,
there were inherent restrictions on
choices. But the over-riding one, as
ever, was price. Why? Because Ifind
high-end car systems in anything less
quiet than aRoller, Lexus or Merc to
be acomplete waste of money, best
left to morons who don't know the
front from the back of abaseball cap.
And because it's inevitable that an incar system is gonna be nicked.
So, as before, price and preventative
measures played a role, the Volvo
having an immobiliser and an
aftermarket alarm, and the Panasonic
head unit offering aremovable front
panel. Price? Iwanted to stay under
the £ 1000 mark, because even that is
considered afortune by the majority
of car owners, most of whom assume
that either afactory fit is state of the
art, or that £ 199 all-in is more than
one should spend on car hi-fi.
As such things happen, the week I
bought the Volvo I had to visit
Mission for afull-blown demo of the
latest NXT flat-panel speakers. Before
you suck in your breath and assume
that Iwas treated to the first in-car
NXT system, sorry to disappoint you:
in-car NXT speakers are months, if
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magic) that Ileave the standard rear
not years away. But, while wandering
speakers in situ until the next time, to
through the factory, what do Isee?
be driven by the Panasonic's four
Mission in-car products. Talk about
amps bridged into two, while the
not blowing one's tooter: it's Mission's
Mission amp would be fed to the
best-kept secret.
front, main speakers.
Not only did Mission have acouple
It took little convincing because —
of loudspeakers, the company also
however much Iadore multi-channel
produced acool subwoofer and power
amp. Salivating ever so discreetly, I — my main listening habits for
conventional stereo, music-only
suggested areview, to which Henry
material is two speakers at the front.
Azima replied, ' Fine. When can you
Indeed, the rear speakers are barely
be back here with the car?'
driven, the fader set only to give abit
Time was not wasted. In short
of rear ' fill-in'. Which is best, as
order, the Volvo was delivered to the
they're a bit muddy and thickautomotive edition of the AudioFile
sounding — the standard sound
in Bishop's Stortford (call ' em on
system and the completely useless
01279-757218), where the car system
digital gauges being the only things
was fitted with Mission's approval.
about the Volvo which merit
And Mission chose well, because the
complaint.
work — as Ifound out that evening
Mission's
Freeway
amp
is,
— was faultless.
effectively, a Cyrus for the road.
Components selection was made
Selling for £ 349, it delivers 50W/ch
easy for the Mission crew (or difficult,
into 4 ohms, or it can be bridged to
depending on your attitude) due to
deliver 100W for cars which can
the Volvo's layout. The lack of aboot
house more than one. But it is asleek
and my insistence that everything
little mother, flat and round like a
which could be hidden would be
gunmetal Frisbee gripped by a
hidden, meant sighs of disappointment
triangle. The outer side of the triangle
all round. They really did want me to
contains
the
neatly
grouped
A Cyrus for
the road?
connections; Audio File used Monster
Mission's
cable's in-car wire throughout.
Freeway inSocketry and controls include an input
car amplifier
level pot, a stereo/mono bridging
and (below)
switch, phono inputs, speaker
130mm
terminals, power-in sockets, remote
speakers
switch-on terminal and a25A fuse.
The speakers? Both models use
Aerogel cones with rubber surrounds,
with 30mm two-layer voice coils with
Kapton formers. Power handling is
rated as 50W for the 135nun model,
and 60W for the 165mm version.
Both use the same coated silk dome
tweeters with Neodymium magnets
and 25mm two-layer voice coils with
have the subwoofer fitted as well, but
ferrofluid cooling. The smaller
the only place it could go is in the
Freeway sells for £ 199 per pair, the
estate-like, open-to-passers-by area
larger model £249. So Istayed well
behind the fold-down seats. No way.
within my budget, as Panasonic's
This also posed aproblem for fitting
combo units are available for around
the separate amplifier, but the
£300. Even with cables the price was
amplifier's dimensions made it easily
under four figures, but allow £300'hideable'.
£400 for professional installation if
Main speakers? At the front, the
you don't want to do it yourself.
Volvo has both the factory-fitted
The result? Motoring bliss. Not
mid/bass units and the separate
being a bass freak, I'm more than
tweeters mounted in the doors, the
happy with the low-frequency activity,
former in the lower front corner, the
the power is more than adequate for
latter in the door handle surround.
driving the speakers above the noise
Clever. There was no problem
levels of the Volvo, and the set-up —
installing the Mission 130nun coaxials,
by design or accident — provides
designed for either single-hole or
some of the best stereo I've heard in
separate orifice fitting, but pre-cuts
atwo-speaker system. How much is
for the factory-fitted rear speakers in
due to the tweeters being mounted in
the Volvo presented another obstacle.
the upper part of the doors and how
(Mission also offers 165mm coaxials
much is down to the Missions
as well, but they are too large for the
themselves? I'd credit the latter,
Volvo's pre-cuts.) In brief, it would
because the speakers the Missions
have required major metal surgery to
replace delivered nothing like the
rip 'em out to make way for asecond
stereo spread I'm hearing now.
pair of Missions. So, it was suggested
Now. About that sub-woofer...
(given that the Audio File only had
Ken Kessler
eight hours in which to work their
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Ifyou want really high efficiency, you've
got to have horns. A look at the history of the
horn- loaded loudspeaker, and the
basic principles of operation
by REX BALDOCK

ORL
HISTORY
J

ust over 30 years ago, the
writer presented in these pages
an account of acoustic horn
operation [
HFN, April 1967, p1176]
which was itself preceded by a
detailed article on horn/room
coupling [
HFN, Nov ' 64, p590].
Although these articles were
somewhat technical in character,
others in professional journals were
often difficult to comprehend by
those unacquainted with advanced
mathematics; up to 80 equations
could be involved.
In this survey, and in order to
broaden the coverage, mathematical
equations have been avoided in
favour of everyday description.
Whilst Nature's parameters have
remained constant, there has
recently arisen a popularity for the
use of relatively low power valve
amplifiers. In view of this it would

Air Partner, a Vüavox-based horn design
which emerged in the early 1990s
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seem that horn loading may well
offer the recovery of realistic sound
levels, since a gain of 10dB, or 10
times power, is typically available
over a useful frequency band,
relative to that from contemporary
direct radiators. But first some
historic horn systems.

HORN DIVERSITY
Prior to the electronic era, horns
were universally used in the
domestic
gramophone,
and
occasionally, compressed air
systems were used in large halls; but
really high levels were encountered
with coastal foghorns, usually
associated with lighthouses. These
have
been
superseded
by
loudspeaker arrays, but their
mechanism is still of interest. From
information supplied by Trinity
House, it appears that an audibility
requirement of 95% was specified
at 4 nautical miles range. Using a
horn mouth afew feet in diameter,
this was achieved by driving the
throat from a diesel engine/air
compressor rated at 20kW, or
around 27 horsepower! With several
thousand acoustic watts passing via
the diaphone modulated throat,
severe amplitude distortion must
arise
through
adiabatic
air
compression phenomena, but
fortunately the system waveform
could be adjusted to yield optimum
fog penetration: one advantage of
the practical approach.
Turning to the linear world,
whilst
attending
the
1947
Radiolympia Exhibition in London,
the writer was startled by what
sounded like astand collapsing with
some shouting. But this turned out
to be emanating from a Voigt
Domestic Corner Horn, fed from

Whilst
attending
the 1947
Radiolympia
Exhibition in
London, the
writer was
startled by
what sounded
like astand
collapsing
with some
shouting. But
this turned
out to be
emanating
from aVoigt
Domestic
Corner Horn...

Tannoy's classic GRF folded corner-horn
design; the rear output of the bass cone is hornloaded. The tweeter in the Dual Concentric
unit has its own miniature forward-facing horn

TV sound on 41.5 MHz, AM, the
highest quality available at that
period. This historic loudspeaker
from 1936 has earned much praise,
both for quality and efficiency; for
most applications apeak input of a
watt is adequate. There seems to be
something quite satisfying about the
unit's tractrix horn, and despite its
60- year pedigree, a number of
enthusiasts use pairs for stereo
replay.
But to get back to high power at
the 1949 Radiolympia Exhibition;
here, in the 9 million cubic feet
Grand Hall, four 18in Goodmans
drive units were set up coupled to
short horns. Recorded bell chimes
were replayed at intervals, and it
was said that they were fed with
200 watts — probably more by
modern definition. Whatever the
arrangements, sound levels in the
Grand Hall were such that most
exhibitors had to discontinue
demonstrations, including our
friend Stanley Kelly, using his new
Acos GP20 pickup, Leak TL12
amplifier and efficient Klipschorn
corner speaker.

This 1976 Altec-Lansing show exhibit celebrated 50 years of the cinema
horn speaker by showing the 1920s original alongside the newest models
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AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
Designed by Professor N W
McLachlan in 1936, a large horn
was mounted between rooms in the
Science Museum, London. This
was driven by a pressure unit and
was 27ft long with a 7ft square
mouth. This was large enough to be
close to the theoretical ideal and
was favourably reviewed at the
time; it would be interesting to
determine how near it came to
modern designs.
When PA systems and sound
reproduction cinemas started to
become popular around 1927,
horn- loaded loudspeakers were
widely adopted because their
efficiency was compatible with the
available power amplifiers, often of
only 10W or less. This enabled
audiences of several hundred to be
provided with realistic sound levels.
Later, the adoption of two- and
three-way loudspeakers and more
powerful amplifiers permitted good
quality sound reproduction for
audiences of 3000 in large
auditoria.
The Klipschorn, originally
evolved by Paul Klipsch in 1941,
used low- frequency, middlefrequency and high-frequency horns
and was possibly the first system to
intentionally employ asealed cavity
around the rear of the lowfrequency driver to enhance the LF

500Hz. The writer and others
thought results truly excellent, but
despite later adoption of permanent
magnet
and
some
detail
improvements, Mr Rogers did not
entirely like the polar response and
finally changed to baffle loading;
horn- loading is not always the
optimum solution in all respects.
Finally, another high power
system; during the development of
the NASA Saturn 5moon rocket, it
was necessary to subject certain
assemblies to realistic levels.
Bearing in mind that the whole
assembly was some 35ft diameter
and 360ft high, the relevant parts
were mounted in the mouth of a
large horn. Using suitable drive
units, it was found that the levels
obtainable were still about 10dB
short. However, instead of having
to re- design the test rig, it was
discovered that the required levels
could be obtained by filling the
horn with petrol vapour and
igniting it for ashort period — real
non-linear power.
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Fig la: atheoretically ideal duct of uniform cross-sectional area,
extended to infinite length

Fig lb: aduct allowed to expand relatively gradually in
cross-sectional area towards infinity

HORN BASICS
To appreciate horn operation, it is
convenient to consider first a
constant area duct of infinite extent
driven by atransducer [Fig la].

This is an ideal system, in that
waves
launched
from
the
coverage. Still available in updated diaphragm proceed along the duct
at avelocity equal to that in free air,
form, this handsome enclosure
offers wideband results within a without reflection or attenuation.
This implies that within the duct,
tolerable physical volume.
Back to Voigt. His cinema model sound pressure and particle velocity
arise across a constant local
comprised a straight expansion,
impedance, which is of the value
moulded out of apaper based fibre,
found in afree wave. Unfortunately
the tractrix terminating in a 4ft.
square mouth. Using this, Ralph this flawless transmission can only
West used to demonstrate horn be realised for even one listener
efficiency at lectures, and the writer with a large duct cross-section,
assisted him on a number of correspondingly large diaphragm
occasions. The final part of the
horn enabled a 6'Ain drive unit to
be
coupled,
giving
lively
reproduction.
Of greater interest were results
achieved by extending the horn to
match a2V2in drive unit, which then
gave quite ' big speaker' results.
However, these demonstrations
concluded with further extension of
the horn to accommodate a NHS
hearing aid, which, driven with
some care, produced a clear voice
audible throughout alarge hall!
Turning to the domestic scene,
some private horn loaded systems
have achieved high quality. In
particular, the enthusiast Jim
Rogers ( who founded Rogers
Developments in 1946) evolved a
stereo horn-loaded aluminium alloy
ribbon unit, incorporating a
diaphragm 150mm by 15mm,
housed in a 45kg electromagnet,
giving adequate response down to

HORN THEORY BASICS

Fig lc: apractical horn offinite length and mouth area

cavity boding

Fig Id: acavity hermetically enclosing the drive unit

and very long duct, preferably lined
with sound absorbent.
Turning to Fig lb, if the duct is
allowed to expand relatively
gradually in cross-sectional area in
relation to the longest wavelength
handled, most of the properties of
the duct can be retained within
certain restrictions. First, provided
the expansion is slow, especially in
the throat region, the sound energy
will be transported as awave, rather
than stored in a mass movement
near the throat. Second, in most
applications an exponential or
similar expansion is employed, in
which the cross-sectional area
doubles for equal increments along
the horn axis. This gives rise to a
flare cut-off frequency, below which
no energy is transmitted along the
horn, but mass reactive loading
limits diaphragm amplitude below
cut-off. For example, for a horn
which doubles in area every metre,

Fig 2a: where abend is necessary it should be near the throat

Listening enclosure

Fig 2b: in real life, the horn has to radiate into an enclosure, namely
the listening room
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AUDIO RESEARCH V760

TREAT YOURSELF AND LISTEN
TO THE BEAUTIFULLY OPEN TRADITIONAL VALVE
COMBINATION OF THE AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
WITH THE VT60
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f19-.50
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SONUS FABER GRAN PIANO

AT LAST!
DLP GIVES YOU THE
PERFORMANCE OF
THE LARGE CRT'
PROJECTORS,
BUT IN A DIMINUTIVE
VERY USER
FRIENDLY PACKAGE

THIS ELEGANT NEW
FLOOR- STANDING
SPEAKER FROM
SONUS FABER,
SOUNDS JUST AS
GOOD AS IT LOOKS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! Any 2 for f30
These records are all Premium Grade 180g
pressings produced from short run stampers and
strictly limited to an edition of 2000 for each title.
Cut from original master tapes by Ray Staff, they
represent the best available vinyl records of these
seminal works by great musicians.

•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY
•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST SEE CLASSIFIED

Available from
Vinyl Demand PO BOX 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B
Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400
and selected specialist record shops.

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

European Distributors please contact

100 yards from Watford Junction Station

Fax 0181 459 8113

New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

Bob Dylan Blood on the Tracks AA0•1
£17-50

VISA

1E3

Absolute Analogue

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
significant point is that despite the
the flare cut-off frequency is 19Hz.
A further feature arising from the imperfections of the horn system, it
offers useful gain over mounting the
horn flare's positive expansion is
known as group velocity, which is a drive unit in aflat baffle. If acavity
measure of the transfer velocity, of of suitable volume, as in Fig Id, is
information or energy, generally incorporated to the enclose the
lower than the free space velocity, drive unit hermetically, the cavity
compliance may be used to offset
but not usually asignificant factor in
the effective mass of the horn, so
the working band.
Simultaneously, the working is improving the frequency response
subject to a phase velocity, higher in the region of the flare cut-off
than the free space measure, but frequency and reducing diaphragm
only of consequence when the horn amplitude below.
is finite and determines peak and
HORN ERRORS
trough frequencies, dealt with later.
Horn performance can be degraded
The product of the group and phase
velocities equals the square of the by inferior geometrical design of the
flare
contour
and
overall
free space velocity.
dimensions, whilst air leaks, even
FINITE HORNS
minor,
may
give
rise
to
Infinite length horns are only a indeterminate operation. Leaks are
convenient ideal reference, and so most serious in the throat region
Fig lc represents apractical horn of and can give rise to turbulence and
finite length and mouth area. This waveform distortion. This also
applies to the drive unit seating,
immediately introduces some
discrepancies
in
operation.
which may suffer from diaphragm
Depending on the relevant buckling, especially with high
wavelengths involved, the mouth frequency units which involve
usually constitutes a mismatch and matched pathways to preserve the
a proportion of the incident sound drive phasing.
To a lesser degree, even leaks
energy is returned to the throat.
towards the mouth may provoke
The energy remaining is radiated,
but varies with the off- axis angle, poor response; the only safe
creating side lobes in the polar measure is efficient sealing, double
or triple if necessary. Some
response; and an end correction.
have
used
The energy reflected back from manufacturers
the mouth to the throat is modified compressed air to verify sealing.
Even with airtight conditions,
by the phase velocity action, giving
rise to peaks and troughs in the anomalous performance can be
overall frequency response, usually experienced due to vibration or
higher than in aduct of equal length, inadequate wall stiffness or density.
terminated by the drive unit. The With some materials a proportion
of the internal acoustic energy may
be conducted via the horn walls at a
higher velocity, and may give
destructive interference at the horn
mouth with the horn- guided
contribution. This may also affect
the transient response, so giving rise
to
the
variations
actually
experienced in practical horns.

SYSTEM GEOMETRY
Very often it is necessary with bass
horns to include abend in order to
occupy a restricted space, and Fig
2a illustrates that this should be as
near the throat region as possible.
Ideally the bend dimensions should
be small compared with the shortest
wavelengths involved to avoid
cancellation at some frequencies.
Fig 2b is areminder that however
near the ideal the horn may be, it
has to radiate into an enclosure in
domestic circumstances. The
relationship of physical proportions
of horn and enclosure tends to
influence the overall system
Fundamentally unchanged since its introduction in
performance in terms of the
1948, the The Klipschorn. Paul Klipsch always
frequencies of response peaks and
acknowledged his debt to Voigt and said 'Ididn't
troughs. If the enclosure and horn
invent the horn; Ijust folded it so you could get in
are compatible, acomplex response
the same room with it.'
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Lowther did well with
corner horn
enclosures. But this
1960 ad shows the
company's attempt to
provide stereo without
the need for speakers
in two room corners

situation arises and a detailed
treatment must be used.

HORN PERFORMANCE
In 1960 the writer was faced with
designing a bass horn, using a
conjugate design to secure an
optimum frequency response. The
full design details of this were
published in 1964. The system
comprised a 5 metre horn with a 2
square metre mouth, built from
bricks and concrete slabs, the weight
being over 2tonnes.
This system was in use by the
writer for over 25 years, the only
modification in that period being to
replace the two Wharfedale W15/CS
drivers with two KEF B 1814,
yielding substantially greater output.
Acoustic results were voted
excellent by audio visitors; broadly
sound levels of over 100dB down to
15Hz on alinear measurement were
available from an input of 1
watt/channel. Visitors also noted
that although the horn walls were
motionless, most of the house was
on the move!

About the author: Rex N Baldock, BSc,
MAES, MRTS, FBKS, joined GEC Research
Laboratories in 1945 and was there for a
total of 27 years, working on precision
engineering, microwave TV links, large
analogue computers, test equipment and
general electronics, also studying part-time
for adegree in physics and mathematics.
Prior to becoming an Audio Consultant in
1967, he had some 200 articles and features published since
1959, mostly in HiFi News. He became atechnical adviser to
HiFi News & Record Review in 1971. His constructional
articles in HFN have included; aVHF/FM Tuner, 1959;
Tricolumn Speaker, 1961; Paraline Speaker, 1963; Bass Horn,
1964. He was also Lecture Organiser for BSRA, BKSTS, and
AES, 1960-1977. He was awarded aFellowship of BKSTS,
1968; an AES Citation 1975; and the Wireless World prize,
1960, for his VHF/FM cylindrical tuner.
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PHASE 5 MONOEL:,K POWER AMPLIFIER

The Reviewers Choice pages in HiFi News show recommendations by Peter JComeau, Eric Braithwaite and Chris Beeching. Respected British amplification with true pedigree.
We invite you to hear these superb amplifiers. Each unit can be added to in the range making their versatility second to none.
Phase 2integrated. Acclaimed by the French magazine thapasson' with the prestigious DOR award - 1996.
PETER COMEAU May 96 Phase 2integrated. The Sheame frequently caused tingles along those parts of the anatomy that seem most receptive to musical emotion.
PETER CONIEAU April 97 HiFi News. Phase 5Monoblock. Phase 6preamp. Thanks to their inspiring musical qualities these amplifiers are going to stay in my system for just alittle longer.
ERIC BRAITHWAITE Hi Fi World Jan 96. One of the best products of 95. Phase 3power amp.
ERIC BRAITHWAITE HiFi World Jan 96. Phase 2integrated with the Phase 3poweramp. The two are an astonishing sonic bargain in my experience. Hearing is believing we invite you to hear for
yourself these superupgradeable amplifiers.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND A UK DEALER LIST PLEASE CONTACT
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND DISTRIBUTOR:
HI-FI CORNER
(At the Virgin Megastore), 18 Aston Quay, Dublin 2.
Telephone 671 4343
Fax Number 671 4398

SHEARNE AUDIO,
PO Box 22, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 811E
Telephone 01438 740953
Fax Number 01438 221690.

SOUTH EAST ASIAN DISTRIBUTOR:
PLEASE CONTACT NATION ELECTRONICS,
39 Genting Road, Singapore 349485.
Telephone 65-8412122
Fax Number 65-8412022

Golden Tube Audio
To hear the magic
ofJohn Williams
playing Concierto de
Aranjuez by Rodrigo your Hi Fi comes from
Audiofreaks.
Single-ended designs, plenty of
valve power in Pure Class A,
transformer coupled valve preamplifier, beautiful craftsmanship
and - of course - highly resolving,
harmonically accurate and musically
rewarding sounds along the lines of the
highest High-End standards.
All the above qualities combined with
uniquely affordable cost - that is what
Golden Tube Audio is all about. Enter
the beautiful world of real High-End
Audio in a most appropriate andfully
justified manner

AIJCPIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15. Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 701 Tel 0181.9484153 Fax 0181.948 4250.
email infeaucliofreaks i
way co uk www.audiofreaks.i-way co uk

FOR the

LOVE
of
music

black box
musical event's soundfield and
illusion, and into apreview of horn
speakers and their characteristics.
Chapter 3 goes back to the history
and premises of sound reproduction,
then considers personal preferences
and
practical
compromises,
dilemmas and hidden objectives,
triggered by the papers and ideas of
some top professionals, both speaker
researchers and keen-eared recording
producers. In Chapter 4, the
behaviour of loudspeakers in rooms
is overviewed, including speakerloading in the low bass, in small

Philip
Newell's
bock sets
out theory
and
practice,
pointing the
way ahead
for more
accurate
loudspeaker
design,
acoustics
and
recordings

p

hilip Newell is probably
unknown to most readers, yet
his work has been `heard' —
in another sense — by most rock
listeners, since he has made many
live performance and also studio
recordings: see the sleeves of the
early Virgin LPs. His relatively
recently published book, with its
'pro' title, Studio Monitoring Design,
could be easily ignored by the hi-fi
world. But it should not be, as it
has considerable relevance to those
who care about sound quality.

ACOUSTIC AUTHORITY
Newell's authority in the world of
recording-studio monitoring is
amongst the highest, not least
because he has researched loudspeakers at the world-renowned
ISVR (Institute of Sound &
Vibration Research) at Southampton
University, as well as having
designed and built over 100
recording studios in 32 countries!
A key attribute of his book is the
style, which is readable, with the
human touch, while still giving out
facts with authority. Many, if not
most books on audio at such alevel
can (as with so many AES papers)
leave even the professional reader
cold. But, on nearly every page, this
book comes back to the real world
with its fuzzy uncertainties.
He kicks off with adiscussion of
where monitoring in studios has got
to, with some amazing but mie facts
about the ear's sensitivity (
eg, that
they can recover extremely quickly
from high SPL transients, to hear
tiny errors in a succeeding quiet
passage). The valve vs. transistor
debate also surfaces, showing we
aren't far from home. Newell does
not mince words about the setbacks
of much hi-fi practice, yet he does
so from a strong position of realworld
experience,
and
with
objectivity.
Chapter 2 starts with some facts
about recordings that any serious
enthusiast ought to be familiar with.
The discussion then moves quickly
through the recreation of the
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reflective and resonant metal. This
isn't a common domestic problem
per se but the reader can get afeel
for what similarly hard and smooth
surfaces in rooms — such as glazing
or metal fire hoods — contribute to
a room's sonic character. The
abysmal quality of most mixingconsoles' signal-path electronics is
also looked at briefly. Newell's
hearing, and his vocabulary for what
he hears, will resonate with the
experiences of most audiophiles.

OPENING UP ROOM SECRETS

By Chapter 15, we are looking at
the control room as abuilding. The
information will be of interest to
HI-Fl CONNECTIONS
anyone who has a dedicated
Chapter 5looks again into facets of
listening room which they plan to
the ear and listening, and hi-fi vs.
improve in acoustics and sound
studio speakers. Differences in
isolation. Chapters 16-19 go more
human hearing are then discussed.
deeply into different, compromise
The next chapter covers the
approaches
to
sophisticated
subtleties of interfacing speakers and
recording spaces, and the theoretical
amplifiers
with
cables,
and
nightmare that precedes these!
introduces
passive
crossover
Chapter
20
returns
to
the
anomalies and the subtleties of
monitoring system, and covers
electrical contacts. Chapters 7 and
practical issues: choice of drive
8 are then dedicated respectively to
units, cabinets and crossovers; plus
giving crossovers (of all types) and
some
challenging
ideas
on
speaker cables* a good thrashing.
amplifiers. The penultimate chapter
Clear expositions cover some hardcovers: near- field monitoring; a
to-understand areas, such as phase
studio technique that you may
shift and skin effect, and on page
decide is of interest if you have a
112 Martin Colloms's work on biwiring in HFNIRR is cited —
listening room which cannot be
keeping up the hi-fi connection!
altered; small speakers; and alimited
SPL capability. The final chapter
Chapter 9 introduces the heavier
usefully asks ' How do we compare
territory of measuring the response
speakers?' and covers some of the
of speakers in studio control rooms,
human factors, including unrealistic
and the business of EQ'ing (tonally
comparisons, and acclimatisation.
adjusting) areplay system. Chapter
This book may be summed up as
10 considers what is now a
an intense trip, spinning through
contemporary domestic debate:
loudspeaker-based audio, swathes of
horns vs. direct radiating speakers.
which the enthusiast will want to
In the following longer chapters,
read many times. It offers asensitive
Newell describes his search for good
approach to sound, and will help
sounding midrange horns, and
domestic listeners understand some
includes measurements on real
units. While some of these will be
of the problems of purist music
recording that no amount of money
unfamiliar to readers, Newell's
has yet solved.
findings on horn speakers are an
The visual presentation may not
ear-opener.
be so welcoming as it could have
In Chapter 13, ' A look at the
overlooked', practical problems of been, as there are long blocks of text
and no photographs — but you
attaining high sound levels cleanly,
won't be patronised. This is one of
driver voicing, phase and polarity,
the most important ' real world'
as well as problems of low bass and
books to be published about
high treble are tackled. The
speakers and acoustics, sewing
relevance of these in home setups
should be obvious, and the
together measurement and listening.
It should be certainly be compulsory
information comes through, despite
reading for anyone who designs
the studio context. There's also an
enlightening explanation of how a loudspeakers or amplifiers!
Ben Duncan
particular speaker can make one
recording sound bass-heavy yet
Studio Monitoring Design
another bass-light.
by Philip Newell, was published
Chapter 14 is mainly about the
in 1995 by Focal Press, an imprint
acoustic effects of mixing-consoles
of Butterworth- Heinemann.
on sound, with their areas of
ISBN 0-240-51407-6.
*The speaker cable tests I've presented in
Price £52.50.
HFNIRR and elsewhere grew out of some of the
work that is presented in Chapter 8.
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A sunny weekend in March,
and Paris was the place to
be: another successful

The Ergoljecklin stand, where one would
expect to find just electrostatic
headphones, also featured the world's
first (as far as Ican tell) Hell-equipped
cans. Looking like anormal jecklin
('normal' being relative), this on-the-

Salon Hi-Fi, with a host of
(often outlandish) new

head set contains anew version of the
notorious Air Motion Transformers
which first appeared in ESS loudspeakers
some 25 years ago. The sound of the
prototype was sensational, so I've asked for

products on show

areview sample. Watch

by KEN KESSLER

p

aris in the springtime.., anyone
who'd rather be somewhere else
needs his or her head examined.

Which kind of sets the tone for Le Salon
HiFi & Home Cinema — it's hyperFrench: stylish, sexy, chic, maybe even a
tad cool and insouciant. But that's OK.
Despite French audio politics, despite the
increase in home cinema at the expense of
pure audio, despite having to pay £4for a
miniscule coffee, this is one of the nicest
shows one can possibly attend. The public
arrived at the Palais des Congrès in droves.
And for once the women didn't look like
they had been dragged along by anorakish
boyfriends. The distaff
visitors were genuinely
interested in the goodies
on show. And there
were plenty, too, as
high end as they get.
But this shouldn't
surprise those aware
of the French
passion for les tubes,
les horns and
hardware which
doesn't look like
everything else. These
are but the highlights...

Supravox manufactures a
mind-boggling array of
horn-loaded ribbon speaker
systems as well as raw drive
units. Seen here are the
Melusine and the
Broceliande (which, with
names like that, should go
deem astorm in Boise,
Idaho), both designed with
sensitivities in the high 90s

Jadis unveiled this integrated,
the Orchestra (FF9500). Its
four EL34s deliver 40W/ch,
and construction is dual
mono. Jadis also showed
a new and (relatively)
conventional one-box
CD player, CDSPI,
upgradabk to DVD

this space...

SHOW REPORT

Audio Note showed :he latest pre-production sample of the forthcoming CD2 CD player with
valve output stage, 20-bit processing and aSony mechanism (hooray!) for atentative ‘999.
It probably won't look like this, as the case teen herr is obviously abadge-engineered box; note
the Japanese text in the window!

No French show would be complete
without afew genuine works of art. This
`Cybertrash' wonder is one of many by
Remy Tassou, using electronic
components including resistors,
transformers and anything else which
suits. Without doubt, these are the most

PliFi News flew the flag, with many .onversations

appropriate wall sculptures you could

in broken English and French: visitors were able to

possibly fit in alistening room

see and buy HFNIRR's Test CD and Test LP as
well as the magazine

Helios showed this pyramidal Top
loading CD player, tech a
modified Philips transpon and
36-bit processing_ Profuse
use of Perspex begs the
wearing of gloves; 1
spent some time
wiping off
fingelprints

innards of Vecteur's Club 5
MOSFET power amplifier. Note

before Icradd

the long bait at the back, which also

shoat it

provides mechanical earthing.

ICA Concept hada room full of luscious tube amps of the kit

Verteur also has amatching pre-

persuasion. The range includes the SRPP Replica Pre-amp with z.

amp, Club I, and the Club 7CD

inputs, the 300E Loftin Replica Monoblock delivering 3W and the

player is promised for September

amp seen here, the 6L6 Loftin Replica Monoblock, good for 8W

This sensationally-styled top-loading CD player
comes from German company Music Nova.
Everyone was captivated by the serthrough,
smoked arty& lid, which lets you watch the
discs spin. The Prometheus uses aPhilips
CDMI2.1 transport and Biteream
processing. Musica Now also manufactures
a_turntable, amplifiers and apreamp with
tube (!) modules for m-m and m-cphono
and something called subrol'

'cos's MII loudspeaker is
one of those noncubist
*tin designed to eliminate
cabinet refractions. Ididn't count
the sides, but the catalogue says
'20', which Ihave no reason to
Don't get too excited:
Micromega's DVD
machine was amock-up;
the genuine article is due
later this year. A 9rrec sheet
was available, and even
my schoolboy French came
up with MPEG2 video and
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doubt. Each enclosure measures
3.50x350x350mm and contains a
21"Omm mtd-driver and a 15min
tweeter, the complete package
in.luding asubwoofer
and the company's own
electronics

SOUND

CONNECTIONS

1
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1_./F-fax: 01244 401280

E- Mail: sound.conneotions@dial.pipex.com
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STANDS UNIQUE
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MUSICAL FIDELITY

WE
OFFER A

BLACK DIAMOND

52 Green Lane,
Great Sutton,
South Wirral,
Cheshire L66 4LE.

HOME TR ,AL
SERVICE
ON

SELECTED

RANGES OF
CABLES

&

ACCESSORIES

-and many more
Mon - Fri 9.30 a.m. - 8.00p.m. ( Sat tol p.m.)

A system of superior transparency...
(HiFi News and Record Review May '97)

Everything you hear through your AVI system is true. The original
recording is relayed to you in

all its

glory: crisply, cleanly and as it

sounded when first performed. And everything the experts say about us
is equally true. From Peter Comeau's praise in HiFi News and Record
Review to Gramophone's accolades in giving
AVI two of their prestigious hi-fi awards.
AVI systems - including the remarkable new
floor standing Positron speakers start from around £4000. To hear
true reality, Call 01453 /52 656.
* eeeee

A

.

A V INTERNATIONAL

AV International Ltd, Unit F3C3, Bath Road Trading Est, Stroud, Gloucester GL5 3QF.

ACCESSORIES

I.UR

NOW WHERE DID IPUT THAT TOOL...

I

thad to happen: with kit-building and DIY projects
enjoying new-found popularity, we just had to cook
up apainless way of dealing with most of your needs.
This year, HFNIRR will be featuring anumber of new
plans to decimate your free time (including hot designs
from Ben Duncan and Dave Berriman), and we
continue to be amazed by the success of the kits in
the Accessories Club. So, after much discussion, we
put together this collection of basic tools... and at atasty
price.
For starters, we've chosen an 18W soldering iron,
suitable for most of the connections you're likely to find
in an amp or speaker kit. Along with the iron, you get a
stand with heat-resistant base, asteel spring holder and asponge
for cleaning off the tip. Then, there's a 10m spool of solder. To
ensure that all contacts are clean - before and after - the
HFNIRR ToolBox includes a 170m1 can of Servisol switch cleaner:
non-toxic and CFC-free.
For preparing wire and components, there's apair of diagonal
side cutters, 11 5mm long, and a versatile crimping tool which
cuts and strips wires, cuts bolts and crimps both insulated and

uninsulated terminals. To test the integrity of your
connections, the ToolBox contains adigital multimeter with 20 ranges including transistor test function,
1OA current test, diode test, AC and DC voltages,
DC current, resistance and more. The meter comes
supplied with test leads, battery and full instructions
and asoft-vinyl protective case.
On the mechanical side, there's aset of six flat blade
screwdrivers ranging in size from 0.9mm to 3.5mrn,
and another set with Philips screwdrivers and hex
wrenches. Lastly, for those who might make the
odd mistake, we've included a desolder pump to
suck up any excess you may need to remove.
That's not all: we've housed this amazing collection of tools in
an aluminium 'flight case', measuring 457 x 330 x 152mm (wdh),
complete with dividers to keep everything tidy. And for £ 99 .
95
including postage, it'll save you amorning hanging around aDIY
shop sourcing the stuff yourself.
What have we left out of the HFNIRR ToolBox? Only the items
which would push the price into the stratosphere.
Ken Kessler

Or • er Form
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The 'magic brick'
in ablack-ash box
£22.95
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil stepup transformer:
£69.95 E
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel E
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40nun travel pack
£8.95111
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
headphone output
£19.95
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
filter, 5A rating
£25.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 E
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00 E
singles unit (200)
£49.00 El
4-high CD unit
£86.00 E
CD 4base unit
£96.00 [
1
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twolevel turntable support
£59.95 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £12.95 E
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 E
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £ 99 1 ready built machine
£369 E
Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 LI
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 El
100, £18.95 E 500 £86.95 E
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 9.95 O 100, £38 E 500, £180 E
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5' i 100, £9E 500, £40
CD Jewel Cases:
standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 E
5in outer
slimline 5in £6.50 E
double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75 E
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 CI
Sin clear protective sleeve (each) 75p
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack
£17.95 E
Finyl: CD treatment, 100 disc pack £19.25 E
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 E
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £. 95 CI large £8.95 E
Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.95 E
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 E
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
LI-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95

Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5mm dia
max) £11.95pr
large ( 12mm) £12.95pr
Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 E 6L6 £4.50 E
6SN7GT £2.60 Li ECC83 £4.35 'I ECC88
£5.35 E EL84M £6.50 E EF86 £7.95 O
GZ34 £ 10.60 E 6550 £ 15.40 [
11 KT66
equivalent £6.70 E 300B triode £89.95 El
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each 11 pre-amp valves £6.00 each E
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 E
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP E CD E Single E
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each E
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 E
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269 El
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 E
Decca London tone arm
£99 E
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 E
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 El
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 E
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.00
Audio Power Amph:fier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 O
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan
£40.00 El
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each O
GEC Ampler Design
£19.95 El
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 E
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 E
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95 fil

Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 E
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 11
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £ 9.95 E
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 E
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 E
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 E
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £129.00 E
HiFi News Test LP
£ 14.95
Kontak contact cleaner
£14.95 El
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95
Ben Duncan's ' Radio Exterminator' earth
wire ( 5m)
£20.00 111
DACon DIA converter kit £ 180.00
X-Can valve headphone amp £ 129.00 1
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and
front panel controls £79.90 E batteries/AC
charger, extra £64.90 E extruded aluminium
case (black), extra £54.90 11
RATA Reveel: CD treatment £ 19.95 O
Starter pack
£1.00 il

CUIEREEITIM

HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools £99.95 E

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Cheque/postal order enclosed for
HFN/RR Accessories Club
Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex

Tel:
(pounds sterling) made payable to

My card number is
Expiry dare

Signature

Please send orders to HFN RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1TH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Moor delete as rteœssary.
ERrOE
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UK's new award winning
high- end DAC is atrue
world class performer.

"Instanity impresvve, of reference audiophile quakty. the DAX-2 delivers.'
111-F1 News & Resort, Review May / 996.

The DAX-2 is amilestone in digital to analogue
technology Highly acclaimed and recognised
as atrue "reference class" component, the
DAX-2 can rightly take its place among the
world's very best.
As it digs deeper into your recordings, you'll
hear more music and detail than you ever thought existed. You'll
experience afull open and uncurtailed treble with no sudden
limit or sibilant edginess. High frequencies that are so often
seriously compromised in digital reproduction benefit from
the overall transparency of the DAX-2.
Experience vocals that are so true to life with character
and emotion, and asoundstage with such precision and
focus that you'll sense there is nothing between you and the
performance. Bass textures and tonal qualities are laid out in
front of you and distinguishing between the many instruments
in arecording no longer requires any effort.
Like all Audio Synthesis products, the DAX-2 is hand
built using only the finest audiophile components including
high purity silver wiring with Teflon insulatkm, Vishay bulk-foil
resistors and VVBT sockets.
As standard, the DAX-2 comes with 4inputs - AES,
SPD1F Coax, Toslink optical, and ATISrl (ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD® decoding, and digital
domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
To find out more about the award winning DAX-2 and

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
AUDIOQUEST
B&VV
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CHORD
DENON
DUAL
DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LOEVVE TV
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MILLER & KREISEL
MISSION
MYRYAD
NAD
NAIM
PANASONIC
PION EER
QUAD
REL
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
YAMAHA

The
experience
is out there...

Whatever your tastes in musical and usual entertair rnent;
whatever your budget - our experience will help you to esjpy
your experience to the full
We select the best products, support customers with the best
advice and excellent demonstration facilities, all at affordable
prices Try the Audio Excellence experience for yourself -

WE

a'e

not just another dealer!
Systems and separates
Home

delivery and installation

Home cinema surround sound
Comfortable demonstration rooms
Multi room systems

ac) authoriser:
DEALER

Repair service
Friencly expert advice
Interest free credit on selected products
Part exchange welcome
Free 3 year warranties on Hi -Fi separates
For the same product and service we are never
knowingly undersold.

our complete range of products, including the Desire power
amplifier, Passion passive preamps and our new Transcend CD
transport, write or fax us for free brochures and price list.

audio e cellence

HDCIDO and High Definition Compatible Dig Pal are -egistered trademarks of Pacific Micrcsonics.

HI-FI AND HOME CINEMA CENTRES:
BRISTOL:
CARDIFF
CHESTER.
DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138. (+4-4 1159 224138).
Fax: 0111 922 9701. (+44 1150 229701)
Demonstrated at: Sound Products. lampshire. Tel

01420 542066 • Tse Right Note, Bath.

Tel: 01225 874728 • Lynclen Audio,Rrmingham. Te:: JI21 445 505 1 • Premier Audio. Yorkshire,
Tel: 01914 255045 • .eter

McC.ullogh.

Burton- on- Trent. Tel 01283 530
Armchair Audio, Ntyttnghamshire.

Tel

lielsnd.

Tel: 0160

172845 •

M.A.F.

Audio,

Progrest.iee Audi), <ent Tel 01634 389004
01909 479203 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.

Tel: 0:2 -t7 473 175 • The Sound Foundation, Scotland. Tel: 0.1%&1 574 185 • Unique Audio,
London. Tel 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866.

ASDX

65 Park Street, BSI 5PB. Tel: 0117 926 4975
134/136 Crwys Road, CF2 4NR. Tel: 01222 228565
88/90 Boughton, CH3 5AQ. Tel: 01244 345576

EXETER:
156 Sidwell Street, EX4 ERT. Tel: 01392 491194
GLOUCESTER: 58 Bristol Road, GL1 5SD Tel. 01452 300046
PRESTON:
131 Friargate, PR1 2EE Tel: 01772 253057
SWANSEA:

9High Street, SA1 1LE. Tel: 01792 474608

Open Tuesday - Saturday 9.00am - 5.30pm. Closed Mon.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-686 2599
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 0550

Missing a vital back number?
Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

Ant5

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply cut

out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News & Record
Review, Link House Magazines Ltd, PO

MATE
°

Box 106, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9
2TA, England. Please make sure that your
remittance (sterling cheque or postal
order/international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD. We
welcome and CAN take credit card orders by

May '96 Las Vegas
Part 2, Krell KPS.Wi
test, Menuhin and Bé
Yamamura intervitos

June '
96 celebrating 40
years, plus Classic HiFi
special No I, Shura
Cherkasky interview

Jul '
96 Siltech cables,.
7ordan on speakers,
Cohn Davis and Johnny
Guuar Watson profiled!

Sept '
96 Lumley Sea.
urn sable, DPA two-box
T.:D, Vest ,CI500 syeerns,
1:arlo Rizzi interview

Oct '96 A VI Reference
CD player, Morino amp,
Charles Mingus and
Philip Langridge profiles

Nor '96 HiFi News
Awards, Marantz PM16,
AE Tannoy, Revolver
budget floorstanders'

Aug '
96 Ensemble
Elysia, Canon S-25
speakers, bouks on
Robert john.,on

telephone on + 44 (0)81-686 2599 ext.211 or
24hr fax + 44 (0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR article.
The charge is £2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00
per article ( airmail). To avoid delay when
requesting photocopies, please quote issue
date, author and title as accurately as possIble.
Please send requests for photocopies for
the attention of: Sarah Middleton, Editorial

Dec '
96 HiFi Show
report Part I, Arcam,
Onix, Sony and
Technics amp , tested

Secretary at the above address, not to the
Back Issues Dept.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders
will help you look after your copies of HiFi News
& Record Review. Each holds up to 12 issues.
Binders cost just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas
£9.00) from our Back Issues department.

Jan '
97 Classic
No 2, HiFi Show
report Part 2, and too
much else to mention..

ORDER FORM

I
IPlease send me the following back issues:
I(The following issues are NOT available:
1 1992: Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct.
I1993: Jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, Jul, Aug, Sept, Dec.
1 1994: Jan, Feb, May, June.
1 1995: May, June, Nov.
I1996: Feb.)

NEWS

Issues:

Feb '
97 Ben
epic cable test, Reve.r
B77 rebuild, Naim intro
speaker, Takács Quartet

Mar ' 97 Duncan's
DIY ground, story of
DCC, Paris, Athens,
Knals Lumpur shows

Apr '
97 Le, Vegas
Show, DCC RIP'
concluded, Tannoy M2,
Sony's 'hi-ír .Minidk

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

(pounds

sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access Nisa /Diners /Amex*
IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
Card No

Please tick postal service required.
IUNITED KINGDOM

£4.75 per copy 1:11

IEUROPE AIRMAIL

£5.25 per copy la

OVERSEAS SURFACE
IOVERSEAS AIRMAIL
IPlease send me

WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

£5.25 per copy 1]1
£8.00 per copy 1:11

binder(s) @ £. 50 or OM (overseas)

JULY 1997

Signature

Expires
Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries max
take longer than 28 days. Photocoples of this form are acceptable.
Data protection: occasionally we may make names ami addresses available
to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail that we believe
may be of interest to our readers. If you would prefer not to receive such mailings
please tick this box. !
ji
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Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants

lar-Hr>r,
Evinsort

96gie

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...

KRELL FPB-600
This is unbelievable. Pinewood predicts that this

Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

stereo amplifier will beat all previous references,
monoblocs or otherwise, by a country mile. The
600 goes beyond all the old hi-fi terms used to
describe

performance:

instead,

it

narrows

the

distance between live and reproduced music by a
degree that, until recently, could only be dreamed
of. This is Krell genius.
digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport. £9,295.00
No.30.5 Reference digital processor. £ 15,950.00

WILSON WATT- PUPPY 5
The

FPB-600

has

made

Brian

Rivas

realise,

yet again, that there seem to be no boundaries to
the excellence of this extraordinary loudspeaker.
As we have said before, this is a speaker for life:
you pay your money and then enjoy for the rest of
your time.

MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
What a gem: tall, slim elegant, and one of our
favourites with the amazing little Krell KAV-300i
integrated amp - a lovely system that won't break
the bank. As one client in Exeter puts it: To say I'm
amplification

very satisfied would be a gross understatement.'

No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-ani pI
ilier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

FOR

SALE:

Our

WILSON

WATT- Puppy

SYSTEM 5. Current spec, absolutely mint with all
packaging,

accessories

etc

with

four years

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00

warranty remaining. Reason for sale: we want a

No.33

pair in a special finish. POA.

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

PINEWOOD

MUSIC - EXCLUSIVE

Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon

ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS AND THE

Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt

DEALER

FOR

SOUTH-WEST'S

ONLY AGENCY

Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.

Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. , as@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

tieeetfertiAtbiie erneafte
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

COMPACT DISC SERVICE

sidelines

I

n February I described the
proposed Ambiophoncs listening
scheme.
In
this,
the
loudspeakers are placed together at
centre- stage,
with
a vertical
absorbent
panel
positioned
edgewise-on in front of the listener
in the plane bisecting the speakers.
This drastically reduces crosstalk
from each speaker to the further ear,
activates the pinnae in a more
natural fashion, and is said to be
capable of generating asoundstage
of up to 120° in perceived width.
The idea was simply passed on
for investigation by others, but I've
now fabricated asuitable panel and
can report some findings. To
achieve the required mix of rigidity
and
absorbence
with
readily
available materials, my panel
comprises a 50mm sandwich of
fibreboard, polystyrene- foam and
carpet, measuring 75cm square.
This is mounted on a frame
equipped with castors and height
adjustment, to ease positioning visà-vis loudspeakers and listener.
With the regular floor- standing
speakers left in situ, a preliminary
listen using the panel showed that
the soundstage could be appreciably
enlarged even with conventionally
spaced sources. But two pairs of less
hefty speakers were employed for
detailed listening tests, one of
middle size and one a small
bookshelf type, which despite
marked differences in tonal balance
behaved almost identically in
response to
changes in
the
Ambiophonics regime.
My first ploy was to position the
speakers in the same plane as the
regulars, but with acentre-to-centre
spacing of only 50cm in order to
subtend an angle of 12 1
/° to the
4
listening position, this being the
mean of the suggested working
range. Then, while occupying the
normal stereo seat I judged the
panel's effect at various distances.
With it close-up, the soundstage
immediately extended out to the
limits provided by my normal setup. This was about 4% times the
test-speaker spacing, yet one could
turn to face the outermost images
with no anomalous effects.
Wheeling the panel back towards
the speakers, things remained much
the same to a distance of about
30cm from my face, beyond which
the stereo image started to pull
inwards on low-pitched instruments.
At 40cm it was contracting rapidly,
finally collapsing completely into the
speakers at around 50cm, by which
time each ear had virtual straightline access to the opposite channel.
Intrigued, Ibroke off to produce
a diagram of the shifting layout.
This showed that with the panel in
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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nose contact, soundwaves from each
side would have to diffract by 60"
across its edge and then by 35°
around my head to reach the far
ear, a contortion which simplified
to asingle bend of 30 ° at aspacing
of 10cm, descending steadily
thereafter to zero at 53cm.
Conversely, at the rear, diffraction
becomes
progressively
less
troublesome as the panel is moved
back.
But the ability of sound to bend
around obstacles is a function of
wavelength and dimensions, and
when, as here, the object is also
absorbent, any leakage is confined
in practice to low frequencies.
Hence those first signs of image
contraction occurring in the bass,
where directionality matters least.
With all this in mind Idecided to
try moving forward with the panel,
while
reducing
the
speaker
separation in proportion to retain
the small subtended angle. Extreme
images remained in the region of
my main speakers, so despite the
contracting frontal source the
soundstage grew in angular width
as the listening distance fell.
This
led
eventually
to
a
dramatically enhanced sense of
ambient involvement of the sort
experienced when one switches from
loudspeakers to headphones, but
with the sound-picture firmly
externalized.
Finally, Icontrived the ultimate
minimalist listening scenario, with
the panel's front touching my nose
and its rear nipped between the
speakers, needing only a metre
between my back and the speakers'
backs. This gave a drive- unit
spacing barely greater than that of
my ears, yet the soundstage had
grown to 110 °.It now extended
well beyond the original boundaries,
but was still stable against head
rotation and projected rock-solid
central images.
One snag did arise, though, as the
system seems more vulnerable to
LF difffraction when working near
its limits. On this score my panel is
rather
small,
as
its
75cm
corresponds to a third-wavelength
at 153Hz, below which crosstalk is
bound to creep up. Thus in astring
quartet recording with a cello
positioned well to the right, the
instrument shifted inwards a little
on low notes if Imoved my head
back afew centimetres, an effect not
perceptible with less spectacular
soundstages until I was much
further from the panel.
But it's been a fascinating
exercise. Do give it atry, if only to
discover what can be done with an
up- ended doormat bisecting a
ghettoblaster.
John Crabbe

Can't find the disc you want? The HFWIZR CD
Service san normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD Of LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and pocking ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each • MID PRICE: £ 7.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE (see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Revelation £9.95
Rock/pop — World Party, Foe Fighters, Steve Hackett,
Gary Moore, PJ Proby, Lisa Stanfield, Whitesnake £ 12.95;
The Crickets £8.75
Blues Round- up — '
Cocktail Combo', ' Kansas City Blues'
£18.45; ' Electric Blues Man' £ 18.95;
Paul Butterfield, Albert Collins £4.25
Jazz — The Commodore Story £ 14.25
Rock reissues — Heads, Hands & Feet, Paul Jones £9.25;
Heart, IOCC £12.95

iORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number 8‘ title
CD / LP

Price

Post and packing:
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be mode payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non-UK sales VAT free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E8DE
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Oxford Audio Consultants

Hi Fi Choice "The ECU- 1
is one of the more
important intergrated
amplifers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

England June 95
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

one to beat." Alvin Gold

NOW DEMONSTRATING

Mn 96

AUDIO RESEARCH - DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THIS COMPANY THEY ARE RIGHT
AT THE TOP - WE LOVE THEIR PRODUCTS
WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from this top class company!!
-WITH US AT LAST
KRELL - WE HAVE NOW GOT THE AWESOME FPB600 ON DEM TOGETHER WITH
THE BRAND NEW 300 CD PLAYER
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST A FLOOR STANDER FROM
ONE OF OUR FAVOURITE COMPANIES; THEY ARE JUST BRILLIANT!!!
THETA PEARL CD TRANSPORT - WITH A CHROMA THIS MAKES
A KNOCK-OUT COMBINATION!
AUDIO RESEARCH CA 50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - JUST IN AND OH SO GOOD
PROAC RESPONSE TWO POINT FIVES/TABLETTES/STUDIO 150
-A NEW LINE FOR US & A WORTHY COMPETITOR
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS - MUST BE HEARD!!
EXPOSURE AMPLIFIERS - A NEW AGENCY - AND VERY GOOD THEY ARE TOO
MARTIN LOGAN - A NEW AERIUS IS HERE
COPLAND CD288 & 277 CD PLAYERS • STILL CLASS LEADERS
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN DESIGN AT ITS BEST
WITH SOUND TO MATCH THE LOOKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY X100 RANGE - NOW ALSO A DAC/PHONO STAGE AND
HEADPHONE AMP & NEW POWER SUPPLY UPGRADE

Hi Fi News & Record
Review "AW100DMB
combined with the
EC- 4 preamplifer is
recommended for
amplifer combinations
over C2000" Alvin Gold

Pones from £500 ECP.1 phono stage through
ECI-2 intergrated at £995 to the AW 250 DMB
0 £3995

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
TDL REFERENCE SPEAKERS

£1795 Ski

MISSION 753 BLACK MINT

£450

SHAHINIAN OBELISK
THETA DATA BASIC MK2

£ 1495 SH

THETA GENERATION 5A

£3495 SH

STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE SYSTEM
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE

£950

SH

£350

SH

CYRUS 3TUNER

£250

MAGNEPLANAR 1.4

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

£395

LFD MC 1PHONO STAGE

£495

NAIM CDS CD PLAYER

£2800

B & W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM EX DEM

£2950

RUARK PALADIN EX DEM

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

£795

PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN EX DEM

£4250 XD

AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE

£3995

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION FULL VERSION
CYRUS 2/PSX

£895

£350

SH

£ 1995

XD

£3995

XD

B & W SILVER SIGNATURES INC STANDS

£2995

XD

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER

£ 1000

XD

LICENSED CREDIT

KRELL KPS30 CD PLAYER

BROKERS

TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY

£3500 XD
£2295 XD

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2
RUARK EQUINOX OUR DEMONSTRATORS WALNUT

£ 1295 XD

CHAMELEON RUBY POWER AMPLIFIER

£495

MICROMEGA TEMPO 1AMPLIFIER EX DEM
PIONEER CLD2950 LASERDISC PLAYER
TAX-FH'U_U
MAIL

- 01=t0E-

A VAILAQLE

XD

£499
£449

XD

SE:RVICE
(DIV

MANY

ITEMS.

Agencies include. Air Tangent. Apogee. Audio Alchemy. Audio Gram, Audio Research. Aura. MM. Bose. Cable Talk, Castle.
Copland. Denon, DPA. Goldring, Harmonie, Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu, Krell, Lyra. Mandrake, Maranta, Marlin Logan, Michell,
Micromega. Moth. Musical Fidelity. NAD, Nakamichi. Onkyo. Orelle. Ortolan. Pink Triangle. Pioneer, Proceed, Projekt, QUAD,
REL Subwoofers. Rogers, Roksan, Ratel, Floyd. Ruark, Sennheiser. SME. Sones Faber, Spend«. Stax, Tannoy, Target. T.D.L..
Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables. Tube Technology, Unison Research, van den Hul. Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

£2995 SH

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22 REMOTE

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1

SH

£ 1495 SH

You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT 511 1110
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB 1 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
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* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
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* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686

RON SMITH AERIALS
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Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
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MUM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.
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DECK
Ever thought about building your own
turntable? One reader wasn't
frightened to give it a try
by

PAUL CHAPPELL

M

y turntable design, I
suppose,
has
been
influenced by countless
visits to hi-fi shows and from sifting
through magazines. As far as I
could see there were three schools
of thought with respect to the
general construction of turntables:
massively weighty, to damp any
resonances; light but stiff to stop
the transmission of resonances; or,
thirdly, acombination of the two. I
finally decided on the third option.
A marble base appealed, because
it's very dense, relatively cheap, and
Ilove its appearance. The base had
to sit on top of an equipment stand,
allowing the platter and a 12 inch
arm (SME 3012) to be fitted, so I
asked alocal firm of stonemasons to
construct a base from two 3/4in
blocks
of
bonded
marble
agglomerate overlapping on top.
Icheated somewhat by using the
platter and bearing from an old
Connoisseur Craftsman III. I
intended rewiring the SME 3012,
but changed my mind halfway
through stripping it down!
The platter had a machined
flange, for idler wheel coupling, an
ideal surface to drive the platter by
arubber belt. The bearing is afairly
simple cone- in- cup affair at the
base with three point, nylon collar,
locating contact at the shaft top
Iwanted a light stiff plinth, to
which I could bolt the bearing
housing and the arm base. Ihad
encountered Aerolam aluminium
honeycomb in university materials
lectures and through a friend,
Brian, whose father had built racing
car monocoques from the material.
It seemed to have the ideal set of
properties Iwas looking for, namely
stiffness, lightness and a fairly
purposeful appearance.
Obtaining the stuff was next to
impossible. Luckily, Brian had
some of the honeycomb filling and
so we bought three sheets of 16
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gauge aluminium, two large tubs of
epoxy resin and stuck it together on
an old door in the back garden.
Once it was cured, Icut and filed
the shape of the plinth and bored a
hole for the bearing housing with a
tank cutter and a brace and bit. I
still have the scars. To provide a
stain-resistant finish Irubbed down
the surface with emery cloth and
lacquered it. Finally Iturned three
adjustable, spiked, aluminium legs
used for decoupling and levelling.
Iwanted to avoid the post-startup motor settling problems which
caused me great difficulty.with a
previous design. And, since Ialso
needed to keep the spindle upright
under the influence of drive- belt
side force, Idecided to mount the
motor in a separate, heavy
enclosure spiked to the marble base
to ' earth' the vibrations. The extra
weight helped prevent tipping, and
allowed the spindle to be levelled,
stopping drive belt meanderings.
The synchronous motor, sourced
from an RS catalogue, was chosen
for its suitable drive speed and its
large starting and continuous
torque capacity. Ibought a short
piece of thick-walled ( 15mm)
tubing and bored out the inside to
fit the motor. Icut down three bolts
and tapered the ends on a lathe to
make my spikes, and also made a
small disk to cover the top of the
motor. The spindle was turned
from aluminium to a diameter
calculated from the speed of the
motor and the diameter of the
flange of the platter. A couple of
troughs above and below the belt
stopped the belt from wandering.
The only other items Ipurchased
were: electronic components for the
motor and abox to house them in;
a Michell record clamp; and a
Denon DL- 304 cartridge.
Since the SME arm base adjusts
back and forth for cartridge
alignment, there was fairly limited
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the shape of
the plinth an]
bored a hole
for the bearing
housing with a
tank cutter
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and bit. Istill
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room for error in placing the base.
Measurement data I'd previously
taken using vernier calipers helped
me generate a CAD model which
proved useful. Once I had
constructed the turntable Ilevelled
the plinth and motor, and then the
platter and arm. This was necessary
because, unbeknown to Brian and
me, the door on which we glued the
plinth was slightly warped (which
may explain why it was not blocking
the entrance to a room in their
house). Iam sure SME, Roksan et
al do not have these problems!
Finally, after two months, I
aligned and balanced the cartridge,
connected it up to my trusty
Musical Fidelity B200 and switched
on. Iwas somewhat disappointed
by the agricultural noises coming
from the motor.
It also became apparent that an
earth lead was called for when I
heard radio breaking through, along
with a rather annoying hum.
Having cured this, Idiscovered a
rhythmic pulsing noise in the
background, especially noticeable
on quieter passages. This rather
unsurprisingly came from the motor
housing, so I experimented by
placing Staedtler Mars erasers
under the motor spikes and, for
good measure, under the feet of the
plinth as well. What a great tweak
this turned out to be. It appears
that the ' noise' was an interaction
between the spikes and the marble.
Ican feel a humble apology to RS
coming on.
Further improvements could
include: a stepped spindle for 33
and 45 rpm; an improved bearing
to cut down on rumble; heavier
platter to further reduce any speed
fluctuations; a stand-alone power
supply to give a smoother power
source
and
possibly
speed
switching; a rewire of the arm or
perhaps a different arm altogether.
Watch this space...
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Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of
each review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price
coding:
full price;
midprice;
special price - see ' Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown 8, with first UK publication date.
Sound qualify :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

MY 1997

Performance

1
2
C:3
D:4
H: H

A:

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Marc- An dré

O

ne Friday night ayoung
Canadian pianist made his
immediate mark on the
London recital scene at St John's,
Smith's Square, with amarvellous
performance of Charles-Valentin
Alkan's Concerto for Piano. His later
Hyperion disc with Alkan's Grandes
Études Op.76 and transcription of
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 3(i),
with its ' titanic' cadenza, was
HFNIRR '
Record of the Month' in
April 1995. What are the challenges
presented by Alkan's music?
'Well, there is the requisite
snootiness, you know, of facing the
unfamiliar — if we don't hear it, it
can't be any good. That's a safe
position to adopt! Yet Ithink that a
really committed performance should
reveal, unfailingly, that he is a
Master!'
With such alarge-scale piece as
the Concerto there can be difficulties
in recognizing its form. One subject
follows another at high speed, with
many ideas packed into a short space
of time.
'Alkan's sense of timing is superb.
Take the first movement — anything
from 25 to 30 minutes — it is a
bona-fide, structured sonata-allegro,
but it is so distended in time that if
you don't hear it more than once,
this might escape you. The tonal
plan and proportionate length of
sections are very firmly established.
'Of all the people who got to
Alkan, Iwas the earliest, by far. My
father was an amateur pianist and he
was inspired, having read Harold C
Schoenberg's book on great pianists
and Abram Chasins's Speaking of
Pianists. Then he saw that Raymond
Lewenthal was coming out with his
recording, and there was ascore for
all the music.
`I could not have been more than
six or seven, and we just sat down
and listened to this stuff with
wonder. It wasn't the usual Chopin,
Liszt thing, but something else! Iam
not sure Ican be objective about the
music: it has always been part of me,
almost from when Istarted having
piano lessons. It struck an emotional
chord, and Ihad Lewenthal and
Ronald Smith on records.
'Busoni thought him one of the
greatest of piano composers along
with Beethoven, Chopin and
Brahms. Irespected his music, but
didn't have the courage [at first] to
programme it. Idon't think one
should talk about Alkan without
knowing him very well, and one has
to by-pass some of the virtuosic
surface in his works. Underneath, it
has agreat romantic sense and a
great sensibility, diatonic in its
experimental field, but so clear
formally.
'It would be ludicrous to say that I
was trying to stray away from the
standard repertoire at ayoung age. It
was all very much part of what my
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HAMELIN
'Whether
standard
or unusual
repertoire,
Iwould like
to record
works
where
Icon bring
something
special to
clarify the
whole
message'

The French Canadian pianist
who seems to take every technical demand in his
st- ide: as happy playing Alkan as in cabaret
by
Reviewed this
month is a
Hyperion CD
of Liszt based
on a 1996
Wigmore Hall
recital
programme.
MarcAndré
Hamelin's
latest release
is of piano
music by
Nikolay
Roslavets:
CDA 66926.
Medtner
Sonatas and
Reger's
Variations &
Double Fugue
on a theme of
Bach, Op.81,
were recorded
at the end
of April

BILL

father was listening to — he had a
good record collection. But he was
listening to unusual stuff at the same
time. Most of the "food", as far as
records were concerned, were
pianists of the first half of this
century — he liked Godowsky,
Hofinann. Lhevinne, Maiseiwitsch.
Paderewski, and they played
standard repertoire and salon pieces
that he was very fond of. One of his
favourites was Alfred Grünfeld.'
American music is very much in
HameIin's repertoire, and at his
QEH concert in April he performed
Ives's Concord Sonata. ' Charles Ives
was a tremendous tone-painter, but
is still under-appreciated here, I
think. The harmonic system is very
hard to cut through for some people.
With the American music Iperform,
Iam so concerned just to get the
mzaning behind the notes that I
don't always make acorrelation
between composers.'
Planning programmes is different
for every occasion. `The main aim is
to stimulate the audience with
something they are not familiar with.
Music is music, and one has to be
pliant to what is asked for.
`There are these thematic festivals

NEWMAN
and one has to adhere to these
things. Two years ago Iwas asked to
do aconcert with all the pieces in
C-major! Twelve pianists, twelve
recitals, and we each had akey. My
concert actually turned out one of
the best Ihad ever done — but at
first Iwas really put off because I
thought that this would never work!
'One of my basic views is that
emotions from composer to
composer, and from period to
period, are the same; they are just
expressed differently. There is
something to be said for pianists
catering for what they think they can
communicate best, but there are
composers Ihave not played in
public, yet, and the most obvious
example is untranscribed Bach. Not
that Idon't play him — Iplay him
for myself, basically, but Iam much
less frightened by Mozart.'
Looking back to the last century,
Anton Rubinstein's concerts would
last between three and three-and-ahalf hours. Did audiences listen then,
as now, right through to the end to
get their full value?
`If you want to give a concert just
to satisfy your own ego, you've got a
problem. It is alove-offering, as
69
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Eric Braithwaite, Hi-fi World, Aug. 96

The Midlands Leading 9
fi- Fi Speciafist
If you saw Orchid at the Manchester HiFi show, you already know
there is a serious new force in high end here in England. We feel
that this amplifier will favourably stand comparison to any high
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end solid state amplifier in the world regardless of the cost ! It's on
Eric's recommended list in HiFi News, we invite you to try it out
together with their amazing loudspeakers.
The Orchaidis sells for £6800 and we realise the audiophile who
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purchases any equipment at this price level expects a certain
standard of experienced service and care which is too often
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found lacking today.

700 Watts RMS. Dual Monoblock Reference Amp
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demonstrations when needed. We also offer equipment from:
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Audio Artistry, Audio Synthesis, A.V.I., Bow Technology,
C.A.T.,
Chord
Electronics,
CR
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".l heart of Swiss jewelprecision and.delicacy affied
with the made of Bj Ben"
Eric Braithwaite
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Opera, Orelle, QED, QLN, SD Acoustics, John Shearne,
Tice, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wilson
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FFT OF HARMONIC DISTORTION
200 Watts out into 4.7 ohms

Ashby De La Zouch, Leicestershire near the M42.

Technical Questions?

01608 684 694

KRELL SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

Benesch, and XTC.
We are very conveniently located for the Midlands in

4Khz Test Freq.

Call

Creek, Heybrook, Lumley, Magneplanar, M.I.T.,
Musical Fidelity, Musical Technology, Neat Acoustics,

Phone and Fax:

01530 414128.
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e ARCAM
Good advice and the best equipment - get
AUDIO RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB eAURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
B&W
35 years of combined experience let us get the
BOSE e CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENON e EPOS eKEF
KRELL 4. LEXICON
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
LINN •
3' MARANTZ
home installation, full export and credit
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN e MICHELL
multi-room and home cinema surround systems.
MICROMEGA
MISSION

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.
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TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY e THETA
WILSON AUDIO
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161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OW. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.

interview MUSIC
JUSSI by Anna-Lisa Bjârling & Andrew Farkas. 456
pages; hardback £19.99. Published by Amadeus Press,
10, Market Street, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB4 5QG.
Skilfully and lovingly told by his widow, Anna- Lisa
(a singer herself), with editorial support From
Andrew Farkas, this new biography of Jussi
Bjarling serves to remind us just how unique his
voice was, and how much he was admired by his
family and musical colleagues.
The book starts with his death, then goes on to
,detail his entire life: music and otherwise. ajarling's
three children, Anders, Lasse and Ann- Charlotte all
stood by their mother during their father's drunken
wanderings ( Chapter 18 devotes 14 pages to this
much- publicised subject); his wife did contemplate
divorce procedings but devotion won the day, until
the inevitable heart disease eventually claimed him.
Important fellow- musicians, like Robert Merrill, a
lifelong friend, flood the text and the pages
blossom forth with fascinating insights of live events
and sessions - like the Toscanini rehearsal for the
Verdi Requiem. '
What's wrong, Maestro?', asked
Bjarling, when the conductor put down his baton.
And Toscanini replied: " Nothing. Sing, Bjârling,
just sing. I'll follow you!"
Pianist- accompanist Ivor Newton described him
as ' genuinely modest' when he saw giant letters
over his name on the posters: The World's
Greatest Tenor. '
Nonsense', Bjarling said in
embarassment. 'Well then, tell me who is?' asked
his manager Victor Hochhauser. Bjárling thought
deeply: 'Gigli, no, he is too old. Schipa? No, he
can't sing Lieder'. He went through the list, then:
'Perhaps you are right. Perhaps Iam the world's
greatest tenor'.
Tributes from other musicians are best of all.
Birgit Nilsson: '
He was the most considerate and
unpretentious colleague Icould imagine... I've
never been so overwhelmed by so sweet a sound
coming from a human throat before or since'.
Sixten Erhling: ' Iremember one rehearsal of
Manon Lescaut... he just stood there and sang
"Donna non vidi mai" - whispering, "oh my
Gocl!". It was fabulous! It was even more beautiful
than when he gave full voice, Ithought'. And Licia
Albanese, singing in the same opera with Bjarling:
'The smooth flow of his velvety voice, applied to a
complete command of his roles, was so captivating
that even while on stage with him IFound myself
listening intently to his glorious tones, adding
myself to his enraptured audience...'
There were glorious appearances with Callas
and Tebaldi, too, unfortunately not on tape for
everyone to enjoy, but less happy moments when
the singer was suffering from back pains on the
EMI La Bohème sessions under Beecham, with the
conductor's calculated sarcasm that, to the best of
his knowledge, the spine wasn't the organ [
sic] a
tenor used for singing! Solti's egotistical behaviour
(aided and abetted by John Culshaw) on the
Decca Bailo in maschera sessions at a later date,
was much worse. As baritone Cornell MacNeil
observed, ' Here was a man who recorded pretty
much for one recording company his entire life,
where they treated him incredibly well, and these
people were tromping all over what Ithought was
a remarkable talent and singer, paying no
attention and dismissing him over the loudspeaker'.
Upsetting it may have been, but Bjarling overrode it all to come out the supreme artist. Notes on
the chapters and Harald Henrysson's Bjarling
Chronology complete the book, but inexplicably no
current discography is included.
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generous as possible within the timeframe of the concert today... putting
in as little of myself as possible but
knowing it will come through,
anyway.'

Sorabji... and selfawareness
Imention Hamelin's Music & Arts
CD of Sorabji. ' He was certainly
influenced by Scriabin, so were
Debussy and Szymanowski. Sorabji
took all of these things, and more,
and turned them into something that
was uniquely his. He was agreat
admirer of Busoni, for one thing.
But there is a part of him that
doesn't come from anywhere!
'I think it would be a danger to
put a qualifier on his music, mainly
because it is adistillation of so many
influences, so uniquely his. The
harmonic system is individual, as
well, and it seems to me outside of
time.
'Listen to so much, and people
start to relate to something they
already know. But Iwould also like
them to throw aside all preconceived
notions of familiarity with anything
else, to appreciate something new
only for what it really is. So many
people have the courage to do that
— and Icertainly don't expect that
of everybody at every performance of
unusual music that Igive.'
Aren't most pianists dissatisfied
with their performances? `No, that's
not true. When Iam pleased with
what Ihave done, Ilet it be known
— that it was exceptionally satisfying
for me, and Ican only assume that I
have communicated well. It can
occur when you play back a
recording of the concert, or when
somebody you can trust comes up
and says something to prove it came
across exactly the way you wanted it
to come across. That is the biggest
payoffl In Paris Iplayed on a
Bechstein [Summer 1995] which
gave me back almost everything I
wanted from it, and the audience
was very responsive.'
Surely there have also been
occasions when your performances
have been awful? ` Oh, sure. But
usually when Ihave felt ill,
physically. Once in Switzerland, Ifelt
sick. Ineed a full stomach before
playing and had not eaten enough.'
How much do virtuoso composerpianists contribute towards colouring
their music?
'On a speculative point of view, it
gives them more of atechnical ability
in dissecting the works they purport
to perform. Generally, there is a
particular kind of insight that is not
necessarily there with non-composing
pianists.' Schnabel put alot of stress
on the idea that one should copy out
music. ` It makes you realize,
graphically, how few details you have
assimilated when learning the work,
and you become more attuned to the
actual music.'

Working with other
instrumentalists is a favourite
pastime. ' Ihave played at festivals
and been introduced to chamber
works Ididn't know, and since
grown to love. But the experience of
reading music on sessions rarely
happens — and that is alot of fun. I
had the chance of performing
Florent Schmitt's Piano Quintet at
the Newport Festival, Rhode Island,
and discovered the César Franck
Quintet — bizarre as that seems —
through the same source. Brahms's
Piano Quintet, Iperformed with the
Orford Quartet, now disbanded.'
With his wife, the soprano Jody
Appelbaum, the two perform cabaret
at various venues. ' Sometimes it is
hard to gain attraction. We have no
manager, but it is also difficult with a
manager, as well! We do American,
French and German repertoire from
the 1890s through to today, and just
enjoy doing what we do and only
wish we could do it more often.'
Unlike a number of artists who
introduce the music they are about
to perform, Hamelin generally avoids
'something that Idon't think Ido
very well. Iwill always be ready to
talk to people, for instance if there
are no programme notes, or if the
information is insufficient Iwill
gladly point it out. Iannounce
encores as well. If Isometimes write
in pedagogical fashion, it often takes
the form of continuous note jottings.
One of the subjects that interests me
— and it is avery broad field — is
constant fidelity to the score.'
Although he admits he has no
talent for teaching, Hamelin deplores
the number of students who
concentrate on tone at the expense
of musical expression. ' Ihave judged
anumber of competitions, and what
Ihave heard as far as decibels go,
horrifies me. Idon't know what
teachers do today, and Idon't want
to know, because if Idid Imight
become violent, or something.
'A famous pianist acquaintance
raises his arms about three feet
above the keyboard for every note of
'The Great Gate of Kiev' — Warum!
— and acompetition Iwas
concerned with in Canada had more
Third Concertos of Prokofiev and
Rachmaninov than Ican remember.
They don't realize we would be just
as happy with Mozart or Beethoven!
Their musical gifts, or lack of them,
would shine through better, but this
constant striving towards
monumental volume at the keyboard
makes no sense.
'And, Iknow where it comes
from: it comes from the beguilement
we hear from the Russian School.
That's the wrong element to take
from them, because they have so
much else to offer. One doesn't have
to fill aroom playing, all the time —
isn't it more desirable to draw your
listener in?'
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I n aworld where young artists are
almost invariably launched on a wave of
media-hype and publicity, Tasmin Little
has risen to stardom by the rather
unfashionable method of relying almost
exclusively on her considerable gifts both
as a player and as a musical
communicator. A natural recording artist,
she already has anumber of distinguished
discs to her credit, including works by
Delius, Vaughan Williams, Rubbra, Lloyd
and Part, and remarkably assured and
accomplished readings of the Dvorak,
Brahms, Sibelius and Bruch (First)
concertos. Her last ' Eminence' disc
programmed violin sonatas by Poulenc,
Ravel and Debussy, with regular
accompanist Piers Lane.
'I learnt agreat deal from recording
the sonatas; indeed this is something I
feel about recording in general. In the
studio you have a unique opportunity to
study everything in minute detail,
including your own responses to the
music. In a curious way, the recording
process frees you, because you know that
you can be totally spontaneous and take
enormous risks, and if something
goes wrong you can simply go back
and try it again. In that sense I
have always viewed my recordings
as being as near to a one-off live
performance as is humanly
possible. Although one does go
back and repeat little passages, I've
always felt the need to sustain the
same degree of urgency even for
the retakes. This is slightly
different from when one is playing
in concert, for there one always has
to keep a slight check in the back
of your mind that you've really
only got one chance to get it right.
Tasmin Little plays on a 1757
Guadagnini: an instrument which in the
wrong hands can prove difficult to tame.
'It's awonderful instrument, one of
[the London violin dealer] Charles
Beare's favourite Gudagnini's, because it
has such a rich sonority and is so well
balanced. The G-string in particular
possesses awonderfully full sound, yet it
is also capable of great delicacy. One of
the things which is so exciting about the
violin is that you are able to change your
sound throughout the duration of the
note, unlike the piano, say, where once
you've sounded the note there's not a
great deal more you can do. On the
violin you can produce minute crescendi
and diminuendi, endless variations of
vibrato and pressure — subtly altering the
relationship of the bow relative to the
bridge, and the angle of contact on the
string. There are just so many fantastic
possibilities, all of which, I'm happy to
say, are fearlessly reproduced by the
Guadagnini.
NM MORRO:ORO REVIEW
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BRUCH

LALO

SCOTTISH FANTASY

SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOLE

BRUCH:
Scottish Fantasy/LALO: Symphonie
Espagnole
Tasmin Little (vin)IRSNOIHandley
EMI EMX 2277

(
67m 44s)

In an excellent booklet note, Tully Potter reminds us that both these works
were written for Sarasate, the Spanish virtuoso. Tasmin Little's recordings
must be ranked with those of Oistrakh, Chung and Lin ( Scottish Fantasy),
Szeryng and Kogan ( Symphonie espagnole). She receives exceptional support
from Vernon Handley and the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, and
(predictably) her husband Mike Hatch secures not just good balance but
excellent sound. The soloist is forward but the orchestral textures are clear,
with Glasgow City Hall's own ambient ` haze' - as it were - behind.
This is especially apt to the Bruch,
where (
i) (
ii) emerge under Handley
as if a great tone-poem. And listen
to the solo playing at 2m 21s-2m
45s: steady concentration, secure
intonation and raptness! Or, in the
principal melody of the Lalo (
i),
lovely soaring phrasing with an
expressive ' candour'. There's another
notable example of Little's ravishing
dynamic shadings here, from 2m
58s- 3m 30s. She
brings, too, a
graceful ease to the
'floating' solo writing
over the Spanish
dance rhythms of
the Scherzando. You
feel she never skates
across anything, but
has looked at, felt,
then planned how
best to treat every
semiquaver, yet the
results never seem

'This has particular relevance to the
French repertoire, which positively thrives
on avaried tonal palette of instrumental
colours. Ginette Neveu is aparticular
inspiration here for she was able to
summon up averitable arsenal of tonal
shadings, even though her playing was
essentially clear and well articulated.
'The most distinctive trademark of any
violinist is the sound. If you don't
actually like the sound aviolinist makes,
whatever he may do either technically or
musically is completely ruined. In this
respect it is like a singer's voice. When
listening to the great players of the past
— Oistrakh, Menuhin, Heifetz, and so on
— one can tell exactly who the player is,
straight away, simply by the sound he
produces.
'Of paramount importance in making
music is that you project your own
artistic personality — people will either
enjoy what it is you are trying to
communicate or not. It doesn't matter, in
a sense, what your background and

fussed over. Possibly the Lalo finale
is too sweetly indulgent (given the
length of this work, here in its full,
five-movt form) but even that slight
reservation is banished as irrelevant
when the security of line is such a
delight in the final flourish.
Handley treats both scores with
dignity and purposefulness, as if they
were indeed symphonic masterpieces,
starting the Lalo in a steady, resolute
manner, with tight control in the
Intermezzo, and a noble poise in the
sombre tuttis of the Andante (
which
can often sound ugly on records) to
heighten contrast with the frailty of
the lone voice of the violin.
It almost seems insulting to the
artists that such musicianship is
deigned to be only suited to EMI's
midpriced label (not least when
Vanessa-Mae's Scottish Fantasy etc
was on its ' Premier' label!).
Christopher Breunig
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training are — if, at the end of the day,
you've nothing to say then you will fall
by the wayside. Those music-lovers who
admire my playing, for example, do so
because they instinctively feel a kinship
with my musical personality, so that it is,
in certain respects, not entirely in your
hands whether you are popular or not.
What is most important is that you are
true to yourself, and the rest will follow.
'The acid test is whether you are really
trying to say something special, and are
genuinely communicating with an
audience. Ialways try to involve the
audience in what I'm doing and give
them the feeling that Iam playing for
them — that they are avital and special
part of the whole music-making process.
Ihope that when Icome on stage they
know that Ihave something to say and
that Iwant to invite them to listen.
Iam always absolutely sincere and honest
in everything Iplay, and at the end of
the day that is the most important thing
for me.'
Julian Hayloch
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'I found the Funeral
March quite
overpowering, while it
was revelatory to
compare Beethoven's own
meagre piano fragment
from 7(i) with Liszt's vastly
richer realisation'

ALFVEN:
Bergakungen (The Mountain King)
Swedish RSOISvetlanov
Musics Svedae MSCD 614

(
78m 46s)

This is one of the most exciting
orchestral releases to come my way
for a long time. Excerpts in suite
form have appeared before, but in
no way give aconvincing musical
sound picture of the sheer impact of
this magnificent three-act Ballet
pantomime.
Alfvén enjoyed 19 performances in
the first year of The Mountain King's
completion ( 1923); thereafter it
virtually disappeared. Listening to
this marvellous performance under
Svetlanov — an ardent exponent of
Alfvén's music — it is difficult to see
why. What takes place on stage (in a
troll-bound forest aherdsmaid is
abducted by aMountain King and
ultimately delivered by aherd-boy
who comes forth armed with a
magic sword) comes through in
music with the same stark, powerful
realism of Stravinsky or Bax, but
with the composer's personal voice
permeating every strand. Listen to
the two dances of ' Mermaids and
Trolls', the scene in the ' Hall of the
Mountain King' that leads to `The
Deliverance', ` Snowstorm' and final
'Daybreak', and you will have a fair
picture of both the vision and
orchestral mastery.
The Swedish Radio players, surely
one of the top ensembles today,
excel themselves throughout, and
the recording matches the
endeavour. A marvellous opportunity
to come to grips with something
really worthwhile — all credit to the
label which made it possible.
Bill Newman
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BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 6 & 8'
Vienna State Op OrchPRPOI
Scherchen
Millennium Classics tACD 80077
(57m 35s) mono rec.19550, 1958
'Crazy feelings aroused upon arrival
in the countryside'! Hermann
Scherchen's tempo for 6(i) is by
some way the fastest Ihave heard
[see timings panel], yet his scherzo
74

BEETHOVEN:
Chamber Music for Winds
Vol.1 - Septet Op.20 -1Allegro &
Minuet Wo0.26 -1Duo 1 Wo0.27
Vol.2 - Fidelio Harmoniemusik (arr.
Sedlak) _1Variations on Mozart's 'Là
ci darem la mano' _1Duo 2
Vol.3 - Octet Op.103 _1Trio Op.87
Rondino Wo0.25
Vol.4 - Sextet Op.71 J Grenadier
March Wo0.29 J Duo 3 U Quintet in
E-flat ( Ed.Hess)
Consortium Classicum
CP0999 162-2, 437-2, 438-2 & 439-2
(58m 19s159m23s154m 01s151m 47s)
Beethoven's writing for winds comes
from 1792-6, with the March in
B-flat thought to date from a visit to
Eisenstadt in 1807: it was
discovered
on a
mechanical
roll for the
Flótenuhr,
linked to a
similar piece
by Haydn by
an
anonymous
'oriental'
interlude
scored with a
bourdon [drone] bass. This curiosity
has been interpolated as a ' trio' in
CPO's premiere recording. The
Septet appears in Druschetzky's/
Druzecky's [he was born in
Bohemia] wind octet/d-bs
arrangement of 1812, which some
will recall from a 1976 Supraphon
LP by the Prague Collegium
Musicum. The complete overture
and nine numbers from Fidelio, a
38m selection ending in the
`Namenlose Freude' duet, were
adapted by Kapellmeister Wenzel

is Klempererish except at the ` tempo
d'Allegro' section. Those of us who
missed his Westminster Beethoven
LPs (the company thoughtfully
offered the shorter symphonies in
alternative pairings) will have been
eager to get to know Scherchen's
performances, notorious for his
determination to follow the
metronome markings. Thus 8(iv)
comes as an explosive rush, far outpacing Toscanini's. At first
encounter, the humour seems
waspish, but the quick-witted
Symphony 6(i),
exposition timings:
RPO/Scherchen

2m 03s

LCP/Norrington

2m 13s

ORR/Gardiner

2m 24s

NBC/Toscanini ( 1952)

2m 37s

Sedlak in 1814 — the year the
opera was at last a success in
Vienna. Its rich textures contrast
with Beethoven's spare, nonetheless
technically demanding, Mozart
Variations for two oboes and cor
anglais. If the sublimity of the
quartet ' Mir ist so wunderbar' is
rendered earthound, that is more
the fault of Sedlak's scoring than
the players, who voice and balance
the music with engaging sympathy
and adroitness.
Consortium Classicum was
founded in the mid- 1960s by
clarinettist Dieter '<kicker; their
Beethoven project was undertaken
at the Bamberg Zentralsaal, mostly
between 1993-4, culminating in the
Septet (Spring 1995). The playing is
of consistently high standard and
CPO's presentation attractive —
each booklet contains a Beethoven
chronology, has specific notes on
the contents, and lists those works
found in the other three volumes.
The larger-scaled works have
become familiar through recordings,
but Beethoven's (then) sharp ear for
sonorities is no less apparent in the
three Duos scored for clarinet and
bassoon: the Larghetto from No.2 is
especially appealing. Indeed, Vol.2
would be a good CD to start with
— though the brio of the scherzo in
the Septet transcription, or its
flowing Menuetto, give Vol.1 equal
claims. There, the two flautists in
Wo0.26 (potentially an ear-splitting
combination!) exemplify the
stylishness and exemplary concern
for phrasing and timing in these
non-period-instument performances.
What avaluable label CPO is
proving!
Christopher Breunig
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Scherchen was evidently motivated
more by fondness for the work —
contrast the heavy-handedness of (ii)
in Toscanini's 1952 NBC recording
on RCA.
The Eighth is in mono, though
thanks to the RPO (originally given
as the 'London Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra) has complete
clarity of part-writing; the Sixth,
with the more fallible Vienna
orchestra, is in primitive stereo
having divided violins but a strong,
wholly implausible I./H bias to
winds. Repeats were ruthlessly
jettisoned, yet Scherchen's readings
were so animated, so full of
challenging ideas that these are
mandatory purchases. (No more
Beethoven so far in MCA's
`Scherchen Edition'.)
Christopher Breunig
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BEETHOVEN:
Violin Concerto ",_1Romances 1 & 2
Mark Lubotsky (vin) /Estonian Nat
RSOIVolmer
Globe CLO 5155

(
61m 56s)

Britten was sufficiently impressed
by Mark Lubotsky's Moscow
premiere of his Violin Concerto to
ask him to record it here with the
ECO [Decca, 1970]. More recently
Lubotsky has been associated with
the music of Schnittke, whose
cadenza for the Beethoven Concerto
(i) was expressly written for him —
although it was Gidon Kremer's
advocacy which shocked London
audiences, then UK record
collectors [ASM/Marriner, Philips
1981, nla]. That cadenza is what
advertising-folk would call the ` USP'
(unique selling point) of this Globe
CD, with what was at one time
Jürvi's Estonian Radio Orchestra,
here in the capable hands of its 35
year old artistic director Arvo
Volmer.
Lubotsky plays the Schnittke
cadenza with possessive fervour; he
also makes the Romances in G and
F musically attractive. For my taste
the tempi in the concerto are too
broad, and Lubotsky's entries are
often more deliberate still. Although
perfectly well recorded (Tallinn
1996), these performances face
enormous competition at various
price-levels.
Christopher Breunig
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BEETHOVEN ( Arr. LISZT):
Symphonies 5-7 __ISymphony 3(ii)
Symphony 6(v) .
3 Adelaide (
two
versions)/LISZT: Cadenza,
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 3(i)
Fantasy on themes from Ruins of
Athens/BERLIOZ (arr. LISZT): 'March
to the Scaffold'/BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 7 (fragment arr. pno.)
Leslie Howard (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67111/3

(
3CDs, 204m 51s)

Despite its contents, this Vol.44 in
Leslie Howard's mammoth Liszt
project doesn't duplicate any of the
material in his complete Beethoven
symphonic box. Everything here is
receiving its first recording, and
.e Symphonies 5-7, plus an alternative
last movt for the Pastoral and an
•
isolated
(ii) from the Eroica, were
k transcribed by Liszt some 25 years
d before the ' mature' versions found in
E Vol.22. They offer agenerally more
youthful, thrusting approach to the
task, and were it not for Howard's
rather slow and over-measured 5(i)
b I'd feel confident in recommending
this package to anyone wishing to
have some Beethoven-via-Liszt on
tap without taking on the whole
symphonic oeuvre. In particular, I
e
cn found the Funeral March from No.3
quite overpowering, while it was
'R. revelatory to compare Beethoven's
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BRAHMS:
Piano Sonatas 1-3 1 Handel
Variations J Chaconne in d ( from
Bach's Partita BWV 1004,
transcribed for the left hand)
Anatol Ugorski (
pno)

own meagre piano fragment from
7(i) with Liszt's vastly richer
realisation.
My feeling about the Adelaide
arrangements is that Liszt doesn't
adequately match the original song's
yearning intensity, although I
suppose one should try to forget the
words and treat the pieces simply as
pianistic tone-poems. The Fantasy
on a theme from Beethoven's Ruins
of Athens adds interesting grist to the
mill, as does Liszt's cadenza for the
first movt of Beethoven's C-minor
Concerto. It's a slight shock to hear
this start up as arecital piece, and
Mr Howard apologizes in his useful
and interesting notes for not moving
on into the coda! But he suggests
that 'some domestic experiments
with the hi-fi might manage to
convey an idea of this cadenza in the
context of Beethoven's work'.
Finally, we are given a
makeweight in the form of Liszt's
last piano version of the 'March to
the Scaffold' from Berlioz's Fantastic
Symphony. This is preceded by an
Introduction comprising adreamy
set of reflections on the symphony's
idée fixe theme, which works very
well, as this sets the scene for the
motif's brief visionary reappearance
just before the moment of death at
the March's end.
Sonically, the piano is set fairly
closely, with believable width against
an ambient backcloth. At the start of
CD2 (Symphony 6) Ihad an
impression of aslight temporary
coarsening of quality, but otherwise
the sound is fine, with splendid
body, power and analysis on hand to
serve Howard's consistently
impressive pianism.
John Crabbe

DG 449 182-2

(
2CDs, 157m 23s)

Piano Sonata 3 J Handel Variations
Anton Kuerti (pno)
Pro Piano Records PPR 224512
(62m 58s) dist. Seaford Music

A(B):1*-2
Anton Kuerti
and ( below)
Anatole
Ugorski:
Brahms's
Third Piano
Sonata and
the Handel
variations &
fugue

Wilful, mannered, wayward and
eccentric. The epithets about
Ugorski are familiar. If you start
with the Third Sonata, you'll
probably add 'pretentious' and
'bombastic' to the list. Brahms was
20 when he wrote this work of fiery
abandon. For Ugorski, though, it is
•the music of an aged, pseudophilosopher stuck in his bath chair.
Allegro maestoso is the marking for (i)
but Ugorski concentrates solely on
the qualification; and the maestoso
element is massively ponderous,
veering on travesty. It is abad start
from which the performance doesn't
fully recover. A brittle-toned piano is
little help, though DG have the
good sense, here as elsewhere, not to
place the microphones too close.
Kuerti sees matters differently.
Moreover, the timbre of his
instrument is as appropriate for this
music as Ugorski's is not. With
Kuerti, understatement rules; but so
do coherence and a sense of
proportion which create a large
measure of validity. Nevertheless, for
a searching of the soul, so to speak,
Curzon and Lupu (both Decca)
share the honours.
Equally valid is Kuerti's view of
the Handel Variations. It is clear-cut
and reassuringly whole. Naturally,
Ugorski is somewhat different. But
get past the finicky preciousness of
Vam.3, the stiff vehemence of
Vam.4 and things start to look up.
There is many amoment of beauty
but no sacrifice to a structure that
culminates in a fugue of imposing
but studied monumentality, the
tempo progressively (and
controversially) broadening towards
the end.
Now Ugorski begins to ring the
changes. Just why he should reserve
his best playing for the lesser sonatas
is probably a characteristic mystery;
just why he is able to open out (ii)
of Sonata 2 with abeguiling pliancy
and polished control of tone yet pick
his way through the equivalent
movement of Sonata 3 in an
antiseptically formal manner, is
probably another characteristic
mystery. But give or take the odd
perverse decision, Ugorski carries
the day, no more so than in the
Chaconne, which he presents with an
ascetic simplicity that matches the
excellence of the transcription itself.
It is a timely reminder that Brahms
75

was also a scholar, aregular
subscriber to the Bach Gesellschaft
issues and one of the editors of the
first critical edition of Schubert's
works. As a lasting tribute, would
some pianists care to adopt
Brahms's cadenzas for Beethoven's
3rd and 4th concertos, and Mozart's
K453, K466 and K491? But perhaps
pigs will fly first.
Na/en Anthoni

B: 1 *- 4 B: 1-2

BRAHMS:

'Brahms told his publisher the title- page

51 Ubungen
Idil Biret (pno)
Naxos 8.553425

quaver study No.40a [70]. The
contrary octaves of 29 [ 53] are
immediately redolent of the Paganini
Variations. On the other hand, the
near-impressionistic sound of 18a &
b [ 33, 34], two of anumber of
exerises with silently-sustained
internal drones to produce overtone
effects, almost anticipates Debussy.
Idil Biret is utterly dependable in
turning these exercises into tiny
concert pieces, judicious in her

"should be very colourful and pretty.
(69m 37s)

Brahms didn't merely possess the
talents of avirtuoso pianist, and
write immortal music for his
instrument. He consorted with the
greatest players — Clara Schumann,
Liszt, Tausig, Rubinstein — knew
the repertoire intimately, and
thought long and hard about the
most difficult aspects of technique
and how they might be taught. A
lifetime's study bore fruit in the 51
Clbungen (
Exercises) published in
1893, enlarged from a collection
he'd partly prepared in 1880-82.
Brahms told his publisher the titlepage ' should be very colourful and
pretty. Iam thinking of all kinds of
instruments of torture, from
thumbscrews to an iron maiden...
also perhaps something anatomical

am thinking of all kinds of instruments
of torture, from thumbscrews to an
iron maiden.., also perhaps something
anatomical and everything in beautiful
blood- red and flaming yellow".'

-

"true..

and everything in beautiful bloodred and flaming yellow'. Naxos's
enterprising disc could well be the
first recording of this major
collection of virtuoso teaching
pieces, and brings us over an hour
of unfamiliar Brahms.
'51' is misleading: with
alternatives (often staccato and legato
pairs) and progressive developments
of a particular feature, there are 88
exercises in all. One wouldn't —
and shouldn't — want to listen
straight through, but in batches of
ten or so they offer the ears just as
much as the fingers. Though they
generally last less than aminute and
their concerns are primarly
technical, Brahms was incapable of
writing anything without intrinsic
musical content, and many are true
miniature compositions: themeless,
but full of textural variety, rhythmic
idiosyncrasy and harmonic interest
— not to mention the virtuoso
aspects. Being, generally, sequences
of figuration on ascending and
descending scale patterns, with
much contrary motion and exchange
of material between L/R hands,
many of them form strict structural
palindromes, the material going into
reverse at mid-point. Some sound
more like Bach than Brahms, but
others are wholly characteristic:
compare the charmingly Bachian
sextuplet study No.27 [track 57]
with the unmistakably Brahmsian
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elaborate forerunner of Tallis's 40part Spem in alium, is becoming
tolerably well-known, and the
sumptuous 10-part Dum sacrum
mysterium Mass is amasterpiece by
the canons of any period. Both
pieces are elsewhere on CD, and are
coupled together as part of Cappella
Nova's complete Carver series
[ASV]. The Mass is there sung in
the edition by Muriel Brown, here in
anew one by Sally Dunkley.
Alternative performances of this
wonderful music are extremely
welcome, especially when as fine as
The Sixteen's.
To these prodigies of Scottish
ecstatic involution (how far, one
wonders, is the still-surviving Gaelic
tradition of heterophonic psalmsinging arelated phenomenon?) The
Sixteen have coupled the premiere
recording of avery ' English-style'
piece from the Carver Choirbook, an
anonymous Magnificat in 7th tone
faburden, apparently by acomposer,
English or Scots, familiar with the
idioms of the Eton Choirbook. It's a
gentle, dignified work, very well
worth revival.
The performers' approach — in
accounts as assured and dedicated as
one would expect from this fine
vocal group — is serene and refined,
which especially suits the Magnificat.
Whether it's entirely appropriate to
Carver I'm less sure: Iprefer the
harsher, wilder approach of Cappella
Nova — who if they were making
their disc now would almost
certainly sharpen the contrast by
their current practice of giving the
Latin with its Scots, not English
pronunciation. Ialso prefer the
darker St Giles acoustic to the
pearlier sound Collins Classics have
secured in Hampstead. But this
remains amost relishable disc.
Calum MacDonald

choice of tempi and dynamics
(which Brahms tends to leave to the
discretion). She is sensible about
how far to observe his repeat marks
and suggestions for continuation in
other keys; and, above all, her
technique is already that of the kind
of pianist Brahms hoped to produce
by means of these fascinating pieces.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 A

CARVER:
Mass Dum sacrum inysterium
0 bone lesu/ANON: Magnificat
The SixteenIChristophers
Collins Classics 14782

(
68m 07s)

An excellent recital of early 16thcentury polyphony from north of the
border, almost certainly from the
repertoire of James IV's Chapel
Royal. Robert Carver's great
penitential motet 0 bone jesu, whose
virtuosic 19-part writing is the most

A: 1-2

CHOPIN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2

(Chamber versions)
Fumiko Shiraga (
pno)IYggdrasd Qt/
Jan-Inge Haukas (d-bs)
BIS CD-847

(
72m I4s)

Publishers often maximised the
potential of new music from this
period (and earlier) with
arrrangements — not necessarily by
the composers themselves. The
provenance of these reductions
(piano, string quartet plus doublebass) is not known, but neither is it
absolutely certain that Chopin fully
orchestrated his two concertos. The
manuscript of the F-minor only has
the piano part and some marginalia
in Chopin's hand; that for the Eminor is lost.
So all this recording can boast is
aperformance ' in the spirit' of its
time: which might be rather pointless
were the playing not so good. The
JULY 1997
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listener soons adapts to the chamber
scale and, truth to tell, there's little
lost in not having the full
orchestration. The German-trained
pianist is aforthright but not
insensitive Chopin interpreter (the
real artistry is provided by the
strings) and BIS's recording is
excellent. Unexpectedly pleasurable.
Christopher Breunig

HANDEL:
Joseph and his Brethren
KennylBowman1DenleylGeorgel
BurroweslAinsleylNew College
Chi
The King's Consort/King
Hyperion CM 67171/3 (
3CDs, 164m 02s)
Joseph has languished long under
the cloud of modern Handel
scholarship, which regretted the
oratorios weren't more like
Shakespeare. In fact it was much
more popular in Handel's day
than many pieces we're
encouraged to think better of.
James Miller's libretto has been

A*:1

DVORAK:
Symphonies 3 & 7
VPO/Chung
(70m 58s)

DG 449 207-2

Few symphonies begin as magically
as Dvorak's Third (Berwald's
`Singulière' also comes to mind...),
and when this majestic VPO
recording was introduced on Radio
3 recently Ishould think many
listeners must have gone straight to
the nearest record-shop to get a
copy! For all the echoes of Wagner,
the style is unmistakably Dvorak's
own. It is, incidentally, in three
movts only: a funeral march and
scherzo-finale follow. Chung has two
principal competitors here: Kubelik's
even more lyrical and individual
BPO recording [DG]; and Kertesz's
intimately-voiced, LSO version
[Decca]. Those are both in complete
sets. Rowicki's LSO Third is
disappointing in his Philips cycle, I
feel — though AA disagrees
strongly!
Most collectors will already have
the Seventh, but Chung's reading is
far from superfluous — indeed, it's
full of special detail: eg, the walnutbrown colouring of the Vienna

routinely stigmatized as dreadful
— whereas in fact it's a skilful
reworking of the Biblical story, by
an experienced poet-playwright,
in terms of 18th-century
sentimental drama, setting the
child Benjamin and Joseph's
Egyptian wife Asenath centrestage ( Handel obliged by giving
the latter several of the work's
finest arias). It's also, as Ruth
Smith has pointed out, a political
sermon on the desirable qualities

ENESCU:
Symphony 1 J Suite 3 'Villageoise'
BBC PhilharmoniclRozhdestvensky
Chandos MAN 9507

double-basses in (ii), before the horn
theme at 2m 51s; or the breathtakingly lovely coda. Scherzo and
finale offer sheer delight, but in (i) I
would have liked a tighter structure.
Chung is certainly more attuned
to this great symphonist than Maazel
or (years ago) Silvestri, both of
whom recorded the Seventh with the
VPO. The sound is good, though set
well away and with a tendency for
forte passages to crowd forwards.
Christopher Breunig
A(B-C):1*-2 )
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Myung-Whun
Chung:
Dvorak
symphonies
with the
Vienna
Philharmonic
Orchestra

(
65m 53s)

Since Enescu had penned literally
hundreds of works while aViennese
student of Robert Fuchs (aclose
friend of Brahms) in Vienna, it is
not surprising that his First
Symphony ( 1905) is a cross between
late German Romanticism and the
music being written by César Franck
and his circle. The wide-spread
phrases, rich harmonies and fanfares
have afreshness of utterance that
sends a tingle of excitement down
the spine, and the loving moments
of the slow movement never fail to
charm.
The `Villageoise' Suite ( 1937-8)
could, perhaps, be subtitled 'An
Evocation of Life and Nature', and
is closely tied up with Enescu's own
personal experiences and memories.
One wonders if he was aware of
what Charles Ives had already
composed in America, or the

of aprime minister, highly
relevant in the declining years of
the corrupt Walpole
administration (and 250 years
later, one realises, perennially
relevant).
Handel certainly composed as
if the subject engaged his
sympathies. His music, very little
of it borrowed from other
sources, is consistently strong,
from the sombre overture,
through the pastoral vision of
Joseph's exquisite 'The peasant
tastes the sweets of life', the irony
and drama of his confrontations
with his brothers and the
eventual recognition scene, to the
final chorus of rejoicing. Less
grand than Messiah or Saul or
Judas Maccabeus (
despite the
grandeur of Joseph and Asenath's
wedding march), the work has an
intimacy and consistency of tone
which puts it near the first rank
of the English oratorios. Its
qualities emerge unmistakably in
Robert King's persuasive
performance, vividly recorded,
with suitably alert instrumental
playing and a top-notch cast
dominated by James Bowman's
Joseph and Yvonne Kenny's
Asenath (Michael George's
Pharaoh is an enlivening presence
throughout Act 1, making the
most of his jocund ' Since the
race of time begun'). No lover of
Handel should be without this
wonderful work, now at last done
justice on CD.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 0

philosophically-based epics with
which Janacek, Suk, and Novak had
made their reputations in
Czechoslovakia. Enescu's own
depictions of ' Rural Springtime',
'Children playing outdoors', the
sequences The old childhood house
in the sunset — Shepherd —
Migrating birds and crows — The
Vesper Bell', followed by ' Moonlight
upon the River' and ` Rustic
Dances', display the same vividness
a movie camera can reproduce of
real-life happenings. It also raises the
question, of why, despite the
advocacy of Rumanian conductors
Georgescu and Silvestri, this
composer's work has lain fallow for
so long?
Rozhdestvensky is no stranger to
Enescu — he recorded the
symphony before in his Melodiya
days — and here, with the BBC
Philharmonic, puts matters right
with playing that could not be
bettered, and recording to match.
Bill Newman

A*:1* 0
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PART:
De Profundis J Missa Sillabica J

leaves the highly contrasted Seven
Magncat Antiphons (1988, revised

Solfeggio J And one of the Pharisees
J Cantate Domino J Summa J
Seven Magnificat Antiphons J The
Beatitudes J Magnificat

in 1991), the serenely beautiful
1988 Magnificat and the glorious
1991 revision of The Beatitudes from
1990 (aworld-premiere recording)
where, at 6m 30s, the sun bursts
through with a brilliance that is rare
even for Part. It's awonderful
moment on a musically notable,
superbly recorded CD.

Christopher Bowers-Broadbent (org)I
Dan Kennedy (perc)ITheatre of
Voices/Hillier
Harmenia Mundi HMU 907182

(76m 06s)

Paul Hillier's Theatre of Voices
qualify as top-grade Partians, mainly
for one very good reason: afaultless
sense of timing. Their handling of,
say, the a cappella choral study
Solfeggio breathes so smoothly, so
evenly and with such an acute

Robert Cowan

reputedly the master-pianist of all
time. They make me wonder if
Franz Liszt himself ever played them
better! Iremember the surprise of
the Wigmore Hall audience, in
January 1996 — people rarely read
their programme notes properly —
at the ` new' cadenza (Hamelin's
own) in Hungarian Rhapsody 2. Even
Rachmaninov [
who prepared his own
cadenza — Mus Ed] would have
relished this...
Some may go back to Petri,
Cziffra and Lamond for other
insights, but Hamelin (who will
always pay deference to them and
include the octogarian Earl Wild in
his praises), has his own personal
brand of playing that makes you
want to holler out at every loving
turn of phrase, or the sheer
perfection of his high-speed

11•:1*

appreciation of Part's strategically
overlapping harmonies that it is
difficult to imagine abetter
performance. The programme itself
traces a developmental curve from
the Solfeggio of 1964 to the chantlike And one of the Pharisees,
composed in 1990. Three of the

cadenzas, where every note gleams,
reflecting a total understanding of
what this music is all about.You
rarely hear music-making of this
calibre.

works date from 1977, the ecstatic
Summa being better-known in its
string-orchestra guise (which can be
heard to good advantage on an EMI
'Eminence' CD by the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta), while the
dancing Cantate Domino is granted
its only available recording and the

The brilliance of the sound
(Andrew Keener producing) only
supports my plea for other
companies to make more piano
recordings at Wigmore Hall. [
In fact,
Hamelin 'sconcert programme was
recorded again, immediately after the
concert. Mus Ed]

Missa Sillabica — one of the earliest
examples of Part's favoured
`tintinnabulating' style — is

Bill Newman

A*:1*

presented in a 1996 revision. Which

HAYDN:
Symphonies 93, 99 & 100 ' Military'
PhilharmonialSlatkin
RCA 09026 68475 2

(
71m 33s)

is the first time that Ihave ever
made such a complaint about a
recording by Mike Hatch, an
engineer who normally obtains
superb inner detail. By contrast,
flute aside, 93 has decent clarity and

Positive performances with
exceptionally well-chosen tempi.
There's aminimum of subjective
imposition of the conductor's will:
the only faint hint of mannerism is a
slight leaning on the very last
repeated statement of each minuet
theme. This is an expressive notion
which SzeII occasionally adopted
too. Iam impressed by the delicacy
of Slatkin's 93(i), and like the way
the minuet of the ` Military'
Symphony surges into the trio. The
solid drive of 99(i) is also admirable,
although it's apity about the
reduction of speed to Adagio near
the end of (iv) ealier than Haydn
marked. All in all however, this is
polished, unfussy music-making.
Unfortunately, the recordings are
inconsistent: there were three

Apparition 1 .7à Waldesrauschen j
Un Sospiro J Hungarian Rhapsodies
2, 10 & 13 J Nuages gris J En reve

separate engineers and two venues
— and it sounds like it. In 93 and

J Réminiscences de Don Juan
MarcAndré Hamelin (pno)

100 the flute is consistently drowned
by the violins when they play in
unison. This fault is avoided in 99
where the woodwind/strings balance
is immaculate, yet to my surprise the
timpani definition is very poor. This

Hyperion CDA 66874
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POULENC:
Le Bal masqué J Le Gendarme
incompris :3Rapsodie nègre J
Quatre Poèmes de Max Jacob J
Le Bestiaire J Cocardes J Trois
mouvements perpétuels
Le Roux1RogélVisselWilsonlSoloists
of Orch Nat de FrancelDutoit
Decca 452 666-2

crisply audible timpani but it suffers
from disturbingly limited dynamic
range — nearly every forte passage
seems underpowered. This leaves
100, given (for the most part) a
plain, adequate sound; but the
cymbals and triangle in (ii), (iv)
hardly impinge on the ear at all.
These unspectacular recordings do
not do justice to Slatkin's honest
presentation. His Haydn is
sympathetic; it ought to sound more
exciting
Antony Hodgson

C:1-2 0

(
75m 32s)

Here is rich entertainment indeed. In t
'
E,
the safe hands of these talented,
home-grown artists Poulenc's
outrageous 1932 'cantata' Le Bal
(
3
1
masqué emerges in delightfully
idiomatic, fresh-faced fashion.
Marc André
Hamelin: a
Liszt recital
based on
his 1996
Wigmore
Hall recital
programme

LISZT:

4

(
62m 46s)

These are musically and technically
dazzling readings of some of the
most demanding and poetic music
ever written for the pianoforte by
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François Le Roux possesses a most
ingratiating baritone voice, and
Dutoit's alert accompaniment (with
Pascal Rogé at the piano and a
hand-picked group of principals from
the French National Orchestra) is a
treat in itself.
The rest of Decca's programme
has been shrewdly chosen. All are
comparatively early efforts,
completed before Poulenc's 23rd
birthday, with asprinkling of genuine
rarities thrown in for good measure.
Le Roux shines again in the six
aphoristic morsels which comprise Le
Bestiaire (
here given in its original
1918 guise with instrumental septet)
and the miniature Cocteau-triptych
from 1921 entitled Cocardes. He also
lends irreproachably sensitive
advocacy to that same year's
surrealist Quatre Poèmes de Max
Jacob (
the score of which Poulenc
himself believed lost).
The delicious Rapsodie nègre
originally dates from 1917, when
African culture was apparently all the
rage in Paris. At its heart is an
Intermède vocal', after a text by a
Liberian author by the name of
Makoko Kangourou (afictitious
product of Poulenc's mischievous
teenage imagination, in case you
hadn't already twigged). There's also
avaluable opportunity to hear the
popular Trois mouvements perpétuels in
Poulenc's alternative 1946
arrangement for nine instruments.
Last but not least, we can sample the
face-pulling antics of Le Gendarme
incompris, aone-act ' Comédie-bouffe'
to an absurdist text by Cocteau and
his young disciple, Raymond
Radiguet. Premièred in Paris in
1921, Poulenc's suitably anarchic
score was promptly suppressed, and
only turned up again in 1987.
Sparkling music-making, then,
accorded tip-top Decca sonics
throughout. Most enjoyable.
Andrew Achenbuch

A-A':!

PURCELL:
Dido and Aeneas J 12 stage wort
excerpts
MaultsbylWaters1BraunlBoston
Baroque/Pearlman
Telarc CD-80424

(70m Ois)

What makes this aDido worth
serious consideration in an already
well-tenanted field is the inclusion,
as welcome filler, of no fewer than
twelve orchestral movements from
other stage works, five of them from
The Fairy Queen. The performance
of the opera is very good, with
variously successful attempts at
characterization and, more
importantly, alert and responsive
overall direction. Of the singers,
Nancy Maultsby lacks the purity of
tone for the expressive heights of the
closing scene but is otherwise fine;
Susannah Waters is acrisp, lively
HI- F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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SCRIABIN:
Symphony 2 J Piano Concerto
Peter Jablonski (pno)IDeutches SO
Berlin/Ashkenazy

Belinda, Russell Braun a stalwart if
inevitably somewhat wooden Aeneas;
the assorted witches, sailors and
spirits are variously successful. The
instrumental numbers that follow are
happier in lively movements than in
the rather portentously phrased slow
ones. The recording is somewhat
bass-heavy but perfectly acceptable
in other respects; the useful booklet
contains notes as well as clearly laid-

Decca 452 852-2

out libretto.

RAVEL:
Violin Sonata J Tzigane J Pièce en
forme de habanera 3
r
- Sonate
posthume pour violon et piano
(1897) J Berceuse sur le nom de
Gabriel Fauré -ISonata for violin and
cello J Kaddish (transcr. Lucien
Garban)
Chantal juillet (v1n)IPascal Rogé
(pno)ITruls Mork (v1c)

Vladimir

Decca 448 612-2

Ashkenazy:

(
78m 17s)

A dearth of command and freewheeling charisma tends to scupper
Chantal Juillet's Tzigane. But just
wait for Pascal Rogé's entry!
Apparently, at the piece's 1929 Paris
première, a piano luthéal' was used,
incorporating an attachment
designed to change the piano's tone
into something altogether more
exotic. The sonority is absolutely
fascinating, resembling across
between a saloon-bar upright
(perfectly tuned, Ishould add) and
a Hungarian cimbalom (as used by
Kódaly in his Hiny Yemos). Not the
way one would always want to hear
this showpiece, but afascinating
exercise nonetheless.
Fortunately, Juillet's playing is
largely free of the distracting
technical insecurity displayed in her
frustrating coupling of the two
glorious Szymanowski concertos
(also on Decca), yet the ear is more
consistently beguiled by Rogé's
wonderfully fluid and perceptive
contribution. There are, of course,
many fine things here. The haunting
Berceuse is marginally less selfconsciously rapt than it was in the
hands of Lin and Crossley [ Sony];
conversely, it's they who bring
greater character and imaginative
flair to both sonatas for violin and
piano. How nice, however, to
encounter another version of the
earlier student offering so soon.
Valuable, too, to have the Sonata for
violin and cello, tirelessly inventive
and still acomparative rarity. Juillet
is at her most convincing in this
work, forming afruitful partnership
with that admirable Norwegian
cellist, Truls Mork.
In all, an eminently pleasing
concert, beautifully engineered and
balanced. Generous measure, too.
Andrew Achenbach

A: 1-2 J

new Decca
recording of
Scriabin's
Piano
Concerto this time
he's
accompanying
Peter Jablonski

(66m Ois)

Typically lustrous and full-bodied
Decca sonics ensure that these lateRomantic roller-coasters are heard at
their opulent best, even if acertain
amount of internal detail
is lost in the process: the
driving triplet figurations
in the violins during the
fabulous brass chorale
which forms the melodic
backbone of the finale,
for example, lack the
desired weight and
impact. Although in the
Symphony one can
scarcely complain that
Ashkenazy hides his light
under abushel, this
blazing hothouse of a work has to
burn incandescently throughout if it
is to convince. Scriabin's
occasionally stop-go structures, and
stock tendency to pull in the reins
and then unleash yet another
outrageously sensual orchestral
eruption, require enormously
sympathetic handling. Ashkenazy is
at times strangely pernickety in his
characterisation of individual
passages, so that the whole refuses
to gel totally convincingly —
Scriabin's blazing outbursts also
ideally require more careful
balancing than they receive here.
Járvi's SNO outing on Chandos
comes closer to the mark, even more
so Muti's Philadelphia account on
EMI. (No-one comes within amile
of Svetlanov's awesome Melodiya
account which, hopefully, will soon
see the light of day as part of
BMG's invaluable ongoing series.)
Decca already has arguably the
finest available account of the
Scriabin Piano Concerto in the
catalogue, featuring Ashkenazy
himself with LPO/Maazel. Mind
you, this new version is by no means
outclassed even in such
distinguished company — indeed
many may well prefer Jablonski's
more fleetingly poetic, less overtly
percussive way with Scriabin's often
floridly decorative writing.
Ashkenazy conducts with far
greater understanding and sympathy
here, providing anotably flexible
and sensitive backdrop with
moments of special illumination
during the magical central theme
and variations. Jablonski takes all
technical hurdles in his stride,
phrasing with an often breathtaking
subtlety which misses nothing but
never even comes close to
overheating. An altogether special
account, comfortably the finest of
the digital era thus far.
Julian Haylock

A:1*12 J
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STRAVINSKY:
The Rake's Progress
McNair/Rolfe johnson1Plishkal
Saito Kinen OrchlOzawa
Philips 454 431-2

(
2CDs, 136m 33s)

Not long after Kent Nagano's
version on Erato, here is a new set
recorded following aproduction by
Graham Vick at the 1995 Saito
Kinen Festival. A mixed cast, I'm
afraid. Sylvia McNair's Anne
Trulove was sampled previously on
her portrait album with the Act 1
curtain aria ' Igo to him'; heard
complete in the role, the patchiness
of her singing confirms that McNair
is vocally only really up to sections
of the part. Without a solid core to
the tone, she (and therefore Anne)
often registers as anaemic, which
can't have been Stravinsky's
intention.
Anthony Rolfe Johnson's Tom
Ftakewell, sadly, has been caught
some way past his best; though
much artistry remains (he's an
immensely skilled singer of
recitative), the beat in the voice is
ungainly, the impression
unmistakably mature. Similarly, the
woofiness of Paul Plishka's middleaged Nick Shadow thereby loses a
lot of threat, despite his appositely
saturnine manner.
Better are the late Donald
Adams's richly human Trulove,
benefiting from his remarkable
diction, and Jane Bunnell's warmtoned Mother Goose, while Jane
Henschel's solidly sung Baba the
Turk is a genuine comic highlight.
Ian Bostridge's Sellem, meanwhile,
offers too lyric atimbre for the
auctioneer: he might profitably have
been cast as the Rake.
The Japanese chorus doesn't
sound entirely at home with the
English text, but then neither at
times does the composer. Clean
playing from the orchestra, with
Ozawa savouring the score's delicacy
and harmonic sharpness.
The recording presents the voices
in nice perspective though the
orchestral and choral forces are
slightly fuzzy. Taken as awhole,
then, not an enormous success, but
at least the Philips packaging is
preferable to Erato's clumsy efforts.
George Hall

B:2-3 "

VERDI:
La forza del destino ( 1862 version)
GorchakovalGrigorian1PutilinIKitl
BorodinalKirov Opera/Gergiev
Philips 446 951-2

(
3CDs,I58m 08s)

Even the true Verdi aficionado is
likely to find music he hasn't heard
in this, the ' original' Forza, as
performed at the opera's 1862 St
Petersburg premiere. For the first La
Scala staging seven years later, Verdi
expanded the short introduction into
80

afull-scale overture,
recomposed some
numbers, re-ordered
others, and wrote an
entirely new finale in
an effort to lighten
the tone of this dark
tale of lives blighted
by the malign
interventions of fate. u.
Granted that the
1869 revision is
perceived to represent an
improvement over the original, the
earlier version is worth getting to
know, particularly in aperformance
as vocally lavish and dramatically
cogent as this.
Though the Kirov can hardly
claim acontinuing performing
tradition for this opera in either
version, the Russian principals set a
high standard. Galina Gorchakova is
atrue spinto soprano whose stylistic
authority is absolute, her timbre and
weight conveying the constant
anxieties of the unhappy Leonora
with signal success. In this first
version of the score, however, it is
the tenor, Don Alvaro, who takes
centre stage, bringing the opera
memorably to a close with his curse
on mankind and final leap into the

•,"

Valery
Gergiev: a
new '
Forza
del destino'
in the 1862
version,
with the Kirov
Opera

voice than some exponents of the
role, while Mikhail Kit possesses one
of those voluminous, smoky Russian
basses, giving the Father Superior
his defining spiritual gravitas. The
comic friar Melitone has been oddly
cast as a lyric baritone (Georgy
Zastavny) rather than abuffo, but
the gypsy girl Preziosilla could
hardly be sung with more
distinction, wit or largesse than it is
by Olga Borodina.
Already proven in vast tranches of
the repertoire, Valery Gergiev here
establishes himself as aVerdi
conductor of international stature.
The big ensembles have real sweep.
Whereas some of the earlier (live)
Maryinslcy sets were dimly lit, this
one, recorded in the theatre but not
taken from stage performances,
offers auniformly lucid texture.
George Hall

YSAYE:
6 Sonatas for Solo Violin _IPoeme
élégiaque _1Rêve d'enfant
Philippe Graffin
(v1n)IPascal
Devoyon (pno)
Hyperion CM 66940

abyss. Though Gegam Grigorian's
timbre lacks the ideal liquidity for an
Italian role, he's unfailingly ardent,
with a healthy ring at the top of his
range and plenty of panache in his
delivery.
As the malovelent Don Carlo,
Nikolai Putilin provides an
intelligent interpretation, if less sheer

(78m 30s)

Graffin is one of those rare artists
whose insights are so proliferative,
whose solutions to some of the
thorniest interpretative problems in
the violin repertoire are so utterly
spontaneous
Ysae
- Six Sonatas op 27 and
inevitableRêve & alma
Poerne éléeque
sounding,
that one
simply
GRAFFIti
cannot
imagine this
music being
played any
other way.
Even Frank
Peter
Zimmermann 's otherwise exemplary
EMI recording must play ' second
fiddle' to artistry of this order.
Ysaye is reputed to have sketched
in outline all six of these hairraisingly demanding sonatas in a
single day, dedicating each one to a
younger violinist contemporary
whose special qualities it was
designed to highlight: Szigeti,

r''.,11911Fr

Thibaud, Enescu, Kreisler,
Crickboom (second violin in the
Ysaye Quartet) and the fantastically
gifted Manuel Quiroga, whose

A;,:e

career was cut tragically short by an
accident.
Graffin not only surmounts the
myriad technical intractabilities with
which Ysaye peppers this music in
dashing style, but with an amazingly
consistent golden tone, and — most
important of all — a mesmerising
identification with what this music
is all about. One listens as though
on some hot-line to the original
source of the composer's
inspiration. Slow movements are
voiced with such lyrical intensity
and phrasal intuitiveness that one
can only wonder at how the same
player appears equally capable at
throwing off the fireworks with such
unforced abandon and sheer élan.
Here, such potential minefields as
sequences of tenths and octaves,
rapid string crossing, potentially
wrist-breaking multiple stops and
high velocity passage-work becomes
things of musical beauty and
imperativeness, rather than mere
technical hurdles — and still that
fabulous tone remains gloriously
uncompromised.
Graffin could ask for no more
sensitive an accompanist than
Devoyon in the Fauréan Poème
élégiaque and Rêve d'enfant, both of
which receive interpretations that
elevate exquisite plaisanteries to the
level of near-masterpieces. An
altogether remarkable disc.
Julian Haylock
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VILLA- LOBOS:
Bachianas Brasileiras 4, 5, 7 & 9 U
Choros 10
Renée Fleming (sop)1BBC Singers!
New World Symphony/Tilson
Thomas
(78m 10s)
RCA 09026 68538 2
Full marks to any record company
which records the music of Heitor
Villa-Lobos. As with most prolific
composers, people are rather
frightened when they learn just how
much he actually composed.
According to the pianist Martino
Tirimo, valiant efforts are now being
made to have the remaining
manuscripts published, although we
in this country almost totally ignored
the anniversary of his birth!
A double welcome, therefore, to
Michael Tilson Thomas's new CD
— it is abeauty. Some of the
composer's finest music is on this
well-filled disc: the hypnotic Fourth
of the suites, which must have vied
with the popularity of his Fifth. His
instrumental treatment of the
gorgeous melody in (
i) has
unsurpased beauty, and the Coral,
Aria and Danza that follow are

Michael
Tilson
Thomas:
getting
u

in the mood
for
Villa Lobos
equally appealing. The Fifth's Aria
and Danza are admirably conveyed
by Renée Fleming's liquid phrasing
and her eight cello partners.
Bachianas Brasileiras 7 and 9 may
be slightly less familiar, but score
with their dance sequences. No.7
contains aPrelude (
Ponteio), aGigue
(Counny Quadrille), Toccata
(Desafio) and Fugue (
aConversation
recalling Bach's organ style); the
shorter No.9 contains aPrelude,
mysterious in style, and aFugue in
11/8 metre. The earlier Choros
No.10 merges chorus and orchestra
in an evocation of city and forest
life, yet it was written in 1926 while
the composer was sojourning in
Paris.
A stunning record with
scintillating performances blending
with the warm acoustics.
Bill Newman
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CALL ME MISTER
Jennifer Larmore sings Gluck, Mozart,
Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer,
Gounod, Tchaikovsky, 1Strauss
Jennifer Larmore (mez-sop)1Welsh
Nat OrchlRizzi
Teldec 0630 10211 2

(
71m 03s)

A clever idea to bring together arias
from mezzo trouser roles, with a
suited, soignée Jennifer Larmore
photographed àla Dietrich on the
cover, seated nonchalantly with
brandy and cigar.
With awide range of music on
offer, and an even greater breadth of
characters, Larmore's ability to
differentiate all these various pages,
warriors and young lovers by altering
the quality of her timbre reminds
one of Callas (yes, honestly!). Her
Cherubino colour is lighter, more
volatile, than that of her Orpheus;
her Romeo (Bellini) has aboyishly
eager sound, her Orsini (Donizetti's
Lucrezia Borgia) aboyishly cheeky
one, her Siebel (Gounod's Faust) an
almost desperate sincerity, all
conveyed by tone alone.
None of this might count for very
much if Larmore's technique were
less than solid, but solid it is. The
voice is steady and even, the
coloratura runs like clockwork (only
less mechanically), and in the
Rossini repertoire the young mezzo
recalls Marilyn Horne at her peak;
of the two, in fact, it is Larmore
who possesses the greater powers of
characterisation. She also sings the
semiquavers without harrying them,
as Horne sometimes did.
A few highlights, almost at
random. As sad teenager-in-love
Smeton in Donizetti's Anna Bolena,
Larmore shows the fineness of her
judgement in applying weight to
individual notes. Another, sexier
page-boy figure is Urbain in
Meyerbeer's Les Huguenots, whose
solo is done with just the right
degree of flirtatiousness. The one
non-male character Larmore sings is
Joan of Arc — admittedly acrossdresser — in Tchaikovsky's opera
The Maid of Orleans; here she shows
that the bigger mezzo repertoire
could be hers too, if she decides to
move up-Fach.
Fine playing from the WNO
orchestra, thoughtful partnering (and
never mere accompanying) from
Carlo Rizzi.
George Hall

A:1*

EXOTIC DANCES FROM
THE OPERA
Minnestota OrchlOue
Reference Recordings RR-71CD

(60m 33s)

Collections like this were perhaps
more common in the days of LP
when companies would issue
records with enticing titles like
'Overtures in HiFi'. Perhaps we're

all too grown up nowadays to want
equipment demo discs? Anyway, for
those who still hanker after the
heady days of early stereo,
Reference offer this CD of Exotic
Dances. The selection includes a
mixture of the familiar and rare:
alongside popular pieces like
Richard Strauss's ' Dance of the
Seven Veils' and Saint-Saens's
`Bacchanale' from Samson and
Delilah are rarities like Henri
Rabaud's dances from his opera
Marauf, Cobbler of Cairo, plus Anton
Rubinstein's ballet music from The
Demon. Eili Oue gets keen, lively
playing from the Minnesota
Orchestra, which responds with
enthusiasm.
The HDCD recording is good,
but it sounds as if both extreme
treble and bass have been boosted.
This gives aslightly recessed, ` deep'
soundstage, yet with exaggerated
highs that pull the image forward.
At times it's as if you're listening to
an amplifier with loudness
compensation. There's alack of
presence as aresult, and because
the midband is recessed the disc
needs to be played at high volume
levels. Lovely cover art though!
James M Hughes

B:1 O.

HELEN HUANG
DEBUSSY: Children's Corner/LISZT:
Gnomenreigen/MENDELSSOHN:
Spinnerlied Op.67:4/MOZART:
Variations on ` Ah! vous dirai-je,
Maman'/SCHUMANN:
KinderszenenNILLA-LOBOS: A prole
do bebe No.1
Helen Huang (pno)
Teldec 0630 13148 2

(
67m 48s)

The artist is only 15 years old but
the disc is at full price. We are
therefore invited to judge her by the
highest standards. But even so gifted
amusician as Huang cannot be
expected to match the calibre of the
most distinguished of practiced
colleagues; and she doesn't. Though
her performance of Mendelssohn's
Song without Words is less than
fluent, she is aremarkably dextrous
technician. She is also unpretentious
and blessed with the sort of good
taste that allows her to evaluate
what she chooses to play without
any distortion of aesthetic values.
But limitations are there. The evenly
stressed notes that cause rigid
rhythms, tonal monotony, texturing
that lacks the subtlest shades of
colour are the limitations of
immaturity, not to be criticised but
simply observed. They will only be
dispelled with experience and a
continously evolving understanding
of her art. Refinement is amatter of
time; and Huang has plenty of time.
She should use it wisely.
Nolen Anthoni

A-B:2-3 n
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D

ebut is anew EMI series which
aims to provide aplatform for
outstanding young players and
composers who are already on the
verge of establishing an international
reputation. A decidedly eclectic
package taken overall — gospel,
piano transcriptions, Palestrina,
accordion duos — the first batch of
nine releases nevertheless sustains a
generally high standard of
performance and engineering, the
lower mid-price tag acommendable
incentive for inquisitive collectors.

Thomas Adès
Thomas Ades, the 26-year-old
composer-in-residence with the
Hallé Orchestra, has taken the
concert world by storm. Not since
the emergence of Oliver Knussen
has a British composer received so
much attention at so tender an age
— indeed there are those who, given
Adès's phenomenal keyboard skills,
compare his burgeoning talent to
Benjamin Britten. An album entitled
'Life Story' features the composer in
three solo piano pieces (
Darknesse
Visible, Still Sorrowing, and the
tripartite Traced Overhead), alongside
the song-cycle Five Eliot Landscapes
(Valdine Anderson, soprano), the
piano quartet movement Catch
(pno/c1t/v1n/v1c), the strangely
bluesy, eponymous Life Story (
Mary
Carewe, soprano), and Under
Hamelin Hill, a three-movt work for
chamber organ occasionally
involving three (!) players. Often
fearlessly virtuosic, timbrally
resourceful, texturally ear-tweaking
in the extreme, urgently compelling
in its underlying sense of forward
momentum, thoroughly
contemporary in feel yet utterly
devoid of modernist posturing, this
is strikingly inventive music which
amply rewards repeated listening
[CDZ 569 6992, 76m 36s].
A:1*

The Brindisi Quartet
Widely recognised as sympathetic
exponents of British music on disc
(Britten, Bridge and Ho1st), the
talented Brindisi Quartet here turn
their attention to three of Mozart's
most enchanting chamber works,
with wind soloists Jonathan Kelly
(Oboe Quartet K370), Jaime Martin
(Flute Quartet K285) and Nicholas

warm, open and well balanced
Studio 1, Abbey Road sound [CDZ
569 7022, 63m 34s].
A:1/2

their director, Timothy Brown, give
arecital of first-rate Palestrina
worthy to rank with the best
available. Antiphonal effects are

rating [CDZ 569 7042, 7/m 30s].
A:1

Clare College Choir
Atmospherically recorded in Ely
Cathedral's Lady Chapel, the Choir
of Clare College, Cambridge, under

Crabb & Draugsvoll

'I have often felt that
sections of Petrushka
sound akin to some
vast squeeze- box in
overdrive, and so it
proves here, with
the ' Shrove-Tide Fair'
section making an over-

A disc which I'm sure is destined to
become something of a collector's
item features dashingly virtuosic
performances of Stravinsky's
complete Petrushka (1947 version)
and Tango, and Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition in stunning
arrangements for two accordions by
the recording's co-protagonists
James Crabb and Geir Draugsvoll.
One might not

whelming impression'
handled with absolute security,
overlapping entries are balanced
within an inch of their lives, while
the architectural sweep of each
section — try the opening Kyrie
of the Missa Assumpta est Maria' —
emerges with magisterial poise.
Diction is clear and precise
without resorting to over-fussy
sibilants, intonation is beyond
criticism in all vocal ranges, and
climaxes arrive with adisarming
naturalness with no sense of forcing
the collective tone. Yet despite the
technically immaculate nature of
these performances, it is this great
choir's obvious enthusiasm and
affection for the music which shines
through every bar — their reading of
the glorious Magnificat Septimi Toni,
for example, borders on the sensual
in its ravishing terracing of rolling
vocal textures. Anyone who has yet
to sample this repertoire could have
no finer introduction [CDZ 569
7032, 67m 27s].

Konstantin Scherbakov
The gifted Siberian-born pianist,
Konstantin Scherbakov, turns in a
wrist-crippling recital of virtuoso
piano transcriptions of Johann
Strauss favourites by the likes of
Reger (
Blue Danube), Cziffra
(Tritsch-Tratsch), Grünfeld (
Die
Fledermaus and Kaiser- Waltz),
Tausig (Valses caprices), Friedman
(Voices of Spring) and Dohnanyi (
Du
und Du). Scherbakov elicits a
subtlety of dynamics and keyboard
colour which performances of this
sort of repertoire often lack, and

Carpenter (Clarinet Quintet K581).
With infectiously buoyant outer
movements and tenderly phrased
Adagios, the two earlier works
continually delight, while the
pleasingly graceful if perhaps slightly
anonymous-sounding performance of
the enchanting K581 Quintet
displays a finely judged balance
between Classical restraint and
expressive intensity, and — a rarity
in this particular work — intonation
within the ensemble is most

refreshingly sees these time-worn old
phrases in long paragraphs rather
than as an excuse to batter every

sensitively matched. A generally fine
release complemented by seductively

quicksilver demisemiquaver into
submission as part of an all-purpose
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display of bewildering digitation.
The fact that only ten fingers can
encompass so many notes
simultaneously leaves one weak with
admiration, even if the absolute
musical quality of the pieces
enshrined therein might leave a little
to be desired. Only a certain lack of
Cziffrian devil-may-care
abandonment prevents afull star

necessarily always want to hear this
music played this way, but when
performed with such sensitivity, élan
and jaw-dropping instrumental
command and unanimity of
ensemble, it's well-nigh impossible
to ignore it. Ihave often felt that
sections of Petrushka sound akin to
some vast squeeze-box in overdrive
(pace NYPO/Boulez), and so it
proves here, with the ' Shrove-Tide
Fair' section making an
overwhelming impression.
Rarely can the instrument's
advantages of keyboard facility
married to awind-controlled
dynamic flexibility have been so
triumphantly demonstrated as in
Pictures, especially with the hideous
angularities of `Gnomus' and helterskelter madness of ' Limoges' (in
truth the ' Great Gate' does lack
something in sheer projection and
power). Indeed, if you can overcome
the instrument's café associations
this is a colossal achievement [CDZ
569 7052, 66m 40s].
A:1(*)
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Rebecca Evans
A delightful recital of Italian songs
by Bellini, Verdi, Respighi, Rossini
and Donizetti might not make too
many demands on the intellect, but
when they are as lovingly and
charmingly performed as by the
Welsh soprano Rebecca Evans and
accompanist Michael Pollock, their
inherently uncomplicated ways arrive
as shafts of sunlight to brighten even
the most gloomy of days.
If very occasionally Evans tends to
swell individual notes rather
affectatiously, her command of
colour, range and expression is
otherwise unfailingly imaginative,
with an upper range which can be
tamed down to the merest creamy
whisper (as at the end of Bellini's
`Almen se non poss' jo'), and achest
register whose darker tinges suggest
that certain mezzo roles may well be
on the cards in the future. If the
three Rossini settings (' L'Invito', ' La

aClare College Choir, there is no
doubting the moving sincerity with
which such timeless melodies as ' Oh
What aBeautiful City', 'Walk With
Me', `By and By', ' De Gospel Train'
and ' Good News' are performed
here [
CDZ 569 7072, 53m 59s].
A:2
Richard Egarr
Depending on the degree of
temporal flexibility they are willing
to accord the great Thuringian's
melodic lines, agenerous recital of
IS Bach harpsichord works by
Richard Egarr may appeal more to
some than others. Egarr opens with
the first of Bach's six Partitas in a
manner which strikes my ears as
simply bizarre — phrases are pulled
around so wilfully that any sense of
flow all but vaporises. Put beside
this, Lipatti's 1950 piano recording
— admittedly one of the greatest
Bach interpretations of all time —
emerges as the very soul of authentic
purity and discretion.
Try the opening movement of the
G-major French Suite for afurther
illustration of the sort of hesitatory
manner which comes perilously close
to undermining any feeling of a
basic tempo. In fairness, the Italian
Concerto which rounds off the disc is
altogether less prone to this
mannerist style, and Egarr's
technique is rock-solid throughout,
although Istill find his
interventionist interpretative style
more distracting than illuminating.
[CDZ 569 7002, 77m 34s]. A:2-3
Nelson Goerner

Artists on EMI's
'Debut' label (clockwise):
Ruby Philogene, Thomas Adès,
James Crabb & Geir Draugsvoll,
Konstantin Scherbakov
Pastorella della Alpi' and '
La
Promessa') seem strangely familiar
that's because they are amongst
those selected by Britten for his
popular Soirées and Matinées
musicales orchestral suites [
CDZ 569
7062, 68m 59s].
A:1-2
Ruby Philogene/
London Adventist Chorale
A well-chosen programme of 17
gospel and spiritual songs is
provided by soprano Ruby
Philogene, accompanist Julius Drake
and the London Adventist Chorale
in various combinations. Certain
artists who have turned their talents
to this priceless repertoire in recent
years have fallen prey to akind of
archness, as though keen to show
that underneath the hard outer shell
of aprima donna there's asoul in
tune with the old chain-gangs.
Refreshingly, this collection avoids
all such associations, so that while
the listener may not always
encounter the vocal sophistication of

A challenging recital of late Chopin
from Nelson Goerner is rather more
satisfying. Although huge claims are
made for works like the Fourth
Ballade and Scherzo, Third Sonata
and PolonaiseFantaisie as
epitomising aperiod of 'late'
mastery — the ailing Chopin was
still only in his early-to-mid-30s —
the ideas are, generally speaking, far
less striking than in his earlier work,
and their integration is not exactly
seamless at surface level.
While fully attentive to the
music's poetic content, Goerner
makes abetter job of creating the
impression of organic development
than, say, Pollini and Perahia who
tend to shy away from undue
characterisation for fear of upsetting
the admittedly somewhat discursive
musical argument.
Imiss the sheer glitter of a
Rubinstein or Malcuzynski, let alone
the probingly reckless artistic
personality of aCortot, yet
Goemier's sensitive playing is
thankfully aeons away from the
spick-and-span pianism of so many
latter-day pianists. A fine recital
[CDZ 569 7012, 77m 16s]. A:1-2

VESSELINA KASAROVA:
A PORTRAIT
Vesselina Kasarova (mez-sop)I
Bavarian Rad Ch/Munich ROI
Haider
(64m I4s)
RCA 0926 68522 2
This young Bulgarian singer has
appeared in anumber of roles in
Sofia, Zurich, Vienna and elsewhere,
including Rosina (Barber) at Covent
Garden. The current portrait album
presents her in Italian opera from
Handel to Donizetti.
As with her repertory, Kasarova's
voice has agood range and some
power, and her dramatic sensibilities
are well displayed in Leonora's
scena ' 0 mio Fernando' from
Donizetti's La favorita. But there is
little of the expected blossoming at
the top of the voice: some high
notes are insecure, while in Rosina's
'Una voce poco fa' the climactic B is
wildly sharp.
In addition, Kasarova's tone is
uneven — by far the best notes are
at the bottom, suggesting apushedup contralto — while the
inconstancy of her vibrato is
disconcerting.
In Handel (' Or la tromba in suon
festante' from Rinaldo) she sounds
determined rather than fluent.
Gluck's ` Che farà' has no great
personality. Kasarova's Cherubino is
more appealing, though not always
in tune and at times stylistically
suspect. The traditionally soubrette
role of Zerlina, on the other hand,
suits her surprisingly well, even
though certain idiosyncracies remain.
The Cenerentola finale is technically
successful, but ' Una voce' receives a
humourless rendition in which the
runs are regularly aspirated.
All in all, it seems apity that an
unfinished technique and
uncertainties of style should mar the
impact of asinger with definite
potential. Superior playing
meanwhile from the Munich
orchestra, and asense of dynamism
throughout from conductor
Friedrich Haider.
George Hall 111111,11111111.11112

Julian Haylock
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PERFORMANCE THAT BELIES ITS PRICE

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in Garrard. Thorens and SMF

jj

PSU Il MK 3as with MK Iis being built to customer demand and can no power
any Garrard or Thorens turntable ever built irrespective of the quality of the
mains voltage, or frequency, anywhere in the World. In countries where there is
asplit frequency aswitch version is available. We are currently working on a
larger verison for heavier loads to include turntable pre amp CD player Tuner.
LORICRAFT PRECISION
CRYSTAL OSCILATOR
Adevice we use ourselves to check the function of aturntable when used in conjunction with astrobe turntable platter or precision disc such is the SME. This we
have found to be invaluable in our design work and is more accurate than the
most expensive frequency counter. We have kept expensive packaging of the
product itself and other associated trim to the minimum.
Superb sonic performance combined with stunning good looks

£50.00 or £70.00 with SME Stroboscope Disc.

Amplifiers, D/A Converters, CD Players, Audio and Mains Cables

We supply and service Garrard. Thorens and other high quality turntables using genuine and newly manufactured parts to original specifications.

Designed by Dr R Bews and Prof M Hawksford

Also manufactures of the worlds finest Plinth for Garrard 301/401 Thorens TD124

Hand built in the UK by skilled engineers

now with 5mm covers and finest hinges if required including Technics SPIO.

Prices from £299 to £5500

BY WORTH MUSIC
All of the above Loricroft produces are on demonstration together with amplifiers by Beam Echo, Heybrook Loudspeakers Quad Electrostatic Loudspeakers

«F)t ,

with an extensive library of music.
Please ring Peter Daniel on 01252 710910

THE ULTIMATE AURAL EXPERIENCE

NEW 1997 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

LFD Audio, 7 Lancaster Gardens West

01488 72267

Clacton-on-sea, Essex, C015 6QG

4BIG LANE, GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,

Tel: ( 01255) 422533 Fax: ( 01255) 221069

BERKSHIRE, BG17 81Q

HNE Systems

A selection of our dedicated & tested supports include:
AE1&2 - ANE,J&E - ATC 10, 20, 50 & 100 - Celestion Al
& Kingston - B&W CDM 1&2, Silver Sign - Epos 11, 12,

LOUDSPEAKER STANDS, EQUIPMENT
ISOLATION PLINTHS AND RACKS
Granite Cableway® and Isolation Plinths®
designed and dedicated to support the best
loudspeakers and equipment -

14 & 22 - Harbeth LS5/12A HLP3 HL6&7 - LS3/5A - Jamo
Concert 8 - KAR Figaro - KEF 104/2 LS3/5d LE - Linn Neat Petite - Proac tab 3, sign, S100, Ris & R2 - Quad 77
63 - Rogers S3, LS5/9 - Sonus Faber min Amator, & Lecta

min arm, eletra, concerto & extrema - Spender SP 1,2 & 3 TDL Studios - UKD Callas and many more!

Diamond cut and polished in arange of tested materials and our unique exiKuee

HNE Systems Barn Croft Main St_.
frayton Retford Notts UK—DN22 9LF

and modification service will enable yOu to upgrade your *11411)mi:in for_

.tel/fak 44 (0)1777 70

HORN

LOUDSPEAKERS

13SC

IMMORTAL

I
I°

SOUND FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks 0129628790. Cheshire 01625264666. Cornwall 01209710777. Devon 01803 606863. Eire 01-2889449. Hants
01730 895194. Herts 01727 855577. Hunts 01733 341755. Lanes 01257 473175. Leics 01162 571414. London 0171 486 8262, 0171 431 7423.
Oxon 01865 247783. Somerset 01935 79361. Suffolk 01502 582853. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978 364500. W. Midlands 0121 455 0667,
0121 429 2811, 0121 742 0254. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387
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classical REVIEWS

A

fter all the media hype, collectors by
now probably feel ' once bitten twice
shy' about Telstar's Revelation transfers
from the Russian tape archives. Selling at
around £9-10, these CDs have a
consistent, if not very appealing,
presentation and brief leaflet-notes.
The snag is the sound quality: often
dreadful and not helped by some
inattentive processing, whereby trackendings are cut abruptly (inexcusable
when ' live' hall noise would allow
seamless editing to the next item/movt),
or where the digital processing drains
instrumental colour. Level matching from
variously sourced recitals is not always
done, track allocation is sometimes
inadequate, and mono sources are not
indicated as such.
What this series really
required was genuine quality
assessment, so that some of
the more rough-and-ready
orchestral performances were
issued at budget price (like
the ' Leningrad Masters' discs
distributed by Priory) with,
perhaps, amore sophisticated
presentation for recordings of
major artistic or historic
consequence.
A recent Shostakovich
CD illustrates some of these
problems: a 1968
performance of the
'Leningrad' Symphony by the
Grand SO of Radio & TV
under Rozhdestvensky [
RV
10059, 68m 29s]. There are bettersounding early Eastern bloc productions
at midprice: Kondrashin's
[BMG/Melodiya]; Ancerl's [Praga or
Supraphon]; and Rozhdestvenksy's own
studio recording [Olympia]. In modern
sound at full price: Temirkanov and the
St Petersburg Orchestra [RCA]. But the
extra tensions of the live event do
register, so it's worth tolerating the dire
technical quality to have this all-out
rendition. Contrary to expectations, I
found it more acceptable through
headphones.
C-D: 1 (*)
In my view, Revelation Records are to
be prized for their solo and chambermusic recitals — with pianists such as
Sviatoslav Richter, Emil Gilds, the young
Evgeny Kissin, and violinists Leonid
Kogan and David Oistrakh. Retailing at
only £2.99 is a69m sampler from piano
recitals by Gilds, Kissin, Richter and
Rubinstein which gives afair
representation [
RV 60002].
Oistrakh and Kogan may be heard
respectively in Prokofiev's Violin
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Concertos 1 & 2 (
USSR State
SO/Kondrashin), plus ` Masks' from
Romeo & Juliet (
arr. Heifetz — Kogan/
Andrei Mytnik, pno) and The Five
Melodies Op.35b (Oistrakh/Vladimir
Yampolslcy, pno) [RV 10074, 62m 13s,
rec.1953/56/55/47 mono]. In both items
Oistrakh is balanced very forward (as he
always preferred to be), which at least
allows us to hear every detail in
Prokofiev's writing.
The sound in Concerto 1is
surprisingly good, apart from patches of
orchestral congestion; the violin is steely
at forte but in both works Oistrakh's
lovely, warm playing can be enjoyed.
Even better are the Kogan recordings,
with colourful, bold attack in ` Masks',
and complete technical security and

authority in Concerto 2. Kogan brings
greater fantasy (and aconvincing
nerviness — matched by Kondrashin's
superb conducting) to the work than
Oistrakh, comparatively complacentsounding on his celebrated EMI studio
recording.
B-C(D): 1 / 1 *
One orchestral disc which you might
overlook is acoupling of the first two
Beethoven Piano Concertos with Gilds
and the [Russian] State SO under Kurt
Masur [RV 10040, 62m 30s, rec.1976].
The stereo is abit edgy, but solo balance
is good, and there's plenty of tension and
vitality in the playing.
The two inner movts are slow by
today's standards, but 1(ii) is saved by
Gilels's masculine style and sensitivity,
whilst in (iii) there's aKempfflike
lightness and brilliance — matched in
aplomb by Masur's conducting. Given
the excitement generated, afew fingerslips are of little consequence.
C:1
More Beethoven playing of distinction
comes in arecital of the three A-major
Violin Sonatas, Op.12:2, 30:1 and 47

`Kreutzer' [
RV 10047, 69m 03s,
rec.1978]. The artists are Leonid and
Nina Kogan — his daughter. There's an
obvious rapport here, and the playing is
very stylish indeed.
The sound is decent, though with a
slight 'screech' to the upper register of
the violin; balance is good but there's no
perceptible sterero separation (or change
if reproduced ' double mono').
Beethoven's direction for Sonata 2(iii) is
`piacevole' — playful — and this translates
itself to the listener, but it's printed in
the liner as '
Allegro pianissimo'!
B:1
There are two compilations from
1984/89' recitals highlighting Evgeny
ICissin's extraordinary facility as -a
teenager (he's only 26 now). A Chopin
disc has ' Sonata 3, five Mazurkas, the Fminor Fantasy and the Eminor Waltz Op. posth [
RV
10080, 57m 47s]. He
scampers through the waltz,
exaggerating contrasts (but
then: at 13...?). The
Mazurkas became something
of aKissin speciality — the
B-flat-minor exhibits
irresistible depth of feeling.
He's wise far beyond his
years in the Fantasy: both
here and in the Sonata — too
forceful at times — his
interpretations are wholly
individual and completely
Kogon
thought-through. B/C: 1(
1-2
A Liszt/Schumann
collection, where the later
material is shallower, not so close, has La
LeggWrezza, Waldrauschen, ' Liebestraume
3, '
Hungarian Rhapsody 12 and the
"Appassionata' Etude (S139); the
Schumann pieces are the Abegg
Variations, Widmung' (
trans. Liszt) and
the '
Symphonic Etudes [
RV 10031, 65m
56s]. Kissin sounds formidably selfassured in both the ` Appassionata' study
and Rhapsody, and his Abegg Variations
have charm and exuberance, although he
rushes Schumann's Etudes.
B/C: 1C-3
If there's little poetry or poise in
Kissin's Schumann Etudes, amature
alternative — also with the posthumous
group — exists in acharacteristic Richter
collection, with six of the Fantasiestücke
Op.12 (the sound is marred by pedal
thumps) and Faschingsschwank ans Wien,
for which the transfer level drops so
considerably that Iwondered if it might
be ' out of phase' [
RV 10012, 77m, rec.
1972/70/76]. Only one track for each
work is given.
B:1 C- D:1 D:1
11111Millipher Breunig
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WORLD PARTY
EGYPTOLOGY
Chrysalis

(45m 40s)

One man bands, don'tcha just love ' em?
Well yes, if they happened to be Emitt
Rhodes, Ian Brodie or, in this instance,
Karl Wallinger, who is proving to be the
real genius to stem from The Waterboys.
A son of the 1960s, with touches of
Macc at every corner, Wallinger is adept
at turning the trick of utilising influences,
incorporating I've-been-here-before riff
and instrumental licks to create songs
that, somehow, are as contemporary as
they come. ` She's The One' may well be
his ' Long And Winding Road', ` Beautiful
Dream' his `Wild Thing' and 'Vanity
Fair' his ' House Of The Rising Sun'. A
potential Greatest Hits then. Now all he
has to do is issue the appropriate singles.
Fred Dellar
It's exactly four years since our group
review of World Party's third album,
Bang, making this one of the least
prolific bands, or — since it's all Karl
Wallinger by himself — artists in the biz.
Is it worth the wait? Certainly. But in the
interim, Oasis has established itself as the
Beatleclone outfit of note, and every time

Wallinger forces his vocals nasalward,
you can't help but think of Liam.
Egyptology, though, is far less derivative
than either Oasis album, so his original
way with melodies, however pastiche-like
ii may be, lifts this above the sand. And
he's still too clever by half.

Wallinger's last album, Bang, found him
in asubdued mood but this is right on
track, anatural successor to the classic
Goodbye jumbo, all rough edges and
chunky noises surrounding hookintensive pop-rock songs, swelling with
optimism and full of heart-on-sleeve
echoes of his eclectic musical interests.
'Call Me Up' is everything atruly great
Paul McCartney song would be if he
could still write therm ' Rolling Off A
Log', astonishingly, ends with vocal
interplay not unlike the Swingle Singers;
abrief outbreak of Mick Jagger erupts
halfway through ' Strange Groove'; a
modified Jefferson Airplane guitar
rhythm powers ' Beautiful Dream', but
none of this really matters because the
strength of the album is in the songs,
and those are uniquely Karl Wallinger's.
Johnny Black

Gradually, short sharp numbers like
`Up In Arms' give way to longer,
more developed songs, like the
rolling thunder of ' February Stars'
or the gentle ' Walking After You',
which should not only delight those
who loved the first album, but also
nudge the band further towards the
mainstream.
_
alp Valerie Patter

means guests like Nanci Griffith
(returning afavour) and material
from John Prine. The
Allison/Mauldin core remains intact,
occasional Cricket Sonny Curtis and
erstwhile Cricket Glen D Hardin are
both on board for this set, and Stuart
Colman oroduéed it with sincerity.
Hence its adelight, even if half the
tunes are Holly pastiches.

ROBERT CRAY
SWEET POTATO PIE
Mercury 534 698-2

(40m I7s)

Cray's blues guitar playing has
sweetened abit, and his technique
continues to improve, pulling in
more influences while still evolving
his own direction but, good as this
album is, there's alack of vitality
and afeeling that he needs aradical
shake-up. He's not alone though,
because contemporary electric blues
is stuck in arut, and all the running
is being done by acoustic players,
notably Keb' Mo' and Eric Bibb.
Nevertheless, by its own lights, this
is acreditable effort, with songs
often recalling the country-soul mix
of writers like Penn and Oldham.
Overall, asignificant improvement
on his last outing.

F00 RIGHTERS
THE COLOUR AND THE SHAPE
CapiteVParlephone CO EST2295 (
advance tape)

Foo Fighters
nudging
towards the
mainstream

THE CRICKETS
TOO MUCH MONDAY MORNING
Cartton 30360 00332

(
44m 57s)

Beyond question the
oldest surviving
rock'n'roll band in the
world (unless you
count The Drifters as
rock), The Crickets still
play with enthusiasm
and continue to evolve.
Able to lay claim to having
invented country rock before
McGuinn even met Crosby, the
Crickets now work to a70:30
country-to-rock ratio, but in 1997 it
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Like then. debut, Foo Fighters'
second album starts off strongly with
the first single — in this case
'Monkey Wrench' — but as it
proceeds it becomes clear that this is
amore considered, less frenetic
record than its predecessor.

FUTURE BIBLE HEROES
MEMORIES OF LOVE
Setanta SRRCD24

(37m 08s)

The last time Iraved about Stephen
Merritt in these pages he was called
Magnetic Fields, and before that he
was The Sixths. He makes ahabit of
changing his identity, as if desperate
to escape categorisation or success,
but his unmistakable electropop
imprint is all over this latest work. His
weary, inscrutable, care-worn vocals
(and those of his working partner
Claudia Gonson) make Lou Reed
sound like Kermit the Frog, imparting
adelicious ennui to songs of lost love,
she-devils and, as is his wont, the
moon. With agift for arrangement
that is, in its own minimalist way,
equal to that of aBrian Wilson or a
Burt Bacharach, Merritt spices his
tunes with exotic instrumentation.
The added bonus of newcomer Chris
Ewen's rinky-dink synths, so redolent
of French pioneers Perrey and
Kingsley, makes this an irresistibly
quieL
o-Masterpiece.
i
nny Mac -
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STEVE HACKIETT
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM
EMI Classics 7243 556348 2

(
62m 35s)

Whats this doing here? You might well
ask, but where else does the latest
composition by anoted rock guitarist
belong? The former Genesis
guitarslinger has interpreted the Bard's
faene fantasy as akind of Midsummer
Night in the Gardens Of Aranjuez, with
echoes of Rodrigo prominent at every
turn. Even if the feeling of pastiche is
inescapable, there's no denying the
fluidity of his Spanish guitar
technique, or his penchant for melodic
invention. Well-versed in the awfulness
of most rock attempts at classical
works, purists will scoff but, if this is
approached as you might Respighi%
Ancient Airs And Dances, in which a
modern composer evokes the past by
adopting its style, there's much to be
savoured. Hackett should be justifiably
proud of his achievement, afluid,
lyrical suite that would certainly sound
gorgeous drifting out across your
garden on abalmy summer night.
Johnny Black

ALISON KRAUSS it UNION
STATION
SO LONG SO WRONG
Rounder CD0385

(
45m 56s)

Krauss, undeniably the focus of this
bluegrass-flavoured C&W
supergroup, is too generous. If there
are such things as angels, they'd
wish they could sing like her.., and
yet she steps aside on nearly half the
tracks, sharing the lead vocal duties
with Union Station members. It's
such a waste, as her supersweet,
crystal-clear singing is on a par with
the fiddling which made her astar.
So what we have here is a semiKrausswork, but that's still way
better than any other female country
warbling around today... with all due
respect to Nanci's fans. The
qualifier? You gotta love yee-hahgrade pickin'n'pluckin'. because
that's the dominant style.

American «NCR 01

(
59m 39s)

The departure of Mark Olsen has hit
The Jayhawks hard. His songwriting
and sweetly-harmonising partner Gary
Louris is keeping the flame alive, but
the heady optimism that turned even
their darkest moments into
celebrations seems to have fled with
Olsen. What remains is so drenched
in regret and despair that it sounds
like asweetly tuneful cross between
Nirvana Unplugged and the Eagles at
their most glum. The songs are as
well-crafted as ever and if Louris
would let alittle light in, to contrast
with the unremitting gloom, it could
be agreat album; but, instead, it
eventually drowns in atear-filled
bitter creek of its own devising.

Celtic epic ' Business As Usual'. An

sings like an

impressively fresh and original
return to the rock arena for Moore.

angel - but
too often steps
JOHN MAYALL
Bt. JES FOR THE LEST DAYS
Silvertone ORE C0547

THE JAYNAWKS
SOUND OF LIES

Alison Krauss:

A:1

Vaielk Potter

•

aside
PI PROBY
LEGEND

(
57m 07s)

EMI Premier 855305 2

(
45m 05s)

The Mayall man bucks the trend.
While others lose their vitality and
relevance as age takes its toll, the
Bluesbreaker has, in terms of vocal
delivery alone, improved year on

It's always been a bit like Stars In
Their Eyes with Jimbo. A vocal
chameleon, he can be almost

year. His lyrics also are ahead of the
game stuff, 'All My Heroes' proving
a knowing name-check for Albert
Ammons, Blind Lemon Jefferson,
Big Maceo and others, while the
mandola-driven `Trenche' acts as a
telling re-run of ' Oh What A Lovely
War'. The band ? Well, Mayall's
always worked with the best. This
time around, Red Holloway (sax),
George Bohanon (trumpet) and
Tommy Eyre (keyboards) are among
those who drop in to assist the basic
(and impressive) rhythm squad.
Quality maintained.

around it's Elvis Proby, with a
touch of Scott Proby, that mainly
surfaces. And things, stagemanaged here by the likes of St
Etienne's Bob Stanley and Pete
Wiggs, Sigue Sigue's Neal X and
Marc Almond, are never less than
entertaining. In fact they're pretty
good, particularly a version of
Donnie Fritt's and Dan Penn's
'Rainbow Road' and ' Suburban

Wire

111M111

anyone he wants to be. Once, he
even came up with a fair
impression of Prince. This time

Vocal
chameleon
Pi Proby: this
time he's Elvis
with a touch
of Scott

Opera', an Almond song bearing
echoes of Ray Davies. So press the
button marked 'vote' now!
F'red Dad:3r

A:1 •

GAMY MOORE
DARE DAYS If*. PARADISE
Light and summery: Gory
Moore leaves the blues
behind him

Virgin CDV2826

(
advance taped

Abandoning the blues, to which
he's devoted most of
this decade, Moore's
latest is surprisingly
diverse and pleasantly
summery, boasting influences as
far removed as North American
Indian rhythms in ' Cold Wind
Blows', and 1970s style
Philadelphia soul in `IHave Found
My Love In You'. But while the
music is, for the most part, light
and airy, the lyrics are painfully
honest and soul-searching, as he
surveys the break-up of his
marriage and subsequent
relationships, notably on the
sweeping autobiographical
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VARIOUS
KEROUAC - KICKS JOY
DARKNESS

LISA STANSFIELD
LISA STANSFIELD
Arista 7432145812

(
76m 47s)

Realist RCD10329
This album is immaculately
produced and, timewise, real
value for money. Additionally,
Rochdale's soul diva sings in a
manner befitting someone raised
within the sound of Wigan
Casino. In short, she's well able
to stay with the Toni Braxtons of
this world in terms of album
quality, though, somehow,
Stansfield leaves the feeling that
she's not really moving on.
Added to which, those in charge
of sorting out royalties will be
well miffed at her penchant for
writing new songs bearing such
titles as ' Suzanne' and 'The Very
Thought Of You'.

Rochdcle's
soul diva, Lisa
Stansfield: The
Very Thought
Of Her!

MATTHEW SWEET
BLUE SKY ON MARS
Zoo 61422 31130-2

(36m $8s)

For me, Matthew Sweet is like
somebody you meet on the bus to
work, now and again, who cheers
you up with amusing tales but gets
off at the stop before you. Every time
Iget aMatthew Sweet album Ilook
forward to putting it on, enjoy it
while it's there and then don't miss it
when it's gone [
Give us a break! Art Ed]. This one's no exception.
The man's afine craftsman, capable
of intelligent lyrics and neat
somersaults around the traditional
rock framework. At his best, on
tracks like the thumping ' All Over
My Head' and the spooky 'Into Your
Drug' he can be exhilarating and
distinctive, but Idoubt if this one
will make him ahousehold name any
more than his last effort.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

IRMA THOMAS
THE STORY OF MY LIFE
Rounder CD2149

(43m 2

It's like the Oscars: you want the
veteran actors to win just out of
respect and nostalgia. Irma, whoa
claim to the title of ' Soul Queen
New Orleans' is avalid one, has
continued into the 1990s with a
string of albums for Rounder, but
they're sounding increasingly more
strained; on this one Irma actually
sounds off-key. It's a shame,
because there are moments to
remind you that she is asoul diva
who ranks alongside Aretha, but this
set, ` live' feel aside, is weak —
despite enough Dan Penn
compositions to lay the groundwork
for classic status. Strictly for
devotees.
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(
79m 20s)

Cool: a tribute to Jack
Kerouac in words and
music. The legendary
beat hero's fans here
include Hunter S
Thompson, Michael
Stipe, Patti Smith, Steven
Tyler, Eddie Vedder,
actors Matt Dillon and
Johnny Depp, Joe
Strummer and — for
authenticity — his friends
Lawrence Ferlinghetti and
Allen Ginsberg. The feel
is jazzy, achingly hip and
just pretentious enough to make you
ask, 'What would Jack have made of
it?' Me? Iwish this
was around 25
years ago when I
had to read
Kerouac in college
and not out of
choice. This set
lives up to its title.
though the joy is
tempered by the
recent passing of
Ginsberg, making
this one of the last
things he ever did.
Ken Kesler

A-11:1 •

WHITESNAKE
RESTLESS HEART
EMI CDEMD 1104

(
advance tape)

On his first studio album in eight
years, David Coverdale (for this is
really his record) reverts to
Whitesnake's blues roots, prior to
his seduction by MTV. But the
songs here aren't up to the standard
of his 1980s material, and Coverdale
sounds as if his heart is really not in
it. Lines like ' I've danced all night
with gipsy queens' (` Don't Fade
Away') and ` So sly, so pretty/I want
to steal all the keys to your city'
('You're So Fine') are not just dated
— they're lazy. And the less said
about his cover of Lorraine Ellison's
inimitable ' Stay With Me' the better.
Valerie Potter

A:3 •

Restless Heart. a bad hair day
for Whitesnake!

Rédieitip

Blessedly, the peerless Capitol Blues Collection has survived the late Pete Welding;
now it's dedicated to Hm, with Billy Vera taking over as series producer . Five new
sets in dugi-pack form ring the series up to 23 volumes, including Jumpm' Like
Maid [( DEM 1608 * 1 The Cocktail Combos [
CDEM 1605 •], Kansas City Blues
1944-1949 [ CDEM 1607 • ], Louisiana Swamp Blues [
CDEM 1606 all and
Chicago Blues Masters Vol 3 [ CDEM 1604 In Artists range from James Cotton to
Walter Brown to Jimmy Liggins, and EMI has seen to it that much unreleased
material has been liberated This continues to be one of the
best blues series ever conceived
Also from the vaults ore the more- jazz- than- blues
Blue/la: Ella Fitzgerald Sings The Blues [
Pablo/Ace CD 2310- 960 2 0], Johnny Winter's Electric Blues Man
[Magnum CDTB 509 • 1, covering
his early years, and The Return
• of Johnny Guitar [
Music Club
1
MCCD 270 * 1, dealing with his
work for Alligator 1984-6, the harpfest of
Walter Horton and Paul Butterfield's An Offer
You Can't Refuse [
Castle CLACD 429 •], the late
Albert Collins's in Concert [
Castle CLACD 427 *] from
1973; and a Rory Block ' best of' called Gone Woman
--•-...
„ Blues [
Rounder CD] 1575 111].
Brand-new blues titles this month include
Reckless [ Ruf 1012 0] from Luther Allison
(left) and 17- year- old guitar prodigy
Monster Mike Welch's Axe To
Grind [
Tone Cool TC CD 1159 111].
Yes - that's seventeen.
Ken Kessler
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Horning Loudspeakers
Unusual and remarkable Danish loudspeaker
systems. These enduring and strikingly original
designs reproduce music with a freedom and
naturalness that give meaning to the term high
fidelity.
Challenging music programmes are
recreated without the sense of mechanical
process and sluggishness that characterises
today's popular high end speakers.
97dB/watt. Acoustic crossover. 3way. 8ohm
load. Amplifiers from 9watts. From £2500

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
DIFFERENT BY NATURE.
BETTER BY DESIGN.

Border Patrol PSU
This outboard power supply unit replaces the

Size 1.0m. x 28cm. x 22cm. Sensitivity 93
dB/w. Amplifiers from 12 watts. £ 1300.

existing power supply in your current valve
amplifier. It provides a profound improvement
in sound quality that cannot be gained by making other changes to your system. Depth of
tone, breadth of dynamic expression, quietness
of background, vivid tone colour. Money back if
your expectations are not exceeded.
£595 fitted. Ring for further details.

SJS Electroacoustics
The Line Pre Amp. Outstandingly
intelligent design. Beautiful execution. Abreath
of fresh air for high end audio.
This is clearly the best line pre amp available
anywhere - irrespective of cost. £ 1000.
Arcadia.

Living Voice Auditorium.
"I had expected these speakers to be hot on
tone and dynamics....I wasn't disappointed.
Vocals were superb, instrumental timbre was
beautifully resolved and any life that could be
found in the music was there to walk into.
What Ihadn't expected was the nimbleness.
The fine sense of timing especially in the
bass where so many speakers fall down was
quite a surprise... . you don't often get bass of
this quality from a speaker of this driveability
and price. In fact I've not encountered this
combination; usually this degree of bass
resolution costs more money or less
sensitivity." Hi Fi Choice March 97.

Living Voice
Airscout/RW24 Bass Bin.

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
WHERE HIGH FIDELITY HAPPENS

IMPORT/EXPORT

0115 981 3562

It comes down to extraordinary resolution
right across the band. Everything is there: full
timbral colour, perfect timing, transparency without brightness and coherence like you wouldn't believe....don't expect to find a
better speaker system".
Hi Fi Choice Feb 97.
Sensitivity 108 dB/w.
100 watt power handling.
Recommended
amplifier power - 3 watts upwards.
Airscout £ 14,750. RW24 Bass Bin £9,500.

All of the above and other interesting, Useful and Unusual things. Appointments only. Visa Amex Mastercard. No credit.
Export facilities. Secondhand items. Fax or phone for details. (++44) [0] 115 9813562.
Vitvox • Living Voice • Wadia digital • Art Audio • EMT • Nottingham Analogue • Border Patrol • Lowther
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Radlett Audio<

Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

IT 01727 855577
We stock line equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AMIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
AE * BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CHARM * COPLAND
DENON * EAR * GROOVE TUBE
HARBETH * HEYBROOK
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL
KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD * LYRA
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
FtEL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO * TARGET
TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
11131 TF'CHNOLOGY*WBT*XL0
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
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Owning aMARK L
EVIMON Amplifier iS
probably easier than you imagine.

The best can never be cheap of course, but Mark Levinson Amplifiers
start at £4495 for the No.331 Power Amp and £3995 for the No.38 pre.
Veritable bargains for such rare quality.
These wonderful products have received accolades and awards from
practically every HiFi Magazine on the Planet and with our easy terms.
aMark Levinson System could be yours before you know it.

jazz REVIEWS
DEREK BAILEY
LACE ( 1989)
EMANEM 4013

Li

(
57m I3s)

As time goes on, what seemed
hardcore and challenging becomes
classic and — in this case, at least
— hugely enjoyable. This is lyrical
solo acoustic guitar with a
mathematical rigour that recalls both
Bach and Monk. There is an
astonishing variety of string attacks;
fleet harmonic arguments are
concertina'd between shimmering
openingsout into suggestive silence
and astral twinkle. Bailey waltzes
crabwise across the scales, each
interval so persistently surprising you
suspect he must have developed a
seven-fingered hand. Procedures
familiar from scored music —
retrogrades, reversals, symmetries —
are piled into the expressionist
gestures of abluesman. Intricately
weird clusters sit on top of
streamlined escalations. Recorded
live in LA, the two movements are
separated by brief verbal witticisms.
There is abravura encore, revved-up
and tangled. Anyone enamoured of
the rockist fury of Derek & the
Ruins should check this out too.
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The legend'ary status of John Coltrane keeps some intriguing albums in print. The Atlantic
label caught him in transitional mode, between the- hard bop titan of the 1950s and the
avantgarde pioneer of the 1960s. The snappy duet album with Milt Jackson Bags & Trane
[Warner 7567-81348 M] is full of blues punch, 'The Late Late Blues' so rocking it sounds like
a pop record. Coltrane Jazz [
7567-81344] is a ragbag: ' Little Old Lady', a horribly
trite Hoagy Carmichael tune, hardly holds together; 'Village Blues', on the
other hand, hints at the glories to come: restful luxuriance. Three albums
resulted from a some marathon sessions in late October 1960 with McCoy
Tyner ( piorno), Steve Davis ( bass) and Elvin Jones ( drums). Coltrane's Sound
[7567-81358] is patchy, but contains some fine ballads previously only
available on rare samplers; Coltrane Plays The Blues [
7567-81351] and My
Favourite Things [
7567-81346] are simply statuesque in their triumphancy.
The latter includes the famous extended solo that established the soprano as
a serious horn, but the former's emphasis on the blues, always Trane's
trump card, may give it the edge. Not to be ignored is a critically- abused
experiment with trumpeter Don Cherry, The Avant-garde [
7567-40041].
A brave attempt to come to terms with Omette Coleman by playing
his tunes with his musicians, it has its own tremulous charm. Trane's
wriggly soprano lines are ear- catching, and there is a cartoon- like
energy in the way Ed Blackwell bounces his talking drums off the
sinuous melodies.
Ben Watson

bop. Ernest Ranglin contributes
astonishing guitar on one track, Stan
Tracy plays piano on another. All
(68m 41s)
CIMP 8124
through, Scott plays his tenor sax:
unextravagant, yet slyly hip. There
Deceptively unambitious, this
are a few of his famous vocal asides,
straight-ahead date presents eleven
including an inpromptu name for a
deeply-thought originals. Pope's
blues: '
I'm Sick And Tired Of
playing has the care and unhurried
Waking Up Tired And Sick'. The
swing of a master, his pauses judged
club-owner will be missed.
finely enough to make you weep.
,T
Craig McIver's drums are inventive, . ^
en
atsm
yet clear-cut and decisive. Tyrone '
ODEAN POPE TRIO

COLLECTIVE JOICES

Brown's splendid bass has a firmness
and drive not heard since the days of
Mr PC. Jazl_could be defined as
intelligent &nee; the understanding
that the groove is not the mindless
surrender to the animal body feared
by Christian repression, but the very
essence of communal joy. The funky
egance of this music testifies to this

TRILOK GURTU
THE GLIMPSE

(52m 49e: definition. Though apeer of
Coltrane's in the 1950s, Sonny
Although both John Coltrane and
Rollins lost his way in the jazzrock
CMP CD85

Joe Harriott were drawn to Indian
music, raga form does not lend itself

wastelands (and duff rhythm
sections) of the 1970s. Pope extends

easily to the pushy logic of jazz or
the Rollins tradition of extended
rock. The damage Peter Gabriel's
tenor extemporization into the 1990s.
_
plodding rhythms inflicted on
mil
Wass
Nasrut Ah Fateh Khan and the Wen
ethno-wallpaper produced by Jon
Hassell make one wary of hybrids.
However, Bombay-born Trilok
Gurtu successfully fuses traditional
tabla percussion with hi-tech jazz.
The album is dedicated to Don
Cherry: the trumpeter's humble and
joyous vision of One World music is
abetted by Gurtu's insistence on
realtime playing. Minimalist devices
that sound arch in jazz or classical
music are returned to their root in
carefully counted metrics. Special.
Ben Watson
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SCOTT

RONNIE
WHEN IWANT YOUR OPINION, I'LL
GIVE IT T) YOU
RONNIE SCOTT'S JAZZ HOUSE DIAS 610
(75m Ois)
The inimitable Ronnie Scott died
last Christmas. Those wanting a
memento of him could do worse
than invest in this. Live recordings
made by Les Tomkins in the mid1960s, they make up for shallow
sound quality with historical
poignancy and brisk, no-nonsense

VARIOUS
THE COMMODORE STORY
GRP/BRIG CMD24002

(
2CDs, 137m 56s)

A sampler from Milt Gabler's
Commodore label, demonstrating
what great music could be recorded
by ashoestring
operation run
from aNew
York record
shop in the early
1940s.
Dixielanders
(Eddie Condon,
Fats Waller,
Muggsy Spanier,
Sidney Bechet)
rub shoulders
with those who
defined Swing
(Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young,
Chu Berry). The booklet's beautiful
period photographs show hipsters
browsing in the record store,
Commodore's staff and the sleek
musicians themselves. Dan
Morgenstern contributes fascinating
liner notes. Cedar sound restoration
by is robust and clean.

Commodore
jazz customers
browsing in
the 1940s'
store
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KEF
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Meridian
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ae;tartISC'elf8r...
• Widest choice in the area
• Independent advice
•Qualified staff
• Comfortable dem rooms
Superb showrooms
• Main road location
Major car parks nearby
• Insurance estimates
•Over 30yrs experience.
•Service Dept.

Audio/at

• Delivery & installation
• Part Exchange
•Open 10:30-5:30 6days

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

il•faren-

deposit only 2Cee, of
£500* for 12 months
E1500+ for 24 months
E3000. Ice 36 months

Lodan

select to sidle

MonitorAudio

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868

Fax 0181 255 6869

Boulder

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904

629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

WANTED... we need additionnai staff with knowledge and experience

Write in with details Attn David

SONUS FABER - AUDIO RESEARCH - THETA - KRELL

Meezile,-(449

-.Vjetel

All tube, All affordable, All yours
audio components that are capable of
truly out of this world performance.

Two down to earth

Compare and Contrast only at
.

V;4/

202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours Fax: 01903 872134
e-mail: heatherdalataol.com
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal
Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH
Tel..rh.,110 tor currunt Ifigh Ilid Used Equipment List

ETHOS ACOUSTICS - MARTIN LOGAN - LUMLEY REFERENCE - AVI

AS A1
KEEPING
TABS
ON ADS
ADVERTISING STANDARDS AUTHORITY 2 TORRINGTON PLACE LONDON WC1E 7kIW
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rock/pop REISSUES
BAREFOOT JERRY

See For Miles SEECD 466

A7 YOUR BIRIHDAY PARTY/7

HEART'S GREATEST HITS
EMI CDEMC 3765

(
74m 38s)

4

KEYS TO THE
COUNTRYIBAREFOOTTN'
See For Miles SEECD 467

STEPPENWOLF

HEART

WATCMIN TV/YOU CAN'T GET
OFF MT} YOUR SHOES ON

-;11I

Stadium rock which
once, believe it or not,
held audiophile demo
disc status. The distaff
side of crotch rock, 17
polished, wailing guitar
anthems, like Boston
with hooters.

(
68m 22s)

Four of this near-mythic
band's six albums on two
CDs, overlooked rockflavoured country, made up of
the genre's best session men.
Utterly delightful early 1970s
C&W which won't go amiss
with fins of mid-period Poco.

cravings left by adearth of
Turtles CDs.

THE DIILLARDS
TAKE ME ALONG FOR THE RIDE
Vanguard/Ace VCD 79464-2 (
37m 14s)
Luscious bluegrass from 1992,
but with only one original
Dillard still in the line-up.
Although, this band garnered
more exposure from its Byrd
links than anything else, it
remains a purist's delight.
Listen to it after you've run
out of Alison Krauss CDs.

THINKING OF WOODY GUTHRIE

See For Miles SEECD 458

Vanguard/Ace VMD 6546-2

See For Miles SEECD 459

(
77m I9s)

(
46m 07s)

Two CDs from the neglected
Albert Lee-led precursor to
pub rock, their 1971 debut
1971 in its US form as a
double-LP, and their second
album with extra tracks.
Terrific guitar-led country-style
rock with New Riders leanings.

DLISTY SPRINGFIELD

COUNTRY JOE
MCDONALD

HEADS, FUNDS Et FEET
HEARS, RAMS & FEET
TRACKS...PLUS

A GIRL CALLED DUSTY

-

GROUNDHOGS
THE BEST OF
(
70m 20s)

If BGO reissues of the single
LPs or the EMI box set are too
much, this contains just the
cream of one of the oddest of
the 'progressive', guitar-driven
British blues bands. ' Cherry
Red', 'Amazing Grace',
`Groundhog' and 12 others.

(
33m 03s)

Straight set of 10 Guthrie
covers from Country Joe, circa
1969, in the midst of his
stardom with the Fish. Pure,
unadulterated acoustic folk
music, with heartstopping
sound quality.

1OCC
THE VERY BEST OF
Mercury 534 612-2

PAUL JONES
MY WAY
RPM RPM168

.
57m 45s)

LOVE ME, LOVE Mf FRIENDS
RPM RP91169

(
62m ¡ Ss)

Vols.1 ' 'The Paul Jones
CollectiA, with 42 rare tracks
recorded in-between Manfred
Mann and the Blues Band:
singles-only sides, the Privilege
EP, 10 previously unissued
tracks. Ridiculously underrated
1960s pop, overshadowed by
Jones's blues output, this is th
stuff which makes Yankee
Britpop collectors swoon..

(76m 53s)

An overdue case of digital
remastering, given this
supergroup's reputation for
studio wizardry. This 18-track
collection is a perfect on-shot
purchase, containing all of
their major pop gems from
'Neanderthal Man' to 1985's
'Cry'. Simply gorgeous.

FRANK ZAPPA
HAVE IOFFENDED SOMEONE?
Ryko RCD10577

FREDA PAYNE
Castle CCSCD 811

EMI Gold CDP 7904342

A 2CD set with albums
numbers 4 and 7, in their
entirety, from the band best
known for ' Born To be Wild'.
Steppenwolf were still kicking
butt in 1969/.70 with protometal like the savage ' Rock
Me', though the hits were
drying up at this point.

THE BEST OF

(
56m 21s)

Her awesome 1964 solo debut,
with eight bonus tracks you'll
need even if you have the 4CD
box set. Inarguably the best
female vocalist this country
ever produced, heard here with
'Mama Said', `Wishin' and
Hopin" 'Anyone Who Had A
Heart' and 17 others.
-

(
2CDs, 80m 0(s)

A-A.:1 •
achingly gorgeous pop balladry
ever, from the co-author of
'Without You'. Exquisite.

Mercury 534 5202

0GOCD 336

(
70m 21)

A 22-track hits package from
the woman who gave us that
immortal soul smash, ' Band of
Gold', the opener for this set.
Poppy soul with a 'girl group'
feel, only slightly more urbane
than the Supremes.

h pri

15 ,

Lovingly compiled during his
final days, this set contains 15
of Zappa's nastiest barbs,
including ' Valley Girl' and
'Bobby Brown'. Zappa-phiks
alert! — seven tracks feature
different mixes and two are
previously unreleased live
versions. Essential and
hilarious.

KATRINA IL THE WAVES
KATRINA & THE WAVES/WAVES
BG0 DGOCD 330

(
74m 56s)

Their first two for Capitol, from 1985/6, on one CD. Simply
outstanding, classic pop — 'Walking On Sunshine', 'Is That It''
'Going Down To Liverpool' — too good for the obscurity it
suffers. Ironically, adecade on they're the
UK's 1997 Eurovision contenders.
They deserve better.

THE LOVIW
SPOONFUL
EVERYTHING PLAYING
Wooded HM NILLCO 11

PETE HAM
7PARK AVENUE
Rykodisc MD 10349

(50m 22s)'

Posthumous 18-track wouldhave-been-a-solo-album from
the man who was Badfinger —
the first truly ` Beadesque'
band. Some of the most
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
47m 05s)

Their f
album with John
Sebastian,
sbonus tracks
including fo
om the postSebastian line-up. For aswansong of sorts it's amazing,
containing as it doeslhe
majestic ' She's Still A Mystery'
and the clever ' Six O'Clock'.
Folk-tinged pop to satisfy any
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Audio Note cables are designed to interact between components
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as part of any high-end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
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It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level 'interconnect' transfer
or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
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and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.
Audio Note cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are 'designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
FURTHER
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Audio Note (UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davgdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: + 44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1273 731498
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their
own systems: and
what do they
recommend as their
best hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFN1RR series assembles and
updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFN1RR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

CHRIS BEECHING
CD player Trzchord Digital TurntablelTrichord Pulsar
1).
Pulsemaster & Power Supply
Turntable: SME20A
Arm: .% 1E V
Cartridge: Ortofon Rohmann
Pre- amplifier: Audio Note M3
Power amplifier Audio Note Kit I
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

DAVE BERRIMAN

Dave Berruna ,.

CIM=1:13M
CD player: Sugden SDDlISDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell Is° phono stage/
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

CD player TEAC VRDS JOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: H,1,,aRB300
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17D
Pre-amplifier: Btyston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

CD player Krell KPS20i1
L
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: Naim Aro
Cartridge: '
an den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
,
,/?,,,I-johnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12
Arm: Iuln Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre- amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier: AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each'one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

Martin Co//oms

Perer

CD player Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier. Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier: Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

uneau

CZEITUIZIMID

C=1:1:11

CD player Marantz CD12KIIMarantz DA12K1
Turntable: Thorens TD124
Arm: Ortofon 12
Cartridge: Ortofon SPU-A
Pre- amplifier: Graaf WFB Two
Power amplifier: Quad II Reissues
Loudspeakers: Quad KSL 57

CD player Sony GDP- 715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: 7.an den Hul MC Two
Pre- amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor

HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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REVIEWERS

RECOMMEND

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHINO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: 71'W Sonata, Tannoy 63ISE
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: I?&WDM 603 Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Resolution Quark, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000: Audionote j-SPX, Naim SBL, Resolution Epic
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research II

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3050
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901, Orelle CD480
£500-£1000: Trichord Revelation, Musical Fidelity E600, Naim CD2

£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Trichord
D la IIminable & MDCD Pulsar DAC
OVER £2000: Ensemble Transport/Audionote DAC4 Signature, Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250
NAD 310
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 SE,
£350-£500: Vaim Nais
£500-£1000: Audionote Kit, Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audionote MI phono kit, Naim 721140, Quad 771707
OVER £2000: Audio Note Ankorou, Audion SCSE Golden Night,
Graaf GM200IUnison Research Mystery

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: 1PW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: equence 30
£350-£500: ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: XAD 514
£200-£350: Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100IDPA Little Bit 3,
AI,?1,11an 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT- ILEIDAC-I
OVER £ 2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NA!) 310, Harman Karcion 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5I3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Celestion 3 Modaunt Short MS10i, Tannoy 63ISE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ESI1, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, Tannoy D300, UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5I12a, jamo Concert 8, Harbeth HL Compact
OVER £ 2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: 1),n,, 1)CD£200-£350: Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-67SE, Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Marantz CD-6311 KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rotel RDD980IRDP980
£1000-£2000: Denon DCDS10, Meridian 5001563
SDD-1 ISDA-1
OVER f2000: Counterpoint DA-11IDA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drrre'DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Rote! RA-931
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kellwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden
st em loon ‘, F60
£1000-£2000: Copland CSA-I4, Quad 77Pre1707Power
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200ISPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2aIll, Sequence 400
£350-£500: R&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCMIO, Castle Harkch, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £2000
SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

Am

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Ilarantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teas T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000: Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
I-1()
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: AVI S2000AIMP, Naim NAC82INAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: .
Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
l'olothwei,c 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SLAMM Xl, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Anson PV10-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7'150

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: .
Marantz CD63
£350-£500: .
Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD100SE
£500-£1000: OreIle DA188
£1000-£2000: Micromega T DrivelOrelle DA180
OVER £ 2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
Wadia 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 1001, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350: Castle his, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000: B&W CDM1, Naim Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £2000: Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Martin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLSIIzIl

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Denon PMA-450SE, Harman Kardon HK620
050-E500: Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A-300R Precision,
Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000: .-Iudiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Copland CSA 14
OVER £2000: .
Vone

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Philips CD721, Teac 3450SE
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD67SE, Pioneer PD-S505 Precision
£500-£1000: Marantz CD17, Acurus ACD11, Quad 77, OreIle
CD100SE, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000: Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000: Copland CDA288, Meridian 5001563

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L, Rogers LS3I5A
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS315A plus AB!
s
Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Quad
ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- 10-D
00041000: Marantz CD63SEKt; Roksan Caspian, Musical Fidelity E600

£1000-£2000: Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC, Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000: Krell KAV 300-CD, Theta Data IIIIProgena, Mark
Vo. 31/39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X-Pm
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat '
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Graaf
I
OVER £2000: Graaf GM2001WB13.5, Graaf WB Two/50.50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller will soon be able to supply us with alist)
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080, Sony
GDP-XE300
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 7, Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
£500-£1000: Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000: Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2, Teac VRDS 25
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny

HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350: Harrnan Kardon HK620, Magnum L4170, Pioneer A400X
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer A30OR Precision
£500-£1000: A VI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus ¡Ili
£1000-£2000: Aura CA200IPA100, Quad 77 pre-/power, Musical
Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-10IRHB-10, Krell KSL-2IKSA-505
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Golden Dragon
KT66 R
Golden

Dragon

leading valve technology into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current

6.3V
1.3A

Anode voltage (DC)

450V

Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage

425V
-15 to -40V

DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424gcompuserve.com
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 Fax: 01732 848289

World Class Sounds
Don't Have to Come From Boring Black Boxes.
High Quality Audio Products •••
Mail Order ••• rDY® Finance •••
(Good Looks Thrown in FREE)
OEE specialise in the supply of quality audio components and enhancement products that not only sound out of this
World, but also happen to look stunning !!. Our comprehensive and entertaining product guide and full price list are
available FREE on request. We appreciate that real quality and style costs money, so offer you the facility to own the
products that you really want with our flexible 0%, deferred and low rate finance plans. All products are despatched
carriage free within mainland UK. Call for details on our Monthly SPECIAL OFFERS and STAR FEATURE PRODUCTS.

Special Opening Offers and extra special STAR FEATURE offer.
STAR FEATURE

-7-1

RUN

Sonic Frontiers

New Neolith

New Tovmshend SSS

Totem

Audiomeca

Sonneteer

New Mistral

7e Petiole

. ecce der,

New Musical Fidelity
.Arion ,

LFD

Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiomeca, Audiocarpet, Audiophile BASE,

Bose, Ergo, Grado, Jecklin Float, Kabelwerk, LFD, Mistral, MIT, Monrio, Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington,
Precious Metals, Ringmat, Sennheiser, Sequence, Shure, Silver Sounds, Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer,
Sound Organisation, Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Stax, Totem, Townshend, Triangle, UKD, WBT

specialist guide
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

BERKSHIRE
acurus
.
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en49,1,1

NORTH WOOD

)(ORA TRIODE AMPLIFIC.ATION
Bipolar'''. Loudspeakers

_At..J

1ILLUSHON
Distributors 'Sr Consultants for the world's
Finest Audio Systems
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY,
BERKSHIRE, SU 8NB
Tel: (01753) 5427611(08601 665662
Fax: (01753) 772 532
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MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

*Export Facilities
*Mail Order Facilities
*Dealer List Available
*Finance Available

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

HARBETH,

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, EEL,

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

PHONE: 01296 28790

ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

(including 0%
subject to status)

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

CHESHIRE

Arcarn
El& W

MINIFY

lay
AVI

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

C)

Opening Hours:
10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat (By Appointment) Ei 311C

10

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA

Audlolab
Castle
Mertdian
Class('
Itega

consultants

TRICHORD> NEAT

arant z
Epos

30 years of Excellence

ETC

Technlcs

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Osborne outstanding

ALPHASON •

B &

•

W

HARMAN

GREATER MANCHESTER

...sounds

AKAI •

BOSE •

ARCAM' •

CELESTION •

BANG &

OLUFSEN

DUAL •

GRUNDIG

OkI>H<V5 AVDI
ft.,. total
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Call I
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KARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAD •

NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • QUAD' • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA

ot

rx,11.unt,

01257 473175

148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: (01992) 574242

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL:1017991523724

GREATER LONDON

DEVON 4t CORNWALL

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG W5
xr 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs 8. service.
Closed Wednesday.

studio

ENGLISH

audio
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

CENTRE"..

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEE

Audiolab. Audion, B&W, Castle,

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAN AUDI()

Celt:soon. Dimon. Exposure. KeL Marantz. Michi.
Micromega. Mission. Musical Technology. MAD..

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

Nakamichi. Pink Triangle. Pioneer, Rel. Ratel. Ruark.

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

John Shea, ne. SME. Stan. Systemdek. T.D.L.. Yamaha
Free installation: Credit facilitie.. Service Dept.

AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON KARDON, JPVV, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDEIJTY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO,
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET,
THORENS, VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS.

A“.01, \ 1s

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- Fl

•Nairn Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
«' 5
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •
mus,
your , Irs
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc

LONDON

Sounds
Perfection

••••L'N'RUS

REL

Open: Tues -Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

ESSEX

,

Sony

Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

tel/fax chester ( 01244) 401290

.t:iftos

-111

,

.%

INSTANT
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Now in our third tangy year

la

Mon- Sat 9.30 — 5.30

le
r

BADA BONDED DEALER

0171-924 2040

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS ( ,, TTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEl. 0171 624 8855
FAX 0171 624 5315

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

I
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Sound & Viston
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Seueetdee

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

MUSIC IN THE HOME
0
-15se WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE
z < 5f2
z •••
• SYTEMS FROM £3(X)- £ 100K • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities
Open 10-4 every Sunday

e

•OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HIEl • THE REST PRICES AND DEALS
• 111()ST MAKES -4VAILABLE

UNILET SOUND & VISION

10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE .
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

Fax: 01622 676723

NORTHERN IRELAND

35 Farlough Road, Newmills. Dungannon,
N. Ireland BT71 4DU. Tel. 01868 - 748632
Fax 748281. Mobile 0410 136130. Belfast Office 01232 - 653861

k

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994

Grahams IiiFi
Grahams is the best place to buy quality
hl-fi equipment in London (le MO plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"
Grahams /41-F1 Ltd. Canonbury Yard
A
190e New North Road London NI 7615
GRAHAMS HI-FI
MIMI\

Tel. 0171 226 5500 Fu: 0171 359 7820
EMAIL 100570,135e Compusene.com

•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC.

SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RD, INIUTEFIELO, MANCHESTER, M45 Mr

0161-793-6742

foose from
the finest
•HiFi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

effitIre s

Il BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (01273) 609431
_ AJ
EASTBOURNE Green St. (01323) 731336
II PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

L

Excellent Listening Facilities

Late night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free Parkin‘V

studio

SERIOUS KIT
•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

SOUTH COAST

EXTRACT ET ILIND PIANIATION OP

Credit (
Including Interest Free) Available

NORTHUMBERLAND

82

HI-FI & TV

SUFFOLK

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

HARPENDEN LTD

Tel: 01582 764246

.oexiebi•ops—ae,g,
i*eszew

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, Ay), B&O,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

signals
4".•441;44

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

hl-fi for grown-UPS

Anafog Audio

Chantry Audio
"No
A

ordinary

849 High Road, London N12
fel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

Hi Fi

Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.Q, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Roark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonus Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.a. /amo, Ortofon, Rose much more.

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Stu( kist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
'6-18A Eldon Street, motard, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

Front End Problems?
then

The Old School
-ti Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
HI-Fl NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"

School Road, Bracon Ash
lit

SURREY
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiit yY
indecently good hi-fi

NORFOLK

ur

tel / fax Ipswich 01 473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2
17 6 3 19

(HiFi Specialists)

Hi Fi Dealer"

fresh approach to the World of Specialist
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

< e

TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

a'a

NORTH LONDON

TURNTABLES - Audio Note, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch, Audiomer,a.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott
Arelogue, Lyra, Sumiko, Goldring, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Orelle, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca. Primare, Mondo, BOW Technology, Audio Alchemy,
Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Aura, Mondo, Orelle,
LFD, Campion, Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton, YBA,
Pnmare, BOW Technology, Electrocompaniet, Arion (valve), Audio Note
(valve), Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note,
Band W, OLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruark. Impulse, Wilson Benesch,
REL. Totem, Tannoy, Yamamura, Klipsch, Homing, Bravura, Lowther,
Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Lexicon, JBL, REL,
Trangle, Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED, Flatline. Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART, Yamamura,
Sonic Link, Frameworks, Padington. Stands Unique,
Soundstyle.
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24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

lieceetee

4

SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING

to

It

doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

9Hie Street, Herttort Wick. Kinvenn upon
Theme., Sunny KT1 413A. Tek 091-943 3535
Open Toes- Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

"we

UNMET

Sound & Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

* Six

*
*
*
*

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
101

specialist guide
SURREY

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

filudiel geéreectioete-

URREY HIFI
"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

í ARCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
TU. KEF REFERENCE, '425
DENON
ROGERS
OUDOS
DORKING
MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
WRENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
CABLE TALK. BOSE
MILLER & KREISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIQUE. ALPHASON
PRAwleT

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

W ould

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO, TEAC, and many more.
lSt

clioRie)

you Like to hear more

.009teiddiete
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HARBETH

TEAC®

GODSTONE 01883 744755

45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kona , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A.
Orelle. Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others.

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
SCOTLAND

PREMIER AUDIO

THE HI-FI

Music Mill
Specialist hi fi and adsnce
INCLUDING PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS •

DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAIM

AVI •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
72

Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh

0131 - 555

El,

5Qt.

3963

ZeGeeitH"1 -Fi

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installatir
By Appointment Tel: Lakefield (019241 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

STUDIOS

.

TDL, SUGDEN, PROAC, RUARK, ALCHEMIST, AUDIO ALCHEMY ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS,
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE, HOLFI, TEAC, IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS,
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH, HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO, HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE), SME, UNISON
VALVES. STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES, CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALV(S). ART AUDIO
(VALVES), RE. (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS), PROJECT, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, ORTFON,
BEYER, GRADO, YAMAHA. & KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781 387

WEST SUSSEX

Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

poWevpleaft;

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

e

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Nom. Quad, Kef Reference, Roksan. Trichord. Marantz,

THE EAST COAST!

Audiomeca. Tannoy. Rost. Nad. Teac. Triangle, Orelle. Demon. Micromega.
Rogers, Unison Research. Cholo, JEIL. Musical Fidelity. Revox. Apogee,
Sennheiser, Sias. Primare, Soundstyle. Stands Unique, Atacama. Van den Hut.

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Chord Company. MIT. Silver Sounds and many more.

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Hotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

2Listening Rooms

ZEN AUDIO

Appointments and home demonqrations available.

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries, Scotland, D61 I
DE
Telephone:- 01387 267048
0468 038306 ( Mobile)

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

TEL: 01482 587397
WEST MIDLANDS
CEIn.'96

1:31

•

or The Midlands

152a High Street,

Bloxwich,

DOLBY ACE 010,1TAL

• 3 Ri- Fi Studios

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

Walsall

01922 493499/473499

• Free Demonstrations
• Hare Cirsetna Theatre
• 2 Year Guarantee
• Inhouse Service Department
• Mail order available
• Interest Free Credit

cm se... Puma. AIM PS-Fitt«. .41.. 1Is cm veer«,

eausersou
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EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioquest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Marlin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichl, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Roark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonus Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Whartdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

JULY 1997

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
OPENING Tle&ES,
Closed Sundaylkeday Open II- 5.35 Thursday II-1.11
Saturday 10-5.00 Demonstrations by Weelseret

INTEREST FREE

(tor Limited Perked) spx

1%. Wade' details

on reddest. lieelsed Credit Broker.

HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Audiolah 80110A, mire

rrruduuion, upgarding to 8000 C/P, £275ono

Tel: 01727 856453 ( Si Albany) ( H0000)
Watt 3/Puppy 2speakers, still shrink wrapped. Eldorado gold, original crates £5.500ono; Krell KSA-250B power amp, £2,995 boxed,
Pioneer Elite 97 Laser Disc player (superb CD transport) £ 1.500 Tel:
01243 584728 ( Bognor) ( H0476)
Linn/Sobariks, Black £850; Linn Active X Over Dirak power sorply
£400: Roksan Xerxes Rega RB300 Denon DL304 £450; Pioneer CLD
2950 laser disc player £400 Tel: 01480 351781 ( H0518)
Audio Research Classic 120 dual mono power amplifiers. £3,990;
Audio Research SP9 MKII pre-amplifier £990 both in silver and mint
condition with minimal use Tel: 01203 419605 ( H0523)
Quality HiFi and Pro-logic equipment bought and sold p/ex inc
Waim, KEF. Audiolab, Mission, Monitor Audio, Linn. Marantz, for
further details Tel: 01844 260182/0973 233380 ( H0529) (T)
Audio Research LS2B £ 1,400; Audio Research PH2 £ 1.800, £3.0)0
the pair with balanced cables, mint, boxed. manuals, Sony Walkman
Pro £ 150 Tel: Marc, day 0171 820 OWL after 7pm 01708 442598,
noble 0973 687 536 ( H0531)
McIntosh MC275 75wp1 power and C22 pre Special Edition, new.
...ed. mint, boxed, wood valve presentation case, rare, sell Kessler
esiew HiFi News, highly collectable £7.500 Tel: John, 01892
547003 ( H0541)
LFD Zero pre and power amplifier, black finish, mint condition, cost
£1,000, fast, open and musical, first to hear will buy! Sell for £595
Tel: 01727 852420 ( Upgrading to LS2/PA I ) ( H0544)
Linn LPI2 Lingo, Ekos, Arkin. black, all latest spec. perfect, Kabers
passive, black, latest spec, perfect £2,750 Tel: 0181 657 0981 ( H0549)
Trichord gear for sale: Digital Transport £295; Pulsar DAC £675;
Power supply £250; PulseMaster £ 195. plus Shearne Phase II
Integrated amp £375. Phase III Power amp £325; Tel: 01404 822193
(Devon) ( H0551)
Quad 66 pre-amp/remote plus two Quad 606 power amps (cost
£2,300) £ 1.300: Marantz CD94 CD player (£395); Marantz Tuner ST72L ( RDS) £ 199 plus PS Audio 4.5 pre-amp. Tel: 01903 690055
(Worthing) (H0550)
Audio Research LSI5 pre-amp. ten hours use, mint, boxed, £2,400 no
offers Tel: Bob. 01280 850416 ( H0555)
Quad ll's Celebration, mint, boxed, serial no's 15/16, offers over
£6,000 Tel: Bob. 01280 850416 ( H0556)
Wilson Benesch ACT 2tone arm, few hours use, cost £ 1.200 Sell at
£750 Cardas wired. Arcam A60 amplifier £50 Tel: 01483 534795
(H0554)
Meridian M 10 Active Loudspeakers. Linn LPI2 Valhalla, Ittok
Dynavector, ruby karat. Meridian 10IB pre-amp, 104 tuner, all rosewood, offers. may separate Tel: 01582 573885 (eves) (H0561)
Audio Research Classic 30 Triode mode valve power amp, surplus to
requirements. hence £850 Tel: 0181 932 0747 ( H0560)
Jeff Rowland Model 5power amp, t
50wpc. gold faceplate, superb
performance, mint £ 1.850 (£5.5130 new) Apogee Caliper signatures.
latest spec. biwirable, treble contour. andtracite,mint. boxed £ 1,395
(£4,090 new) Tel: 01449 676335 ( H0565)
Acoustic Energy AEI black speakers, matching stands, excellent condition £575 Tel: David, 01904 431215 (H0564)
Pair Quad Electrostatics £350; Cased 33/FM3 £ 100; 303 £75 Factory
overhauled vgc Fax:017687 78094 ( H0571)
Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amp. remote £625; F15 power amp. £ 1.125;
T.D.L Studio Im stands. rosewood £680; Yamaha DSP2070 D.P.L amp
£650; Polk RM5000 front speaker system £450 Tel: 01484 846360
(H0570)
Lecson Pre AC I. Twin monoblock AP3 MKII power amps, £250ono;
Two Ikea Six drawer vertical CD Cabinets, dark green and brass £30
each; Green sound style five-shelf hi-fi rack with T/T support, perfect
as new. £ 125 Tel: 0171 825 4735 days ( H0575)

Sugden SDA- Idigital to analogue converer, exquisite, smooth, yet
detailed musical sound. in original packaging with manual etc. upgrading to Audio Synthesis Dax £395 Tel: 0161 237 2015 (office) 01254
812881 (home) 0966 192949 ( mobile) ( H0601)
SME Model 20/2 £2,000; Russ Andrews disc 60 (595; Yamaha
CI-7030 FM tuner £550; Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 £ 120; Genuine
reason for sale Tel: 01242 231766 (Cheltenham) ( H0600)
Yamaha NS 1000M speakers, good example and well cared for, boxed.
includes 10" foundation lead filled stands £750ono Tel: 01273 701218
after 6pm ( Brighton) ( H0599)
Audio Research 1..S2. mint condition, original box and manual, little
used. £ 1.450ono; Siltech 408/456 interconnects. 2x Target equipment
tables (3shelves) £50 each Tel: 0181 595 2606 (eves) ( H0604)
Monitor Audio Studio speakers, different models available, also
Michell Engineering Alecto Argo amps. all brand new, boxed
unopened guaranteed 25% off list prices Tel for details: 01793 542573
(Answer-phone) ( H0603)
Linn Kaim Switch mode SSP MOD £ 1.100; LK 100 £503; LPI2
Girkus Valhala Basil,. plus K18 in black £750; Dealer serviced, all
boxes Tel: 01226 740943 (Answer-phone) ( South Yorkshire) (H0607)
Chario Academy Ispeakers, solid wallnut, mint, boxed, £800; Target
K Series stands spiked filled can demo. Tel: 0181 642 6470 ( H0605)
Cyrus Two Amp PSX power supply excellent condition. £290;
Systemdek T/table. Moth arm. Goldring G800 Cartridge 3170; Tel:
01792 369582 (eves) 703139 (day) ( Swansea) ( H0613)
Meridian DSP 5000 Active loudspeaker system, rosewood with MSR,
12 months old, immaculate, boxed, 32.450ono Tel:01454 250193 after
6pm or fax on 0117 935 4115 ( H0612)
Celestion SL700 speakers, including stands, grey nextel finish, good
condition, carefully used, £503 Tel: 01843 592542 (Ramsgate)
(H0610)
Linn K5 Camidge, little used, mmt £35 Tel: 012477 58312 ( H0611)
Harbeth HLK6 Speakers as new. £595; ATC Stands for SCMI005
speakers. £95 Tel: 01892 536919 (West Kent) ( H0608)
Linn LP 12 turntable with Wok ann and Troika cartridge, excellent
condition £450; Naim 42.5/110 pre power amplifier £250 or £650 for
both Tel: 01908 505249 ( H0609)
Source Turntable odyssey prl Iaim, 3 dimensional power supply,
excellent condition, £650ono Tel: 646543 (Forest Town) ( H0627)
Tannoy 12" DC VOT any offers. Tel: 0181 940 9397 (H0626)
Wadia X32 Dac optical and cons inputs. 32X oversampling.
Digimaster Software. asking £745 (£2,200); Metaxas Charismalkaklis
pre/power IKW transformer stainless steel chassis, truely superb
sound, £ 1,295 (£3,300) Tel: 01473 7422150 ( H0625)
Spendor BC' speakers with stands in Teak 50W upgrade model, as
new, offers around £250 Tel: 01226 292491 ( H0624)
Wadia 2000 Decoding computer, latest spec. WT3200 transport,
AT&T both as new, leads, manuals, boxed, reluctant private sale, genuine bargain £2.995 Tel: 01953 789562 (Norfolk) (H0623)
Theta TLC £ 110ono: Micromega Micro DAC (£325) £ 110ono. boxed.
both in excellent condition Tel: 0114 274 8416 (Answerphone)
(H0622)
ATC SCM50A in black ash. tri-amped with stands. vgc, £2,850ono
Tel: 0181 340 3832 ( H0621)
Michelle Alecto Stereo Amp. Iyear old. £800; Audio Innovations 1st
audio Triode valve amp. £750; Both mint condition and boxed, may be
heard on pro-ac speaker system. Tel: 01457 820375 ( H0620)
Krell KSA 300S immaculate, boxed with remote and manual (£5.500)
great and elegant sound with awesome driving power. SILL so close
to the FPB, big bargain at this price, inquiries welcome, private sale,
Tel: 0131 668 3389 ( H0619)
Linn Karik including brilliant PSU £895; LFD Zero integrated £250;
Classic MK ISnell type K including massive 4 leg Huygens stands
£325; LFD Biwired cable £50 (retiring from hi-fi) Tel: 01642 542395
office hours ( H0618)
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Ex demo stock in as new condition: Audio Synthesis Dax II £ 1,650;
Electrocompaniet ECI 2 amplifier £750; Electroconpaniet "cube"
speakers £903; LFD Integrated Zero amp £400; All products boxed
with warranty. Tel: 0121 445 5057 eves (
H0606)
Cartridges; Up to 45% off rip. Ialso supply turntables. tonearms. CD
cassette decks, minidisc, reel-reel, amplifierst users. loudspeakers, CDR.
DAT. headphones, hi-fi furniture, cables, accessories, test cassettes, test
CD's, Tel: Ian Harrison HiFi. 01283 702875 ( H0628)
Cookbook by Allen Wright £27 inc p&p, "an explosive little tome" KK in HEN/RR Feb '97; Tube Preamp Cookbook - afew left at £27,
or both books £50; VISA/MC accepted. VSE (UK), PO Box 4016:
Pangboume. Reading RG8 8UA or fax: 0118 984 5933 ( H0466)

WANTED
Tannoy Little Redmonitor, Ortofon 12" toneamt, Castagne toneann,
Win Fe- 10+ Arun, Tannoy 15" Monitor black. Westrex 2090A+
2080A Acousticleus speakers, Audiotubes: PX4/25, DA30/60,
PP3/250, PP5/400, DA100 STC-42 12E, KT-66, KT-88, EL-34
(Mallard) DO-30/60, Ad- ITel: 01435 882702 (daytime) Fax 01435
883017 ( H0562)
Second Hand Mark Levinson No. 36. No 37 two box CD player, Tel:
Graham Gibson, 01467 622720 day or 01224 707622 (eves) or 0802
812729 ( mobile) cash paid, will collect. ( H0593)
Wanted, Marantz SX72 digital scratch suppressor for vinyl. £ 150 paid
Tel or fax: Glen, 0181 951 1071 anytime ( H0591)
Vintage/Valve HiFi equipment, to include. Quad. Leak, Radford.
Tannoy, Garrard 301-401 Thorens 124 and Audio Valves etc. modem
quality equipment and LP seconds, also purchased Tel: 0116 283 5821
(H0952) (T)
ProAc Studiotower speakers, cabs waiting for right pair (may consider Response 2.5/3/3.5)Tel: Neil, 0171 409 5789 (H0617)
Renos B-795 or B-790 turntable, preferably working. also Shure M44 cartridge Tel: 01424 843587 ( H0633)

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( en Pioneer A400

two words).

RECO

tion, £2.750 Tel: Les, 0171 486 8262/63 (H0597)
Sony WM-D6C walkman, prefessional stereo cassette-corder, leather
case, 6V adaptor. sledom used, one owner since new, superb condition,
Head D-mag included, £ 130 Tel: 01544 340540 9am-9pm ( H0596)
Nairn NAC62 preamp with many inter-connects £250; Arcam BB3
DAC £ 175; both boxed with instructions and immaculate condition
Tel: 01722 336735 ( Salisbury Wiltshire) (H0595)
Roksan DPI transport and DAC1 including Audioquest and Chord
Co. interconnects vgc, £750ono Tel: 01684 567212 anytime ( Malvern,
Worcs) (H0594)
Linn Kaim pro line level preamplifier with SRS handset leads and
manual, boxed, as new, excellent condition £750 Tel: 01922 53188
(H0590)
Pioneer PDS/03 with Trichord Clock 2upgrade DTIB and DTI plus
both with PSU all as new. £525 will separate; Trichord Pulse wire.
interconnects half metre £50 Tel: 01908 566392 ( H0602)

FOR SALE - TRADE

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

£1.325ono Tel: 00 3531 459 1432 (Dublin) ( H0587)
Myryad MI120 amp MC board fitted also MC100 CD player both as
new, two months old, cost £ 1,310 sold together sensible offers please

(H0579)
Krell MDI SBP64X £5.4COono; KPS20i REF64 £ 13.000;KRSBP
REF pre-amp (six comps) £4.250; KRS200 REF monos £8,900
(£24,000); Meridian 200 plus 203 and Coud Cobraic £650; All excellent with boxes, Tel: 0181 882 4287 (eves) (H0598)
Krell KRS1 four chasis stereo pre-amp, aclassic unit in mint condi-

(Sheffield) ( H0630)
Quad ESL63 pair and stands adn Kimber mains cables £ 1,200 Tel:
01843 584030 please leave amessage if answerphone is on ( H0629)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

Classic CP50 Pre-amp latest high end model, under 1year old, mint
condition, remote, cost £2.300 owner changing over to valve amps

Tel: Wood. 0181 856 3539 (eves) (H0589)
SDI Floor speakers £750 ( new £ 1,703) genuine reason for sale - £200
spent on upgrade, lovely big sound. Tel: 01895 235376 (Uxbridge)

Orelle DAI8 DAC (£499) mint condition, £250; Pandoras box. (£ 180)
power conditioner, DAC/pre upgrade £90; Both for £325; Custom
BNC top bono (£ 120) digital lead £60 Tel: 01823 334275 ( H0616)
Haim NAC42S £100; Denon PMA920 180 WRMS £215; Arcam
Alpha 3 £ 140; Sony CDP101 Quality £ 150; KEF CorMa £ 150;
SME 3009 £75; Deltec LB11 Dac £ 195; Linn LPI2 £295; AT100511
Arm £35; Technics 50 WRMS Amp, black £75; WANTED: Marantz
CD Stan Tel: 01206 510392 (H0615)
Quad II Mono power amplifiers ( 2) control unit ( with PU and tape
plug-ins). FM3 tuner, pair black ESL's ( need overhaul) 2KT66 valves
all with handbooks £520ono Tel: 0118 962 9564 ( H0614)
Townshend Glastonbury II speakers £8COono; 150 watt mono block
amps £450ono; Meridian 203 DAC £ 190; Yamaha 710 Tuner £35;
Aiwa F770 Cassette deck £80 Tel: 01392 874746 ( H0631)
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE in piano ebony, half price £2,495
(£4.950) immaculate condition, Martin Logan SL3 light oak £2.600
(£3.400) Tel: 01797 253073 ( East Sussex) ( H0632)
Sony Laserdisc player MDP850. with AC3RF output by Videotech,
plus five NTSC discs, The Crow THX, Speed THX, 12 Monkeys,
Waterworld THC, Apocolypse Now. all £350 Tel: 0802 470680
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HIGH END AUDIO

NEW CD PLAYER
UPGRADE

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE WALL MOUNT VARIOUS AU/BOARDS
SALE
UST
VERY RARE BLACK ASH. MINT
£ 1.49.5 Wand £2.503
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
£ 1.995 stand £4,400
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£ 1.995 Wed £5,000
MARK LEVINSON ML3 DUAL MON POWER AMPS MINT
£3995 stud £8500
TANDBERG TPA3009A MK2 MONO POWER AMPS. MONT
£ 1,095 Wand 3,195
£
AocoidGFA 565 MONO POWER MIPS BALANCED MINT £ 1250 Wand U.000
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT MINT
£ 1995 &hand 01.000
APOGEE STAGE SPENIERS & STAND MINT
£ 1695 stand £3454
NEF 102.2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD, NUBE 6KUDOS STANDS £595 stand C1,158
JHARFDALE OPTION 14 WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY & WHITE 1OF
ONLY 5SPARES MADWE SUPERB VCG
£1.995 stand PHONE
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1CD TRANSPORT MINT
01.995 stand 03290
ORACLE DELPHI MKS TURNTABLE SUMIKO MDC800. MINT £ 1.795 stand £3.400
PASSION PASSIVE PREMIP. MINT
£395 stand DUO
PRIME 201P PHONE LINE PREAMP & PAIR OF zee uoNo POWER AMPS
ALL IN STAINLESS SUPERB RARE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTA MINT
£7300 edema C13,800
GRYPHON /
I
TPREAUP PLU MC
£
2.495 stand 5,485
£
ALPHASCN SYPHONY TURNTABLE & ARM SUPPLY. MINT
£ 1295 stand £2,700
MERIDIAN 506 KG 2CD PLAYER. MINT
£725 Wand £950
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH. MINT
£795 Wand £1,75C
THRESHOLD FET 10E UNE & FET 10 PHONO BALANCED. MINT
f2.495 Wand £4920
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREWP. MINT
£ 1.595 stand £3298
PROAC RESPONSE 2SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOODS. MINT
£995 «demo £ 1.650
ACCLPHASE DP65 WIE1 CD PLAYER DIO VOULUE BAL
£2.995 stand f6.800
APOGEE DAS ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER. MINT
£ 1495 stand £4,4«,
ROWLAND MODEL 5PCAVER AMP BALANCED. VGC
f2.500 stand f525C
THRESHOLD PET 10 LINE & PHONO ESUPPUES, MINT
£ 1895 Wand 0425C,
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 NK2 VALUE PREAMP. MINT
£995 Wand £2006
ACCUPWASE 113 - 811 TRANSPORT & DAC DO VOLUME
ANOTHER RARE BEAST MAR
£3995 stand BUNDLES
ALDO RESEARCH PH2 BALANCED PHOTO, MINT
£ 1995 stand £2895
PS AUDIO 1DEANA & SUPPLY. VW
0295 stand £900
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE AMP CHROME MINT
£2300
7695 NEW £
ALON IV SPEAKERS BLACK. MINT
£ 1895 stand DUO
SOWS FABER EXTREMA SPEAKERS & STANDS, MINT
£3995 Ward £6890
ENSEMBLE PRIMA DONNA SPEAKERS, MINT
£3995 Wad £ 10300
TANNOY 638 PROFILE SPEAKERS BLACK, MINT
£395 stand DM
MARTIN LOSAN CLS 22 BLACK NEW PANELS & ARCICI STANDS, MINT
02795 Wand £5000
PROAC RESPONSE 3.5 BURR OAK, MINT
03995 ex(clenc £5000
CALTEMPEST 2CD PLAYER VALVE BARGAIN, MINT
01295 Ward £3960
AC,CUPHASE DP70 CD PLAYER BALANCED AT&T MINT
£ 1995 stand £6000
MERIDIAN 508 20 BIT CD PLAYER LATEST, MINT
01395 edema £ 1685
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 566 20 BIT DAC LATEST. MINT
01900 eceerno 02340
GRYPHON LTD EDITION PRE,AMP BRILL MINT
£3750 stand fSOW
KRELL KSA250 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£3495 stand £6600
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE AMP BALANCED. MINT
02250 stand 044619
CARY DAS 15 WATT TRIODE STEREO VALVE AMP CHROME MINT
0795 Wand 01495
BEARD P100 NK2 VALVE AMPS KT88 VALVES 3AVAILABLE MINT
each £695 Wand £ 1433
APOGEE MINI GRAND G5 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK SUE WOOFERS
&CROSSOVER, MINT SUPER COOPER
£3995 Wand £8595
B&W 800 MATRIX SPEAKERS BLACK ASH REALLY SERIOUS STUFF
PIEU THOSE 801 & FRIGHTEN YOURSELF MINT
05995 stand £10X0
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD, MINT
£2995 stand DEW
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT THESE KILLEDA COW ONCE £3995 stand £6995
CAMBRIDGE COI CD PLAYER MODIFIED VGC
0695 Wand £ 1500.
MERIDIAN 208 CO PREAMP PHONO BOARD & MSR MINT
0795 Wand £ 1565
CARY CAD 5500CD LINE PREAMP VALVE WITH ANOLOGUE PROCESSOR
MINT
£595 stand £ 1200
KRELL KSA 100S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
03495 stand 05843
KRELL KSA 200S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT 2OF THESE AMPS
AVAILABLE EACH
£4995 stand £7987
HEYBROOK SEXTET SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
rses ewe moo
TEC - V80305 3HEAD CASSETTE DECK MINT
£450 stand f650
AUDIO LAB 8,300 CDM TRANSPORT & 8.000 DAC MINT
01795 stand £2300
AUDIO LAB 8.000 MMONO AMP MINT
£ 1295 stand £ 16000
COUNTERPOINT SA12 POWER AMP BLACK MINT
0595 stand £1250
ENSEMBLE PA1 SPEAKERS TEAK MINT
S1395 stand £2950
MONITOR AUDIO DOSE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD COMPLETE WITH
OPTION PUNTS MINT
£ 1795 stand f24030
WELL TEMPERED WITH CLASSIC TURNTABLE SILVER WIRED ARM
PINX TRIANGLE POWER SUPPLY MINT
£995 Chard 52500
MICROMEGA 21CD TRANSPORT & DUO PRO 2DAC
22500 Wand £4003
KRELL PAM 1DUAL MONO PREAMP MANIAC
0995 stand £ 1998
SONUS FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE LTD EDITION SPEAKERS
&STANDS MINT
£4500 stand £6210
AUDIO RESEARCH 1.1300 MK2 VALVE MONO PONER AMPS
SILVER MINT
£3995 stand £ 12.000
UNN KARRICK NUMERIK CD PLAYER NEW TYPE SUPPLY
ON NUTTERICK. MINT
01795 Wand £2572
MICROMEGA TDRIVE CD TRANSPORT UPGRADED BY MICROMEGA. MINT £7985 stand £ 1200
AUDIO RESEARCH LS30 PRE AMP INC REMOTE
£ 1915 stand £3025
AUDIO RESEARCH LS? PRE AMP SILVER MINT
£1295 stand £ 1698
KRELL KRC HR PREAMP REMOTE, MINT
£4500 stand teeee
MARK LEVINSON ML? PREAMP MC MINT
01995 Wand £5800
BURMESTER 846 LINE 838 AND PHONO CHROME PREAMP
RARE BAL OR NORMAL. MlefT
£ 1295 stand £3250
PROP« PRO BAL CONVERTER DOES BOTH WAYS BAL TO NORMAL
&NORMAL TO BALANCED, MINT
0250 stand MO
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 M.0 TRANSFORMER. MINT
£ 150 Wand
T
DENSER BEAT I« INTEGRATED AMP
£395 stand £600
SONUS FABER ELECTRA SPEAKERS WALNUT & STONEWOOD
STANDS, MINT
£1395 stand 02300
MARTIN LOGAN CIS 21 SPEAKERS OAK, MINT
£1995 stand 04555
AUDIO RESEARCH 5360 VALVE AMP, MINT
01495 Wand £2645

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed
British loudspeaker range.
For further details, contact David O'Malley.
REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505
Fax 0044 161 905 1965

Call 0171-473-5502 for details.
(Price includes modification, psu and all
connecting cables, UK postage).

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

atv

e
New Audio Amateur repont; publialted on CDROM

Hadiotron Designer's Handbook by Langford-Smith.
New and updated FOCAL ' State of the Art' Kits
FOCAL ' In-car' & JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400v & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors +
Falcon Custom-wound Inductors.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AlFtR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Mitey Mic Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for Audiosuite or AIRR
Send for our FREE price list PL25a: Just send alarge
S.A.E. (38p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas,
Europe USS1 bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons (IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 811
Tel (0)1508 578272

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
modify. or, re-align any high-end equipment. IVe
under:lake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can 'also offer avab
matching service. Eskx,ct only the best

)

•

Service & Repairs

Valve & transistor
amplifiers
-)
• Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD •
01372 456921 .

AUDIO

HiFi VCR's
Valves tested

MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex equipment FOR SALE

Alchemist Fokseti Pre + Power (e/d) £2228
Alchemist Fokseti Int. amp £949
Alchemist Kraken Class Aamp £579
Albury 408 mono blocks £850
Arcom Alha CD
Castle Chesters (Yew)
£750
Chario's Speakers. Hyper 3's (e/d) £ 1110
C',hario's Speakers. Hyper 2's £749
Clements RT7
£3800
Counter Point SA 1000 pre e/d }
£3C00
Counter Point SA 100 power
Krell KAV 3001 Int amp
£2500
Lumley MI OD valve mono-blocks
Macintosh 712 pre + e/d
} £3000
7.100 power e/d
MIF 81 Int. Amp
£230
Marantz PM6 Class A (rare)
Near Speakers new + e/d
QED DAC pack plus
£200
REL Stentor sub. e/d
£ 1600
annoy Cheviots
Most equipment offered includes full warranty

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 11181-879 7962

I/ \

Sale
£1600
£550
P0.A
£350
£150
£400
£777
£524
£2000
£2000
£1800
£800
£2000
£90
600
PO.A.
£150
£999
£350

Stockist for: ALCHEMIST, MONARCHY, PINK TRIANGLE,
KRONOS, TRILOGY VALVE AMPS, SONIC FRONTIERS,

CADENCE spks.

RIVERSIDE HIFI
ETDemonstration + part exchange equipment to clear

NB Due to some transit damage offering amazing prices
off Cadence Loudspeakers (with warranty) - PO.A

TURNTABLE SALE
AUDIOLAB 8000 PPA
DENON 11304
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL Orbe
MICHELL Gyrodec
MICHELL Myro
MICHELL Syncro
MICHELL ISO
MICHELL ISO Hr
PROJECT 2
PROJECT 6
ROTEL R0970BX
THORENS 10 180
SME Model 20/2
SME 309
SME Series V
D -, DISPLAY NaNEW

WAS
899.90
209.90
1550
1950
825
435
405
420
895
299
449
129
190
3240
655
1390

NOW
849.90 ( DI
189.90 (N)
1300 (0)
1650 (D)
700 (0)
379 (
D)
349 (D)
359 (D)
760 (D)
259 (D)
380 (D)
109 (DJ
160 (D)
2750 (D)
559 (D)
1180 (D)

AUDIO C3IDLINKS
1997
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

OUT NOW - £.00
7 Fairmont

AMPS AND CDs ALSO ON SALE. PLEASE CALL!
422 RICHMOND ROAD
TEL (OM) 892 7613

11 14

TAURUS SYSTEMS
44 BOULTVVOOD ROAD, LONDON E6 400

Falco‘Acoustics Ltd

NEW IN THIS 1101till
OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE TURNTABLE WITH AIRTAIGENT
1
fi LINEAR AIR ARM PLUS UD, MINT
£2500 stand 15550
MICHELL PRISMA TURNTABLE AUDIO TECHNICA Am. MINT £395 Wand
T
MERIDIAN 200 TRICHORD TRANSPORT 203 DAC 7, MINT
£795 shard 01655
KRELL MDIO CD TURNTABLE LATEST VERSION. MINT
£3995 stand 07990
KRELL STUDIO DAC BALANCED AT&T ETC, MINT
£ 1995 stand £4450
MAIM CD2 CD PLAYER 6WEEKS OLD MINT
£1500 stand 02003
NAKAMICHI OMS 1CD PLAYER. MINT
£ 195 stand £395
MICROMEGA DUO 3CO TRANSPORT MINT
£495 stand 01003
MARANT2 CD 94 DAC BALANCED, VW
£250 Wand £903
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE MINT
£695 stand £ 1555
NAkAlecie RX505E 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE, VGC
5550 stand DOM
STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE HEADPHONES & SAUTS VALVE ENERGISE MINT £195 stand 01450
MARK LEVINSON IAL12A PREAMP PLS124 SUPPLY, MINT
£995 STAId me
KRELL PANS
.
MINT
£1395 Wand 03450
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIT MK2 PREAAIP SILVER MINT
£1995 stand £5350
NAN 82 PREAMP & 2HICAPS 6WEEKS OLD, MINT
£2500 Strand £3400
NAJDNICHI CAT PREAMP 1.11.19.1C RCONTROL, MINT
£995 abed £2500
NNW.IICHI PAT POWERAMP (THRESHOLD 960 WPC), MINT
£995 shard 01800
KRELL KSA 100A CLASS AAMP SERVICED, MINT
£1695 Wand £3450
NAIM 135 MONO AMPS 2WEEKS OLD. MINT
£2500 stand OM
SONUS FABER ELECTA SPEAKERS WALNUT MINT
£995 Ward £1790
TEA STUDIO 11.1 SPEAKERS & STANDS ROSELVOOD. MINT
0695 stand 01003
EI&W DM 1800 SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK. VGC
0250 stand £550
SPENCOR SP22 SPEAKERS WALNUT SLATE STAND, MINT
0395 stand £850
MERIDIAN DSP 5603 DIGITAL ACTIVE SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD. MINT
02565 Kemp £3460
OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE • RING FOR DETAILS

YOUR CD PLAYER OR TRANSPORT CAN
BE BETTER! For more detail and asmoother sound
the TAURUS DIGITAL SUPPLY can be fitted for £250.

EAST TWICKENHAM
MIDDLESEX, TW 1 2EB

FAX (0181)892 7749

Crescent, Scunthorpe,

North Lincolnshire. DN161EL

Tel/Fax. (+44) 01724 870432
JULY

1997
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PART • EXCHANGE

SELLING OR CHANGING YOUR HI- Fl?
You will want to know that
THE HI. FI COMPANY
has the most flexible approach to
ensure you get your best price - quickly.

Our high demand for quality used
hi-fi means we can offer INSTANT CASH
for your carefully used equipment.

We promise UNBEATABLE allowances
against items from our extensive range
of NEW and USED hi-fi equipment.
Use your P/X as the deposit on your new
purchase (available on INTEREST FREE
CREDIT) or ask for a CASH- BACK'
if you prefer to pay any other way!

Difficulty selling your specialist hi-fi?
Then, allow us to sell it for you on a
commission basis.
And, for mint condition items, boxed, or
with owner history, we can advance up
to 50% of agreed selling price, with
balance payable ( less commission)
immediately on sale of goods.

Looking for something specific?
New or used, there's agood chance we
can obtain what you want, at the best
price - and we can always find a new
home for your old equipment too!

I- 1(J911.11
A service we have offered throughout
the UK for more than 20 years.
It includes equipment demonstrations,
expert setting up of your own hi-fi
system, optimizing acoustic settings and
fine tuning all audio connections.
ALL USED EQUIPMENT IS FULLY TESTED
AND SOLD WITH WARRANTY.

CALL FOR UP-TO-DATE LIST.

CREDIT CARD CALLERS
NEXT DAY DELIVERY GUARANTEED

COMMISSION SALES

TURNTABLES / ARMS
Linn LP12 ( Blk) / Ekos / Lingo / K9
£3500 £ 1495
Linn LP12 (Afr) / Ittok / Valhalla / Klyde (New) £2500 £895
Linn Axis / Black Pearl cartridge £595 £295
Manticore Mantra / Linn LVX arm / ADC cart £300 £125
Oracle Delphi / Grado arm / Signature MCX
£1295
Roksan Xerxes (Blk) No arm
£975 £495
Slate Audio 401 (Never used) Cut for SME 309 £ 1600 £750
SME Series IV Magnesium ( New)
£935 £695
Trio L07D Direst Drive ( Extremely rare) £2250 £950
CASSETTE DECKS / REEL TO REEL iTUNERS IIM
Denon DRS 640 ( Ex-dem)
£200 £150
Nakamichl BX125 ( Scratched) £450 £ 125
Nakamichi 482Z
£495 £295
Nakamichi 600
£500 £149
Pioneer CT91a ( Reference)
£795 £395
Revox B77 1/2 track
£2500 £695
Tascam Midi Studio 688
£ 1995 £995
Naim NAT101
£ 1250 £695
Pioneer F91 ( Reference Tuner)
£ 695 £375
Quad FM4 (
Grey)
£ 475 £ 245
AMPLIFIERS
Albarry APS1 / PSU / DMP 1 / M408
£ 1400 £600
Arcam Alpha 3 (Integrated) £230 £ 135
Arlon Electra ( New) Integrated £ 1400 £875
Audiolab 8000S
£700 £500
Audion Sterling (Silver wired power) £599 £495
Audio Research LS3 ( Blk) ore
£2000 £1395
Audio Note M2 ( Pre-amp)
£ 1000 £700
Aura Evolution
£350 £269
AVI S2000MI ( Ex-dem)
£899 £699
Concordant Excelsior
£ 1295 £695
Exposure 7 Pre / 8 Power
£ 1100 £575
Jeff Rowland Model 3 Monoblocks £4000 £2250
John Shearne Phase 2 ( Integrated) £595 £425
Leeson Ad 1 / API
£750 £295
Linn Majik 1 ( Inc MM Phono stage)
£890 £450
Linn LK1 / Dirak PS / 2 X U(280
£2500 £1200
Linn Kaim / LK100
£2350 £1695
Magnum MF / MP120 (As new)
£600 £475
Meridian 562 Pre (Es-dam)
£995 £795
Meridian 565 AC3 / 519
£3150 £2350
MicroMega Tempo 2 ( Integrated) £950 £650
Myryad MI 120 (Ex-dem)
£500 £439
NAD 208 ( THX Power)
£ 1100 £899
Naim NAC32 / Hi-Cap / 250
£2700 £1250
Naim 72 / 180 (As new)
£ 1785 £ 1375
Naim 92 / Flat Cap / 90 (As new)
£ 1260 £900
Pioneer A91D ( Reference)
£ 1250 £595
Quad 66 / 606
£1515 £995
Quad 34 / 306
£715 £495
PS Audio IV / HCPS ( Pre-amp)
£695 £295
Rappaport Pre-2 (Pre-amp)
£595 £395
Sonographe FET ( Pre)
£ 1250 £495
Sugden Symetra Mono amps
£ 1550 £1050
Sumo Athena (Pre) + 9 ( Power)
£ 1900 £995
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£ 1700 £875
CD PLAYERS
Arcam Delta 70 / Black Box 3
£ 1100 £675
Audio Research DAC 1 ( Silver) £3000 £1395
Carver TL3220
£500 £295
Linn Karik 3 (As new)
£ 1850 £1395
Meridian 206B Delta Sigma
£795 £425
MicroMega Stage 3
£900 £595
Naim CD3 ( 1month old)
£997 £797
Pioneer PD91 ( Reference)
£895 £495
Quad 66
£595 £455
Quad 67
£795 £595
Sony CD-P701ES
£795 £295
Sugden SDT-1
£1100 £825
Teac VRDS10
£800 £625
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Model X ( Inc valve power amps) £3500 £ 1750
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands
£ 1545 £695
ATC SCM10 ( Black)
£1100 £595
Bose 901 Series VI
£ 1995 £695
Celestion SL700
£ 1495 £650
Epos ES14 ( New)
£675 £475
Impulse H6 (Horns)
£ 1495 £875
KEF 103/4
£1100 £675
KEF 104/2
£ 1795 £995
KEF 065 ( Ex-dam)
£799 £699
Linn Sara (Teak)
£700 £295
Linn Kan Mk1 ( Rosewood)
£575 £325
Linn Isobariks / Naim active Xover (To clear) £1975 £475
Linn Kelidh (Black + Granite stands) £795 £595
Meridian M30 (Active)
£ 1000 £575
Mission 754 (Oak) Ex-dem
£1498 £1198
Naim SBL (Walnut) Paso S/soiled £ 1975 £1379
Proac Response 1
£1200 £850
Quad ESL57 ( Black)
£1500 £395
Quad ESL63 ( Rosewood)
£3500 £ 1800
REL Sentour
£ 1800 £995
Spendor S100
£2125 £995
Tannoy Berkeley 15" HPD (Walnut)
£ 1150
Tannoy Lancaster 15" Gold (Circa 1960)
Offers over £500

And

WHAT'S
NEW?
Most of the hi-fi bargains you'll see

listed on the left have come into stock
when customers have chosen to
up-grade components or systems at
The HiFi Company. Generous trade-in
allowances are just one of the benefits
enjoyed by our customers because we really want your old hi-fi equipment!
And, most importantly, we back up our

Easy Up-Grade facility with the most
appetising stock of hi-fi equipment at

level.
As well as virtually every justifiably

any price

'award winning' component and system
featured in the serious hi-fi press, we
always keep awide range of equipment
which we consider to have outstanding
or unique qualities and characteristics,
regardless of budgetary constraints or
that invidious 'sound for your pound'
journalese espoused by 'popular' hi-fi
magazines, and which so demeans the
aspirations of more discriminating
enthusiasts!
In fact it is obvious to us that most of
our customers have quite individual and
specific expections, often not met by the
'vanilla' favourites of the popular press!
For them (and hopefully, you) we keep
right up-to-date with the very latest, and
most interesting hi-fi components and
systems available for your assessment.
Amongst several exciting new
products that have found favour in our
demonstration studios in the last few
weeks are the following:
• SONUS FABER
Concerto Grand Piano £2299
• MICHELL ORBE with
£3445

SME Series IV / Lyra Lydian

• AUDIOLAB
8000 CD Player

£ 1000

• NAIM Credo
Loudspeakers

£1060

• KRELL KAV 250 P/A
Pre and power

£5280

• COPLAND CDA 277
CD Player

£1799

• MERIDIAN 565 (7.1)
DTS/AC3 Dig. Processor £2850

• M&K 150 THX (5.1)
Studio Monitor Spkr System £ 5000

• QUAD 77 Remote Control
CD / Tuner / Amp system £2250

• YAMAHA DDP -2
£350

AC3 Processor

• MAGNEPLANAR
MG -0.6 SE Speakers £ 1370
• MARTIN LOGAN CLS II/
Full Range Electrostatics

£4555

To arrange for your personal
listening session, please call us on
our '
What's New?' line below.

REMEMBER
We promise especially
high trade-in offers
when you choose to
up-grade at our stores.

TRADING STATION
35-42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PE1 1I/

BUYING OR SELLING : (01733) 555514 'WHAT'S NEW': (01733) 347155

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
GREAT NEWS' /AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.

Aude Note UK Ltd Is proud and happy to announce atotnt venture with Mr. Alcoa Vatc of Al/VT nthe Czech Republe.under the agreement reached
Alesa Vales company ell be malung arange Pl decoy heated nodes for small smnal. driver and output stages exclusively for Auder Note. Thts writ
wrttt Irme allow us lo explore hdherto uncharted terntory nthe field of Smote- Ended Audio AmplIfter demon, by puffing us tn aposlion to design
and manufacture erodes sPectfically tor agrven purpose. something whIch has not been nffin our reach In the past. where we have always had to
settle for the best ampfitymo devices avatlable. but wheh good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes So Iam very ended
about the potent« for Improvements and prospects of raising the game to the tlighest level.
Melly. we ell only have aSuper bnear version of the 300E available, dubbed the Audio Note AV30013 Sirt voll be evadable in laded numbered
samples at USS 425.00 each Cohen single or matched parrs We wrll follow the tartly (men by anew very powerful power Mode the new Aude Note
AV626 SL wrIt 120 wall drsseatron tor about 40 watt Class Are single-ended confeuraten, the most powerful and linear power node evadable. at
an expected pnce of USS 750.00 each. rt will help advance the case for SE operafion desple the deplorable Inefficency of the most modern loudspeakers!'
For those of you who have already expenenced the Vae Valve 1N306 and 1/52E It Writ Interest you to know that an Au« Note AVS28 SL and AV328
SL cell be Introduced when we have solved the problems of cathode crystallnaten that the Vatc Valve W306 and 1//529 sutler from The expected
cost of the AV32B SI wrll be ASS 550 00 each and the AV52B SL USS MOO each.
All Aude Note Triodes are evadable m Colbert blue. Ruby Red. Saver or gold glass on request al an addlemal USS 125.00 per valve. delivery normally about 90 days as aspent order
All Aude Note AV-type Mode voll carry areal 2.000 hours or one year warranty. whichever comes first. we ell be applying thts warranty without
discuss« or delay 5Pectficaten sheets against stamped sell addressed envelope veth 63.00 or USS 5.00 for copyIng. Available from all partetpattng
Audio Note drstnbutors.

the controversy surrounding what to use web the km power SE mode amplofiers rs not solved wen the speaker lot so vie have something else up our sleeve too
later as welt watch thrs space ,.
The Increase on Interest in all thongs ungleended especially the triode non-feedback vaneh. Is now so great that even the marnstream valve manutacturers are
about to follow sua so of you are looking Or asingle-ended product beware of the lee prophet who speaks of things he does not believe in untold becomes
financially expedient or dovonght necessary to have asingle-ended amplifier in thee mode program So whether you are budding asingle-ended molder yourselt or 'oolong to buy amanufactured songlerended product please remember mal ewas AUDIO NOTE. who. in Me lace of the usual industry hype about continual
"mogress". brought tho technology to the anentron 01 press. pule and general Moo industry alike not because dwould lend aquick buck to Me purse but
because we firmly believe Meters asuperior way of amphlffing any muse sooner and therefore deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology tor anyone
who want the genuine aesthetes and beauty of real music reproduced on their home
Now that we stand on the boundary of Mrs Me brave new world of 1920S corcuery we note with Interest the number ol manulacturers who have manufactured
vehe amploliers log many years, but who only now beve ' doscovered the benefits of the nee-ended stage, and who on the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents of me high power ffigh poultry" valve amploler. watch them as they now. for commercial gam embrace the world of high loudspeaker effli
treaty and sneered tmode amplealmn and then draw your own concluslons about thee unceromy. then commitment market strategy and general competence
in overall knowledge of the technology of vado AUDIO NOTE were the fast and vall remain the last word on sonic quality it you maturate muss properly repro duced
As expected land mended en the above paragraphs1 we are now seerng aflood ol songle-ended ampreers appearing on Me market some are good many are notl
II is « portent lo remember that the hardest thong to achreve rs weedy. man rs acompleafing being ( just look at our tax system ,7) and since Wore War Iwo we
have been led to belreve that complocatron equals technology not true especially nol in muse reproductron equipment here modem is adostonct vatue Singleended amplification requires an understanding of the necessity for snidely that rs very rare another common legacy rs that the SE power SUPP4 ne0IS 10 IS. ,
very large cepecolante or storage, also not correct you want as last and responswe an SE-poweo supply as you can gel. so asmall auk power supply sounds
much better than abp slow pee valve rechleaten rs amust chokes are good. but not mandatory. if cost is aproblem alarge resistor vrel do ir is most Important
to remember that In eno- feedback nee- ended emote, the circua and power supply must have the same ! me constants to ' unclean correctty so smote and
small rs beautiful
Anal!, onteresfing aspect of Me SErevolutoon os the attempt to incorporate tenets ol current lechnologeal dogma and betels onto the SE perlormance envelope we
are already seung low (rotation SE. selficantellong SE. transistor SE. soon lo be mooed by Nob current SE" and Othigh power SE' don't be duped by these slogan, clams that you can gel 55 watts SE Class Afrom one VT-4C/211 are utter nonsense. Iffiewoe 15 wens from aungle 3008. these keels of power spenficatons are no good unless they are accompanied by adolorboa figure at the rated power To gwe you an Mustraten of this at 55 sans Class ASE a211 has about
5ffiv harmonic distortion one has to queshon the sonic quality of any signal at that dotorten level li only the magaretes spent as much tome and energy on exposing the charlatans whose unjustdoble chums are poessed on an unsuspechng public as they do Moog to mien the benets of °GC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amuse carrier we would have acleaner and more just market where being correct and truthlul would not be a
markelong disadvantage

We have now settled in our new factory unit and it rs already lung out to be too small. such rs fife. in amarket where large parts of the specest
hth Industry rl falling on harder times ( especially the hnh power • low effimency crowd what can rsay. rt could not happen to more deservIng people) Aude Note Is findIng our market rs growmg ever more welly than we can reasonably deal wIth or supply. so. as wIth most thtngs good. you
sometimes have to wart which rs not what any of us are partIcularly good at. havIng been brought up In asociety that favours instant gratecallon above all else.
In fins society context. 11 Is therefore very graldrg to see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits of -00-11-yourself •
amens. speakers etc. lust another example o how society rs changIng. re thts case defintlely for the better, rather than passively buying the latest
greatest new " super ameder" large numbers pt our customers are now buddIng better amplrfers themselves. learnIng to understand and appreciate
the simple truth that the Smgle-Ended Triode output stage rules supreme where muse reproduction is concerned.
Pafficipation Is the name of the game and Audio Note Is happy to prone awee range of complete kds. output and mares transformers, chokes.
paper m Oil. alumtnrum, ttn, copper or Myer lori signal capacdors. Black Gate Cerane or standard electrolyhc capacrtors tantalum carbon and
metal film reststors, sliver wires. rnterstage and [Inver transformers. swdches, balance controls. potentiometers. attenualors, chassis's and fittings for
the qually °rented Direr whether you are abeginner or hardened expertmenter. male or female, we have the best ( and not always most expenswet
pads tor most protects.

Back lo the sleet manen all thos talk about lusfice and correctness would be vaney ol not backed by action so on order to enhance your alley to design and manufacture your own special version of any of the single-ended circuits being discussed, whether old or new, we will cantorrue lo expand on what is already the most
extenswe range of Ultra hen matey components that the &stern% do-e-yoursed valve amphher enthusust can use to construct any songle-ended or Ishame on
your lpush pull ornerier. whether Mode or pentode va of these pans are used on various models of the manufactured line ot the AUDIO NOTE ampirliers these
components include mostly specally made items like ceramic valve bases wrth edher solver or gold plated pins paper in ol alurnahurn fool semi capantors. corner
F. saver foil sooner capantors Black Gate gramme electrolyte capacolors, andcorooswetree solver solder copper and saver wired audio outpul transformers. nonmagneto< tantalum resistors. non-magnete RCA and speaker tunnels. valves and many other useful bes and pieces fm upgrading old or construfing new valve
amphfiers

Ihave commented on MH before. drs most InterestIng to watch the scramble tang place amongst the ensung valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the vetoes of hrgh power and who strIl mainly make theff hytng seirng fhem, for how rs agood questIonl) valve amplifiers.
as many of them now embrace the low power single-ended trede ampleer as dthey had never sad anythIng to the opposde or even more Interestingly, as one valve manufacturer. famous for the slatnless steel chassis and very blot) power amplifiers says. we only make SE ampleers because
people want them, we do not belleve thts 0the best solution interestIng statement Is It not? Th's is what happens when «he manufacturers do rs
Mllow the lead ot the market motead of takIng the lead themselves, whIch rs why the located " Hrgh End" ( lovely Amencan term for somethIng that
cannot reproduce muse) but also pure sad. fortunately this rs not an accusahon that can be thrown at Audio Note, as we were first lo Introduce SE
amplifiers roto the worldwrde commerce' specellst market and we Me lead the way.

We shall be °Moog the speaker drovers thal or use on ou, own loudspeakeos log general sale from now on. you can buy the drovers ondowdually or together voth a
package thal shows the crossover configurafion and cabinet dramngs together wen apre ot ports
We have spent far more tome looking at he efficoency speaker load Issues on motions« to Me low power SE triode amplffiers than anyone else. and I
believe that
ow solutions are both on clonal and effective unfortunately nature is as cruel as she rs kind when ot comes to effeency bandwidth, sope and pace
We offer our drove unds vath both copper end sOver rilen noes, the measured dolleoence In negligible, but Me dofterence on sound between the two Is very great
Indeed which again begs the questen whar
retailer, to what vie hear

The virtual flood of SE ampfifers that has appeared on the market over the past 3years rs no doubt confusIng to most of you. ncertatnly seems to
have bevoldered most of the press and then neewers a great many of whom have yet to really understand what rs happening. especially the fact
that Me grassroot support for SE Mode amplifiers. Is so deep rooted and strong, seems to have bypassed the men In ther rvory towers, most of who
still believe that thts rs fad that ell Are away, as soon as the next great "acluevement" of the tranonal -ffigh End" has been released. Oh, how 1101e
do they comprehend that the move away Irom the tradthonally favoured fugh power • Inefficient speaker technologies most of them have supported
(and tn many ways helped brrng about remember the rave reviews of the Apogee Scene or latest high power ML. ARC or Krell?) are now serious
unwell and may well de over the next five years. already now the second hand values of the products !eht contare these technologies are seriously
and sun Meng, consIder that dany of youshll own one of these dinosaurs. unless of course you like collechng historical andacts.
Attempts to make SE technology conform la current technotoffical measurement dogma have so far Need thanks rno small part to many ol you brave and persostent people out there who have for yourselves experienced what happens to the sound of agood SE ampler.' when you sock 24d8 or more feedback across the cm
cue and onterestong. not to mentron enloghtening experoence that clearly demonstrates Mat low state dostortion is not the cure all -that the transostor and ffigh power
brigade would have us beheve, and who'ff attempts are being made to upgrade' semi conductor corcuery wet aSrngle-Ended flavour low truly songreended thos
really o ohighly questionable, since the tranustor can only ampldy one had al Me waveform and needs apartner fin crime7.11 certainly sounds thal way') to wholly
amatory the signal. rem conductor means what he says HALF, and that owhat you gel hall the sooner hall the sound ,Some people are satofied wdh pseudo- solo
bons the current Hen End -ono excephon ,
But as Isod thm rs all changong tor the better and rf we can do anything to help we tenuity shall vilfich is why wt are Intooducong anumber of new pans on ne
list. winch writ Include Me much-wanted very soon to be evadable. pre- amide' ke but equally Importantly. aloudspeaker kol, sorry no pans tor the caramel, only the
(Inwood and the mffivelual tested drivers well ether tappet or sever mu cods. the speaker kills modelled on our AN- Espeakers wheh rate at about 93 - 94d8
efferency, web avery temp load behaveur. they are developed on SE-Mode amphters and are highly meted to the lovapower SE Mode ampfilers that most Il you
have or are contemplamg

The price 0two speakers, danyone wants mono only then halve the price, the speakers in question are srmtlar to Me AN-E/D which are close to 94 dB efficient in acabinet 80x36x28 centtmelets, and are designed to stand close lo rear and see walls.
Work is going peona lull range dual cone driver for quarter or half wave horn applications, so
keep your eyes out tor future announcements
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
Apart trom the kits ai the prices on thm lost are excluding UK Vat at 17.50%, which, rf you hve
Instde the EEC. UK Val voll be added to your purchase after the addition of postage and packIng
Costs. 11 you live outside the EEC the price you see rs the pnce you pay.
We are Introducong acompletely computensed system asfrom September I. 1996. ( it remams to
be seen whether thts is abenefit or not. Ipersonally have my doubts!, which should in theory
reduce the lead tmes. mrnerse nfistakes and allow us to quote prices 10 you quickly over the
phone, plus make stock control more conststent To help us help yourself we have now incorporated aproduct ordering code no when we strongly recommend you use for all future orders.
not usIng it will cause delays re processIng your order especrally rn afew months tee when the
system rs fully operatronal.
We accept VISA. Mastercard. Amu. Diners. CM *MIL to pay this way we will need your
address, card no wIth start and exptry dates, please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods lo an address that Is (fifferent from the cardholders address, this is lo protect you from
fraudulent use of your card etc You can also pay by bankers draft, Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account
Delivery Is normally about 14 days from recent of cleared funds, but please allow up to 60 days
for some items. If not stock at the Irme or order
ITEMS SOUGHT.
If any of you readong this have possession of any books which contain Informatton relevant to
the sublet of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others, please let us know
either by fax or telephone, there is an award of £20 00 ( payable In valves or other Ms, postfreel
to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful Informahon about valve amplifier design
or theory
Ldtemse. Iam looking tor anumber of old valves lo expenment wIth. so If you have any PX4's
PX25's. DA30S. AD1 ' s. or any of the old triodes ! ell be happy to buy or swap at agood price.
likewise anyone of you know where to frnd old studio tape recorders. STUDER, TELEFUNKEN or
AMPERE% or the hke. record cuttIng, Plating . processing or pressing equIpment. Or have books
or Informatton about Meng microphones. recording technique. LP-manulacture. then dwrll all
be gratefully received. AUDIO NOTE has the mlenhon over the next 2 - 3years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite alot of informatton, much more rs
needed
Circuits. Vdu data & Bask Technical Intimation
If you would ' Ike some suggestions winch to base afuture protect around, then we shall be
Sir
erSSA I .
e
a
r
c
a;
rcee pCokwceornataminajocordcucjsc3uni% Inc 10,;M:11111p.pm-amplifier,
I
t
z6 toGpAzdoeNypOluu
plus several
wheh is the best pre-ampfifier cocud we have come across. Just send astamped self addressed
A4- see envelope, together wIth 6.00 pounds in small denominahon UK stamps. or if you live
outsee the UK US 51915.00 In Sbills will do please do not send Bankers Drafts mn USS.
International Response Coupons or Internattonal money orders, as they cost more to cash than
their value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits pl the AUDIO NOTE UK- made ampfifiers. like
OTO Phono SE. MI Phono. MEISHU. SORO etc and since we ( unlike the Maffinty of our talented compehtors) do not have any secrets mn this department, and are only too pleased to help
eMend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned field, we shall be happy to send you or
any musing or prospecture compete,, one or more cncurt degrams.they cost 5.00 each, or
you can buy for example all phono Integrated ampleers. for E30 00 1$50.00). or all We-integrated amplifiers for £25.00. all pre-amettrers for f20 00 ( S35 001. or simply acomplete [newt
pack for f50.00. ($80.00). All can be paid edher by credd card, cash, bankers drab or cheque
drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage.
We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves. ECC82.
ECC88/6922. 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WAJECC83. 65107. 3000. 211NT4C. 845. EL34/6CA7.
2A3, 604. 5540. GZ34/5AR4, EL84/6BC15. 6V6GT, 6160, 5881/6L6WGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped sel addressed AA envelope together we 1400 in small denominahon stamps or If outside the UK another US S15.00 will suffice.
Since nothing really extsts which grues areasonable background to the subject of valve amplder
cocuit desIgn, Guy Adams and 1have wreen and assembled anumber of alleles and extracts
trom old books which (five some background to the subject do not expect to become an instant
expert, but it will serve as auseful reference. for the beginner as well as the more advanced. we
have expanded this nfo-pack to Include even more useful Informaton, sod you have already
bought the old pack. Just send £ 200 or us eso. For Me full pack asmall charge 0required,
the tune £ 7DO, In small denomination stamps with astamped self addressed envelope, or outside the UK. please send US $25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterfin.q for the above charges as well, lust
convert the USS amounts to Stung at St70 to the Pound, oiler you have rounded up to nearestS 500
SOUND PRACTICES.
If you are serrously interested mn the Subject of valve amplIfler design, without the usual preconawed notions of what Is -good -amen, desrgn and technology ( the tradrtIonal view, which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor amplifier. has obviously «quantal Mel quite monumentalh/fi then SOUND PRACTICES Is the magazine to read, here you wt11 find articles about
design parameters. DIY articles for amblers and speakers. reviews of new and old. in other
words the very subjects that none of the seltsereng, adverhsmg led traddlonal press will touch
as they do not enhance he busrness of Men normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £500 per copy libere are currently II Issues evadable) or by subscrIptfon
from SOUND PRACTICES PO Box 180562. Austin. Ti 78718, USA Aregular modern world barge, and there areicractreally none of those In Audio today With enough subscrrphon support
SOUND PRACTICES may lust brIng about the " sound prachces" that the hat Industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscrIption!! Our I
fiend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC. so convenence rs at hand al long last. CAII or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 wIth your
card no if you want athree subscrIptIon

AUDIO NOTO LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS eKITS
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All ow speaker canine sare made ham dfluent matenals hoot ballet is nee, tread or son chipboard the wrap mn dense AIDF and the back oa.torn eitheo plywood or medlar,' chmboard no demon materials are apple to any part of the carnet west ve use some brecong to dostro ode the meet resonances Do Iheai
toes al "caffinet colo ration'77 Despee itut you mphr gunk the guitar 'Ike sou lure of our cabinets greatly enhances efficenty dynamocs and parkle
We also use only ami mal amount 01 waddong and ahas to be aspeak type preferably well cleaned sleeps wool, omen ncreel. and here experimentaban is recommended. Iyou build the spe kegs yourself
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By the time you read MO SOUND PRACTICES Issue 12 will be HERE. so thts should keep you off
the street over the next couple of weekends! Buy acopy tor C5.00 postage ( or sel addressed
envelope voth order if you five mn the UK), conlaIns the following arvcles. Aunt> Note ANKORLI
parallel 845SE by designer Andy Grove. Lowther Another opInton by Marc Walters. Tube Users
Guide by Loden Srbley. Meet the tube the 50. Herb Reichert on Remeeng PersPechves ta very
good criticism of the current revIewIng and measunng practices) and much more!! Much good
and Informative readIng as usual, agatn £ 5.00 A4 size. stamped self addressed envelope dyou
brUn rn the UK or USS 10.00 and aself addressed envelope if you live abroad.
Vacuum Tube Valley.
NOw Ibet you have never heard of MS one before. Sut demonstrahng the strength of the renal
In everything Mal has to do wIth valves. whether sIngle-ended, push-pull or lust old and good.
Vacuum Tube Valley Is aquarterly. ffigh quality pet and read each rssue focuses on aUS brand
of yester-year in Me tuned issue I
Issue 2Volume Oner Heathkrt 0dealt wet) extenstvely There
Is along antele by Ere Barbour about the E134 ( not afavpunmte of anne any longer, but avery
popular valve nonetheless. and an Interesfing overview of evadable and ulnae types The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplificatton buolffing. very credal and useful.
Cathode bras agreat article about how to bras the (1
1
1520 and biasing and tubellfe mn general.
Tube matching vulve matching to us Elute and much more it rs nrce to see amagazine that
takes ahtstorical perspective. Well worth aead, evadable from us at £ 8.50 acopy or chrectly
from VTV 1095. E. Duane Ave Sude 106. Sunnyvale CA 90086. USA. $ 35.00 tor foreign subscnbers 4Issues now available
POSITIVE FEEDBACK.
This is one type of feedback that we are not enttrely agamstf Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Tnode Society with aspirafions towards greatness. not mile the great underground magazines of the 1970's It Is aquanerly publication of zany controversoal commentary.
by in-house wnters, members. as well as various industry doyens on the subrects Cl mustc.
audio, technology and the quest for musical satisfaction. 1for one. Mink Ois an excellent read
and provides agood alternative yew to most of the established press which tends to yew the
world on the context of what new products 0evadable 'IAA, now, without ono much perspechve backwards We have several back Issues evadable of Posrlove Feedback and the latest Issue Is
iust off the press and all are evadable at £ 7.00 per issue Yours truly rs aregular contributor to
PF. what better reason to subscnbe7
LISTENER MAGAZINE.
Here is aremew based music and hdt magazine that Ireally enjoy reading ttoffether with F7 and
Awe Adventurer). tSe music reviews are amongst the very best in Me business the equipment
reviews not lar behrnd. This Is worthwhile and emstIng addition to Me evadable OPmiOnS or
music and equipment and at only £4.00 per copy agood investment The LoStener oaeocket
sized quanerhi publication. 4issues are evadable at the moment
The Audio Adventure.
Another good alternative to the established magazines. still develong and not afield to lake
acontroversial stance. has two of my favourite writers on their stall Myhs Astor ond Doyno
Both- Hill Hussy, so get acopy and see tor yourself.
COMPLETE KITS.
KIT ONE 300E sIngle-ended. 9walls Class A. stereo chassis cost £ 799.00 Inc' Vat. Order Code
AN- KIT-001
KIT TWO 6550 single- ended. 15 watts Class A. on astereo chasms. cost £ 599 00 mmcl. Val Order
Code AN-KIT-002
KIT THREE 3008 parallel single-ended. mono chassis. 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1350.00 Inc'
Vat Order Code
AN-KIT-003
KIT FOUR 606 push pull. 10 watts Class A. stereo chassis. cost £ 279 00 Inc' Vat Order Code
AN-KIT-004
KIT FIVE el be respecd«. It hes proven Impossele to release a211/845 kd Ave to the high voltage
problems
KIT SIX 300E sIngleended. 7/8 walls Class A. stereo chassis expected cost £ 449 00 mcludIng valves
and Vat. this mll be our "entrypornt£ or £gateway£ to single- ended triode bliss or rock and roll. ml you
prefer. Expected evadable October 1996
PRE-AMPLIFIER KIT Hard wired coca 'nerds. demon loosely bases on the Audio Note M7 Tube.
Avadable In 3verstons the complete ke vermon 3costs £299 (X) inc UK VAT 0. 17 5%.
If you are In doubt asto whether aet protect Is suitable for you we suggest you spend f10 00 on bur
mg the onstructens Ion the KIT ONE. single 3008 amplifier, thts will give you agood Idea whethet aet
protect rs tor you, if you decide to buy akit then Me £ moo will be refunded aCgenst the cost of the
kd As the other kits become available the, Instructton manuals on also be amiable at 10 00 each
We have the Krt One Instruchons evadable In English. German and Italian, please seedy when ordering
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
We are in the process of budding up four separate ranges of Audto Not output transformers morder to
offer the best possele outputs at drIterent preepoets. they writ all Into four categotres
A9 Economy range where the preequaldy relahonship Is carefully calculated to ensure audro men n,
acompact package merry we fell only be oftenng 3Sale-ended output transformers in MI5 range.
push-pull outputs are under development as well
13 IMeence range. which are the Output transformeffi already on offer we have made acouple of
adffitens to this range. MCP the last lost
ClHen Oratory range this will be arange of double C-core outputs tor single-ended cocurts excleveN, no push- pun outputs will be offered. unless demand requires It. Again 3offerings mealy.
ISuper HIgh Oually range. all- silver wooed outputs of the best possibly Citatory. when Isay best pOssrble. Ido not mean to say that these sever Outputs will be as good as the solver output transformers
handWOund by Me Note in Japan they wont but then agate they do Vol carry the once tag Mlle'
The quality Mere for group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to I.
5(113. they are IE cored with saloon sleet
larmnahons and are suppled with frames and solder tags which will allow good audio quality al the
cost The main cost savrng ben the use of asmaller core speceed to the exact power level requaed.
rather than overspenfeng by 50 or 100% as we 00 on Group B. the «don (pale/ and copper wire
rs the same
Group Bare typeally 20Hz to 401(110 minus 15r)B. IF cored wIlic high wanly sdeffil steel lamlnaltons.
wan ongen-free copper ere and supplied wrth edher bell-ends or frames always with fling
lea

asell to your mans delight attunecarefully will make agem.

dota T. UK Va
100.00

Group Care typtcaIN 16Hz to 50KHz minus 1 . 5O(1. smpwoun double C-cores made from the best
available silicon sleet laminahon, these outputs we compare m re than favourably with the best available types from days gone by and from other current sources Ce Partndge Tango Tamura etc
Group Duse Aucho Not- slyer wde. need I
say more77
Spectficabons
PP Push- Pull PPP Parallel Push- Pull. SEx Suele ended PSE Single-ended Parallel UL sigwnInes 43% ultrafinear taps as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL- laps. aS we tOnSoder
these detriment to sound qually ' • Dynaeo replacement
All primary Impedances are calculated for Class Aoperatron. with the maul consrderatIon gtven to
maximum dynamIc power transfer Moldy and minimum dIstortIon, rather than meaningless steady
state stne- on squarewave conditions
AP our single-ended output transformers are atrgapped. and the Maltante standrng current allowed
before saturalton mn shown In column 5
All our Output transformeos are tested to rnsulaten levels of mInrmum 3000 volts. all 211/R45 outputs are Insulated to 51(v flash every transformer Is tested to I« level of rnsulaten
We generally overSpenly 0111 transfoomerS by 50% ponen in Push- Pull twffich means that atransformer stated as 25 walls vall allow about 35-38 watt peaks. our srngle-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100% which means the they wri Instantaneously allow peaks of double the gIven
makomum power, through undostOrted thl IS necessary due to the better clipprng behaviour of the
sInge-ended stage
We do not gtve any further technIcal information On Our output transformets as we do not wish to
take part In lechnrcal compelohons, our products are demoned to cnterm whIch are and wrll be understood once they are Itstened loi
ir addrhOn to the output tranSfOrmers offered below, we offer adesign service where we can
supply almost any requirement for weeband transformers, whether for mrcrophones. mono
tffil cartridges, lee Input phase splItter. interslagesAnver or power output. we desIgn and
manufacture prototypes 1n-house the cost for the paper design is £200 OM prototype cost is
calculated On aper case basis. We can also produce OrOduCten quantffieS
nuedouo
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We also have amarnstransformer choke et for the WE9I power ampirfrer as shown in Sound
Practices, th's combined wIth our single-ended output transformers wrth 3KOhm primary Imp dance, ell make avery line replica of tffis classic ampleer total cost £420 40 per se
W
f
are
q
n
u
o
o
w
tealso have he facrlIty to make any maInstranstormer to your spenfica non, as long as ou
order matanum 2pcs. they can be supplied wIth soldertags. flying leads, frames or bell-ends Ask
On amore general note. It is Important to understand the specelmed nature o the design and
manufacture ot transformers for audio equIpment rs most Industrial » pleat, rs the main crIterra
are cost weIght or longevity. an audio menstransformer also have to have go dregulation under
load must run cool, and generate no mechanical noise or vibratton. produce oexcessive stray
magnetic fields etc etc., apretty tall order, when one considers Mal the cost I« has to be reasonable. So no matter where you order your mams transformer remember th tO should conform
to the above crIterta. so speedy this when you order As ageneral rule we do ot recommend potted transformers, as all our Itstentng tests have shown these to sound less clear, than unpotled
equIvalents1 Iknow ddoes not look as good, but to us sound quality is everyt Ing
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Were Is aprodu 1group Mat yudo not see adventsed every day' As usual we Mart small won the
rIen ron to grow quickly
On offer teeth Is apre amphi el output fansformer rt should be usable on my trend Dego
Nard sWOT ( With Output Iran former) pr amplIfter from Sound PractIces, we hall be using il in
Me Irthcortung 103 pre- nether. Solver wred versions wall nickel cores are under preparatIon,
as ar more Interstage and trip ttransformers
Thes handmade signal capad ors are son catty superror to any of the pies« or other paper types
we hve come across. It you hve never eperenced the difference del areally good paper/or'
capa lot can make in avalve mplifter, th nyou really should try Our specially made papervoll
caps have aMe, colour. lack of harshness nd evenness of dynamic behaviour across the frequency ranEq.e. whIch rs guarantee to bnghte up your dayl Recommended as replacements le old
and ew valve ampltfiers alike and even nthe odd transistor amplIf ter). and essential for DIY
protects. In Ile with envoonm Mal Mande As. all AUDIO NOTE paper In od capacitors contain
only non- toile. biodegradable egetable Orb the paper Is aspecrally treated and Impregnated by a
met od that enhances longevly and sound quality. to ensure optimum performance all round. As
you writ see, we are slowly Inc rporahng solid 99 99% pure sliver leadouts on this range of paper
in oil capacitors as well. in common with tecopper and net loll types There are several new
valu savertable. Including the . 2mF/50 volt caps made for speaker crossovers and the
O56mF/200 volt sulable for sle state amps. we have also added some values suitable for RIM
equarzIng networks, and the o Afeedback loopl Unfortunately new EEC environmental laws are
push ng up Me cost of manuta king all the paper In od capacitors. and we have had to increase
the ones by between 20% an 90% to compensate for this, in afew cases more than that the
smal er values are hardest Int syou would expect when you levy astandard charge per CapaCI1122
due onecessary but not mea ensrve aclean environment requirements
Iam all for protecting the envi onment and not bust against bad soundIng ampfifiers ( Ir. regardless IIffis. the Audio Note pa en In od capacitors remain the premlum cborce for single-ended
triod amplification.
To ti Age the pnce and performance gap between the aluminium f
orl and copper lori capacitors
we are IntroducIng arange of nloll paper mn cd capactlors, avertable from now.
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Ks Two features asingle 6550 tercet° running in Single- Ended mode yielding some 17 watts
of pure Class A. valve reefed HT for Ifto output stage stereo chassis and 6SN7GT input and
5814MECC82 SRPP dnver stage, componentry and chassis as Ka One KIT Two is currently
only evadable without valves Or£570.00 incl. UK Vat If used with Chinese 6550s no clans
for faults in powersuppty or output transtormers will be accepted" ,
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The Kit One has recently been awarded the Me The Greatest Audio Bargain ol
Century by Dick Olsher reeStereophaet In arevoco on the Internet not badl

the

Twentieth

Price£599 00 incr Vat includes valves, but not postagerpaceng cover is extra at£99 00
Vile polished chrome chassis and chromed bell-ends on the transformers.£799 00
KIT TWO ORDER CODE: AN- KIT-002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
Kit Three features 2x3008 per channel running in single-ended parallel woken 16/17 wads
in pure Class A. Pris kit is on two mono Chassis' wah valve rectified HT supple', no spool
feedback, it uses a6SNIGT double mode as input valve and apair of 5687 double nodes
running in SRPP as drivers The KIT THREE is essentially amono version of the KIT ONE
Yeah double the power. the same component choices and on two chassis' instead ol one.
The KIT THREE costs E 1.550.00 and is available now Cover is£99 00 extra per chassis ( I
198.00 for two) Polished chrome chassis and bell-ends is also oversee at 400 00 extra.
Several upgrade kits are available for Kit Three as well ask for details
KIT THREE ORDER CODE AN- KIT-003
The KIT FOUR costs E271.00, es of May 1st. 1997.
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KIT FOUR ORDER CODE, AN- KIT 004
The Audio Note Pre-Amplifier Ed,
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The KIT FOUR is really our Introduction to valve amplifier kit budding, creel and power supply
mounted on one single pnnted erne board, with two OTO type pusheull output translonners all mounted In asmart PI SE type chassis. covering everything. so nobody will be able to
see Mat you have succumb to the lure ol the valve ampere, which is sweeping the wodd The
circuit consists of wo 6V6GT tetrodes running in PusePull class A. yielding about 10 watts.
amen by a6SN7GT and aECC83 'flout stage Easy to build. even for the beginner
A ka loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube preamplifier circuit is now available, merely
we otter it in 3versions. with the basic version. Verson One consisting of only the instruction
manual. the trackless PC boards for hardwiring Me Circuit the morns transformer and the
choke costing£99 00 inclusive of UK Vat The trackless PC Boards are avelabte a1049 95
Version Two, includes version one wah the addrhon of aset of baso components. Beyschlag
resistors. Roedersten Polyester signal caps, standard etectroryfics, standard valve bases but
no valves Noble trame volume and balance controls with PCB, input sockets voth PCB. output
sockets wth PCB, but no chassis. al acost of 8199 00
Version Three. adds the valves ( 3a ECC83, 2o ECC82 and 136X51 and the chassis A
complete pre- amplifier kit of the highest quality at £299 00 Inclusive of UK Val at 17 5%
Versions offering more sophishcaled components will be introduced when we have enough
pans in stock to support then, the most obvious upgrade would be to replace Me Rcedersten
polyester with Audio Note paper- m.1 caps, ether aluminium foil or copper foil and combine
hat with Audio Not tantalum film reststors. Audio Bole silver wiring wue, change the RIAA
vahres to 6072A/12A47's or use 6SN7WGTA Syryane ( Philips/ECG) Instead of the ECC82's
(please note that you need aefferent line board for Met Wither improvements can be introduced eth Coralinos or Black Gates silver signal caps copper chassis etc
Order C.•
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AUDIO NOTE ( 114) Lt Unit C Peacock Industrial Estate Lyon Close. 125-127 Oavedor Road Hove 8113
'SG Fast Sussex England Telephone 01273 220511 16 knee. Fax 01273 731498 Cent lee to sales
01273 770778 SPAIN please contact. Meade. Carlo Al11010S 84 46004 Valence. Spam Tel 63 33 11 56.
Fax63 74 43 01
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Kit One has one 30013 per channel rtawng al 420 volts with 75mA current giving 9/10 watts of
the cleanest power you will ebef hear, the ',tentage consists of a 6547GT wrth a5687 dou•
ble node dnver stage running in SAPP The powersuPply is acapaelorelooke.capacitor with a
5114G HT rectarer. the heaters are AC heated. Component quality is similar to our Level 2fin.
'shed products. AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal Capacitors. Beyschlag Iwan r metalfikh
resistors, good qualrty electillyt. ( sorry NO Black Gatee) and asimple, adractive stereo
chimes ro grey Pentwork Protecting cover is extra We have several upgrade kits available for
Kit One, ask for details
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DENMARK, please contact Audio Consult H C Oerstedsver 42. 1879 Fredenksberg C. Denmark, Tel: 35
37 36 80 Fax 35 37 35 84
RUSSIAN Federahon please contact ESOTERICA Ltd Tel 095 917 4385 Fax 095 917 8762
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HUNGARY please contact Moen Aude. 54 U Raday tilt 2 H-1092 Budapest. HUNGARY TerFax 01
215 2612
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HOLLAND please contact,. de Jong Compomnts, Langdonkenstraat II. NL - 5605 LV Eindhoven. Holland,
Tel 040 257 4744, Fax 040 257 4984
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Based around the eery famous 300E1 directly heated mode, we see this kit as the introduction
to real Audio Ampileetion, as dcovers all the important aspects of deep necessary. Single.
Ended, No- Feedback, Class A. Directly Heated Triode, to become amember of Ws «clueoe
Club of smears
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As mentioned earlier, we are developing arange of complete kits. to eve those of you who
have the obey, but do not have the time to develop aproject from the around so to speak
lnorder lo be able to offer the best possible quality. pnce relationship the kits we offer will be
good baso amen, web no- frills power supplies and components. all kits have input volume
control to allow use of asenate source. like CD-player direct 111
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From time to time we will have more damaged or scratched chases s. it you are not bothered
about the ', rush or genera: appearance. Or you intend 10 refinish the ChM" anyway, you can
have one of these for 50% of the above preces, lust thought you should know, so inquire athe
1,01 interest

Write to.
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You have to specrfy when you oiler whether you want chess s2for pre- amp ail, or power
smarter use tie pre.ampidier has Inputs on the side of the lop cover the power merle, has
many more ventrlateon holes, top and sede II you want aPCB with the Input sockets included
with the preamplarer cove, add C 19 75 to the cost of the chassis and remember to specify
this when2 you order Please note that no copper pre.amplaer lid e currently available for
C
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Price£799.00 Inc' Val. which includes all valves ryes. atso Me 2x3008 needed) but not
postage/pedalo which lo UK customers IS E 12.00. boomer sC 99.00 Corm Ka One is also
evadable with apolished chrome chassis and chromed transformer ball-ends the makes the
Kit One areal stunned -Add 1200 00 to total£999 00 The Kit One is available now
KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN- KIT-001
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BELGIUM please contact. Tube Aude Phdosophy BUBA Konfichsesteenweg 101, 2630 &Inseam.
Belgium Tel 03 458 4848. Fax 03 457 8520
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1001..........»

FRANCE please mealier& BCa 23-25 Boulevard de laser F-75017 Porn Tel 14574 6930. Fax 1
4574 6940

71130

CANADA. ONTARIO please contact Barry Falcon. Falcon Audio Electronos. 7723 Crepe Street Ogle
Thornholl, Ont Canada. L3T 341 Tel: 905 881 5290 Fee 905 731 9708
GERMANY please toiled Vorght Audio Sysleme. Allenhaner Strass. 20
Germany. Tel 06195 61003. Fax 06195 64870

3711»

en*.
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..0 me • 1.
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YUGOSLAVIA please contact. NORATO Systems, Kumanovska 20, 11000 Belgrade. Yugoslav's TeVFarei
011 439976

31110

MALAYSIA please contact 505 Audio SDN 8110 First Floor Ft 18. City Square Centre Jalan Tun Flank,
50400 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia Tel 03 264 8180 Fax 03 264 81W
PO 18 11 1996

classified
SILVERADO

Ex Demonstration and
Part Exchange Bargains

»UMW' iirtS

Tel: 01923 245250
Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road,
Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from
Watford Junction Station
New opening hours
10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT

APOGEE SLANT 6

x/d

£1,800

AUDIO RESEARCH LS6Il R/C

s/h

£2.500

AUDIO RESEARCH D-120 DAC

x/d

£2.493

AUDIO RESEARCH BL1

s/h

£450

AUDIO RESEARCH BL3

s/h

£450

GOLDMUND MEMISIS 3 AMP

s/h

£2,000

LUMLEY REFERENCE ST40 + PP40 PRE

x/d

£1.100

MERIDIAN 207 PRE/CD

s/h

£399

P S AUDIO 5.6 PRE

x/d

£650

s/h

£1.400

THETA PRO BASIC II

BY APPOINTMENT

PIONEER ELITE PLD 97 LASER

Music Mill
Hi Fi advice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963
AVI INTEGRATED AMP
£ 550
B&W PS 6WEEKS OLD ( CHERRY) £ 550
EXPOSURE 18 MONO AMPS
£ 1100
EXPOSURE 1V POWER AMP
£ 1100
EXPOSURE 17 PRE- AMP ( MM)
£ 400
CYRUS DISC + DA( MASTER
£ 800
CYRUS PRE + 2xPOWERAMP
ALSO 5xPSX P/SUPPLY
£ 1600
TALISMAN ll ( MAY)
£ 450
(ERWIN VEGA VS- 10
£ 250
itUDIOLAB CPRE- AMP
£ 300
AUDIOLAB M x2

£ 750

lOom-Opm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6SQG

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

Solen Inductors
Chateaurowtpoly

‘;.z..

e
s/h

Shocked by the cost of really
good sounding Hi Fi-?
Don't change it - upgrade ill
uy improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will
astound you...and for a fraction of the cost of buying a
new model
Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the
WorldY best HiFi components.
Our Upgrade Kits provide instructions on how to carry
out avast range of upgrades.
Our Unique after-sales technical support ensures you
have access to our expertise should you have any queries.

We think you'll be pleasantly surprised!
,,eve our latest inforrr.
..r,n . ncl upgrading advice
•mail, phone n. • ,, wing address:
Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Westmorland. LA8 RAS England.
Tel 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317

SLEDGEHAMMER

Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
Company database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
• FREE SHIPPING

on purchases over $ 50

U 48 brands, 238 cable products.
II FREE of all US taxes

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisound©itis.com
Web Page: http:/vwwi.dis.com/madieound

HI- r1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

JULY 1997

m/vone
,•//gljakelaapfeArag

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT STU010
11 PERFILO COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE, ULMER
GREEN, BUCKS, HP15 NOR
101494)7140581 FAX

BANDOR DRIVERS

• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE
• Any one loudspeaker covers 9frds of musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RAAS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £1.00 STAMP

'Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED TISMITYL SPECIAL IST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 : IV
Fax: +.1410) 181-207 5283

Lintone Audio

IMPLIM

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
•MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

Tel/Fax: +44-181 567 0260

SELECTS/LW:1E011MR \ ICr9SPECIUOFFERS

CVNAUDIO'

LERP

http://www.ibmpoug.co.uld-raider/
e-mail: silverado@skt.win-uk.net.

THE RUSS ANDREWS SOLUTION

ACOUSTIC PANELS

FUCfitl.

For further details, please give us acall
or browse through our web-site

£700

sea
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Skaaning
Loudspeakers

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required...
for well reviewed, high profile,
British Loudspeaker Range

Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier
les dem)....£699.00
Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated 5+) CD Player
(used)..£395.03
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
(ex dem)....£699.00
(used)....£375.00
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier
(used).. £ 150.00
Creek CAS 4040/3 Amplifier
Deltec PDM 1/2 DAC
(used) £340 .
00
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white)
(used)....£450.00
Jamo 7000 THX Speaker System
(ex deml..£1500.00
KEF 107/2 Speakers
(used) £ 19C0.00
Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier
(used)..£1800.00
Linn LP12/ITTOK/NAG TSI2 Turntable (used)....£495.00
Linn LP12JITTOK/VAN DEN HUL Turntable ( used)....£495.00
Linn LP121VX Turntable
( used) £300.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier (ex dem)....£200.00
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier (used) £475.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
(ex dem)....£595.00
Meridian 602/603 CD DFAC/Transpon (ex dem)..£2000.00
Micromega Stage One CD Player ( ex dem)....£329.00
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre- Amplifier ( used) £495.00
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
( used)....£295.00
Nakamichi CDP2A CD PLayer
( used)....£220.00
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amplifier ( used) £320.00
Naim NAC 62 Pre Amplifier ( used)....£295.00
Naim NAC 42/5 Pre-Amplifier ( used) £ 180.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier (ex dem)....£599.00
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
(used)....£595.00
Quad 34/405/2 Pre-Power Amps
( used)....£495.00
Ruark Paladin Speakers
( ex dem)....f 799.00
Rega ELA Speakers
( used) f350.00
Rega XEL Loudspeaker (ex dem)....£700.00
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder ( used)....£495.00
Sony CDP557ESD CD Player
( used)..£350.00

Visit our web site at http://www.linetone.co.uk
e-mail on, lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead,
Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

Fax 0191 477 2771
109

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND e
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.

11

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News FUR. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin CoItems, Hi Fi News 11/Ft.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:
In• Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The clay Iplace
my order for it, Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TE1LINGER - AUSTRIA

iteieltia9 41494 & áe a, dia/.4seued

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
II

The Glassmat 8 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WI711 SPEED Apft:S1:VENT.
STORMFORCE DEVASTA7ING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTR1CS. BEWARE.... S7RUC771RAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE IIVTO A GREAT CLASSIC.
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIAN7? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS 7D124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "THORENS TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 3126 IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R8300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

BE BRAVE

FACE YOUR FEARS

LIVE YOUR DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429
E

•IS THIS A RECORD
Living Stereo Reissues
Exactly the same 180g vinyl that sells for US and upwards.
Our standard price on the titles listed is f18.
BUT buy any 4 for f60 incl postage.
We also stock ahuge range of other audiophile vinyl,
including the excellent new releases from Absolute Analogue !
STRAUSS : ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA - OFFENBACH: GAITE PARISIENNE
BERLIOZ: SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE - BARTOK: CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA
OVERTURE! OVERTURE! - PROKOVIEV: CINDERELLA - THE REINER SOUND - DEBUSSY: IBERIA
WITCHES BREW - SAINT-SAENS: PIANO CONCERTO No2 - WALTON: FACADE SUITE
BORODIN: SYMPHONY No 1 - SHOSTAKOVICH : SYMPHONY Nol
KABALEVSKY: THE COMEDIANS - BALLET FOR THE OPERA - DVORAK: SLAVONIC DANCES
FESTIVAL - RESPIGHI : PINES OF ROME - GOUNOD: BALLET MUSIC - CARNAVAL: LES PATINEURS
LALO : SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOIE RHAPSODIES - STRAUSS: WALTZES
LITSZ/RACHMANINOFF: PIANO CONCERTO Nol

VP! HW 19 Jr/ R8300 f599
A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers
unbelievable performance for the money. Fully suspended and
featuring asolid acrylic platter, the Jr represents unprecedented
value - even more so because it can be fully upgraded into the
Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling analogue front end
in the US.
This turntable combination used to cost £ 50, but we sell
it direct to you for £599. HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,
Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost.

eene9M
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VP! HW 16.5 Record cleaning machine £399
The HW16•5 has been the benchmark record cleaner since its
introduction. Stereophile's Analogue accessary of the year
for more years than ican remember, the 16.5 is much more
than aluxury - it is essential to protect your valuable
investment in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records! Nobody with aserious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock afull compliment of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17 F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well

as analogue replay systems and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audioplan.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL1)
and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (VOL2)
VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

classified
THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
SHOP OPEN MONSAT 11 TO 5.30

Wed small 912IY Ibrt lake Naomj pre-power probably Lunn rn sorne0HCS
,...1en shed

0150

'".o SA12 33 way speakers RIDAI Watt
7101ANGLE Black, Averted Wrong. separate TEL

parr 0400
marchons black Ash.

•- SCISSION 774 arm

0400

s.ESTION SLIh

parr 0300

TRIANGLE PIP AIM Pre amp

0500

"A'obOY CANTERBURY YORK GRF pars

PO A

GOODMANS AXIOM 150, 300, 301. 201. TRIAXICIM etc on stock ........

LOWTHER TP1 London

CONCORDANT EXH1LARANT hoe level pre vnth wooden sleeve £450

LOWTHER TP1 Orogonal Type A

PO A

LUXMAN RA- 102 Tuner amp " Ultimate Fidelity" ',lentil} glowng monster

0100

QUAD 33103

pan £1200

DYNAUDIO - AUDIENCE 10 SPEAKERS Loke aPrue Tablette 50 but better

QUAD 22.111 colour Tihnl

-90

HETBROOK MAI mk3 Onvore

pan 0400
sE1LEIDH parr wIth cherry veneer. spoked floorstandong speakers £475

LEAK STEREO 20

OU
303 Dp.
.9010 Transport

MOTH 40 watt monoblocks
LEAN troughlines another lot on slack pros vary from .

£70 to 015,

and all hold the usual Emponum poky ot money back of nor sabsbed

E500
0200

OoNNOVATONS 400 Integrated valve we mm

£300

-CS SL PAID Serer fronted Transpon joptocal *no

APAIR OF MULLARD 5-10 monablocks

0150

-. 910 Surround Process

0150

Heathlm MA12 just sewed

S'AN D-373 CO Player

LEAK TL 12x paid very EMOd

'OMEGA Staoe OCD Player

MERIDIAN ARGENT. £ 1000 new yours or amoserly

£411

BEARD ABA' 1001one level ontegrated monster valve

£10,

KELVIN LABS 1130 class Amonoblocks
AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO

CIE!

CHROME PLATED LEAK STEREO 60 vnth groove tubes MCIO

£551

ROCK TURNTABLE WITH 06263

DO"

AR EB101 turntable black oath smoked Al

0205
£400

Claymore Amp

0160

-.JIGS SU-GBOOUSE-A8005 Prepower
31405 1

£225

£225
£200

•ER 101 Preamp
',EER G143 Cassette Deck DOLBY S

£ 100
£450

RESEARCH D70 Why hasn tanyone bought 0name somethong better for
I
can't trunk ol anyltung

Comes with arm and canndge

•1
.RESEARCH CLASSIC 31)

QUAD FM1 tuner working

E1200

-'.".10 RHYTHM 211 Angle Ended

QUAD ESL 63 one pan

0139 1
.

01400

• ON 05Preamp mrn'mc

£375

geon9A9Q , n• o

£300
£160

HAVE YOU GOT FLABBY BASS 0F1 MUFFLED MIDRANGE ,

LOTS

WHAT YOU NEED IS MY KRELL KSABO CLASS ASTEREO POWER AMP
GET SOME CONTROL INTO YOUR SYSTEM ARE WE MAO , YES BECAUSE WE
ARE OFFERING AHOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE ON THE ORTOFON
ROHMANN CARTRIDGE. WE LL DRIVE AHUNDRED MILES TO FIT IT IN YOUR
TONE ABM, SO YOU CAN HAVE ALISTEN IF YOU ARE SERIOUSLY

0035 oar

AUDIO RESEARCH 1)70.
RADFORD STA 15 III . .

PO A

WHARFEDkE ktove DaamondS Reg

£120
.

.

HEART HOB mole ended monoblocks New at en-dew puce
BEARD PIN MK II power aros

0500
£563
£400
£150

'n'FAIT 1
SPENDOR BC1. excellent

f2C6

NOYD 3motor loapstl woth SPLIT PHASE psu & AUDIONOTE arm

£125

.

LEAK TL 10 124

£450

01300

REGA PLANAR 2vann cartrodge
ART AUDIO TEMPO Monoblocks on chrome
CROFT INTEGRATED

£1350
£350

LEM STEREO 20
£750
LISSA

£650

BANDOR TRIDENT las renewed last month.

£100

%A BEAT 100 vadh mm board

parr boxed 01003

AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY iCARY' 300E1 stereo single ended
porter amp

£700

OAL FIDELITY BI

.IA B126 CO Player

QUAD SO rooto.00to .
.. aos.sio, tie O"OO

AUD1ON EDISON Ongonal ELM Power amp

£325

Serres Ill OR Stereo Pck, -

J. 111 • HoGEN Stands

CONSIDERING THIS CARTRIDGE AUDITION IT'l

OUAD 77 CO IEUSI .77AMP

.nes ;';.0St,I2 LASS

3487

0250

ROGERS CADET III

.. £ 100

WANTED ALL
YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.

Wilmslow
Audio Y

NI
Lowther VISATFNI
., .4fuseu6i. •

• Crossover design and supply
• Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors,
• Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams,
• Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Phone for your free catalogue

50 Main Street
Boughton Astley
Leicester
LE9 6RD

our new Virtuosos and they know that's not true.
You love music, you want to hear your power
amplifier give of its best - these are the speakers
for you.
Highly sensitive and fast, their high average impedance
and smooth (as these things go) impedance curve makes
them exceptionally easy for an amplifier to drive and
control - and you don't need megawatts to bring them
to life.
The Virtuoso is an affordable true horn speaker, has
the fine resolution needed to unveil the unique timbre
of each individual instrument, and to place it accurately
in the sound stage. Superb dynamics and depth of image
combine with every last lingering echo from the
recording venue to create an immensely satisfying sense
of space, of reality, of being there. This is the system
upgrade you've been looking for! Prices from £2995

Virtuosos
make music real!
Bravura speakers are designed and manufactured by
Moms D•cmsducers
Whde House Hall, Had/ow Road, 7bnbridge, Ken! TN/1 OAI, UK
T+44 (
0)1732 851408 F + 44 (0)1732 850315

b

Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.

of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £140 - £3800 on demonstration

Wilmslow Audio Ltd

horn loudspeakers all

'honk' or sound 'cuppy'...others have listened to

CLASS AUDIO

MU Platform
A range

Some people think that

RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH

LleeineA

BENNIC

...horns for music lovers

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

The name in Loudspeakers for over 30 years
We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units
and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder

114AUDIO

Bravura

Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

classif ied
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

unnua AUDIO

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON Ex Dem 36/37 CD Trans & DAC £6395
KRELL KSA 200 Balanced Amplifier
£2750
STAX ELS-F81X Full Range Electrostatics £3995
VOYD Standard Turntable Mint
£1500
MARK LEVINSON 28 2-box pre-amp with phono
£
2495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm £995
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge & PSU
£
2750
AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
ROWLAND Model 5Stereo Power amp balanced £2995
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Alpha DAC bal. input £1200
MICROMEGA T- Drive CD Transport AES/EBU £895
TOWNSHEND Siesmic Sink Large Heavy Duty £195
LUMLEY VTA 1030 Valve Power Amplifier £395
AUDIO RESEARCH Ex-Dem 0160 Valve Power Amp C1995
ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono
£165
MARANTZ CD50 Remote CD Player
£110
LEAK Delta Turntable/arm/cart Good cond £165
RUARK Swordsman Plus Loudspeakers £175
TEAC A-450 Cassette Deck
£45
SUGOEN All51 pre with phono & AU51 Power Amp. £795
PRO-AC 2Loudspeakers 2-way Teak £395
AUDIO NOTE Cassai Silver Amplifier
£19995
CLEARAUDIO Accurate MC Cartridge (£2768)
£995
SOUDER A725 Pro CD Player balanced output
£1250
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands
£250
REF 104 Loudspeakers ..... .................. .....
£450
£395
ORELLE CD160 CD Player Boxed
AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp
£7000
SONUS FABER Minuettos Ex Dem (£898)
f750
LUXMAN T-4 Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner ......... . £450
ARCAM Delta Black Box II DAC Boxed £ 195
RAW MPA1 Mono Power ampo
£
695
VOYD Reference Turntable ( Large Motors) £4695
AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers silvenvired £4000
AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/Boxed £3995
RAW 808 Loudspeakers £ 1995
ION SYSTEMS Nexus SP1 pre & X-PAK 2psu
with
ION SYSTEMS Nexus SAM 40 Stereo Power Amp £595

VISA

SOUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT £3750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre (£3398) £2195
SOLSTICE SAD speakers with stands £495
APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £495
TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15 st pair £1595
GENESIS Model Ill speakers MINT £2495
JADIS Defy 7stereo amp mint
£3695
PRO-AC Response One S' (ex demo) £995
PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood) £615
LUXMAN CL32 Valve pre-amp with phono
£
595
LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifie
£1295
ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash
£350
STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused £95
LUMLEY 120 Valve Mono Power Amps (NEW) £2795
LUMLEY Promenade SP1 Loudspeakers ( NEW) £250
QUAD Ex-Dem 77 Integrated & System Console
f799

Telephone: 0181 450 7384
Mobile: 0956 639 883

Do you find listening to Hi Fi atiring
and unpleasant experience?
e••••

e...0

At Unique Audio we listen to music not Hi Fi.
That is why we have put together arange of
fundamentally accurate audio instruments.

VARIOUS EX-DEM & PRE-OWNED CABLE AVAILABLE

Amin Coe Ilev Or Price
VAN DEN HUL Grasshopper Silver f3000

11995

KISEKI Blackheart £1995 £1500
KOETSU Urushi

£2297 £1695

To meet this criteria we are able to
demonstrate turntables from Pink Triangle, SME,
Rockport Technologies, VPI Mitchell together with the
finest partnering equipment.

Part exchange your old Krell KSA for the new
FPB 300 and be amazed by our generous allowance

Do not hesitate to call us on all aspects of

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

audio performance.

FOR AN- UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST:
http://members.aolcom/heatherdal/heatherd.htm
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER
AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE
We are proud to announce that we have been newly
appointed Sonic Frontiers dealers tor the South.

•••••

Absolute Sounds, Audio
Jadis,

Physics, Audio

Synthesis,

LFD, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, Rockport,

SME, Townshend, VPI, XLO, Yammamura

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mail:heatherclal@aol.com
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING. SUSSEX 8N14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234

POWER AMPS
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
Audio Research 0125 balanced
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Jartis_JA 500 monoblocks
Jett Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Jadis Der 7mklIl
Lumley_Ref 120 monoblocks
Audio Research D200
Conrad Johns9n MF 2300
Boulder 500AE
Audio Research VT 60
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
Maranta MA22 Monoblocks & SC22 pre
Unison Research Smart 845
Audio Research 070 mk II
Naim Nap 180
Jadis DM
Musical Fidelity F19/F25 Pre/Power
Roksan L2/51 &
Audiolab 8000 M ( Newl
Audio Innovations Do Audio
Art Audio Quintet
Albarry PP1
Conrad Johnson Prem Ba
Boulder 500 AE
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS3 Silver
McCormak TLC- 1
Exposure 14 + 9 ( pre & psu)
Exposure 19 pre-bmp
Tesserac Tala
Jeff Rowland Consumate & Phono
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
DNM 3 & 6Pack
Boulder L5AE
Linn Wokanda
Michell Argo HR/HERA
Audio Research 12B mk II
Audio Research L 22
Audio Research L 7
CAT SL 1Reference
Audiolab 8000
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Audio Research LS3 black
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
Jadis JP8Omm
SPEAKERS
Alon Vmid
Apogee Diva + Dax
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Ensemble PAI-Silver hi-wire
KO Callas Special Edition
onus Faber Concertino
annoy 0700 { Definition, Rosewood)
uad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
uad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
unteçh Crown Princes
B&W Silver sig & stands
Apogee Caliper
Sonos Faber Electra Amators & Iron

E3

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sth
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sAi
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint s/h

£5500
£1995
£4995
£7995
£2395
£3250
£1695
£1995
£1995
£3295
£1995
£4495
£1495
£2995
£1495
£2250
£895
£795
£2500
£3750
£1395
£1095
£1395
£995
£295
£7995
£3295

mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£1195
£695
£1495
£395
£795
£4995
£850
£995
£2250
£495
£895
£2250
£3 250
£1395
£2795
£795
£2 50
£1 195
£5995
£4995

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint el
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£2 750
£3995
£4995
£895
£1995
£595
£450
£1495
£1695
£1795
£1995
£3995
£795
£2195

Wood Stands
Alon Vmidi
mint s/h
Alon IV mk11
mint s/h
Ruark Icon & Stands
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity MC5
mint Mt
Wilson System V
mint s/h
Proac Tablett 2
mint s/h
Snell a's
mint sill
Sonus Minima Amators & Ironwood stds mint s/ti
Martin Logan CLS II & Kinergetic
mint s/h
Subwoofer
Magneplanar SMG 3
mint sin
AMC B1-20 Subwoofer
mint s/h
Dalquist 0012
mint s/h
Sonos Electra Amators
mint s/h
Sacos Faber Extrema + stands
mint sib
CD PLAYERS & BACS
Wadia 16
as new
Theta Data 2 / Pro Gen Ill AT&T,
mint s/h
Balanced
Krell Studio 2
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
mint s/h
Roksan DP- 1Transport
mint s/h
Krell SBP 64X
mint s/h
P.S. Audio Ultralink
mint eh
McCormack DAC-1
mint s/h
Wadia 22/26
Mirrie
as
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD
tei
s/11
BalanceWGold
Musical Fidelb FCD
mint s/h
Acuphase DP70
mint sib
Counterpoint DA10/11 ( U/A)
mint s/h
Aura GUIDO
mint s/h
Pink Triangle Dacapo 22 bit
mint s/h
Acuphase UP90/91
mint s/h
Teac VRDS. Ti
mint s/h
Dac Magic 2
mint s/h
PSAudio Lambda A & T
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 30.5/31.5
mint s/h
Krell 30 I
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref dac
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Basis Ovation
as ne,.:
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
mint s/h
Audio Note AN-S1
mint s/h
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
mint s/h
Koetsu Urushi
mint s/h
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
mint s/h
Lynx Tuner
mint s/h
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
mint s/h
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther Mk Ill
mint s/h
Musical Fidele TI Tuner
mint s/h
Sony Tuner srs 261
mint sin
AR Cambridge Cassette R1D06
mint srti
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
mint s/h
Audio Technica ART 1
mint s/h
Transparent Music Wave Ultra 15ft Spkr as new
Stas SR Omega and Stax SRM T1W
mint s/h
Valve Energiser
Transparent Music Link Ultra 1mtr Bal
Mñt
as
i/h
er
Rega Planar 3/RB 300
Clear AudioGamma 24CT Gold Coil
as new

£3495
£2495
£295
£395
£10995
£250
£695
£1395
£5995
£895
£350
£595
£1850
£4250
f5995
£4500
£1795
£595
£695
£3500
£895
£695

•••••

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XLO,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TRICHORD and many more.

£895
£2250
£2250
£295
£895
£9950
£395
£195
£1395
£14995
£3250
£7995

We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities

£3495
£2250
£150
£795
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£150
£495
£595
£1595
£1995
£1200
£295
£495

Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

finale
had still not phoned back. Her assistant
said she had so many important meetings
that she did not have time to answer my
question.
The BPI's Press Officer, Sarah Roberts,
did not know about legality but asked
someone else in the BPI who told her to
tell me that Section 17 of the 1988
Copyright Act classes home taping as a
`restricted act'. The BPI kindly faxed me a
copy of the relevant section but Iwas
none the wiser. So Iasked the BPI for a
plain English answer to my original
question. No-one came back with an
answer. If the BPI can't advise on legality,
who can?
Ihooked up my trusted old AR record
deck and dusted off my LPs. Sonny Stitt
Sitting In with Oscar Peterson seemed a
good place to start. But what's that noise?
It's 50Hz hum and it comes and goes as I
bring my hand near the pickup. I'd
forgotten about hum. All those years of
feeding nice strong line-level signals from
a CD player to the line input of an
amplifier had erased the miserable
memory of mains pickup at the weedy

earth did Iput that protractor, and stylus
gauge, and what was the weight and angle
supposed be anyway?
The overall sound seems very rough. I
need to find the little brush Iused to use
to clean the stylus. The special fluid has
all evaporated. And Imust remember to
brush along the line of the cantilever, not
across it. One mistake will cost me the
price of a new cartridge, which is more
than the cost of new CD player.
The sound is still rough and Ican't find
the magnifying glass Iused to keep handy
for examining the stylus tip.
MiniDisc can be used to archive
The Sinatra recordings sound really
awful. Some date back to student days
the music on your old LPs, or
and were played with a blunderbuss
to copy CDs. But is it legal? And
cartridge. Odd that even ten years ago
is it worth the effort?
they sounded acceptable. A decade or
more of listening to CDs has retuned my
ears. They no longer automatically filter
he Compact Disc was launched in
1983. Istopped buying vinyl around
out the garbage.
1990. By then everything new that I
Some of the last LPs Ibought, of big
wanted was coming out on CD as well as
band music, swish and swoosh like a
vinyl, or only on CD.
storm at sea. They were pressed from a
For awhile Iplayed amixed bag of LPs
subtle mix of recycled vinyl and paper
and CDs. Gradually Iplayed more CDs
labels. My Beatles originals sound far
and finally stopped bothering with
worse than Iremember. Teenagers
vinyl. My collection of LPs just sat
had played them at parties.
on the shelves, literally gathering
Whatever Iplay, the music stops,
dust and waiting for the big day.
halfway through the album. I'd
What big day? The time when I
forgotten about turning over LPs.
could trust ahome digital recording
At the end of each side the stylus
format well enough to invest amass
waltzes round the play-out grooves.
of time and money on archiving all
Good decks have no autostop. I'd
my favourites.
forgotten too about trying to drop
DAT was a washout. So was
the stylus accurately into the start
DCC. And so was MiniDisc, when
point of aband.
first launched. Write Once
Back come all the bad memories
recordable CD is still far too
of setting the recording gain, to
expensive. Erasable CD is not ready
keep the meters out of the red,
yet, and not compatible with
while keeping the music well above
existing players. Erasable DVD is
the seething noise floor.
promised, but will not be a
A browse through a couple of
consumer item before the next
large record stores confirms that
centry.
most of the music on my LPs is
Recently Sony re- launched
now readily available on CD,
MiniDisc. Well sort- of. The
often with bonus tracks at prices
publicity still ducks any clear
close to the cost of ablank MD. I
reference to home copying, But
was ready to dub my old
there is now a table- top MD
Ellington at Newport LP. Now
recorder and Iborrowed one to try.
I've got it on CD, free from
It worked well. So out came all my
Mercury, in return for spending a
old favourites, Sinatra with Riddle,
lot of money on long-distance
Basie, Ellington and Peterson;
Early publicity centred on pre-recorded MiniDiscs,
phone calls. I was hunting
but now MD is emerging as the new home recording medium
albums I had grown up with,
through old Count Basie and
dripping with memories.
Jimmy Rushing discs,
and
But is it legal to dub my own discs?
levels used for phono connections.
wondering how to cope with a 45rpm
There used to be a voluntary licence
I'd also forgotten how any dust on the
EP, when Robert Parker released a
scheme, run by the Mechanical Copyright
surface sandpapers the sound, and how
wonderful collection of Rushing tracks.
Protection Society. An annual fee cleared
cleaning the disc just generates more static
It includes everything I've got on vinyl,
the conscience of anyone who wanted to
to attract more dust. And how the merest
plus awhole lot more.
tape their own records. The scheme was
slip when lowering the stylus can bore a
I might now try culling all the Ray
killed off under pressure from the British
hole in the groove, which forever
Ellington Quartet tracks from some old
Phonographic Industry, who wanted atax
afterwards puts aclick in the sound which
Goon Show LPs. But what's the betting
on blank tape. There is still no tax on
you must wait for like the second shoe
that someone, somewhere, is already
tape, or discs, in the UK so Iphoned to
falling on the bedroom floor above. A lot
putting together a ' Best of Ellington with
ask — can Ilegitimately copy my own
of my LPs have bore holes.
the Goons' CD?
LPs to preserve what Ihave already paid
Why is the sound getting worse towards
What Ihave done, Inow realise, is
for?
the centre of the disc? Oh yes, inner
prove yet again that the record industry's
The BPI's legal adviser, Emma
groove distortion. And I'd forgotten about
best weapon against home taping remains
Fanning, was busy but would phone me
the need to check the bias, tracking weight
what it always has been — sensibly priced
back. Well over aweek later Ms Fanning
and tangential adjustment. Where on
originals.
Barry Fox
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HI-FI NEWS /IRECORD REVIEW

1994
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM

1995
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM

1996
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award 96
CATEGORY : TURNTABLE
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award 96
CATEGORY : LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
HI- Fl NEWS Best Analogue Source
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN
Stereosound Best Buy
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN
Stereosound Component of the Year
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
GRAMOPHONE Component Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
KOREA
AUDIO Years Best Hi Fi Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER

1997
USA
Winner CES Design and Engineering
Showcase Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER

KJ WEST ONE

TEL: 0171 486 8262

Martin Logan
the name in
electrostatics

re:Quest

Aerius i

— Best Loudspeaker Valud
till EA glen 1‘121abord 19n
M ARTIN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfitlly combine the 'slam' of moving
coil bass with the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic
Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that incorporates the classic CLS Ilzfidl-range, fitll-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular SL.3 and Aerius ihybrids
is, The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of advances in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade 'Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA Awards for 1996 is Reviewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): '
It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' is Alvin Gold (
HiFi Choice January 1996) also wrote
of the SL.3: 'more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. es. Ken Kessler (
HiFi News August 1995)found the SI3 to be: 'one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: The SL3 can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' he Contact Absolute Soundsfor adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers is And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers
Stylos surround speakers ¿ire
in/on wall .full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid is Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax
Email

0181-947 5047
0181-879 7962
73064.1710@compuserve.com

